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IDAHO COOPERATIVE DEMONSTRATION GRANT

IN CONSTRUCTION & MINING
V199A90141

US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

EXECUTIVE SMEARY

Background
This internal program evaluation is being conducted on the basis of information
provided to the State Division of Vocational Education by the postsecondary
vocational-technical institutlons.

The grant proposal was generated in the summer of i988. The construction
industry had witnessed a yearly increase of 8% for the last three years. Large
mining companies were reopening and expanding mining operations as the price of
both gold and silver were very favorable for profit-making.

The grant was for eighteen months and was directed toward the five basic
construction trades and underground mining operations. The construction trades
included heavy equipment operators, construction truck drivers, laborers,
carpenters, and cement masons. The levels of training included pre-entry and
pre-apprenticeship through supervisors and contractors programs. The service was
to be offered statewide through the Consortium of Vocational-Technical
Institutions (CAVES). Idaho is divided into six planning regions with a
postsecondary vocational-technical school in each region.

The goals of the construction and mining programs were to develop curriculum,
assist contractors in meeting their EEO compliance, serve a total of 774
participants, and develop a closer working relationship between vocational
education and public and private agencies and organizations involved in
construction.

Half-time staff were to be hired and placed at each of the six institutions and
the State Division of Vocational Education. Subproposals were generated by the
postsecondary institutions and submitted to the State Division for formal
approval. Subproposals could be conducted by staff or delivered through project
specialists.

Program Overview
The project began in January 1989. Each of the six postsecondary vocational-
technical schools employed a half-time coordinator/instructor. A half-time
construction and mining specialist was hired and housed within the State Division
of Vocational Education. The staff were all brought to Boise for a four-day
orientation and inservice training. The training was conducted by the Project
Director and the Construction and Mining Specialist. The Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training (BAT), Associated General Contractors (AGC), and the
Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) participated in the presentations.

Prior to the inservice training, a flagging am. basic traffic control program had
been developed by the Construction and Mininc, Specialist and the Safety Officer
of the ITD. During the inservice training ali staff obtained state certification
as instructors for this new curriculum. This was the first of three statewide
sub projects.
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Program Development
The short-term coordinators in each of the six postsecondary vocational-technical
institutions provided immediate supervision to the construction instructors.
This supervision set the pattern for the involvement of that institution. In

some cases the short-term coordinator developed and wrote the subproposals. In

other cases the subproposals were developed and written by the construction
coordinators/instructors. Subproposals were forwarded to the Project Director
for review to ensure they met the intent of the project and that costs were just
and reasonable. Final approval was given by the State Administrator of the State
Division of Vocational Education, and a funding letter was sent to the

appropriate institution.

Program Operation
Subproposals were advertized through a variety of sources: TV, newspapers,
construction organization newsletters and direct contact with industry. Much of
the training did not occur at vocational-technical institutions. All of the
mining programs were conducted in a mine tunnel in Northern Idaho. All the heavy
equipment operation programs were conducted at industries facilities. Most of
the flagging/basic traffic control programs were conducted at vocational-
technical educat.ln facilities. However, on occasion, these programs were
conducted elsewhere. The location for conducting programs was in part determined
by the availability of facilities and equipment that could be provided by
industry.

Recordkeeping and Reporting
Records were maintained within each institution. This included participants
attendance, program evaluation, and expenditures of funds. The records and
activities were forwarded to the State Division of Vocational Education.
Reimbursement reques-s for approved expenditures of funds were forwarded to the
State Office after the service had been provided.

5
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PERFORMANCE REPORT

Programs Conducted

1. Asbestos Abatement
2. Concrete Technology
3. Diamond Drilling
4. Undergrvnd Miners
5. Carpentry
6. First Lid
7. Heavy Equipment Operators (Upgrading)
8. Heavy Equipment Operators (Pre-apprenticeship)
9. Backhoe Operators

10. Basic Surveying
11. Blueprint Reading
12. Hazardous Material
13. Supervisory Training
14. OSHA Construction Regulations
15. Bid/Tender Forms
16. EEO Compliance
17. Conditions of Contracts
18. Agreement Forms
19. Contract Negotiations
20. Construction Coordination
21. Federal Contracts for Minorities
22. Critical Path Method
23. Contract Submittal
24. Bidding and Contract Regulations
25. Drug-Free Workplace
26. Construction Safety
27. Hazardous Materials Communication Law
28. Progress Schedules
29. Special Projects Procedures
30. Building Trades Pre-apprenticlship
31. Pre-apprenticeship (General)
32. Welding

Statewide Programs
33. Flagging
34. Construction Truck Driver-(Federal Regulations)
35. Computer Tracking of Unemployed Workers



PRUJECT OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this project was to develop, implement, evaluate and disseminate
a cooperative construction and mining training program; to provide pre-
apprenticeship training in equipment operation and construction truck driving;
apprenticeship related instruction; and classes in more technical areas for
journeymen upgrading. This cooperative program was a joint effort between the
Consortium of Vocation-Technical Institutions (CAVES), Associated General
Contractors (AGC), Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT), and five mining
companies in northern Idaho.

The quantitative objectives were as follows:

a. Provide pre-apprenticeship programs for approximately 30 female and
minorities in equipment operation and/or construction truck driving.

b. Provide approximately 250 pre-apprentices with related instruction in the
five basic construction trades--equipment operation, construction truck
driving, cement masonry, carpentry, and laborers.

c. Provide 480 hours of related instruction for 144 mining apprentices for
mining companies.

d. Provide upgrade classes for approximately 350 journeymen in technical
areas.

Noted in the support letters and in the State of Need was: (1) the shortage of
related instruction programs for- apprentices, (2) today's construction workers
are not necessarily unskilled but area less skilled than is required, (3) the
mining and construction indust:ies are expanding rapidly, and (4) a need for new
skilled workers to enter the construction and mining industries.
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PERFORMANCE BY REGIONS
The number of participants targeted for this proposal were 774. The total number
served was 2,994. The follouing data will be broken down by the six areas of the
state. The data will include projects funded through the subproposals and also
those projects conducted at no cost to the grant and/or those supported in total
by industry. These shall include those services provided by the
coordinator/instructor where additional funds were not necessary. The categories
will be: (1) subproposal services, and (2) non-subproposal services.

North Idaho College - Region I
Subor000sals:

Flagging
Truck Driving
Underground Miners
Diamond Drillers

Non-Suboroposals:
First-aid
Concrete Technology
Pre-apprenticeship
Construction Supervision
Carpenter
Apprentice Welding*

Continuing Programs:
An apprenticeship carpentry program has been developed for six contractors and
will begin in September 1990.

A selfrstudy program will be implemented in August 1990. The program is designed
to assist truck drivers to pass the new commercial drivers license examination.

*The grant coordinator/instructor established a welding program for apprentices.
The program has served 130 participants thus far and will continue in the fall
of 1990.

Lewis-Clark State College - Region II
Subpr000sals:

Flagging
Truck Driving
Heavy Equipment Operation

- Contractor Training
a. Bid/Tender Forms
b. EEO Compliance
c. Condition of contracts
d. Agreement forms
e. Contract negotiations
f. Construction coordination
g: Federal contracts for minorities
h. Critical path method
i. Contract submittal
j. Bidding and contract regulations
k. Drug-free workplace
1. Construction safety
m. Hazardous materials communication law



n. Progress schedules
o. Special projects procedures

Non-Subproposals:
Truck Driving CDL Information

Boise State University - Region IIi
Subproposals:

Flagging
Truck Driving
Heavy Equipment Operator
Concrete Technology

Non-Subproposal Services:
Hazardous Materials

Continuing Programs:
As a result of the grant proposal a full-time carpentry program will commence in
August 1990. The project will be totally state funded.

a guidance program will be piloted in 15 junior high schools. Counselors will
teach units on apprenticeship programs.

The Idaho Concrete and Aggregate Producers Association has conducted another
concrete technologies program for architects. Another is planned this winter.

College of Southern Idaho - Region IV
Subproposals:

Flagging
Truck Driving
Building Trades Pre-apprentice
Carpentry

A referral system for unemployed construction workers has been developed with the
Idaho Department of Employment. Unemployed construction workers will receive a
listing of all construction training in their areas. The project will be an on-
going program and has been initiated statewide.

Idaho State University - Region V
Subpropoals:

Flagging
Truck Driving
Heavy Equipment Operator
Basic Surveying
Blueprint Reading
Concrete Technology

Non-SubproposaIs:
OSHA Construction Regulations

Eastern Idaho Technical College - Region VI
Subproposals:

Truck Driving
Asbestos

9
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Hazardous Materials

Non-Suhoroposals:
Flagging

The grant coordinator/instructor assisted the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training in organizing an apprenticeship conference to be held in Idaho Falls in
October, 1990.

Programs That Will Continue After Grant Terminates
The following projects have been developed as a result of the
coordinators/instructors with the construction industry:

1. A pre-apprenticeship carpentry program has been funded for Boise State
University with State funds. This program will articulate with five
public school districts in Southern Idaho and will commence in September,
1990.

2. A carpentry apprenticeship program has been developed for six contractors
in Northern Idaho. This program will be conducted through North Idaho
College and will commence in the Fall of 1990.

3. A guidance program througn the State Division of Vocational Education will
provide for the teaching of apprenticeship opportunities. The program
will become part of the curriculum at the junior high schools.

4. A self-study course for Commercial Drivers License has been established at
North Idaho College. The program assists drivers in preparation for the
exam required under new federal regulations to obtain the Commercial
Drivers License (CDL).

5. A training venture between the State Division of Vocaticaal Education and
the Idaho Transportation Department has resulted in a Memorandum of
Agreement and a statewide continuation of services.

The agreement provides for the postsecondary institutions to continue to
provide flagging and basic traffic control certification.

6. A Memorandum of Agreement has been developed between the Department of
Employment and the State Division of Vocational Education. The Department
of Employment has modified its' computer system to provide the name and
address of unemployed construction workers. The postsecondary
institutions will then notify the unemployed workers on the availability
of construction training programs.

I ()



COOPERATIVE DEMONSTRATION COORDINATOR CHART
FINAL PROJECT REPORT

6 half-time construction/mining coordinators
1 half-time construction/mining specialist

Contract

Number Dates
Grant

Award
Actual

Expenditure
Anticipated

Match
Actual

Match
Estimated

Served
Actual

Served

CD-89-01
BSU Coord.

1/2/89 -
6/29/90 $25,693.60 $26,060.68 N/A N/A 99 624

CD-89-02
CSI Coord.

1/2/89 -
6/29/90 $25,693.60 $20,311.83 N/A N/A 365 511

CD-89-03
EITC Coord.

2/12/89 -
6/29/90 $25,693.60 $20,403.74 10/A N/A 64 50

CD-89-04
ISU Coord.

2/1/89 -
6/29/90 $25,693.60 $23,514.82 N/A N/A 226 335

CD-89-05
LCSC Coord.

1/2/89 -
6/29/90 $25,693.60 $25,106.02 N/A N/A 54 558

CD-89-06
NIC Coord.

1/2/89 -
6/29/90 $2E,693.60 $25,992 35 N/A N/A 57 370

CD-89-07
Specialist

1/2/89 -
6/29/30 $27,572.60 $23,757.12 N/A N/A N/A N/A

TOTAL
COORD.

FUNDING $181,734.20 $165,226.56 N/A N/A N/A N/A

SUBPROPOSAL
TOTALS 865 2,448

NON
SUBPROPOSAL
CONSTRUC.
PROGRAMS 546

TOTAL
--RVED

2,994



so
COOPERATIVE DEMONSTRATION SUBPROPOSALS FUNDED

January 1989 - June 1990

e

Project
Number

Dates of
Training

Grant
Award

Actual

Expenditure
Anticipated

Match

Actual 1

Hatch
Estimated
Served

Actual
Scrved

CD-89-08
Flagging 3/29/89 -

BSU 6/21/90 $374.92 $374.92 $457.40 $457.40 12 553

CD-89-09
Flagging 4/18/89 -

LCSC 6/ /90 $605.91 $605.91 $790.00 1.790.00 12 168

CD-89-10
Heavy Equip 3/5/90 -

BSU 4/27/90 $15,600.00 $15,600.00 $7,905.00 $7 905.00 12

CD-89-11
Mining 1/23/89 -
NIC 4/14/89 $13,800.00 $13,800.00 $21,414.00 $49,435.00 18 15

CD-R9-12 self

Flagging 4/10/89 - supported
CSI 6/13/90 $168.60 -0- $279.69 - - 40 214

CD-89-13 self

Carpentry 4/18/89 - supported

CSI 5/27/89 $888.50 -0- $722.00 - - 15

CD-89-14
Flagging 4/18/89 -

ISU 6/ /90 $842.50 $842.50 $1,808.60 $6,599.40 96
253

CD-89-15 self

Flagging 4/6/89 - supported

NIC 6/ /90 $1,095.63 -3- $370.03 -0- 15 331

CD-89-16
Asbestos 7/10/89 -

EITC 4/20/90 $4,871.00 $4,245.00 $5,144.00 $7,931.00 40 40

1 3 1 4
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Project
Number

Dates of 1

Training

Grant
Award

Actual

Expenditure

Anticipated
Match

Actual

Match
Estimated

Served
Actual

Served

CD-89-17
Mining 5/1/89 -

NIC 7/31/89 $15,066.00 $15,060.00 $45,094.00 $37,833.00 18 18

CD-89-18
Drilling 4/12/89 -

NIC 5/19/89 $8,814.00 $8,814.00 $1,633.00 $1,633.00

CD-89-19 .

First aid -0-

EITC $574.00 Deobligated $353.00 - - 12

CD-89-20
Truck Driv. 10/16/89 -

CS! 6/22/90 $31,637.00 $26,399.25 $5,100.00 $6,120.00 300 287

CD-89-21
Concrete

BSU 11/28/89 $875.00 $549.25 $1,084.00 $4,128.00 75 62

CD-89-22
Hvy Op. Eq. 11/9/89 -

ISU 11/28/89 $1,689.00 $1,417.00 $5,019.00 $5,154.20 16 12

CD-89-23
Surveying 5/22/90 -

ISU 5/24/90 $900.00 $895.43 $2,566.00 $1,472.00 24

CD-89-24
Blueprint 1/17/90 -

ISU 4/18/90 $1,600.00 $1,595.44 $277.00 $1,310.75 15 21

CD-0-25
Concrete

15U 11/30/89 $932.50 $789.85 $2,081.20 $3,049.68 75 45

CD-89-26 self

Haz Mat 1/8/90 - supportive

EITC 1/12/90 $1,250.63 -0- $1,406.75 $1,239.73 12 10

4)
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Project Dates of- Grant Actual
Number Training Award Expenditure

CD-89-27

Bldg. Trds 6/30/90
CSI $28,037.00 $23,740.44

CD-89-28
Heavy Equip 4/12/90 -

LCSC 5/25/90 $17,394.05 $15,955.23

CD-89-29
5-meprint N/A $8,767.40 Deobligated

LCSC

CD-89-30

Refer Sys 5/31/90 $1,610.00 $1,600.00
CSI

CD-90-01

Contrac Trn 7/1/89 -
LCSC 5/31/90 $10,525.00 $9,570.73

SUBPROPOSAL
TOTALS $167,918.64 $141,854.95

Anticipated
Match

Actual

Match
Estimated

Served
Actual

Served

$12,408.00 $12,408.00 10 4

$7,244.00 $8,366.20 10 11

$9,225.00 N/A 12 0

$370.00 N/A

*(400)

winter
1990-1991

$12,800.00 $27,510.00 20 379

$145,551.67 $183,342.36 865 2,448

*Estimated served in the winter of 1990 - 1991. Not counted in total estimated served count.

1 7
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NONSUBPROPOSAL COOPERATIVE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS
SELF-SUPPORTED

Project Title Actual Served

Hazardous Materials--Boise State University 12

OSHA Construction Regs--Idaho State University 98

Apprenticeship Welding--North Idaho College 130

Concrete Technology--North Idaho College 80

First Aid--North Idaho College 35

Preapprenticeship North--Idaho College 11

Construction Supervisory Trng--North Idaho Cr_dlege 14

Carpenter Training--North Idaho College 1

Truck Driving, CDL Test Preparation
Lewis-Clark State College 45

Flagging--Eastern Idaho Technical College 120

TOTAL NONSUBPROPOSAL ACTUAL MATCH ACTUAL SERVED

11,367 546

GRAND TOTAL SERVED 2,994

1 9 20



COOPERATIVE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT--V199A90141

3000 2,994

2000

1000
774

865

145,551

123,000

183,342

Obligated Estimate Actual Required Estimate Actual

Participants Served In-kind Match

30
35

Estimated Actual

Number of Programs

Federal funds cost/benefit ratio:

Estimated cost per participant $479
Actual cost per participant $105
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COOPERATIVE DEMOUSTRATION GRANT
SUMMARY CP PAYMENTS

AS OF SEPTEMBER 28, 1990

GRANT AWARD

PAYMENTS:

$371,673.00

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY $66,341.97

COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN IDAHO 72,051.52

EASTERN IDAHO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 24,648.74

IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY 29,055.06

LEWIS-CLARK STATE COLLEGE 51,317.89

NORTH IDAHO COLLEGE 63,666.35

NW REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY 4,000.00

IRREGULAR HELP 4,341.64

TOTAL PAYMENTS

UNEXPENDED BALANCE

2 2 .

315,423.17

$56,249.83



DISSEMINATION S
CAVES, in conjunction with the Associated General Contractors will disseminate
the information. The information will include distribution to the (I) US
Department of Education, (2) National Clearinghouse for Apprentice Programs, (3)
University of Idaho Curriculum Dissemination Center, and (4) National Association
of General Contractors.

CAVES will develop the following types of materials for dissemination:

1. Curriculum for p.2-apprentice programs, related instructional material for
apprenticeship programs, short-term specific skill oriented curricula, and
curricula developed for construction coordinators.

2. Methods used for liaison and coordination with private industry.

3. Dissemination of how local, state, and federal agencies were used during
the program.

4. Recommendations for modifying or improving the program development.
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EVALUATION

Mining
The two types of programs designed for the mining companies consisted of
underground miner and core driller projects. The curriculum development and
quality of instruction appear excellenZ. However the number of people trained
were far below the anticipated numbers. The prices of gold and silver fell
drastically from the time of the initial writing of the proposal to when the
second underground miner program was completed. The mining advisory committee
recommended termination of training when silver went below six dollars an ounce.
In June, 1990, silver reached a ten-year low in price. This financial situation
appeared highly unlikely when the grant was being written. The financial
conditions of the industry made the future placements of graduates unlikely and
termination of training was in response to the lack of manpower needs.

Construction
The varied types of programs in constru:tion reflect a more stop-gap need for
immediate specific skills rather than a long-range total training plan. The
programs that are being continued after the grant has expired are more reflective
of long-term training needs.

The current manpower needs of the industry are still increasing at an 8% rate per
year. Some regions are 20% above their construction levels for 1989. The grant
was not able to keep abreast of the current needs as most of the training had to
be conducted in the winter months when construction was at a minimum. Generally,
the short-term one-skill programs can still be aridressed when construction is in
full swing.

Programs that were developed and then initiated statewide served a larger number
of participant. The development of curriculum with the training material,
audiovisual aids, and retraining of instructors appear to be the most productive
programs.

AGENCY COORDINATION

Agency coordination has resulted in the following:

1. Memorandum of Agreement with the Idaho Transportation Department and the
State Division of Vocational Edrcation--The agreement states that
vocational education will provide statewide delivery of flagging/traffic
control programs for state certification.

2. Memorandum of Agreement between the State Department of Employment and the
State Division of Vocational Education--This project modified the DOE
computer system to identify unemployed construction workers by the DOT
code numbers. The unemployed workers will be notified of construction
training programs in their area.

3. Working agreement between the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training and the State Division of Vocational Education. Under this
agreement vocational education will provide related instruction for

24



apprenticeship programs.

4. Coordination with OSHA and the State Division of Vocational Education were
as follows:

1. OSHA staff review and made suggestions on the safety manual for
trade and industry programs.

2. OSHA staff provided contractor training to construction worker
safety programs.

3. OSHA staff reviewed and approved a hazardous material Lommunication
program for vocational education delivery.

5. The Associated General Contractors provided:

1. Inservice training to the coordinator/instructors of the grant.

2. A person to develop public relations materials in apprenticeship to
be used by junior high counselors.

6. North Idaho College developed an apprenticeship program to start in the
Fall of 1990 for the Associated Building Contractors.

7. The State Division of Vocational Education provided funding for a

carpenter program starting in August, 1990. The program articulates
training between the Canyon-Owyhee School Service Agency and Boise State
University.

8. Three vocational education institutions (Boise State University, Eastern
Idaho Technical College, and College of Southern Idaho) developed
subproposals with trade organization providing the training. The
International Union of Operating Engineer:, and the Signatory Contractors
provided training for heavy equipment operators. The Teamsters and the
Signatory Contractors provided training for construction truck drivers.
The Laborers Union and Associated General Contractors provided asbestos
removal programs.

9. Numerous programs had referrals from Vocational Rehabilitation. The
admission, training, and placements of vocational rehabilitation
participants resulted in close working relationships between the
institutions and Vocational Rehabilitation.

10. Participants were also served from the Dislocated Worker Program. The
training of participants resulted in a closer working relationship between
the Dislocated Worker Program and the vocational education institutions.
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Final Evaluation Report

Idaho Cooperative Demonstration Project in

Construction and Mining

Prepared by

Dr. Thomas R. Owens
Education and Work Program

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
101 S.W. Main Street, Suite 500

Portland, Oregon 97204

June 29, 1990
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Fmal Evaluation Report of the Idaho Cooperative Demonstration

0 Project in Construction and Arming

o

This final evaluation report summarizes the: 1) evaluation design; 2) a meeting held in
Washington, D.C. with the project monitor; 3) the monthly reports by the six project
coordinators; 4) staff interviews; and 5) summary of telephone interviews with industry
representatives. The Idaho Cooperative Demonstration Project is being evaluated
internally by the Project Construction Specialist and state staff while the external
evaluation is being conducted by the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
(NWREL).

1. Faaluatkroslign

The external evaluation design was prepared by Dr. Thomas Owens of the NWREL
staff in Marc.4 1989 and reviewed and approved by Dr. Don Eshelby, Program
Services Dire:tor for the State of Idaho Division of Vocational Education. The design
specifies the purposes for the evaluation, questions to guide the evaluation, data
collection procedures, timeline, and reporting arrangements. A copy of the design is
shown in Appendix A.

2. Interview with Program Monitor

On December 1, 1988, Tom Owens met in Washington, D.C. with Bob Miller
regarding the Idaho Apprenticeship Project and their evaluation expectations. His
branch chief, Glen Boerrigter, joined the group.

They are interested in whether the projects are successful and in how partnerships
get developed with the private sector. However, oMcially, they cannot state what they
want from the evaluations. They have also contracted with the Associated General
Contractors in D.C. for a project. He felt that both AGC and NOCCTI may have some
useful student tests. Clev Randall from their division of vocational technical
education is their contact person for the Department of Labor. I wanted to visit
Randall, but he had already left for AVA.

Their office moved recently and they got rid of many documents. Therefore, they had
no exemplary evaluation designs or reports to share with Dr. Owens.

3. Summary of Monthly Reports

This section starts with a narrative summaTy of program accomplishments and
then displays a monthly tabulation of people served and contacts made by the
coordinators.

1
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Narrative Summary

SCHOOL NAME TIME COVERED

College of Southern Idaho Bennie Knodel June 1989-January 1990

Bennie Knodel visited with various contractors, held flageng/basic traffic classes,
and planned classes in first aide, blueprint reading, and other pre-apprenticeship
classes. His contractor survey indicated the greatest training interest in: first aide
and CPR (15 people) and blueprint reading (9 people).

North Idaho College Richard Caron Januarv-May 1989
Don_Bennett July-February 1990

Richard Caron attended a 40-hour Mine Safety and Health Administration training
class in January, collected safety training materials and curricula, and became
familiar with the mine site and instructors. He coordinated the hazd rock mining
and the diamond drilling programs A segment of the training was shown on KHQ
televicion in Spokane.

Don Bennett planned and organized the eight-hour 1990 National Electronic Code
(NEC) Update class for electricians which was taught in April. He also met with
representatives of NIC and the USDA Soil Conservation Service to discuss a proposed
soils technician two-year degree program and with representatives of the Potlatch
Complex in St. Maries to review their proposed apprenticeship program.
Arrangements were also made with company representatives to implement pre-
employment training, apprenticeship training, and a rehabilitation training
program He also implemented a truck driver qualification program.

A hard rock mining school was held in July but there was inadequate labor market
need to justify future classes in this area. Don started a pre-apprenticeship class
plus two flagging classes. He also made regular contacts with contractors and
contractor associations and distributed a flyer for a truck driver training program.

Idaho State Universitz7 DuaneSzaEon, April-December 1989

Duane Gagon conducted finger clisses for 108 people and updaWd the manual.
Visits were made to contractors concerning a blueprint reading class and one on
backhoe operations. He also attended the Backhoe training for the City of Blackfoot
and arranged for a Concrete Seminar attended by over 40 people.

Lewis-Clark State College K.D. Dempsey July-November 1989

Mr. Dempsey made numerous contacts with contractors and developed curricula in
construction, truck driving, first aide and CPR, blueprint reading, sheet metal,
construction equipment operations, and hazardous material communication.

2 2 8
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Eastern Idaho Vocational- Roger Orme Egiumga
1.e.clanical3shad

Roger Orme attended asbestos upgrade training in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
conducted flagging classes, organized asbestos classes, contacted mining
companies, and conducted apprenticeship orientation. He also mailed surveys to 169
area contractors and got labor union input. The contractor surveys indicated the
greatest training needs in: supervisory training program (checked by 68 percent of
the cont-actors) first aide and CPR (64 percent), blueprint reading (60 percent), and
concrete seminar (48 percent).

Roger's contacts with qrnall businesses generally indicated they were not highly
interested in training and were fearful of forming, jointly with their competitors, a
training pool of workers. The people from Salmon asked to have a flagging class
there.

He attended the Rocky Mountain Apprenticeship conference in Reno, Nevada.

29
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TABLE 1

Monthly Tabulation of Coordinators'
Monthly Reports

1 2 3 4 5 6

Number of Pre-Apprentices Served

Number of apprentices Served

Number of Journeymen Served

Number of Females and Minorities Served

Number of Curricula Developed

Staff Training Sessions Attended

Public and Private Sector Contacts

*1 *2

64

85

64

6

148

1

3

59

44

18

62

98

16

11

294

54

0

63

40

4

2

231

Notes: 1. No data reported
2. Data reported in terms of coordinator's time rather than peopic served
3. February to November
4. April to December
5. March to October
6. January 1989 to February 1990 data
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Idaho Cooperative Demonstration Project
Employer Interview

Following an introduction of myself and briefpurpose for the interview, the following
questions will be asked:

1. What type of training was conducted in your company through this project?

2. About how many peopie were trained?

3. What do you think were the strengths of this training'?

4. What do you think were the weaknesses of this training?

5. Would you be interested in having the same type of training provided in the future?
Why?

6. Would you be interested in having other types of training provided? If yes, what
types?

-
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The Idaho Cooperative Demonstration Project in Construction and Mining was
considered by state staff to have made some important contributions in Idaho.
Between 2,500 and 3,000 people were trained through this project. Most of them wer
trained in flagging. The curriculum developed was considered excellent and the
Idaho Transportation Department will contract to have the training provided
through the vocational education system. Relationships with the Department of
Employment have improved and a system has been developed to identify construction
people who are unemployed. These people are sent a flyer describing construction
training programs offered through the state's vocational technical schools. The
truck driver training developed through this project may be picked up by the unions.
The carpenter training will be offered in September through Boise State University
for high school and adult populations. High school students can attend on a half-day
basis as a result of an articulation agreement with the public schools. High school
counselors were educated to teach students about apprenticeship opportunities in
their community.

Although the training project was considered successful, it did not reach as many
people as possible. Staff feel that apprenticeship trainint., could be offered in every
city in the state.

5. Interview with Employers

Dr. Owens conducted six telephone interviews with a sample of employers in five
areas of the state. The purposes of the interviews were to determine the type of
training provided, perceived strengths and weaknesses of the training, whether
employers would be interested in having the same type of training in the future, and
what additional types of training might be desired.

The training covered flaggers, truck &rivers, concrete workers, and construction
workers. Training usually ran 4 to 8 hours and was provided to 3 to 20 workers per
company. In each company, the employer spoke positively about the training and
quality of instructors. The visual training aids were considered particularly good in
the traffic control classes. Instructors were considered knowledgeable in their fields,
informed about the new regulations, and able to relate to the workers. At least one
instnictor also helped the employer learn where to go for extra help and resource
materials needed.

Only two areas were suggested for improvement. One was to lengthen the flagger
training by adding one day of hands-on practice. The other was to make the safety
training more specific to the needs of their particular company.

Several employers were uncertain as to whether they would want more of the
training received. One company was considering providing their own flagger
training and several felt the training provided had already met their needs. In terms
of othe- dreas where training would be desired, the only examples given were for
first aid and advanced first aid training.
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APPENDIX A

EVALUATION DESIGN FOR TIM IDAHO
COOPERATIVE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT IN

CONSTRUCTION AND MINING

Prepared by:

Dr. Thomas R. Owens
Education and Work Program

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
101 S.W. Main Street, Suite 500

Portland, Oregon 97204

March 6, 1989
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EVALUATION DESIGN FOR THE IDAHO
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT IN CONSTRUCTION AND M/NING

This design is intended to guide the 1989-90 external evaluation of the Idaho
Cooperative Demonstration PrOsct. The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
(NWREL) has been contracted by the Idaho Division of Vocational Education and
CAVES to conduct an independent evaluation of the Project. The design consists
of the proposed eva,uation questions to guide the evaluation, data collection
procedures, timeline, and reporting arrangements. The evaluation is being
conducted to provide feedback to the staff for program improvement and to
document the processes and outcomes of the Project. The latter information
should be of special interest to those thinking of adopting all or part of this
Cooperative Demonstration project, to policy makers, and to staff of the U.S.
Department of Education.

In addition to this external evaluation, the Project Construction Specialist and
State Staff will be conducting an internal evaluation. The internal evaluation
will measure the quality of instruction, course content, and program efficiency.
The internal evaluation will include a student survey and an administrative
evaluation regarding the quality of instruction, course content, instructor
effectIve;less, and quality of facilities. As part of the external evaluation,
the NWREL staff will review the internal evaluation findings.

Evaluation Questions

The external evaluation questions were developed as a result of reviewing the
project proposal, discussing the information needs with the project monitor in
Washington, O.C. and discussion with the Project Construction Specialist.

1. To what extend are the program objectives being met in terms of:

a. Developing an approved curriculum in construction and mining
b. Providing preapprenticeship training in equipment operation and/or

construction truck driving to approximately 30 women and monitories
c. Providing-approximately 250 students with related instruction in the

five basic construction trades--equipment operation, construction
truck driving, cement masonry, carpentry and laborers

d. Providing 480 hours of instruction for 144 mining students
e. Providing upgrade classes for approximately 350 students in technical

areas
f. Forming and working effectively with advisory committees in the

technical areas, and
g. Collaboration established between CAVES, the Associated General

Contractors, Burvu of Apprenticeship and Training, and the
participating employers and organizations

2. What contributed to the successes and failure of the various components
of the project?

nt." 41:CLA.:VCIJ fida
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Oata Collection Procedures

Because the resources available for the NWREL external evaluation are quite
limited, we will rely on analysis of the internal evaluations where possible afid
wili synthesize project documents such as the monthly reports from the separate
sites. In addition, we will conduct telephone interviews with key staff at a

sample of four of the Cooperative Demonstration project sites to determine
progress, problems encountered, and suggestions for improvement. The NWREL
evaluator will meet with the Advisory Committee at the end of year one to share
the external evaluation findings.

Timeline

Listed below are the three major tasks and the proposed timeline for each.

Task Completion Date

Evaluation design March 15, 1989
Interim evaluation report December 31, 1989
Final evaluation report June 30, 1990

Reporting Arrangements

The dates for the interim and final report are necified in the timeline above.
The evaluator will make an oral presentation at the meeting with the Advisory
Committee. In addition to the final report the evaluator will prepare a one to
three page executive summary that can be shared widely. Although budget
limitations preclude the evaluator from meeting with the Advisory Committee on
a regular basis, he will be readily available by telephone contact.

3 5
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RECOMMENDATIONS

I. The development of statewide programs appear to be the most efficient in

terms of participation. It is recommended that the subproposals with the

needed curriculum and all the teaching aids he developed and then
initiated in each area. Pre-training of instructors for consistency of

program delivery appears to be an excellent idea. Continuity and

consistency of programs from region to region with unifo,.: certification

standards of participants throughout the state.

2. Program development needs to be conducted and tested with industry prior

to statewide initiation. Curriculum format and the materials selected
need to be continually updated to the degree that a curriculum specialist
should be employed the first part of a simiiar grant proposal. The

purchase of available training programs may be a good idea but must be

tested on industry prior to implementation.

3. The main disadvantage to providing service to construction companies was
the registration fees established by the institutions. The needs of the
construction industry were often times three or four hour-long training
programs dealing with specific information. A twenty dollar or moi.e
registration fee is unrealistic when an instructor that is already paid
goes to a company and provides an OSHA construction regulation, respirator
training, or the hazard communication requirements. The normal

registration fees were not out of reason when programs lasted 40 hours or

more.

4. The construction industry is a difficult industry to provide training
services to because of the seasonal nattwe of work. When construction is

active jobs are normally plentiful. Training at this time is limited to
short-term programs where training is a prerequisite. During the winter

months when construction is curtailed the workers are available for
training, but are often times looking for work in other areas. It is

recommended that the long-term programs be conducted in Idaho in November

- April.

5. Future funding for construction programs should center around the various
contractor associations. It is recommended that the various associations

develop training funds. Each company would contribute a certain number of

cents per hour for each hour a worker is on their payroll. Each

association would control their own funds and identify their own training

needs. The training could be done by the association or through the state

vocational education system.

6. Industry along with vocational education need to approach the legislature

for funding for a construction specialist to maintain the statewide
continuity of programs. Ground work needs to be laid in matching manpower

needs with available participants. This is no easy task as the five basic

construction trades represent over 400 job classifications.
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DEECRU'rICH

srATE a:vs-rut-nal SPICIMIST

GENERAL

The statewide construction specialist shall be responsible for
providing

1. Consultation and training to the coordinators/instr=tors.
2. Develop statewide linkages with private and public
organizations.

3. Develop and assist in the development of needed curriculum.

SPECIFIC

1. Provide coordinator training with the followiny organizations
and subject matter.

A. State EEO requirements
B. Construction code (OSHA)
C. Guidelines and operations of the Bureau of Apprenticeship

and Training.
D. FlaggLig and traffic control on construction projects.
E. Personal protective safety.
F. Orientation to contractor organizations.
G. Organize labor involvement.
H. Review the guidelines for this cooperative demonstration

project.
2. Consultation to post secondary coordinators-as to processes

to use, agencies to contact, how to establish prcgrams,
etc.

3. Establish construction curriculum programs to be housed in
the state office. Assist coordinators in the development of
curriculum, identification of teaching aids available for the
construction industry. Materials such as, construction safety
materials, visual aids, VCR and films available, concepts of
"classroore vs "hands on" vs "COT" vs; related instruction
and when and how to apply these concepts.

4. Development of statewide linkages with private and public organ-
izations. Included, but not limited to, the following:
A. Associated General Contractors
B. Associated Building Contractors
C. Unions of the five basic trades
D. Building Trades Associations
E. Idaho Department of Transportation
F. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
G. Occupational Safety and Health Administration
H. American Red Cross
I. Private training resources available
J. National construction training organizations
K. Vbcational education in other stetes that provide cJnstruction

training
5. Provide fe the coordinators thl major construction projects

that are being bid in their respective areas
6. Gather, review, organize and submit all data to the State Director

of Training for evaluation and future dissemination of lliterature
about the project

7. Provide any service relevant under tile supervision of the State
Director of Training.
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JOB DESCRIPTION

POST SECONDARk CONSTRUCTMN COORDINATORS/INSTMJCTORS

GENERAL

The coordinators shall establish, and in same cases, instruct
related training for apprentices specialized training for journeymen
upgrading and become a safety resource person in their institution.

SPECIFIC

1. Conduct construction needs assessment within the institutions'
service delivery area.

2. Establish construction advisory committees when appropriate.
3. Coordinate programs with area private and public organizations.
4. When appropriate, instruct in areas of specialized training.
5. Resource person on construction codes from local, state, and

federal regulations (OSHA, EDA, 1DOT).
6. Develop and submit =abproposals:

a. Statement of need, b. course outline, c. budget narrative
7. Coordinate the use of facilities and instructor and recruitment

of students for approved construction programs.
8. Maintain data for the evaluation and future dissemination of

the program.
a. People and agencies contacted.
b. All needs assessment (positive and negative)
c. Number of all students, preapprenticeship, apprenticeship.

journeyman upgrading, etc. entered, completed, placed,
or reentered industry.

d. Assisting contractors to meet EED requirements.
e. All curriculum development
f. Data on how local, state and federal agencies were

used.
g. Methods used for liaison and coordination with

private industry.
h. Cost benefit ratio for each program.
i. Coordinate data requirements from the State Division

of Vbcational Education with the institution.
9. Job site follow up on any apprenticeship programs developed

where apprentices are in an O.J.T. program.
10. Act as a public relations proponent for job entry into

the construction industry. They shall publicize the
construction programs and the rewards of working in the
construction induatry.



LEARN TO EARN
WITH

HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION TRAINING

SPONSORED BY
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY

WHEU: Starting March 12, 1990

WHERE: Boise, Idaho.

LENGTH: Eight weeks--8 a.m. 5 p.m.

COST: $2,000 per participant

CURRICULUM: - Equipment nomenclature and safety
Operation and service maintenance of equipment

- Field application of equipment (closer, scraper,
grader, loader, roller and backhoe)

ELIGIBILITY: 18 years of age, good physical condition, high
. school graduate or GED, and like working out of
doors. Valid drivers license.

HOW TO APPLY: Call or Vocational Student Services
write: College of Technology

Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725
Phone: (208) 385-1144
Toll free within Idaho 1-800-632-6586

Eligible applicants may qualify for Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA) funding. Contact
Jane Giles, JTPA Coordinator, 385-3353. Toll free
within Idaho 1-800-632-6586, ext. 3353.

Boise State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution.
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Concrete Technology Seminar

SPONSORED BY:

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
and

IDAHO CONCRETE &
AGGREGATE PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION

DATE: November 28, 1989

TIME: 9:30 a.m. 4:00 p.m.

LOCATION: Boise State University
Student Union
Big Four Room

COST: $10 per person
Preregistration form enclosed

A.M.

P.M.

TENTATIVE AGENDA

Finishing & Curing Quality
Concrete

Trouble Shooting
Hot and Cold Weather Concrete
QL:ality Control

Admixtures
Use of Fly Ash
Certification Program for
Testing

Architectural Concrete

Applicants are asked to preregister by completing the enclosed application and
mailing the application and a check for $10 made payable to Boise State University,
Vocational Extended Programs, 1910 University Drive, Boise, ID 83725.

Try to have your registration completed by November 21, 1989, so we can make adequate
accommodations for all participants.

For more information contact Don Owen, Statewide Construction Specialist, 334-3216
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315 Fans Avenue P O. Box 1233

Phone 2087339554
Twin Falls. Idaho 833031238

NOTICE

NEW PROGRAM

BUILDING TRADES

A new program in the area of Building Trades will be

offered at College of Southern Idaho. Skill development

will be with the required tools and techniques for building

construction. Included is foundation, framing, dry-wall,

roofing and all other areas required for the trade.

This program will enroll ten (10) students for

approximately four months. Starting date will be March 15,

1990, ending in July, 1990. The cost to enroll in the

program is $400. Books and hand tools are provided by the

program.

Fo: more information call the College of Southern Idaho

at 733-9554, Ext. 250.



North Idaho College

COMMMIWIILIC. :012INTMIty IOC aMisTM

EXAMS NATI ON PREP AlRAT I OM

Idaho is implementing a Commercial Driver's License (CDL) Program
designed to improve highway safety by meeting federal requirements
for testing and licensing commercial drivers. Drivers will be
required to have a CDL to operate any of the following vehicles:

* A vehicle or combination of vehicles with a gross vehicle
weight rating (GVWR) of more than 26,000 pounds;

* A vehicle designed to
including the driver;

* Any size vehicle which
placards.

transport 16 or more persons,

requires hazardous material

A written General Knowledge test will be required to get a basic
CDL. The following additional written knowledge tests will be
required for endorsements or to avoid restrictions:

* Hazardous biateilals

* Double/triple Trailers

* Passengers

* Tank Vehicles

* Air Brakes (test required to avoid prohibition)

Skills (driving) test(s) will also be required for new drivers and
some others..

North Idaho College has a video based self-study training program
available to help drivers prepare for the required examinations.
The program includes (1) a pre-test and (2) a video test correction
program (Tests must be returned at the end of the session).

Contact our Learning Center on the second floor of the Hedlund
Vocational Center (208/769-3450) to register. Allow approximately
3 L/2 hours for a complete session. Special group rates and
scnedules are available.

Costs: 825 per driver for general knowledge including any needed
endorsement areas. $10 per driver for hazardous materials only or
$8 per driver for transporting passengers only.

1000 West Garden Avenue e Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 (208) 769-3300
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North Idaho College

TRUCK DRIVER MOM ASSESSMENT AND UPGRADE TRAINING

Instructor Riley Scott will be at North Idaho College November 7
thru 28 with a truck driving simulator mounted in a semi-trailer.
Riley is bringing the unit up from Boise to provide testing and
training for North Idaho truck drivers employed in the mining and
construction industry.

A $15 fee includes both a written exam and a road test to comply
with new regulations reairing employers to administer these tests
for individual employee qualification files. This is in addition
to the new federal and state Commercial Driver License (CDL)
requirements. Because of these new requirements, the USDOT federal
safety regulations will be enforced for intraetate as well as
interstate truck drivers and motor carriers.

The emphasis of this program is on setting up drIver qualification
files for employers in accordance with the USDOT federal safety
regulations. This,will also facilitate acquiring the new state
Commercial Drivers License ( C D L ) .

An.estimated 2 hours per driver will be involved. Call 769/3436
for additional information or to schedule appointments. On-site
service can be arranged for six or more drivers.

4 4
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Stall photo by Jesse Tinsley

North Idaho College instructor Gene Soper puts a truck-driving simulator through its paces.

Truckermlicensing program gets in gear at MC
By Cynthia Taggart-)
surr writer

COEUik TALENE Gene Soper down-
shifted his semi-truck and peered into his
rearview mirror.'

"1 don't like that Volkswagen gctting so
close to me," he said, as the driver of the
little air searched for a way around Soper's
truck. "That Volkswagen is giving mc all
kinds of trouble."

Before Soper could complain morc, the
highway and offending car disappeared and
white light tut truck's two rearview

mirrors and vtrA. The motor quieted
and the red I n the dashboard faded.

"I guess you know how to drive," J. Riley
Scott saidi with a laugh, as Soper climbed
from behind the wheel on the truck simula-
tor parked at North Idaho College.

Scott is a federal trucking safety regula-
tions certifier hired by NIC with a grant
from the state Department or Vocational
Education. Through Nov. 28, he will help
Panhandle truckcrs compile the paperwork
they'll need to qualify for a new state com-
mercial-driver license that most truck driv-
ers must have by April 1992.

Starting in 1992, all drivers of trucks that
weigh 26,001 pounds or more, carry 16 or
more people or transport hazaidous mated-

als must carry commercial-driver licenses.
The licenses, which will be available in

April, will show that the drivers meet feder-
al Department of Transportation highway
safety regulations. Because drivers must
meet federal requirements to earn the li-
cense, all states will issuc the same license,

Scott said.

The Transportation Department created
the new licensing program to halt some
truckers' use of licenses from several states,
Sr.ott said. For example, some truckers have

up traffic violations on licenses from

n or Montana, but continue to drive

using a violation-free license front another
state, he said.

Under new licensing regulations, drivers
now face fines of up to $2,500 for carrying
more than one license.

For interstate trucking companies, com-
pliance with federal safcty regulations is
nothing new. But enforcement of thc federal
regulations on intrastatc truckers has been
lax, Scott said.

Most independent truckers and small con-
tractors will need refresher courses to meet
the requirements for the ncw commercial-

/cr license, he said.
Please . UCK: 53
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D give written, open-book exams'on the
; Yi24 "r federal regulations manual. He'll also

To qualify for the new ,licenseA -conduct road 'tdsts, but drivers..must
.'truckers will. need employment files supply their own' rigs. NIO will

with documents attesting employ- charge drivers $15 for the service,
ment, knowledge and understanding 'which will include practice time on
of the federal regulations, good physi, ".. the simulator. r
cal health and good driving records., When drivers apply for the new li-

Owners of trucking companies will censes with the state,.they'll take an-
provide most of the paperwork for other written test and road test in ad-
their employees. Scott will help.com- '"dition to the ones contained in' their
mid the files fOr independent trackers, , liemployment files. I,. .

who can't road test themselves.
.%

For. information .on NIC's pro-
1

Durin his stay at NIC, Scott will gram, call 769-3436..
. .

I
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STATE OF IDAHO
STATE DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

LEN B. JORDAN BUILDING
650 W. STATE ST.

Hay 31. 1989

mgmoRAtioum

TO: Flagging Instructors

FROM: Don Owen
Statewide Construction Specialist

SUBJECT: Flagging Guidelines

The following guidelines are to be used when conducting flagging programs:

BOISE. IDAHO 83720

1. Have students evaluate each class. Use only the Cooperative Demonstration evaluation format in
order to meet the federal evaluation requirements.

2. The basic format of the program must follow the guidelines originally established by the State

Division of Vocational Education and the state personnel from the Idaho Transportation department.
That format provides for approximately six hours of classroom and hands-on training.

3. Make sure each student is given a copy of the training manual for their personal copy to take with

them.

4. The target size of the class is between 12 to 15 students. Do not exceed a maximum of 20 students
per class.

5. Report all classes conducted. Submit student evaluation forms for head count under the construction
grant.

6. The state fee is $20.00. Ten dollars for registration fee for recordkeeping and ten dollars to be
used fir in-kind match on the grant.

7. Report 11 students that have successfully completed the program to your Idaho Transportation
Departn.nt and to the Short-Term Training Coordinator at your postsecondary vocational-technical
school. This includes name, issue date, card number, and test score. Retain all tests until the
information has been reported to those two sources.

8. Schools that provide the training will also issue any replacement cards for those cards that are
lost or destroyed.

9. Posters advertising the program will be placed by each postsecondary vocational-technical school in
their local Department of Employment.

10. All funds generated by grants must be spent in that program or given back to the federal government.
For specifics check the school copy of (EDGAR) Education Department General Administrative
Regulations.

4 8
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PROJECT UPDATE

MAY/ 1989

Five months into the grant and there are lots of happenings around the State.
This newsletter is being distributed to bring everyone up to date on current
projects and future plans in each region.

REGION /

North Idaho College has two programs
currently running for the mining
industry. The diamond drilling class
has six participants; the mining
class has 18. The 33 students who
completed the last two mining classes
have a 90% placement rate. It is

felt that this class will fulfill the
hiring requirements for that area.

North Idaho College has run 6

flagging classes to date and has
issued 74 cards. They have five more
classes scheduled.

REGION II

Keith at Lewis-Clark State College
has run 2 classes certifying about 24
flaggers. They still have 20-25 on
their list awaiting classes. Keith
is in the process of scheduling a
Basic Architectural Blueprint Reading
class. This is in direct response to
the results of his contractor's
survey. He reported a 50% return on
that survey. The most frequently
sighted needs were: Blueprint
Reading; First-Aid; and Supervision.

REGION III

Don Owen has conducted 12 flagging
classes certifying 140 flaggers.
Four more classes are scheduled for
this spring. In addition, Don has a
subproposal approved for a Heavy
Equipment Operators class to assist

contractor's in their EEO Compliance
needs. That class will accommodate
12 students and will be scheduled
after July 1.

There are also two construction truck
driving classes in the works for this
summer. Those classes will train 10
- 12 students per class using a truck
driving simulator and back end dump
trucks and belly dump trucks.

Don also has a concrete seminar
scheduled for November. BSU has a
State of Idaho Safety and Health
Consultation Program in place that
provides safety and health surveys
for all Idaho commercial and
industrial employers at no Pnancial
charge. The program provides:

a model hazarl communication
program
ergonomics evaluations
safety surveys
electrical safety surveys
air contaminant surveys
sound and noise surveys
ventilation surveys
life safety surveys
safety and health management
assistance
audio-visual resource training
library

This Safety and Health Consultation
Program has two industrial hygienists
and one safety expert. They are
available to any contractor in Idaho.
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COOPERATIVE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM IN CONSTRUCTION AND MINING

Cooperative Work Agreement

Between

Idaho State Division of Vocational Education

and

School of Vocational-Technical Education
Boise State University

Purpose

The purposes of the agreement are: to define responsibilities of Construction
Specialist/Apprentice Coordinator concerning statewide activities for the
Cooperative Demonstration Program in Construction and Mining; to define
responsibilities of Construction Specialist/Apprentice Coordinator concerning
Boise State University service delivery area activities for the C perative
Demonstration Program in Construction and Mining; to define role of State
Division of Vocational Education and to define role of the School of
Vocational-Technical Education, Boise State University.

Responsibilities

The responsibilities of the Construction Specialist/Apprentice Coordinator
concerning statewide activities for the Cooperative Demonstration Program in
Construction and Mining include but are not limited to the following:

Provide consultation and training to the regional postsecondary
coordinators/instructors for the project.

Develop statewide linkages with private and public organizations and
provide direction and processes to use to contact these agencies.

Establish construction and mining curriculum to be housed in the state
office and assist coordinators in the development of needed curriculum

Gather, review, organize and submit all data to the appropriate project
administrators for evaluation and future dissemination.

Periodically survey contractors' associations to determine needs to meet
labor demands in the industry, and provide information to coordinators
as appropriate.

The responsibilities of the Construction Specialist/Apprentice Coordinator
concerning local activities coordinated through the School of Vocational-
Technical Education, Boise State University include but are not limited to the
following:
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Conduct construction needs assessments within the institutions' service
delivery area.

Establish construction advisory committees when appropriate.

Coordinate programs with area private and public organizations.

Establish, and in some cases teach related instructors for apprentices,
specialized training for journeymen upgrading. Act as a resource person
in safety for the institution.

Develop and submit subproposals for funding under this grant.

Coordinate the use of facilities and instructors and recruitment of
students for approved construction programs.

Maintain data for the evaluation and future dissemination of the
program.

Perform job site follow-up on any apprenticeship programs developed
where apprentices are in an OJT program.

Act as a public relations proponent fo;.. job entry into the construction
industry.

The State Division of Vocational Education will:

- Provide facilities including telephone to be utilized by Statewide
Construction Specialist/Apprentice Coordinator during period of grant.

- Provide clerical services in support of statewide activities through the
grant.

- Provide statewide grants management.

- Provide for dissemination of curriculum developed through grant.

- Provide for overall evaluation and summary of grant activities.

The School of Vocational-Technical Education, Boise State University will:

- Provide facilities including telephone to be utilized by Construction
Specialist/Apprentice Coordinator during period of grant.

- Provide clerical services in support of the service delivery area
activities developed through the grant.

- Provide fiscal record keeping for Construction Specialist/Apprentice
Coordinator as specified in grant.



This cooperative work agreement is entered into by the Idaho State Division of
Vocational Education and the school of Vocational-Technical Education, Boise
State University, to fulfill the obligations of the Cooperative Demonstration
Program in Construction and Mining, and may be modified or amended as
necessary by either party with a 30-day notification, one to the other.

School of Vocational-Technical Education
Boise State University

Acting State Administrator
State Division of Vocational Education

DW:nw

o 3
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT (ITD)

STATE DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (SDVE)

The SDVE and ITD are in mutual agreement in conducting the
Flagging/Basic Traffic Control Program as a joint effort. This
agreement will be subject to a yearly review by both parties, and
will automatically be r3newed on July 1 of each year unless
termination is requested by either party at least 30 days in
Esdvance. The following guidelines are supported by boch parties.
Each postsecondary vocational-technical school and each ITD
District will follow these guidelines and adhere to the Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).

1. Programs will be conducted at each of the six postsecondary
vocational-technical schools.

2. ITD Safety Coordinators or Traffic personnel will have the
latitude to periodically monitor classes for content and
presentation.

3. Instructors are certified by ITD Headquarter's Safety Office
after attending the authorized "Flagging Instructor Course"
taught by an ITD representative or SDVE Flagging Course
instructor.

4- The attached basic training format will be followed by all
instructors. The format provides for six hours of classroom
and hands-on training in both flagging and basic traffic
control.

5. District ITD offices will provide the videos, ITD flagger's
booklet, charts on standard traffic signs and flap.4.1,ng
certification cards.

6. SDVE will provide each student wich a copy of the training
manual for them to keep. This manual will include Chapter 6
of the MUTCD.

7. Each postsecondary school shall have the latitude to establish
a registration fee. This fee will be made as economical as
possible to the participants.

8. Each school will be responsible for maintaining records, and
will also issue any replacement cards for those cards lost or
stolen.

9. A normal class size will be 15 students. Maximum class size
will be 20 students. Classes with less than 15 students may
be conducted at the discretion of the vocational-technical
school.

(Continued)
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Memorandum of Agrecment
Between ITD and SDVE
Page 2

10. The final test will consist of at least 50 questions. A
minimum passing score on the test will be 75%.

11. Students will evaluate each class. Evaluation forms will be
kept on file at each institution.

SIGNATURES:

Lei:L=44AA.
TION DEPARTMENT STATE!6IVIE,I0N OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

cA/90 6 vsy- 96
Date Date

APPROVED S TO FORM:
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PURPOSE and PCLICY

Parties signatory to the following Standards of Apprenticeship declare their
purpose and policy to be that of establishing and sponsoring an organized
system of apprenticeship training. The Standards are in conformity with Federal
Labor Standards (29 am 29), which govern employment and training in apprentice-
able occupations.

DEFINITICINS

rentice shall mean a person at least sixteen (16) years of age, who has
sigred a written Apprenticeship Agreement with a Sponsor to learn an apprentice-
able occupation, as outlined in these Standards.

Journeyman shall man an individual who has sufficient skills and knadledge of
a trade, craft, or occupation, either through formal apprenticeship training or
through practical on-the-job work experience, to be relognized by a State or
Federal registration agency and/or an industry as being fully qualified to per-
formthe work of the trade, craft, or occupation.

tTticeship Agreenent shall man a written agreement between an apprentice
ille Sponsor, which has been registered with the registration agency.

Sconsor shall mean any person, plant, finm, facility, or cxganization operating
an apprenticeship program and in whose name the program is (or is to be.) reg-
istered, or approved.

Standards shall mean this entire document, includiilg Addenda, containing spec-
ific provisions for operation and administration of the apprenticeship program.

Registration agency shall mean the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, U.S.
Departmnt of Labor.

SPONSOR RESPONSIBILITIES

The Sponsor shall take necessary steps to rotate the apprentice(s) in the various
work processes of the skilled occupation and win require the apprentice(s) to
make satisfactory progress inlooth on-the-job and related instruction, to assure
a well rounded, competent-yrker. The Sponsor shall ensure the apprentice works
under and with carpetent workers skilled in the occupation for which the appren7
tioe(s) is being trained. Adequate training reoords will be maintained, to show
the progress of the apprentice(s) during th full term of apprenticeShip.
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APPRCITICE WAGES and i4EUM PRXREIV ION

A, pamgressively increasing schpan1P of wages shall be paid to the apprentice,
consistent with the skill acquired. The entry wage shall be not less than
the minirnumwage prescribed by the Fair Labor Stamdards Act, where applicable,
unless a higherwage is required by otngr applicable Federal law, State law,
respective regulations, or by collective bargainina -greement.

A, progressively increasing schedule of wages, in percentages, is recommended,
indicated ir. hours or monthly periods to be set by the Sponsor. (Sea Addendum)

PEMODIC REVE31, EVALUMITON and warrama of P '111 It1-42%. REMUS

It shall be the duty of the Sponsor to periodically review and evaluate appren-
tices, before advancement to their next progression period. The basic evidence
of such advancement shall be the record of the apprentice's progress on the job
and during related instruction. If such progress is not satisfactory, the Soon-
sor shall have the right to withhold their periodic wage advancements, suspend
or revoke the Apprenticeship Agreement, or make such recomendations it feels
desirable. A recordkeeping systen shall be established by the Sponsor for such
purposes.

RATIO of APPROTTCES

As determined by the Sconsor, a numeric ratio of apprentices to journeymen shall
be included in these Standardr. It shall be consistent with proper sucervision,
training, safety, continuity of employment, and applicable provisions in collec-
ttve bargaining agreement, if any; E=EPT where such ratios are expressly pro,
hibited by oollective bargaining agreement. The ratio language shaill be spec-
ific and clear as to application in terms of job site, work force, department=
plant. Reasonable exceptions to the ratio may be made, at the discretion of the
Sponsor. (See Addendum)

PROBATICNAFY vtaLOD

All apprentices are subject to a probationary period (to be determined as reason-
able to the full apprenticeship term), for Which they shall receive full credit
toward completion of apprenticeship. (See Addendan) During the probationary
period, the Apprenticeship Agreement may be terminated by either the Sponsor or
apprentice, without the formality of a hearing or stated cause. After the pro-
bationary period, the apprentice may be cancelled for causes deemed adequate
and so indicated to the registration agency.

- 3
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SUPERVISION of APPREVITCES

Tne Sponsor shall assure that apprentices are under the supervision of competent
and qualified journeymen cn the job, so as to ensure training in all phases of
theloork. Apprentices shall work the same hours as journeymen, EXCEPTwhere
suah hours may interfere with related instruction classes.

(.11aIFICATE of COMPLETION

Upon successful completion of apprenticeShip, as set forth in these Standards,
and passing such examination as the Sponsor may require, Sponsor shall recommend
that the registration agency issue a Certificate of Completion of Apprenticeship

MODIFICATION, CANZELIATICN and DEIEGISTPATION of PECGRAM

These Standards may be mcdified or thanged, for the betterrrent of the apprentice-
ship syston, by suhnitting proposed madification(s) or change(s), in writing, to
the registration agency, for approval. If approved, they shall be recorded and
acknowledged as an amendment to the program. HCWEVER, suth modi.fication(s). or
change(s) shall not affect Apprenticeship Prreenents then in force, without con-
sent of all parties signatory to the Agreement.

Cancellation and deregistration of the program may be accarplished voluntarily,
by a written request frcm the Sponsor to the registration agency, or by formal
deregistration proceedings, under reasonable cause, by the registration agency
instituting formal deregistration prooaedings in accordance with the provisions
of 29 CFR 29.7.

=JAL EMPIDYMENT OPPORIUNITY in APPREITITCESIEEP and TRAINLNG

Each Sponsor establishing an apprenticeship program under these Standaids hereby
inclwies, as part of these Standards, the follawing Equal Employment Cpportunity
Pledge:

The recruitment, selection, employment and training
of apprentices during their apprenticeship shall be
without discrimination because of race, color, re-
ligion, national origin or sex. The Sponsor shall
take affirmative action to provide equal opportunity
in apprenticeship and will operate the apprenticeship
program as required by Title 29 Part 30 of the CODE
OF FEDERAL LABOR STANDARDS.

Each Sponsor, when applicable (Sponsors with five (5) or more apprentices in any

- 5 -
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TRAINING MORD:CNA= - TRAINING D/RECTOR

411 Sponsarmay employ a competent person as a full or part time Training Coordina-

tor/Training Director. Such person shall assume responsibilities and authority
for the operation of the progrma as are delegated by the Sponsor.

CCNSULTANIS

Consultants may be asked to participate, witxxlt vote, in =inferences related

to apprenticeship.

- 7
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ADMIDCM (MU) *

PROBATIONARY PERIOD

All apprentices employed in accordance with these Standards shall be subject

to a probationary period not exceeding the first
term of apprenticeship.

2,000 hours

_miaNT.U124 QtALTFIGATION

of the

Apprenticeship acolicants, before being ccnsidered as apprentices, must meet
the following: (only checked items apply)

2.77 Nust be between the ages of 18 and N/A
Exceptions may-be made by the Sponsor for those above
the age limit, who have creditable experience in the
occuoation and/or have been in mill:,=:y.service. Such

exception for military service shall not exceed
tional years.

L:7 Have a grade education or certified equivalency.

Z27 N,tst have taken and passed all phases of a valida4-...d spec-
ific aptitude test for the occupation, administered bv the
local State Employment Service office.

037 Be ohysically fit, without regara to any occupationally
irrelevant physical handicap.

a Other

emla 41111=0 IMOD

* For each skilled occupational objective listed, include separate attachments:
Attachment 41 - 1,17M o' ADPF=N"7CEST-77P; A2P1=NTICE WAC-S and WAGE PPOGPESSION;
PATIO of APPPENTICES; Attadhment 42 - EOM DRXESSES
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ADM= (nu)
Attach Dent #1

Skilled occupational objective: MIER

Tarc of APPRENTICESHIP

The term of apprenticeship shall not be less than 2,000 hours of reason-
ably continuous employment.

APPlanla WAGES and 1,TA PRMTMSICII

Apprentices shall he paid based upon the followingpercentages of the journeyman
wage rate:

1st period % 6th period %

2nd period % 7th period %

3rd period % 8th period fty

4th period 0.
-0 9th period %

5th period % 10th period %

As of

(date)

, the journeyman wage rate for this skilled occupation
.

is $ per . Should this wage rate be increased during
the term of apprenticeship, acjustments in apprentice wages shall be made to
reflect stated percentages a the higher jouravyman wage rate.

RAMO of APPRENTICES

For 1 journeymen regularly employed, employer LT may L1-7 shall have
(nutter)

1 apprentice(s) and 40' may L:7 .shall have 1 additional appren-
(nutter)

tice(s) for eaah 3 journeyman regularly employed thereafter.
(ntinber)
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939.281-010
0354 AMS

Skilled occupational objectjNe: Miner I

ADMIDZII (M3 1
Attathrmnt.

PIEC=. SFS*

Luring the term of aoprenticeship, the apprentice shall receive such instruction
and experience, in all brandhes of the occupation, as are necessary to develop a
practical and versatile worker. Major promsses in which aoprentices will be
trained (although not necessarily in the order listed) and appradrate hours
(not necessarily continuous) to be spent in eadh are as follows:

APPROXIMATE
WORK ? aeo-S HOUFS

A. JACKLEG DRILLTNG 750

B. ROCK BOLTING 400

C. TIMBERING 100

MUCKING MACHINE 500

TRACK REPAIR 50

F. DRIFTING 50

G. SLUSHER 50

H. BALD RAISES 75

I. MACHINERY MAINTENANCE 25

D.

E.

* Use arl-litional sheets, if necessary 61

HOUPS 2 , 000 410



ADOPTED and APPROVED:

For the Sponsor/Employer

By

Title

Date

Registered as incorporating the basic
fundamentals recommended by the
Federal Committee on Apprenticeship

By

Title Regional Director

Date

Jose h J. Harris
Apprenticeship and Training Representative

Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
U S. Department of Labor

Boise, Idaho





One-Of-A-Kind Course Givr;'s
Hands-On Mining Experience

by David Bond

Mullen, IdahoStudents at the na-
tion's only hard-rock mining school
have found more than just hope for a
new profession in northern Idaho's
Silver Valley.

Breaking rock recently in their
"underground classroom" at the Atlas
Mine near Mullen, they also found
silver.

"Take a look at this. That's good
ore," beamed Lovon Fausett, Sr., presi-
dent of Fausett International, a Wal-
lace mine-building company.

He helped organize the course
through North Idaho College.

"Mining companies have spent mil-
lions trying to find ore in this mine, and
then these kids come along and do it,"
said Fausett, a handful of galena ore
samples glistening in the light of his
mine lamp.

The find was small, a few "stringers"
of lead and silver ore peeking through
an otherwise barren quartz vein just a
illkion distance from the main tunnel.
_it the lesson foe-the 30 young men

,etanIng to mine was real: Ore can
sneak up on you in the strangest
places.

It was enough to pique the interest
of the students, who told their instruc-
tor and shift boss, Al Wattula, that they
wanted to skip lunch, stay under-
ground and drill another round that
day.

Instructors are miners like Wattula,
who supervised construction of the
No. 12. Shaft at the Sunshine Mine
'before being laid oft in 1982. They
have an average of 25 years mining
experience.

Bernie Knapp, North Idaho College
vocational instructor and director of
the new mining school, said more
applicanIs were turned away than
were accepted for the 30 openings in
the class.

Applicants were given intelligence
tes-x, then screened by a panel of
m:ne supervisors from the Silver
Valley.

"We want people that want to work.

S his isn't a welfare program," Knapp
!aid. "it's three months of hard work,
40 hours a week, with no pay."

The first session of the three-month

California Minhig Journal/January 1989

course began in early November;
Knapp said he has obtained enough
state and vocational grant money to
run the school for 18 months.

Wallace High School closed its min-
ing class when the mining recession
rolled through northern Idaho in 1981.
There seemed little point in training
new miners when 1,000 experienced
rock breakers were out of work, and
the Sunshine, Bunker Hill, Star and
Lucky Friday mines closed.

Most of the Silver Valley's big mines
have now reopened, thanks to an
upturn in lead and zinc prices and in
anticipation of a rise in silver prices
next year.

"We've come full circle," Knapp
said. "I've spent the last 10 years
retraining miners to do something
else. Now we're training miners
again."

Even with reopenings at the Bunker
HIII, Lucky Friday and Sunshine
mines, companies have not flung their
doors wide to new hires. Most em-
ployees at the mines now have been
former workers with experience and
union recall rights.

As a result, the work force is both
graying and green. The industry went
through an eight-year recession
without training new workers, and

many skilled miners found new lines
of work.

Builker Hill Mining Co. President
Jack Kendrick said about one-fourth
of the rock-breakers hired at Bunker
Hill since its reopening in May had no
previous underground experience.

Bunker Hill, Sunshine Mining co..
Atlas Mine and Mill Supply and Fát.,-
sett International have donated about
$80,000 worth of used equipment and
new material to give the students
hands-on mining experience. Also
participating is the United Steel-
workers of America union, which
represents most of the West's hard-
rock miners.

"Without help from the mines this
class would not be possible," Knapp
said.

While some of the student's hours
are spent above-ground in a small
classroom where they learn the
paperwork of mining, most of the
course's 480 hours are spent in the
shafts.

Miners advance headings in the
rockdrilling a pattern of holes in the
rock's face, blasting, removing the
blasted rock, shoring up the excava-
tion and preparing the area for
another round.

"Rock breakers" need a variety of
skills ranging from. a knowledge of
rock mechanics to carpentry to per-
form their daily chores, as well as a
good grasp of safety, Fausett said.

Student drills a round at Atlas mlne.
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"Day's pay" workers, on t:te other
hand, operate trains or perform more
conventional tasks underground.

"People think of mining as pick-
and-shovel work," Knapp said. "It's
not. It's a highly mechanized, highly
specialized business. It's changed a
lot over the years."

Fausett said graduates will be able
to hold their own with an experienced
partner. "Every kid in here will have
drilled and blasted a round before he's

through," he said. "This is run right"
Many of the students, all males,

mostly in their 20s for the first session.
are learning how to mine ior the same
reason.

"Mining companies have
spent millions kying to find
ore in this mine, and'then
these kids come along
and do it."
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TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
Rafic5 my BOISE ID 83071129 208/3344000

October 1989

Dear Motor Carrier:

Beginning in April 1990, Idaho will begin implementing the new
Commercial Driver's License (CDL) program to comply with federal
requirements. This program will change the way Idaho drivers of
buses and heavy trucks are tested and licensed. All drivers of
these vehicles must be made aware of the significant changes that
will affect them.

As a driver or employer of drivers, we know you are concerned about
the manner in which the new CDL program will affect you and that you
are interested in seeing this program implemented smoothly.
Enclosed are several items of information about the CDL program to
help you prepare for the transition to this new licensing system.
This infoi'mation may also be helpful to you in answering questions
from your drivers about the CDL.

An area of special concern is locating companies that wish to become
inT-olved in the program as "third party testers." Because neither
the state nor the county sheriffs offices have the rezkurces or
facilities required to administer the skills tests, the state will
contract with third parties (private industry and/or other public
agencies) to administer them. One of the enclosures is a fact sheet
with some basic information about the third-party testing program
and a short survey/response card. If you are interested in becoming
a third-party tester, please complete and return the survey card.
Additional information can then be sent to you.

Also enclosed is a CDL brochure, available from the Idaho Transpor-
tation Department or your county sheriff's office. You may wish to
obtain a supply of these brochures for your drivers.

Thank you for your interest and cooperation. Your assistance is
essential to the successful implementation of this program. If you
have any questions, please feel free to call the CDL Information
Hotline (1-800-344-3941), or Richard Holloran, CDL Coordinator, at
(208) 334-8744.

Sincerely,

DOUGLAS L. KRAEMER
Chief of Motor Veh!cles

DLK:RH:ad
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CDL FACT SHEET

Beginning in April 1990. Idaho will change the way drivers of buses atul heavy trucks are tested and
licensed. If You are a driver or employ drivers that operate the following vehicles, you and your
drivers need be aware of These changes.

- Any vehicle with a Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) over 26.000 pounds.

- Any vehicle designed to carry 16 or more persons. including the driver, regardless of weight.

- Any vehicle carrying placardable quantities of haz-rdous materials. regardless of weight.

Note: The Gross Vehicle Weight Rating is the manufacturers rating assigned to the vehicle.

Drivers who operate any of the above vehicles are considered 'Comoercial Drivers and must comply
with this new program. By April 1. 1992. all Commercial Drivers must obtain a new license called a
Commercial Driver's License or CDL.

Beginning April 1. 1990. operator and chauffeur licenses will no longer be issued in Idaho but will
remain valid for driving the types of vehicles listed above until April 1. 1992. or until they
expire. whichever comes first. Operator and chauffeur licenses will. however. remain valid for
driving light vehicles. such as passenger cars and pickups. until they expire.

The new CDL will show the class of vehicle a driver may operate and any special endorsements for
which the driver has qualified. thz new classes. endorsements. and restrictions are listed below.

CLASS 'A' Combination vehicles with a combined GVWR oVer 26.000 pounds and the GVUR o: the
vehicle(s) being towed is over 10.000 pounds.

CLASS "B" - Single vehicles with a GVWR over 26.000 pounds. These vehicles may also tow
trailers with a GVWR of 10.000 pounds or less.

CLASS "C' - Any vehicle with a GVWR less than 26.001 pounds if:

- designed to carry 16 or more persons. including the dclver. Or

- transporting placardable quantities of hazardous materials.

ENDORSEMENT "T" - Required when operating a double or triple trailer combination unit.

ENDORSEMENT "P' - Required when operating a passenger vehicle designed to carry 16 or more persons.
including the driver.

ENDORSEMENT "N" - Required when operating a tank vehicle designed to carry liquid or gas.

ENDORSEMENT 'H" - Required when operating a vehicle carrying placardable quantities of hazardous
material.

RESTRICTION "K" - Restricts operators to operating vehicles without air brakes.

Prior to issuing the new CDL. the licensing office will:

- Conduct a loci', and national driver's record check.

- Require the driver to pass the required knowledge (written) test(s). and

- Require the driver to either pass the skill (road) test or to meet minimum stamdards for waiver
of the skill test.

ALL DRIVERS MST TAKE THE KNOWLEDGE TEST(S)* A driver may take from one to six written tests
depending on the endorsements requested. To accomplish most of the knowledge testing. group testing
in association with the county sheriffs' offices in some areas of the state will be implemented.
Under this group testing program. drivers will take the required written tests at a specified time
and place along with other drivers obtaining the CDL. Sheriffs will be given the latitude tr decide
how much of the writteL testing they wish to conduct in the limited spaccavailable in most 1Lcensing
offices.

- over - Idaho Transportrtion Repartment
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Who must comply
with the U.S. DOT

Safety Regulations?

Many truck and bus operations are
subiect to some or all of the DOT
safety regulations.

Listed below are three principal
regulatory areas and the types of truck
and bus operations covered by each.
This list provides or* a summary of
these three regulatory areas. For more
detailed information, the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Regulations (Tide 49,
Parts 200-399) should he consulted.
The regulations can be ordered from
the Supedntendent of Documents.
U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. phone (202)
783-3238. They ars also avaiable
(often more up te date and less expen-
sive) from a number of commercial
sotirCes.

The "Definitions and References" sec-
tion should be used to interpret the
underilned words.

The Fedarol Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations (FMCSR) apply to your
operation(s) if:

You operate a commercial motor
vehicle to transport property or
passengers in interstate commerce.

EXCEPTION: The FMCSR do not
apply to the private transportation of
passengers but only to the for-hire
transportation of passengers.

The Hazardous Materials Regula-
tions (11MR) apply to your opera-
tionisi if you operate a motor vehicle
of any st«.1

a. transport a hazardous material in
interstate commerce, or

b. transport, wholly within one
State or in interstate commerce,
the following:

(i) a hazardous waste or hazatu
rtotxv -.ubstance, whether in bulk
or not. or

(ii) a flamrnnble cryogenic Iguki in
bulk.

.1
The Minimum Financial Respon-
sibility (lnsure=c) Rcquirements
apply to your operation(s) if:

a. you are a for-hire motor carrier
of property or passengers in in-
terstate commerce, or

b. you operate a motor vehicle to
transport any quantity of a hazar-
dous material in interstate com-
merce, or

c. you operate 3 mctcr .renic:e :o
transport a hazardcur: material in
bulk wholly within one State or in
interstate commerce.

EXCEPTION: The Financial Respon-
sibirrty (Insurance) Requirements do
not apply to trucks with a gross
vehicle weight rating (GVWRI under
10,000 pounds (unles nansporting
Class A or B explosives, poison gas,
or highway route convolled radioac-
tive materials), school buses, taxi-
cabs, or van pools.
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Definitions and
References

1. The Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations (FMCSR) are found at 49
CFR Parts 350-399.

2. A."commereial motor vehicle" is:

(a) a truck with a GVWR over
10,000 pounds, or

(b) a truck of any GVWR that is used
to transport a hazardous material
in a quantity requiring p(acarding, or

(c) a bus designed to transport
more than 15 persons,. including the
driver.

3. "Interstate commerce" means
across State lines, including interna-
tional boundarie i. or wholly within one
State as part of a through movement
that originates Of terminates in another
State or country.

4. A "for-hire motor carrier" is a
transporter of property or passengers
by motor vehicle for compensation and
is more specifically defined in 49 CFR
Sections 387.5 (property) and 387.29
(passengers).

5. The Hazardous Materials Regula-
tions (HMR) are found at 49 CFR Parts
171-179.

B. "J-lazardous materials" and "hazar-
dous wastes" are listed in the Hazar-
dous Materials Table in 49 CFR Sec-
tion 172.101. "Hazardous
substances" are listed in an appendbc
to that Table.

7. A "cryogenic liquid" is a
refrigerated liquefied gas having a boil-
ing point colder than 130°F ( 90 °C)
at one atmosphere, absolute (49 CFR
Section 173.300(f)).

8. "In bulk" is defined as the
transportation of any property in a port-
able or cargo tank with a capacity in
excess of 3,500 gallons.

EXCEPTION: Transportation of any
quantity of Class A and- B expbsives
or poison gases is defined as "in bulk"
(49 CFR Section 387.5).

9. The Minimum Levels of Financial
Responsibility (Insurance) Re-
quirements are part of the FMCSR and
ars found at 49 CFR Part 387. They
state, in part, that proof of the re-
quired financial reaponsibWay (in-
surance) shall be maintained at the
motor carrier's principal place of
business, usually on a Form MCS-90
(property) or MCS-90B (passengers),
iseued by an insurer, atthough there
are other acceptable forms of proof as
explained in full in tha regulation. ,
Foreign carriers are required to main-
min a copy of the MCS-90 on board
the vehicle when operating in the
United States.

For further information,
contact the Office of Motor
Caiger Safety in the Federal
Highway Administration office
in your State (see list on the
bdck of the pamphle).

February 1989
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Curriculum

The qualification forms include:

.I. Application for employment
2. Violations and review record
3. DOT written examination
4. Certification of road test
5. DOT ph:.sical examination form
6. Inquiry to past employer
7. Record of road test
8. Driver data sheet
9. Road test certification
10. Certification of qualification
11. Federal motor carrier regulations ($3.00 each)

Each participant will be supplied with the necessary forms. These are to be
completed and given to their employer.

Most forms can be completed in class, while other forms such as the physical
examination form must be completed at a later time with a physician.

Simulator

Each participant will spend up to 45 minutes on the simulator. The
instructor's console is situated behind the driver. As the driver performs
his driving activities, the instructor can insert malfunctions into the
console and evaluate the driver's response to various situations.

The driver has a screen in front of him with a video program that depicts
roads and traffic conditions. After a few minutes practice the driver is
expected to perform appropriately with shifting and responses in the change of
road conditions on the screen.



The I.S.C. - Teamsters Training Truck Simulator:

One of the ways we can.accomplish the goals of this.training programis the utilization of our truck simulator, which represents an invest-Ment of $105,000.00.

The simulator is a training aid With a varied application in tmdk
driver.screening and training. The simulator can be used to screenapplicants for driver training or driving jobs in order to determinetheir skill level, aptitude, Ward attitude with regard to truOk driving.Other roles for the simulator include basic orientation and trainingin cab familiarization,

clutching, shifting, and emergency procedures.The simulator may alai be used for
evaluation and teaching of moreadvanced driving skills associated with tractor-trailer operations,including defensive driving.

The-trudk. siMaatoroOnsists of a fUll-scale'mock,Up of.the driver'sposition in a "typica" tr-uCk cab. The standard unit represents theInternational Harvester 4070 Tractor equipped With a Cummins NEC 250engine and an RIO 9513 Roadranger
transmissiOn. While the majoremphasis is on shifting, it is also possible to perform many of the.normal and emergency proceauxes involved with driving a truck.-Through the use of electronic-techniques,

the engine, transmissionand resultant
vehicle speed-are simulated. This simulation "model"reacts to the driver applicant's inputs in a manner similar to a truck.The user is able to start and stop the

"engine", observe instrumentreadings and realistically simulate moving the vehicle through allgears under
varying conditions and situations. TO provide realism,engine and

transmission noises are generated which realisticallyrelate to engine and veh!cle speeds. A special transmission "gearclash"
generator provides an aural indication

of proper and impropergear shifting. The sound simulations are provided via a 12" speaker,and a volume
control is-located on the instructor's

panel. Operation
of the

simulator is simole and straightforward: the instructor merely
sets up the

initial conaitions for the student. A separate Instructor's
Console is provided for this purpose as well as for instructor monitor-
ing of the-student's

activity': After
initial set-up-by the instructor,

the driver
simply-operates the trainer exactly as he would a realvehicle. No further

attention by the
instructor is-required for

practice in engine starting and shifting.
Malfunctions can, however,

be inserted by the instructor from the Instructor's Console.



Class

A

VEHICLE GROUPS AS ESTABLISHED BY FEWA (SECTION -383.91)

Description:

Air/combination of vehicles with a GCUR of 26,001 create pounds provided the
GBUR of the vehicle(s) being towed is in excess of 10,000 pounds. (Molders
o( a Class A license mey, with any acpcopriate endorsements, operate all
vehicles within Classes I end C.)

Examples include but are not limited to:

grilling's. intim arms

Any single vehicle with a GAIR of 26,001 or more pounds, or eny such vehicle
towing a vehicle not in excess of 10,000 pounds PAIt. (Molders of e Class
license msy, with any appropriate endersements, operate all vehicles within
Class C.)

Examples include but are not limited to:

roas-911 Mt *Ali Ali

vilME

Any single vehicle less then 26,001 panda GUM, or any such vehicle towing

a vehicle not in excess of 10,000 pantie GM. This Class applies to vehicles

whAch *re placarded for haztrdous esteriais or designed Co trensport 16 or
mote persons, including the operator.

Wa(es include but art not limited to:

rizia
The representative vehicle for the skills test mint Sea the written destription for that
group. The silhouettes typify, but do not fully cover, the types of vehicles falling within
each group.

iffeggri

1. amble/Triple Trailer

2. Pessenger (OVER IS persons

including the driver)

3. Tanker

4. Nazerdout Materiels

PECIAL_RESYR1CTION

AiR BRAKES A 'MO AIR BRAKE,
restriction witl be placed an

drivers that either:

1) fait the part of the

written ease cn air brakes

OR 2) fail the part of the

driving test on air brakes

OR 3) do not take the driving

test in a vnhicle with air

brakes

7 2



TRUCK DRIVER SKILL ASSESSMENT
AND UPGRADE TRAINING

Sponsored by

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY

The Federal Vehicle Safety act requires that employers maintain a
qualification file on every driver engaged in interstate or intrastate
commerce. The Public Utilities Commission has been enforcing this requirement
since March 1990.

Starting in July 1990 the Federal and State regulations pertaining to vehicles
carrying interstate and intrastate commerce will be required to have a yearly
truck inspection. The inspection must be conducted by a qualified person as
outlined in the.Federal Register, H9 CFR, parts 393 and 396.

Boise State University is providing education in development of the driver
qualification files and 4he procedures for the yearly truck inspections. The
program is designed to assist the construction and mining industry in
complying with these Federal and State laws. Drivers will be screened on a
truck driver simulator for identifying driving habits that need upgrading or
modification. These training modules are separate from, and in addition to,
the upcoming CM.

The estimated time for screening each participant on the truck driving
simulator, reviewing the truck inspection requirements, and reviewing the
safety requirements for the driver qualification files will be approximately 3
1/2 hours.

The program will be offered at the Boise State University Canyon County
Center, 2407 Caldwell Blvd., Nampa, Idaho from March 5 through March 23, 1990.
On-site service can be arranged for six or more drivers. For more information
or to schedule appointments call Don Owen at 334-3216.
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PROCEDURES AND TRAINING MANUAL

DR A F T

COOPERATIVE DEMONSTRATION GRANT

FEBRUARY, 1989

COMPILED BY:
IDAHO STATE DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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MISSION STATEMENT

The purpose of this project is to develop, implement, evaluate and

disseminate a cooperative construction and mining training program; to provide

preapprenticeship training in equipment operation and construction truck driving,

with emphasis on equal opportunities for women and minorities; apprenticeship

related instruction; and classes in more technical areas for journeymen

upgrading. This cooperative program is a joint effort between the Consortium

of Area Vocational Education schools (CAVES), Associated General Contractors

(AGC), Bureau of apprenticeship and Training (BAT), and five mining companies

in northern Idaho.

LD:nw-CDG-117
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0 Award Number:

Recipient:

S.

Abstract
FY1989 Cooperative Demonstration Program CFDA84.199A

Contact Persons(s):

Project Title:

Funds:

V199A90141

State Division of Vocational Education
650 West State Street
Boise, ID 83720

Dr. Orval Bradley, Project Director
(208) 733-9554
Mr. Richard Winn, Project Coordinator
(208) 334-2659

Cooperative Demonstration Program in Construction and Mining

Federal -- $371,673 Non-Federal -- $123,891
(In-kind Match)

Award Period: January 1, 1989 June 30, 1990

Target Population: Adults

PURPOSE/OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this project is to develop, implement, evaluate and disseminate
a cooperative construction and mining training program to provide
preapprenticeship training in equipment operation and construction truck driving,
apprenticeship related instruction, and classes in more technical areas for
journeyman upgrading. This cooperative program is a joint effort between the
Consortium of Area Vocational Education Schools (CAVES), Associated General
Contractors (AGC), Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) and mining
companies in Idaho.

PROCEDURES

This project will:

- provide preapprenticeship programs for females and minorities in equipment
operation and/or construction truck driving;

- provide preapprentices with related instruction in the five basic
construction trades--equipment operation, construction truck driving, cement
masonry, carpentry and laborer;

- provide related instruction for mining apprentices for the mining companies
and provide upgrade classes for journeymen construction workers in technical
areas.

An ongoing evaluation of the processes and program will be conducted throughout
the duration of the project. Curricula developed shall be reviewed and evaluated
along with quality of instruction and course content.

OUTCOMES/RESULTS/PRODUCTS

This project will serve an estimated 774 participants, including minorities and
females, and provide a statewide program directed toward the five basic
construction trades and miners in underground operations.
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JOB DESCRIPTION

State Construction Specialist

The statewide construction :_.acialist shall be responsible for providing:

Consultation and training to the coordinators/instructors.

Develop statewide linkages with private and public organizations.

Develop and assist in the development of needed curriculum.

Specific

Provide coordinator training with the following organizations and subject
matter:
a. State EEO requirements
b. Construction code (OSHA)
c. Guidelines and operations of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
d. Flagging and traffic control on construction projects
e. Personal protective safety
f. Orientation to contractor organizations
g. Organize labor involvement
h. Review the guidelines for this cooperative demonstration project

Consultation to postsecondary coordinations as to processes to use,
agencies to contact, how to establish programs, etc.

Establish construction curriculum programs to be housed in the state
office. Assist coordinators in the development of curriculum,
identification of teaching aids available for the construction industry.
Materials such as construction safety materials, visual aids, VCR and
films available, concepts of "classroom" vs "hands on", vs "OJT", vs
related instruction, and when and how to apply these concepts.

Development of statewide linkages with private and public organizations.
Included but not limited to the following:
a. Associated General Contractors
b. Associated building contractors .1.1
c. Unions of the five basic trades
d. Building trades associations
e. Idaho Department of Transportation
f. Bureau of apprenticeship and training
g. Occupational Safety and Health Administration
h. American Red Cross
i. Private training resourCes available
j. National construction training organizations
k. Vocational education in other states that provide construction training

Provide to the coordinators the major construction projects that are being
bid in their respective areas.

Gather, review, organize and submit all data to the State Director of
Training for evaluation and future dissemination of literature about the
project.

Provide any service relevant under the supervision of the State Director
of Training.

3



Construction and 'Vining Specialist/Instructor

All instructional staff hired through this project will meet the Idaho
Certification standards for Professional School Personnel (academic and
vocational as applicable). Instructional staff will devote 100% of their time
to the project.

The conditions of the grant stipulate that the construction and mining
specialist/instructor shall report to the CAVES Chairman and/or the Director
of Training who reports to the State Administrator of the State Division of
Vocational Education. The mining and construct'on specialist/instructor will
be responsible for:

providing consultation to the coordinator/instructors/ statewide,

providing training and technical assistance to the
coordinators/instructors statewide,

developing statewide linkages with public and private
organizations in support of the project,

. develop and assist in developing needed curriculum.

The construction and mining specialist/instructor will coordinate and provide
training in all aspects of apprenticeship, including OJT supervision, related
training, development of standards, establishment of committees and legal
implications of apprenticeship programs. The construction and mining
specialist/instructor will provide extensive training in safety. This will
include but not be limited to eye, ear, foot, and head protection, positions
of worker and equipment, construction site safety, respirator training, first-
aid and CPR.

7"i
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JOB DESCRIPTION

Postsecondary Construction Coordinators/Instructors

General

The coordinators shall establish, and in some cases, instruct related training
for apprentices, specialized training for journeymen upgrading and become a
safety resource person in their institution.

Specific

Conduct construction needs assessment within the institutions' service
delivery area.

Establish construction advisory committees when appropriate.

Coordinate programs with area private and public organizetions.

When appropriate, instruct in areas of specialized training.

Resource person on const..uction codes from local, state, and federal
regulations (OSHA, EDA, ID(T).

Develop and submit subproposels:
a. Statement of need
b. Course outline
c. Budget narrative

Coordinate the use of facilities and instructor and recruitment of students
for approved construction programs.

Maintain data for the evaluation and future dissemination of the program.
a. People and agencies contacted.
b. All needs assessment (positive and negative)
c. Number of all students, preapprenticeship, apprenticeship, journeyman

upgrading, etc. entered, completed, placed, or reentered industry.
d. Assisting contractors to meet EED requirements.
e. All curriculum development.
f. Data on how local, state and ft.leral agencies were used.
g. Methods used for liaison anti cooMination with private industry.
h. Cost benefit ratio for each program.
i. Coordinate data requirement from the State Division of Vocational

Education with the institutioil-

Job site follow up on any apprenticeship programs developed where
apprentices are in an On the Job Training (OJT) program.

Act as a public relations proponent for job entry into the construction
industry. They shall publicize the construction programs and the rewards
of working in the construction industry.

5
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Construction Coordinator/Instructor

All instructional staff hired through this project will meet the Idaho
Certification standards for Professional School Personnel (academic and
vocational) as applicable. Instructional staff will devote 100% of their time
to the project.

The conditions of the grant stipulate that the construction coordinators/
instructors will be under the direct supervision of the postJecondary short-
term coordinators, who report to the dean/director of the postsecondary
vocational-technical school. The const( :tion coordinator/instructor will be
responsible for coordinating with the area privet, and public organizations to
conduct needs assessments within the institution's service delivery area,
assist in the establishment of appropriate advisory committees, establish and
in some cases instruct related training for apprentices, specialized training
for journeyman upgrading and become a safety resource person in their
institution.

The construction coordinator/instructor will be trained in construction code,
both in the classroom and work site application. Involvement will include the
following activities:

coordinate with the appropriate vocational advisory committees,

coordinate with the appropriate Joint Apprenticeship committees,

survey contractors for additional training needs,

. develop curriculum and gather training aids,

identify subproposal needs,

. coordinate with private and public agencies within the area
served,

. assist contractors to meet EEO requirements on federal projects,

publicize the program and recruit females and minorities for
preapprenticeship programs.

The construction coordinator/instructor will be responsible for ongoing
evaluations of the programs including curriculum, quality of instruction, and
course content. A monthly progress report is required to be submitted to the
Director of Training, State Division of Vocational Education.

6
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Mining-Construction Coordinator/Instructor (NIC)

All instructional staff hired through this project will meet the Idaho
Certification Standards for Professional School Personnel (academic and
vocational) as applicable. Instructional staff will devote 100% of their time
to the project.

The conditions of the grant stipulate that the mining-construction
coordinator/instructor will be under the direct supervision of the
postseondary short-term coordinator, who reports to the dean/director of the
postsecondary vocational-technical school. The mining-construction
coordinator/instructor will be responsible for coordinating with the area
private and public organizations to conduct needs assessments within the
institution's service dllivery area; assist in the establishment of
appropriate advisory committees; establish and in some cases instruct related
training for apprentices, specialized training for journeymen upgrading, and
become a safety resource pe!.con in their institution.

The mining-construction cool iator/instructor will be trained in construction
code, both in the classroom and work site application. Involvement will
include the following activities:

coordinate with the appropriate advisory committees,

coordinate with the appropriate Joint Apprenticeship committees,

survey contractors for additional training needs,

conduct program evaluations,

develop curriculum and gather training aids,

identify subproposal needs,

coordinate with private and public agencies within the area
served,

. assist contractors to meet EEO requirements on federal grants,

. publicize the program and recruit female and minorities for
preapprenticeship programs.

The mining-construction coordinator/instructor will be responsible for ongoing
evaluation ef the programs includig curriculum, quality of instruction and
course content. A monthly progress report is required to be submitted to the
Director of Training, State Division of Vocational Education.

7



COORDINATOR'S CONTACT NETWORK/ACTIVITIES

1. Liaison and coordination with private industry.

2. Enhance coordination between private and public agencies and vocational
education.

3. Establish knowledgeable vocational education people in each postsemdary
school to continue coordination with construction and mining industries
after completion of project.

4. Identify and train females end minorities for EEO compliance.

POlicize program and contact following agencies for recruitment of
women/minorities:

(a) displaced homemaker centers
(b) Idaho Migrant Council
(c) tribal governments
(d) community based organizations
(e) vocational rehabilitation agencies
(f) agencies serving handicapped

Contact network to include:

(a) Contractors
(b) Contractor associations
(c) Trade organizations (unions)
(d) Advisory committees
(e) County highway districts
(f) Transportation departments
(g) Department of Labor and Industrial Services
(h) Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
(i) Displaced Homemaker Centers
(j) Dislocated worker programs
(k) Idaho Migrant Council
(1) Tribal Governments
(m) Vocational Rehabilitation
(n) Other

5. Assist in establishment of advisory committees.

6. Coordinate with area private and public organizations.

7. Conduct needs assessment within each delivery area.

8. Develop statewide linkages.

9. Conduct contractor survey.

LD:nw-CDG-120



COORDINATOR'S MONTHLY REPORTS

Monthly reports will be sent to State Coordinator or Director of Training to
reflect and evaluate:

a. Direct service to participants:

(1) Number of preapprentices served.
(2) Number of apprentices served.
(3) Number of journeymen served.
(4) Number of females and minorities served.

b. Services rendered:

(1) Number and type of curricula developed.
(2) Staff training sessions attended.
(3) Number of females and minorities referred for placement.

c. Liaison with private and public sector:

(1) Number of contacts made:
(a) Contractors
(b) Contractor associations
(c) Trade organizations (unions)
(d) Advisory committees
(e) County highway districts
(f) Transportation departments
(g) Department of Labor and Industrial Services
(h) Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
(i) Displaced Homemaker Centers
(j) Dislocated worker programs
(k) Idaho Migrant Council
(1) Tribal Governments
(m) Vocational Rehabilitation
(n) Other

The monthly reports will also state in narrative form any problems,
activities, or other accomplishments during tr.:, month. Reports are due
the 15th of each following month; ie reports for February are due
March 15.

LD:nw:CDG:119
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EVALUATION

The internal evaluation includes activities designed to measure the quality of
instruction, course content and program efficiency. The evaluation of
instruction and course content will be conducteu with a student survey designed
to gather information on the quality of instruction, course content, instructor
effectiveness, quality of facilities, etc. student learning will be measured
through the assessment process and pre- and post-testing. Additional programs
evaluative information will be solicited from supervisors and employers for
programs conducted in the workplace.

Monthly reports will be obtained to review and evaluate:

1. The activities of the Construction/Mining Coordinator
a. number of business/industry contacts
b. development of programs/curriculum
c. progress of programs

2. The efficiency of the identification and referral networks
a. the number of business/industry contacts
b. the development and use of advisory committee(s)
c. the types and number of activities identified

contractors
- contractor associations
- trade organizations (unions)
advisory committees

- county highway districts
transportation departments

- Department of Labor and Industrial Services
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
Displaced Homemaker Centers
dislocated worker programs
Idaho Migrant Council

- Tribal Governments
Vocational Rehabilitation

- other

3. The progress of programs iin operation
a. the number of individuals enrolled in the program
b. the number of contact hours for the month
c. the number of individuals completing programs
d. the types of programs being operated

The monthly progress reports will also state any problems or accomplishments
during the month and additional participant and program information as required.

On-site program reviews will be conducted by the statewide construction
specialist and/or the project director and grants management coordinator.

t

c.1

.

The external evaluation will be conducted by the Northwest Regional Education
Laboratory (NWREL). Formal details of the formative evaluati will be available
after the Washington conference which is scheduled for February, 1989.

4
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STUDENT PROGRAM EVALUATION

Program

Date

Interviewer

I. Was the program too long or too short? (Please explain)

2. Was there adequate classroom and/or hands-on training?

3. Any suggestions for improving the class?

4. Are there any questions you didn't get to ask or didn't get answers to?

1111

5. Do you feel you learned enough to gc to work in this field?

Please rate the following on a scale from 1 - 5, with 5 being excellent
and 1 being poor:

6. Quality of facilities (1 - 5)

Quality of instructional materials (1 - 5)

Quality of instructor (1 - 5)

Additional comments:

86



PREAPPRENTICESHIP EVALUATION

1. Now that you have been exposed to the construction industry is there a
specific trade you are interested in entering?

Yes No If yes, which one?

2. When you near your 18th birth date would you be interested in receiving
an apprenticeship application form?

Yes NJ

3. What is the most appealing aspect about working in construction?

4. Did the preapprenticeship program help you decide to explore other
occupations before you make a decision?

12
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRAM EVALUATION

Equipment and Tools

1. Is all the needed equipment available? Yes No

2. Is the available equipment of a realistic quality for training?

Yes No

3. Recommendations (if any)

Personal Protective Equipment

1. Is the necessary protective equipment available? Yes No

2. Was the protective equipment being properly used? Yes No

3. Do the trainees seem safety conscious? Yes No

4. Recommendations (if any)

Materials

1. Are all the needed supplies available (block, concrete, lumber, etc.)?

Yes No

2. Are the quality of supplies sufficient? Yes No

3. Recommendations (if any)

Curriculum ,

1. Are there topics that need to be added to the curriculum?

Yes No

13
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Curriculum (continued)

2. Are there topics that need to be deleted from the curriculum?

Yes No If yes, which one(s)

3. Should the sequence of instruction be modified? Yes No

4. Does the length of the program appear to be too short?

Yes No , or too long? Yes No

5. Recommendations (if any)

Audiovisual Information

1. Are there other materials that should be introduced?

Yes No If yes, what are the sources of material?

2. Recommendations (if any)

3. Does it appear that the trainees have obtained sufficient skills for
entering the industry? Yes No

4. Recommendations (if any)

Program

Evaluator

Date

14 (c,(,)
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APPLICATION PROCESS
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APPLICATION SUBMISSION PROCESS

Overview

This is a cooperative demonstrative grant; therefore, the evaluation of the
project focuses upon how much and how well coordination is conducted with the
construction industry and other appropriate organizations and agencies.

Literature developed from this proposal will be disseminated throughout the
United States. Curriculum developed, apprenticeship standards, industry
coordination, reporting procedures etL. will be available to all state vocational
educational agencies.

The expenditure of funds must have a clear audit trail and relate to this
proposal. The funds must be spent on new projects not existing programs.

The grant requires that at least $123,891 of in-kind match be generated during
the operation of this proposal. This means that 33% of all the coordinators
salaries, program expenditures and evaluative cost must have in-kind match equal
to 33% of the total. Any federally derived dollars cannot be used as match.
Therefore, it is of the utmost importance that the identification and
documentation of in-kind match be considered when submitting proposals.

The programs must be conducted in compliance with EDGAR. Each school should have
a copy of EDGAR. This grant must comply with federal regulations in addition
to the state and institutional regulations.

15



( DEFINITION OF TERMS 1P)

(

Pre-entry TrainingTraining that occurs prior to being employed in the industry.

Construction and Apprenticeship OrientationExplores jobs in the construction
industry in the fine crafts. This prngram is used as a d!lcision making process
and entails:

requirements to enter the industry,
how to enter the industry
safety

- equipment and tool nomenclature.

PreapprenticeshipProvides a familiarization with a particular occupation.
Enrollees are provided information and knowledge of the content of a specific
trade. The intent of this program is to place enrollees into a regular
apprenticeship program.

EEO ComplianceProvided to females and mincrities to assist contractors to meet
their EEO compliance. Sufficient skills are taught so a participant will have
some productive skills when entering industry.

Mining-480 hours of preemployment training to ensure participants obtain many
of the skills needed in the mining industry.

ApprenticeshipPrograms developed for new entries into the construction
industry. The program consists of both OJT and related instruction of the craft.
The OJT portion is provided by the contractor at a preestablished apprenticeship
rate of pay. The related instruction is in addition to OJT and is conducted
after normal working hours.

Journeyworker Upgrading--This program provides the journeyworker new training
or upgrade training needed to maintain certifications or to meet qualifications
for ac2ditiona1 job classifications.

Foreman or Supervisory Trainf4These are advanced programs of a more technical
nature and are directed toward decision making or managing construction projects.

Po;tentry TrainingTraining that is provided after a person has entered the
industry.

NOTE: We request use of these guidelines when submitting proposals. The
preentry programs could also be considered preapprenticeship; however, for
proposal submission use these definitions and the checklist for classifications.

16 o92



APPLICATION SUBMISSION PROCESS CHECKLIST

PRE-ENTRY TRAINING

Construction and apprenticeship orientation

Preapprenticeship

EEO Compliance

Mining

POST-ENTRY TRAINING

Apprenticeship

Journeyworker upgrading

Foreman and supervisory

Statement of Need (program just:fication)--Describe the reasons why this program
needs to be conducted. Submit any survey results, job market data or economic
conditions that would validate the approval of this proposal.

Survey results

Job market data

Economic conditions

Other

Letters of Support--Submit letters of support from contractors, labor
organizations or agencies that request or support the need for this proposal.

Contractors

Labor

Organizations

Agencies

Advisory committee recommendations

Standards with apprenticeship proposals

Other

17
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Course Out7ine--The course outline will consist of:

Course objectives statement

Instructor objectives statements

Curriculum outline--sequence of what and when the major components will

be taught

List of all equipment to be used

List of all printed information and source(s)

List of audiovisual material and source(s)

Budget Narrative

The budget narrative will itemize all cost showing formulas of how each cost was

computed. Additional sentences or paragraphs may be needed to fully describe
the use of the funds. Include in the narrative the in-kind centeibutions showing
how the value of the contributions were determined.

Budget

Salary

Fringe Benefits

Instructional Supplies

Travel

Facility Lease/Rent

Equipment Lease

Other

Iv-Kind Contributions

Equipment

Space

Materials and Supplies

Student Fees (non federally derived)

Volunteer Service

Other

Percentage of in-kind contrthution

18
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Program Coordination

During the application process there must be a description of the involvementwith contractors, organizations and agencies in the development of this proposal.The description should be in written form. Coordination shall include one ormore of the following methods of coordination:

Planning the project with organizations and individuals who have similarobjectives or concerns.

Sharing information, facilities, staff, services, or other resources.

Engaging in joint activities such as instruction, needs assessment,evaluation, monitoring, and technical assistance and staff training.

Using the grant funds so as not to duplicate or counteract the effects offunds made available under other programs.

Using the grant funds to increase the impact of funds made avai,able underother programs.

Other

The following checklist is used to identify those organizations and agenciesthat vocational education works with to coordinate grant subproposals:

Contractors

Contractor Groups

Contractor Organizations

Unions

Trade Organizations

Advisory Committee

Displaced Homemaker Centers

Dislocated Worker Programs

Tribal Governments

Other

19
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Governmental Agencies

Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training

City Maintenance Departments

County or District Transportation Departments

OSHA

Department of Labor and Industrial Services

Idaho Migrant Council

Vocational Rehabilitation

MSHA

U.S. R.,rest Service

Bureau of Land Management

Bureau of Mines

Postsecondary Learning Centers

_ Department of Employment

The total program Traluation will be based on the following Items:

Coordination with industry, organizations and agencies

Development of curriculums

Program evaluation by participants

Development of apprenticeship standards

Number of participants served

Other

CDG-121-sub.pro



COOPERATIVE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
MSTRUCTIONS 1-OR COMPLETING

CAVES Form No. CD-43

This Form is to be used for all programs fwided with Cooperative Demonstiation
funds includipg: Preapprenticeship Training, Related Instruction or apprentices,
and Journeyman Upgrade, and must include:

Statement of Needs
Letters of support/request for services from the industry
Course Outline
Budget Narrative (including contributions)
Description of how the program will be coordinated with the
construction industry and involved agencies and organizations

Instructions for comp"!eting the form:

I. Name of member school and pers6n responsible fot the program.

2. Name of organization and the contact person for which thP training is being
conducted (if applicable).

3. Program title.

4. Proposed starting and ending dates.

5. Day(s) of the week and time(s) of the day class will be held.

6. Total hours of instruction.

7. Name of instructor. Teacher certification (Vo. Ed. No. 7) must be
completed and submitted with this form if the teacher is not certified.
(Teachers need only be certifiable, not certified.)

8. Initial number of students to start the program. Estimated total number
of students to be served during the program.

9. Show the total Cooperative Demonstration funds requested and the total
amount of matching (other) funds to be provided in each category.
Administrative funds are rot allowable with Cooperative Demonstration
funds, but may be used to meet the matching requirement.

Equipment may be leased 5ut not purchased with Cooperative Demonstration
funds.

A budget narrative detailing Cooperative Demonstration funds and the source
of matching funds must be attached.

MATCHING FUNDS for Cooperative Demonstration programs may include cash or in-
kind non-federal contributions. Matching funds shall reflect only those costs
or portion of costs directly applicable to those students enrolled in the
Cooperative Demonstration project.
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Cash Contributions are any non-federal cash used for the operation of a

Cooperative Demonstration program.

In-Kind Contributions are non-cash non-federal contributions provided by
the member school or third parties. Resources for in-kind contributions
are:

Space. Space may be provided to the Cooperative Demonstration
programs at no cost or at a reduced rate. In the former case, the
entire cost of the space (at fair rental rate) may be claimed as in-
kind; in the latter case, the difference between the normal cost and
the reduced rate may be claimed.

Utilities and Maintenance. Public utilities, janitorial services
and other costs that are not normally absorbed by the provider of
the space in the fair rental rate may be claimed as in-kind.

Equipment and Supplies. In-kind contributions may be claimed for
the value of equipment or supplies donated (or loaned) for Coop-
erative Demonstration activities, including equipment, machinery,
training supplies, etc.

The cost of equipment purchased for a specific Cooperative
Demonstration program with matching funds may be used with the
following conditions:

- The total cost may be used for a one-time match; or

- The amount of depreciation may be used over a period of years
if the total cost of the equipment was not used at the time
of purchase; and

- If students other than those enrolled in the Cooperative
Demonstration program utilize the equipment, the prorated
portion shall not be used for match.

Volunteer Services. Unpaid services provided to a recipient by
individuals shall be valued at rates consistent with those ordinarily
paid for similar work in the recipients organization. If the
recipient does not have employees performing similar ork, the rates
shall be consistent with those ordinarily paid by other employers
for similar work in the same labor market. In either case, a
reasonable amount for fringe benefits may be included in the
valuation.

Employees of Other Organizations. When an employer other than a
recipient or cost-type contractor furnishes free of charge the
services of an employee in the employee's normal line of work, the
services shall be valued at the employee'f; regular rate of pay
exclusive of the employer's fringe benefits and overhead costs. If
the services are in a different line of work, the paragraph
pertaining to volunteer services shall apply.
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I. Release Time for Employees Attending Cooperative Demonstration
Programs. When an employer allows an employee to attend Cooperative
Demonstration programs during regular work hours and continues to
pay the employee's salary, the matching funds shall be calculated
at the employee's regular rate of pay exclusive of the employer's
fringe benefits and overhead costs. Match may only be calculated
for those hours that the employee is attending class.



CAVES Form CD-4:

COOPERATIVE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
CONSORTIUM OF AREA VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SCHOOLS

and
IDAHO STATE DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
650 West State Street, Boise, Idaho 83720

Application for Approval of Cooperative Demonstration Training

1. Member School City , Idaho

Contact Person Phone

2. Business/Organization City , Idaho

Contact Person Phone

3. Program Title

4. Proposed starting date Ending no later than

5. Class meets on M, T, W, Th, F, S, from to

Clock Time Clock Time

6. Hours of Instruction

7. Name of Instructor (Submit Vo-Ed Form No. 7)

8. Initial Enrollment Estimated Total Enrollment

9. Program Costs

a. Administrative Costs

b. Instructional Salary

c. Fringe Benefits

d. Instructional Supplies

e. Instructional Travel

f. Facility Lease/Rent

g. Equipment Lease

h. Other

i. GRANO TOTAL

24
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Illkunderstand that the Consortium of Area Vocational Education S:hools (CAVES) and the State
ivision of Vocational Education have no obligation to fund this proposal until an approved

Lopy has been returned. I certify that funds requested in this proposal will be used to
supplement and hot supplant funds otherwise available for the services proposed. I further
certify that I am authorized to enter the organization specified above to the terms of this
agreement and any other documents affixed or referred to in this agreement.

Signed Date
CAVES Representative

Signed Date
Authorized School Official

Signed
Date

Cooperating Agency/Organization

Signed
Date

Project Director

SAe Division of Vocational Education to complete the following:

One copy approved by the Consortium of Area Vocational Education Schools and the StateDivision of Vocational Education will constitute an agreement for financial or otherassistance as noted below.

Remarks

Signed

Adminstrator, Vocational Education

25
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Section 74.21 Length of Retention Period

(a) except as provided in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section, records shall
be retained for 3-years from the startiag date specified in section 74.22

(b) if any litigation, claim, negotiation, audit or other action involving the
records has been started before the expiration date of the 3-year period,
the records shall be retained until the completion of all issues which
arise from it, or until the end of the regular 3-year period, whicAever
is later.

(c) in order to avoid duplicate recordkeeping, awarding parties may make
special arrangements with recipients to retain any records which are
continuously needed for joint use. The awarding party will request
transfer of records to its custody when it determines that the records
possess long-term retention value. When the records are transferred to
or maintained by the awarding party, the 3-year retention requirement is
npt applicable to the recipient.

Section 75.734 Record Retention Period

Unless a longer period is required under 34 CFR Part 74, a grantee shall retain
records for five years after the completion of the activity for which it uses
grant funds.

Section 74.22 Starting Date of Retention Period

(a) General. (1) Where ED grant support is continued or renewed at annual or
other intervals, the retention period for the records of each funding
period starts on the day the grantee submits to ED its single or last
expenditure report for that period. However, if ED grant support is
continued or renewed quarterly, the retention period starts on the day the
grantee submits to ED its expenditure report for the last quarter of the
Federal fiscal year. In all other cases, the retention period starts on
the day the report would have ben due. "Expenditure Report" is defined
in section 74.3.

(2) Exceptions to this paragraph are continued in paragraphs (b) through
(d) of this section.

(b) Equipment records. The retention period for the equipment records required
by section 74.140(a) starts from the date of the equipment's disposition
(Section 74.139) or replacement (Section 74.138) or transfer at the
discretion of the awarding party.

(c) Records for income transactions after grant or subgrant support.

(1) In some cases an ED requirement concerning the disposition of program
incomes, as defined in Subpart F of this part, will be satisfied by
applying the income to costs incurred after expiration or termination
of grant or subgrant support for the eztivity giving rise to income.
In such a case, the retention period for the records pertaining to
the costs starts from the end of the rlecipient's fiscal year for
which the costs are incurred.
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(2) In some cases, there may be an ED requirement concerning the
disposition of copyright royalties or other program income which s

earned after expiration or termination of grant of subgrant support.
Where there is such a requirement, the retention period for the
records pertaining to the earning of the income starts from the end
of the recipients fiscal year in which the income is earned.

(d) Indirect cost rate proposals, cost allocation plans. etc.-

(1) Applicability. This paragraph applies to the following types of
documents,and their supporting records: (i) indirect rate cost rate
computations or proposals; (ii) cost allocation plans under appendix
C to this part; and (iii) any similar accounting computations of the
rate at which a particular group of costs is chargeable (such as
computer usage chargeback rates or composite fringe benefit rates.)

(2) If submitted for negotiation. If the proposal, plan, or other
computation is required to be submitted to the Federal Government
(or to the grantee) to Form the basis for negotiation of the rate,
then the 3-year retention period for its supporting records starts
from the date of submission.

(3) If not submitted for negotiation. If the proposal, plan, or other
computation is not required to be submitted to the Federal Government
(or to the grantee) for negotiation purposes, then the 3-year
retention period for the proposal, plan, or other computation and
its supporting records starts rrom the end of the fiscal year (or
other accounting period) covered by the proposal, plan, or other
computation.

Section 74.23 Substitution of Microfilm.

Copies made by microfilming, photocopying, or similar methods may be substituted
for the original records.

27
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Section 74.41 Meaning of Program Income.

(a) Except as explained in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this secticn, program
income means gross income earned by a recipient from activities part or
all of the cost of which is either borne as a direct cost by a grant or
counted as a direct cost towards meeting a cost sharing or matching
requirement of a grant. It includes, but is not limited to such income
in the form of fees for services performed during the grant or subgrant
period, proceeds from sale of tangible personal or real property, usage
or rental fees, and patent or copyright royalties. If income meets this
definition, it shall be considered program income regardless of the method
used to calculate the amount paid to the recipient- whether, for example,
by a cost-reimbursement method of payment or fixed price arrangement. Nor
will the fact that the income is earned by the recipient from a Federal
procurement contract or from a procuremtent contract under a Federal grant
awarded to another party affect the income's classification as a program
income.

(b) For research grants that are subject to an institutional cost-sharing
agreement, income shall be considered program income only if it is earned
from an activity part or all of the cost of which is borne as a direct cost
by the Federal grant funds. An institutional cost sharing agreement is
one entered into between ED and a grantee covering all of ED's reseuch
projects grants to the grantee in the aggregate.

(c) The following shall not be considered program income:

(1) Revenues raised by a government recipient under its governing powers,
such as taxes, special assessments, levies, and fines. (However, the
receipt and expenditure of such revenues shall be recorded as part
of grant or subgrant project transactions when such revenues are
specifically earmarked for the project in accordance with the terms
of the grant or subgrant.)

(2) Tuition and related fees received by an institution of higher
education for a regularly offered course taught by an employee
performing under a grant or bubgrant.
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Subpart G - Cost Sharing or Matching

Section 74.51 refinitions

For purposes of this subpart:

"Cost sharing or matching" means the value of third-party in-kind
contributions and that portion of the costs of a grant-supported project or
program not borne by the Federal government.

"Equipment" has the same meaning given to that term in Section 74.132,
except that instead of 'acquisition cost,' the words market value at the time
of donation" shall be substituted.

"Supplies" means all tangible personal property other than "equipment" as
defined in this section.

"Third-party in-kind contributions" means property or services which
benefit a grant-supported project or program and which are contributed by non-
federal third parties without charge to the grantee, the subgrantee, or a cost-
type contractor under the grant or subgrant.

Section 74.52 Basic Rule: Costs and Contributions Acceptable.

With the qualifications and exceptions listed in Section 74.53, a cost-sharing
or matching requirement may be satisfied by either or both of the following:

(a) Allowable costs incurred by the grantee, the subgrantee, or a cost-type
contractor under the grant or subgrant. This includes allowable costs
borne by non-Federal grants or by other cash donations form non-Federal
third parties.

(b) The value of third-party in-kind contributions applicable to the period
to which the cost-sharing or matching requirement applies.

Section 74.53 Qualifications and Exceptions.

(a) Costs Borne by Other Federal Grants.

(1) Except a provided by Federal statute, a cost-sharing or matching
requirement may not be met by costs borne by another federal grant.
This prohibition does not apply to costs borne by general program
income earned from a contract awarded under another Federal grant.

(2) For purposes of this part, general program revenue sharing funds
under 31 U.S.C. 1221 are not considered a Federal grant. Therefore,
in the absence of any provision of Federal statute to the contrary,
allowable costs borne by these funds may count towards satisfying
a cost-sharing or matching requirement.
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(b) Costs or contributions counted towards other federal cost-sharing
requirements. Neither costs nor the values of third-party in-kind
contributions may count towards satisfying a cost-sharing or matching
requirewnt oF an ED grant if they have been or will be counted towards
satisfying a cost-sharing or matching requirement of another Federal grant,
a Federal procurement contract, or any other award of Federal funds.

(c) Costs financed by general program income. Costs financed by general
program income, as defined in Section 74.42 shall not count towards
satisfying a cost-sharing or matching requirement of the ED grant
supporting the activity giving rise to the income unless the terms of the
grant expressly permit the income to be used for cost sharing or matching.
(This is the alternative use of general program income described in Section
74.42(d).)

(d) Records, costs and third-party in-kind contributions counting towards
satisfying a cost-sharing or matching requirement must be verifiable from
the records of recipients or cost-type contractors. These records must
show how the value placed on third-party in-kind contributions was arrived
at. To the extent feasible, volunteer services shall be supported by the
same methods that the organization uses to support the allocability of its
regular personnel costs.

(e) Special standalds for third-party in-kind contributions.

(1) Third-party in-kind contributions shall count towards satisfying a
cost-sharing or matching requirement only where, if the party
receiving the contributions were to pay for them, the payments would
be allowable costs.

(2) A third-party in-kind contribution shall not count as direct cost-
sharing or matching where, if the party receiving the cootribution
were to pay for it, the payment would be an indirect cost. Cost-
sharing or matching credit for such contributions shall be given only
if the recipient or contractor has established along with its regular
cost rate, a special rate for allocatirg to individual projects or
programs the value of the contributions.

(3) The values placed on third-party in-kind contributions for cost-
sharing or matching purposes shall conform to the rules in the
succeeding sections of this subpart. If a third-party in-kind
contribution is of a type not treated in those sections, the value
placed upon it shall be fair and reasonable.

Section 74.54 Valuation of Donated Ser.ices.

(a) Volunteer services. Unpaid services provided to a recipient by individuals
shall be valued at rates consistent with those ordinarily paid for similar
work in the recipients organization. If the recipient does not have
employees performing similar work, the rates shall be consistent with those
ordinarily paid by other employers for similar work in the same labor
market. In either case, a reasonable amount for fringe benefits may be
included in the valuation.
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(b) Employees of other organizations. When an employer other than a recipient
or cost-type contractor furnishes free of charge the services of an
employee in the employee's normal line of work, the services shall be
valued at the employee's regular rate of pay exclusive of the employer's
fringe benefits and overhead costs. If the services are in a different
line of work, paragriph(a) of this section shall apply.

Section 74.55 Valuation of donated supplies and loaned equipment and space.

(a) If a third party donates supplies, the contribution shall be valued at the
market value of the supplies at the time for donation.

(b) If a third party donates the use of equipment or space in a building but
retains title, the contribution shall be valuA at the fair rental rate
of the equipment or space.

Definitions:

"Equipment" means tangible personal property having a useful life of more than
one year and an acquisition cost of $300 or more per unit except that
organizations subject to the Cost Accounting Standards Board (CASB) regulations
may use the CASB standard of $500 or more per unit and useful life of two years.
An organization may use its own definiJon of equipment. Provided, That such
definition would at least include all tangible personal property as defined
herein.

"Personal property" means property of any kind except real property. It may be
tangible-having physical existence, or intangible, such as patents, inventions,
and copyrights.

"Real property" means land, including land improvements, structures and
appurtenances thereto, but excluding movable machinery and equipment.

"Replacement equipment" means property acquired to take the place of other
equipment. To qualify as replacement equipment, it must serve the same function
as the equipment replaced and must be of the same nature or character, although
not necessarily the same model, grade, or quality.



COST ALLOWABILITY

1. Factors affecting allowability of costs. To be allowable under a grant
program, costs must meet the following general criteria:

a. Be necessary and reasonable for proper and efficient administration
of the grant program, be allocable thereto under these principles
and, except as specifically provided herein, not be general expense
required to carry out the overall responsibilities of state or local
governments.

b. Be authorized or not prohibited under state or local laws or
regulations.

c. Conform to any limitations or exclusions set forth in these
principles, Federal laws, or other governing limitations as to types
or amounts of cost items.

d. Be consistent with policies, rf2ulations, and procedures that apply
uniforwly to both federally assisted and other activities of the unit
of government of which the grantee is a part.

e. Be ace:orded consistent treatment through application of generally
accepted accounting principles to the circumstances.
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Section 75.562 Indirect cost rates for educational training projects.

(a) The Secretary may approve an indirect cost rate for an educational training
project at the lesser of-

(1) The actual indirect cost rate of the grantee; or

(2) Eight percent of the total direct costs of the project.

(b) This section does not apply to-

(1) A State (as defined in 34 CFR 74.3); or

(2) A local government (as defined in 34 CFR 74.3).

I 33
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Section 75.580 Coordination with other activities.

(a) A grantee shall, to the extent feasible, coordinate its project with other
activities that are in the same geographic area served by the project and
that serve similar purposes and target groups.

(b) A grantee whose project includes activities to improve the basic skills
of children, youth, or adults, shall, to the extent possible, coordinate
its project with other basic skills activities that are in the same
geographic area served by the project.

(c) For the purposes of this section, "basic skills" means reading,
mathematics, and effective communication, both written and oral.

(d) The grantee shall continue its coordination during the project period.

Section 75.581 Methods of Coordination.

Depending on the objectives and reqdirements of its project, a grantee shall use
one or more of the following methods of coordination:

(a) Planning the project with organizations and indivitluals who have similar
objectives or concerns.

(b) Sharing information, facilities, staff, services, or other resources.

(c) Engaging in joint activities such as instruction, needs assessment,
evaluation, monitoring, and technical assistance and staff training.

(d) Using the grant funds so as not to duplicate or counteract the effects of
funds made available under other programs.

(e) Using the grant funds to increase the impact of funds made available under
other programs.

110
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Section 75.590 Evaluation by the grantee.

A grantee shall evaluate at least annually-

(a) The grantee's progress in achieving the objectives in its approved
application;

(b) The effectiveness of the project in meeting the purposes of the program;
and

(c) The effect of the project on persons served by the project, including:

(1) Any persons who are members of groups that have been traditionally
underrepresented, such as--

(i) Members of racial or ethnic minority groups;
(ii) Women;
(iii) Handicapped persons; and
(iv) The elderly; and

(2) If the program statute requires that private school students be
provided an opportunity to participate, the students who are enrolled
in private schools.
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(1) General.

(i)

Section 74.61(h) Audit

This paragraph applies to each recipient that is not subject
to the audit requirements in Appendix G to this part.

(ii) Public hospitals and public colleges and universities are
subject to this paragraph if excluded under paragraph 4 of
Appendix G of this part.

(iii) A financial and compliance aucrit shall be made in accordance
with generally accepted auJiting standards, including the
standards of the U.S. General Accounting Office's publication
"Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs,
Activities, and Functions." The auditors engaged by a recipient
shall meet the criteria for qualifications and independence
in that publication.

(2) Purpose and Scope. The purpose of these audits shall be to determine
the effectiveness of the financial management systems and internal
procedures established by the recipient to meet the terms of its
grant and subgrants. The recipients auditors need not examine every
grant or subgrant awarded to the recipient. Rather, audits generally
should be made on an organization-wide basis to test the fiscal
integrity of financial transactions and compliance with the terms
of awards. These tests would include an appropriate sampling of
Federal grants and subgrants.

(3) Frequency. These audits shall be conducted on a continuing basis
or at scheduled intervals, usually once a year, but at least every
two years. The frequency shall depend on the nature, size and
complexity of the recipients grant- or subgrant-supported activities.

(4) Relation to Federal audit. These audits may affect the frequency
and scope of the Federal audit. However, nothing in this section is
intended to limit the right of the Federal Government to conduct an
audit of grant- or subgrant-supported activity.

(5) Audit resolution. The recipient shall follow a systematic method
to assure timely and appropriate resolution of audit findings andrecommendations.

(6) Copies of audit reports. A copy of each audit report and a
description of its resolution, shall be furnished to ED.
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CARL D. PERKINS VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT

Part C Adult Training, Retraining, and Employment Development

Findings and Purpose

Sec. 321.(a) The Congress finds that--

(1) technological change, international competition, and the demographics
of the Nation's workforce have resulted in increases in the numbers
of adult workers who are unemployed, who have been dislocated, or
vho require training, retraining, and upgrading of skills,

(2) many women entering and reentering the paid labor market are
disproportionately employed in low-vage occupations and require
additional training,

(3) many adults cannot gain access to or benefit fully from vocational
education due to limited English language proficiency, and

(4) these needs can be met by vocational education programs that are
responsive to the needs of individuals and the demands of the labor
market.

(b) It is the purpose of this part (1) to provide financial assistance to the
States to enable them to expand and improve vocational education programs
designed to ..;eet urgent needs for training, retraining, and employment
development of adults who have completed or left high school and are
preparing to enter or have entered the labor market, in order to equip
adults with the competencies and skills required for productive employment,
and (2)to ensure that such programs are relevant to the labor market needs
and accessible to all segments of the population, including women,
minorities, the handicapped, individuals with limited English language
proficiency, workers fifty-five and older, and the economically
disadvantaged.

Authorization of Grants and Uses of Funds

Sec. 322
(a) From the portion of the allotment of each State under Section 101 available

for this part, the Secretary shall make grants to the States for programs,
services, and activities authorized by this part.

(b) (1) Grants to States under this part may be used, in accordance with
State plans, for--

(a) vocational education programs, services, activities, and employment
development authorized by title II which are designed to meet the needs
of

(i) individuals who have graduated from or left high school and who need
additional vocational education for entry into the labor force;
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(ii) unemployed adults who require training to obtain employment or
increase their employability;

(iii) employed individuals who require retraining to retain their jobs,
or who need training to upgrade their skills to qualify for higher
paid of more dependable employment;

(iv) displaced homemakers and single heads of households who are entering
or reentering the labor force;

(v) employers who require assistance in training individuals for new
employment opportunities or in retraining employees in new skills
required by changes in technology, products or processes; and

(vi) workers fifty-five and older;

(B) short-term programs job retraining designed to upgrade or update
skills in accordance with changed work requirements;

education and training programs designed cooperatively with
employers, such as--

(i) institutional and worksite programs, including apprenticeship
training programs (or combinations of such programs) especially
tailored to the needs of an industry or group of industries
for skilled workers, technicians, managers, or to assist their
existing work force to adjust to changes in technology or work
requirements; and

(ii) quick-start, customized training for workers in new and
expanding industries, or for workers for placement in jobs that
are difficult to fill because of a shortage of workers with
the requisite skills.

(0) building more effective linkages between vocational education
programs and private sector employers (through a variety of programs
including programs where secondary school students are employed on
a part-time basis as registered apprentices with transition to full-
time apprentices upon graduation), and between eligible recipients
of assistance under this Act and economic development agencies and
other public and private agencies providing job training and
employment services, in order to more effectively reach out to and
serve individuals described in subparagraph (A;

(E) cooperative education programs with public and private sector
employers and economic development agencies, including seminars in
institutional or worksite setting, designed to improve management
and increase productivity;

(F) entrepreneurship training programs which assist individuals in theestablishment, management, and operation of small business
enterprises;;

(
410

(C)

,
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(G) recruitment, job search assistance, counseling, remedial services,
and information and outreach programs designed to encourage and
assist males and females to take advantage of vozational education
programs and services, with particular attention to reaching women,
older workers, individuals with limited Englishlanguage proficiency,
the handicapped, and the disadvantaged;

(H) curriculum development, acquisition of instructional equipment and
materials, personnel training, pilot projects, and related and
additional services and activities required to effectively carry out
the purposes of this part;

(I) the costs of serving adults in other vocational education programs,
including paying the costs of instruction of the costs of keeping
school facilities open longer; and

(J) related instruction for apprentices in apprenticeship training
programs.
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APPLICATION SUBMISSION PROCESS
EXAMPLE

Multi-level Programs

Some programs may in fact serve several categories of participants.

Example--For a person to direct traffic (flagging) on a construction project
he/she must possess a valid flaggers card. This card is needed by a laborer
trainee prior to entering the OJT portion of the standards under the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training.

Flagging training may also be given to a female and/or minority which would
assist contractors in meeting their EEO compliance. The program can be

considered as journeyworker upgrading as certification must be updated every
three years.

When submitting a flagging proposal, please list it as journeyworker upgrading;
but note on the application if this is their first flagging card. This should
allow more accuracy and clarity in the reporting process.

40
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STATE OF IDAHO
Drv:SION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

650 West State Street #324 Boise, Idaho 83720

SAMPLE COVER LETTER

TRAINING NEWS

The Idaho Division cf Vocational Education is in the process of emphasizing
training programs for the construction industry.

As you are aware Idaho experienced a construction slump several years ago and
many of the skilled craftsman have left our area.

The six postsecondary vocational educational schools located in Boise, Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho Falls, Lewiston, Pocatello and Twin Falls have initiated some
programs for the coostruction industry. Along with these vocational-technical
schools the State Division of Vocational Education is placing a high priority
for the development of other programs earmarked just for the construction
industry.

We are in the process of determining what training programs are needed in the
five basic trades of equipment operator, construction truck driver, cement
mason, carpenter and laborer.

We are asking you to take a few minutes of your time to complete the enclosed
check list. Your response will assist us in determining which programs to
focus our attention on.

Thank you for your prompt consideration.

Sincerely,

CDG:100nw
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CONTRACTORS TRAINING SURVEY

Please check needed areas:

1

LI

Preapprenticeship

A program to expose high school students and others to opportunities in
the construction industry. The length of the program has yet to be
determined.

Apprenticeship

Contractors can explore the feasibility of establishing apprenticeship
programs for their companies. Assistance can be provided in developing
standards acceptable for apprenticeship.

Flagging & Basic Traffic Control

Four-hour program which meets the State's requirements for a certified
flagger. Cards are issued after successful completion of the program.

Air Powered Tools

Basic program for new entry-level people. It includes servicing and use
of compressors, practice with jackhammer pavement breaker and chipping
gun.

First Aid and CPR

Red Cross approved program that is eight hours in length.

Equipment Operation

Eight-week program for females and minorities to assist contractors to
meet their EEO requirements.

Construction Truck Driving

Four-week program for females and minorities to assist contractors to
meet their EEO requirements.
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Training Survey
Page 2

11
Concrete Seminar

---
Two-day program for contractors and their foremen.

1 1

Traffic Control

Program for foremen and supervisors on the uniform traffic control
systems.

I1

Blueprint Reading

Basic 40-hour blueprint reading program.

LiLaser

16-hour program for the use of lasers in both building construction and
pipe laying.

1 1

OSHA Construction Rules & Regulations

16-hovr overview of construction safety based on OSHA regulations.

1 1

Supervisorial Training Program

Basic program of 40 hours and is designed for foremen and supervisors.

1 1

Other

00:nw
COG:100
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PROGRAM OPERATION

Establishment and Role of Advisory Committee!,

Vocational advisory committees shall be formed for each region from persons
representing the construction industry, contractor associations, the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training, and/or other knowledgeable construction persons.

Joint Apprenticeship committees shall be established under the guidelines of the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.

The committees shall assist in the needs identification and curriculum review.
The mining advisory committee shall be comprised of equal representation of
management and labor.

For additional information on advisory committees see: Voc-Ed #170 Revised
1988, A Handbook for Vocational Advisory Committees.

CDG-122
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DAHO HIGHWAY IDA

NFORMATION ky
.070,

1.
A BIMONTHLY CONSTRUCTION AND REST AREA REPORT

A "rotary" mops up the aftermath of a winter storm on Goose Creek Summit north
of McCall on Idaho 55.

Annual Report shows progress
The Transportation Depart-

ment's Fiscal Year 1988 Annual
Report is pow available.

The rtport charts the depart-
ment's progress during the last fis-

. 'cal year in its highway, motor
vehicle, aeronautics, railroad and
public transit programs. A sum-
mary of the fiscal year's financial
data is also included.

Copies are available from the
Transportation Department Public
Information Office, P.O. Box
7129, Boise, 83707 or by telephon-

ft wt.

ago
Olaftwit

ret.
ea.

132
11-9" 54

ITD erpwQ
prepared for
winter roads

Although icy roads will challenge
motorists' skills and reaction speed
this wintcr, maintaining the states
transportation network will be a matter
of routine for the Idaho Transportation
Department.

The ITD is well-prepared for
meeting thc demands of a dcmanding
scason. It takes a lot of equipment and
manpower to meet thc problems im-
posed by combinations of snow, %%Ind,
ice, rain, fog and othe changing
weather conditions. A lot of fortitude
and stamina is also needed to be called
out of bed at any hour to tackle a bliz-
zard or other emergency situation.

To accomplish this big task the
department has more than S41 million
in maintenance equipment. This in-
cludes 407 trucks with snowplows and
sanders, 27 rotary plows, four t-ucks
equipped with V plow attachments and
63 motor graders.

This equipment is used by the
snow and ice fighters for plowing,
salting and sanding operations which
keep the roads clear for the many
school buses, trucks and cars that use
the state's highway system.

Last year, approximately $5.7
million was spent for snow and ice
removal, sanding and other winter
control requirements. The lower cost
reflects a relatively mild winter. Un-
der normal conditiorL , the average
cost of winter maintenance is approxi-
mately $6.1 million.

This price tag is paid by state
highway user dollars. No federal-aid
funds are used for maintaining any of
our state highway systems. Total year-
ly maintenance expenditures on Idaho
highways varies 'between $35 million
and $36 million per year. depending a
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ROUGH-TE RAIN FORK-LIFT
SAFETY 1P AINING MANUAL

,

by
MAC TERRY

I

MASON CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
17W601 - 14th STREET
OAKBROOK TERRACE, ILLINOIS 60181
AREA CODE 312/620-6767
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S DEr S FETY S LV
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS, WAREHOUSE & STORE,
1101 S.E. Third Ave., Portland, OR 97214 (503) 238-5700 Oregon Toll Free 1400-4529955

EUGENE AREA STORE
850 Conger Street
Eugene, Oregon
(503) 6839333

BOISE, IDAHO OFFICE SEATTLE, WASHINGTON OFFICE DENVER, COLORADO OFFICE
(208) 343-1323
Or Toll Free
1-800-5470927

(206) 2449876
Or Toll Free
1-800-547-0927
SEATTLE/TACOMA
(206) 272-4519

3400 Blake Street
Denver, Colorado
(303) 296-1000
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0 4110arillail11111 DallPitie
'lours

1 INTRODUCTION:
outline school policies, explain need
for safety.

3 EXPLOSIVE TYPES:
prills, dynamites, water gels, slurry;
characteristics of each, including
special explosives, binary and
preparct-I charges.

1.5 BLASTING CAPS:
clectric and non electric, internal
construction, function, fuse liters and
safety fuse, proper capping.

1.5 DETONATING CORD:
all types of detonating cord, uses,
advantages, characteristics, trunk
lines, tails, knots, mms delays.

1 TOOLS AND
EQUIPMENT:
crimpers, blasting galvanometers,
blasting detonators and the use of.

1 . XPLOSIVE SAFETY I:
common sense, two man rule, smok-
ing areas, etc.

8 PRACTICAL
APPLICATION:
use of blasting caps, tools and equip-
ment.

4 ELECTRIC
FIRING TECHNIQUES:
series and series parallel circuits,
OHMS law, circuit calculations,
wiring techniques, applicable math
formulas.

2 PRIMING (LOADING):
loading of all types, small and large
diameter holes, deck loading.

4 PATTERNS:
theory ot rock breakage, types of
patterns, loading calculations, selec,
tion of patterns.

3 CONSTRUCTION/
CONTROLLED
BLASTING:
trenching, leach fields, basements,
block holing, control methods, tight
shots, tamping.

2.5 EXPLOSIVE
SAFETY II:
static electricity, personnel control,
shot security, do's and don'ts, ex-
plosive fires, disposal methods.

64

.4

4 4 2.1..

2 VIBRATION:
monitor techniques, USBNI
OSNI standards, pounds per detona-
tion vs. scaled distance.

AIR BLAST:
monitor techniques, USDM
OSM standards.

8 PRACTICAL
APPLICATION:
loading of bore holes, series and
series parallel hook ups, detonating
cord hook ups, team problems.
safety exercise, field calculations.

2.5 DRILLING
TECHNIQUES:
use of hand drill, drill truck, air and
hydraulic track.

2 DRILL
MAINTENANCE:
physical breakdosin of hand drill for
repairs, proper care and cleaning.

TRANSPORTATION,
STORAGE and
HANDING:
federal, state and local regulations.

1

and

and

I

4)



A guide for
workers and employers

U.S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and
Health Administration
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
OUTLINE FOR CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMS

1. Table of Contents

List all major contents of a given program

Include: course objectives, instructor objectives, curriculum outline,
equipment list, books and printed material, audiovisual programs and program
evaluation outlines.

2. Course Objectives

a. A short general overview of the program and what will be taught.

3. Instructor Objectives

a. A short description of each major component of the program and its
importance as a training objective.

4. Curriculum Outline

a. An estimate of when and what sequence the major components will be
taught.

NOTE: Instructors to keep a detailed record of what is.taught and in
what sequence. Instructor recommendations given to modify teaching
sequence ol additions or subtractions to the course curriculum.

5. Equipment List

This is a detailed list of every item needed to conduct the program. It
includes equipment tools or construction materials. This becomes a check
list for future preplanning of classes.

6. All Printed Resource Materials Listed

This in:lades books, brochures, handouts, reference articles, charts,
graphs, manufacturer data sheets, maintenance manuals, blueprints, etc.

7. Audiovisual Materials

Break down into films, VCR, slides or overlays.

NOTE: The equipment for the utilization of these materials will be listedunder equipment.

67
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APPENDIX A

CONCRETE PROGRAM

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. COURSE OBJECTIVIES
2. INSTRUCTOR OBJECTIVIES
3. CURRICULUM OUTLINE
4. EQUIPMENT LIST
5. RESOURCE MATERIAL

A. Bookz and PAinted Mate4ia2
B. Audio Vizuat - Fitmz and 4tide4

6. TOOL NOMENCLATURE
7. INTRODUCTION TO CONCRETE

A. Conutete Ftom ConztAuction
1. Ptanning
2. Excavation and compaction
3. FoAming
4. Ptacing
5. Finizhing
6. Caning
7. St/tipping

8. Ctean-up
8. CONCRETE BURNS
9. HAND SIGNALS

10. AIR AND POWER TOOLS
A. Soit Compaction and Equipment
B. Pavement 84eaken and AiA SaUty
C. Sandbtazting Equipment
D. Chipping Gunis and GAinde/t4
E. Conutete VibutoAz
F. Conutete Saw
G. Conutete CoAe DAittz
H. DAy Pack Gun

11. APPENDIX
KAISER CONCRETE TOPICS - Cta44)
A. No. 5 Cu4ing Matutiats
B. No. 12A Fietd Tuting (ztumpl
C. No. 13 VibAation and Reviimation
D. No. 25 Pumping o6 Concute
E. No. 32 Ptacing o6 Conc./Lae
F. No. 34 ContAot Jointz
G. No. 35 Factortz In6tuencing Quatity Contno4
H. No. 42 Repain o6 Conutete
I. No. 44 Eztimating Cone../tv

No. 48 Conutete Terms
K. No. 49 Conutete Terms
L. No. 54 Reteaze Agent4 FOA FOAM4
M. Cement - Waten Ratio

NOTE: The ka.tiseit Topic's mitt be uzed in both thiis bazic pAogAam az
weft az the 6wteman pAogAam. In the bazic conutete pAogum onty a timited
numbut o6 Kaizut Topicis witt be uzed. The 6o/Leman etam wiet continue
to be taught with the LaboAms - A.G. C. 6mmat.
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CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY

COURSE OBJECTIVE

THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS COURSE IS TO ESTABLISH A

STANDARD FOR PLACING CONCRETE THAT WILL NOT VARY FROM
JOB TO JOB, II SHOULD ALSO PREPARE THE PARTICIPANT TO

ACCEPT A JOB REFERRAL AND FEEL CONFIDENT ENOUGH AND SURE

ENOUGH OF HIMSELF TO ACHIEVE MAXIMUM SAFETY AND PRODUCTIVITY
FOR THE EMPLOYER,

LT IS PROVEN THAT THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY IS, AT

BEST, A DANGEROUS JOB, FOR THAT REASON, TOTAL SAFETY

HABITS HAVE TO BE PRACTICED TO MAINTAIN PROPER WORKING

te CONDITIONS EOR A SAFE BUT EFFICIENT OPERATION AT THE
JOB SITE,

(*

THIS COURSE WILL BEGIN IN THE CLASSROOM AND COMPLETE
WITH HANDS-ON TRAINING, THIS WILL INSURE THAT THE PARTICIPANT
WILL FIRST LEARN THE PROPER MATERIALS AND MIXING PROCEDURES
OF CONCRETE, THE PARTICIPANT WILL THEN BE ABLE TO APPLY
THE ACTUAL HANDS-ON PLACING AND PROPER CARE TO THE CONCRETE
TO ACHIEVE THE MAXIMUM STRENGTH AND APPEARANCE OF A COMPLETED
PROJECT,

14 9
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INSTRUCTOR OBJECTIVES

1, PLANNING

PLANNING IS THE KEY TO ALL PHASES OF CONCRETE PLACING

FROM EXCAVATION, FORMING, PLACING, FINISHING, CURING,

STRIPPING, AND CLEAN-UP TO MAINTAIN A SMOOTH AND EFFICIENT

COURSE FROM START TO COMPLETION,

2, EXCAVATION

TO TEACH THAT PROPER EXCAVATION AND COMPACTION IS REQUIRED

TO ASSURE THE CORRECT INSTALLATION OF FORMS.

3. PORING

TO TEACH PROPER INSTALLATION OF FORMS TO ASSURE TOP

QUALITY APPEARANCE AND STRENGTH OF A COMPLETED POUR.

4, PLACING

TO TEACH THE PROPER PROCEDURE OF PLACEMENT OF CONCRETE

TO MINIMIZE ANY FORM MOVEMENT OR BREAKAGE WHILE CONCRETE

PLACEMENT IS IN PROGRESS.

5. FINISHING

ONCE CONCRETE IS PLACED PROPER FINISHING IS REQUIRED TO

REVEAL TRUE STRENGTH AND APPEARANCE OF FINISHED PRODUCT,

6. CURING

AFTER FINISHING IS COMPLETED THE PROPER CURING IS TAUGHT

TO RECEIVE PROPER STRENGHT AND APPEARANCE AND TO MAINTAIN

THIS AFTER PRODUCT IS FINISHED,

7. STRIPPING

PROPER STRIPPING IS TAUGHT TO LESSEN (MINIMIZE) ANY

DAMAGE TO A COMPLETED CONCRETE POUR.

8, CLEAN-UP

CLEAN-UP IS MAINTAINED THROUGH-OUT THIS COURSE TO ASSURE

PREVENTION OF ACCIDENT AND ALLOW GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS,

FINAL CLEAN-UP IS VERY IMPORTANT TO BE ABLE TO MAINTAIN

CONCRETE IN A FINISHED STATE UNTIL FINAL STRENGTH AND
APPEARANCE HAS BEEN ACQUIRED.

( e
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FIRST WEEK

MONDAY

CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY CURRICULUli

10:00 A.M. - 11:00 A.M.
A. Intkoductionz
S. Camp Ram and Regutationo
C. Hand out Book4
D. Mc/s4 Schedute

11:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M.
A. Fitm movie - "PtiendEy Enemy"
S. Dizeumion o6 movie

12:00 P.M. - 1:00 P.M.
Lunch

SESSION I

1:00 P.M. to 1:45 P.M.
A. Intuduction
S. Comise Outtine
C. Materaatz
D. Watek

1:45 P.M. to 3:15 P.M.
Ceazimoom WoAk
A. Topiu - 3, 32, 4 and 8
S. Review 48 and 49
C. Quezti.ows on Topiu

3:15 P.M. to 3:45 P.M.
Fietd Obiserwation

3:45 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
A. P.C.A. Fitm "ManzpoAting and Ptacing Quatity ConcAete"
S. Que4t4on4 on iiitm

TUESDAY SESSION II

8:00 A.M. to 9:15 A.M.
Ctawtoom WoAk
A. Topiu 20,13,25
S. QueztZows on Topic's

9:15 A.M. f4 11:00 A.M.
A. Review soli ConcAete Vilvtation Manua
S. LaboAvus - A.G.C. Wm: "Cone/Lete ViMation"
C. Queztion4 on 6itm



SESSION III

11:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M.
CtazisAloom woith.

A. Topic's 23,55,34,and

B. Que4tion4 on topie4

12:00 P.M. f4 1:00 P.M;

Lunch

1:00 P.M. to 2:00 P:M.
A. P.C.A. Fitm: "Finiziang and Carting Quaity ConcrEete"
B. Queztion4 on Wm

SESSION IV

2:00 P.M. f4 3:30 P.M.
Ctau/Loom wah.
A. Topic's 1,2,12a, and 56

B. que4tion4 on topicA

3:30 P.M. t4 5:00 P.M.
Fie& obzetvation

WEDNESDAY 8:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M.
U,se o6 technicat manuato

SESSION V

9:00 A.M. to 9:45 A.M.
Ctia44A0OM utak

A. 0.S.H.A. 301- Pagez 9,10,12, and 13
B. 0.S.H.A. Vide's

9:45 A.M. to 11:00 A.M.
A. Laboxerus-A.G.C. Film "WoAking at Height4 Saliety"
B. Que4tion4 on Fam
C. "Whatz In It FOA Me" Mocha/EQ.

SESSION VI

11:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M.
Ctau/Loom WoAk
A. Topic's 17,9,7, and 42
B. Queztan4 on Wm

12:00 P.M. to 1:00 P.M.
Lunch

1:00 P.M. to 1:30 P.M.
A. Finah topic4 17,9,7, and 42
B. Queistion4

1:30 P.M. to 2:30 P.M.
Waddett dst,idez

v0
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SESSION VII - A

2:30 P.M. to 3:30 p.q:
A. Ctazwroom WoAk Topic. 44
B. Que4tiou on Topic
C. Teach me o4 conetete catcutatoA (Atidetute)

SESSION VII - 8

3:30 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
A. Cta44Aoom Woide Topic 35
B. Que4tion6 on Topic
C. PAQ,, DuAing and Rut Pout

THURSDAY SESSION VIII

FRIDAY

8:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M.
Toot Identi4ication

10:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M.
Watk th4ough.toot tat and att on zite matetiatis

12:00 P.M. to 1:00 P.M.

Lunch

1:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M.
"Hand,s-on" - zmatt 4otm:ng, mixing, ptacing,
and vibitating o4 conetete ptojects and pAopeA
eating ptoceduteis

4:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
A. Ctean-up
S. StoAage o4 att toots

8:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M.
A. Genetat Review and dizemzion

o4 ctaulLoom and hand4-on

10:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M.
A. Hand out and pteview Red Cito,s4

MuttirMedia and Fitzt Aid booktets

12:00 P.M. to 1:00 P.M.
Lunch

1:00 P.M. to 2:30 P.M.
Ctean..-up etasis AOOM4 and tiving quatteu

2:30 P.M.

Dizmizzed 4ot weekend
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SECOND WEEK

MONDAY

TUESDAY

CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY CURRICULUM

10:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M.
Gene/Eat Dizeuzzion and Set-up 6oft
hand4-on ooject.

12:00 P.M. t4 1:00 P.M.
Lunch

1:00 P.M. t4 4:00 P.M.
"Hand,s-on ooject" - excavation, gne glEade,
and iset tiolEmz oit p/toject.

4:00 P.M. t4 5:00 P.M.
A. Ctean-up
8. Dizeuzzion o day4 ooglau

8:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M.
"Handis-on" - Set-up, ptacing, viblEating

conekete matt and oope/E caking pAocedurce

12:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Lunch

1:00 P.M. t4 5:00 P.M.
"Hand's-on" - excavation, compacting, and
lioAmtng cu/L6 and gutte/E and zidema1k4

WEDNESDAY 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M.
"Hand's-on" - iset-up, ptacing, thaltating

cone/ate oit cu/cb and gnirsh

10:00 A.M. t4 12:00 P.M.
"Hand's-on" - 4tAip and dm pack and ctean-up

12:00 P.M. t4 1:00 P.M.
Lunch

1:00 P.M. t4 4:00 P.M.
Ptace, vi6Aate, 4c/teed, goat and 6iniish
gat wolda and pitope/E carting oti Oct with
isection A and C

4:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
Ctean-up and istolte toot's

THRUSDAY 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M.
Muta-Media Fi/vst Aid

12:00 P.M. to 1:00 P.M.
Lunch



FRIDAY

1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
Muiti-Media Fiut Aid

8:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M.
Genmat dizatuton and Aeview o6
cout4e

12:00 P.M. to 1:00 P.M.

Lunch

1:00 P.M. to 2:30 P.M.
Ctean ctazi.c.Aoom and tiving quaAteu

2:30 P.M.

Cta,s4 dianazed



CONCRETE PROGRAM

EQUIPMENT LIST

(IN ORDEk)

PLANNING

8tuepAint4 OA job 4ketche.4

EXCAVATION

FiAzt aid kit

HaAd hat and gtovez

Shovetz - 4quaAe point and Aound point

Pavenent bAeakeA (with hoze and bits) and zaliety 9ta44e4

Comp4m4oA

Compactou

RotteA and vibAatoA

WateA hoze and nozzet

TiLipod and tevet OA tAanzit and gAade Aod

Backhoe (580-Ca4e)

DumptAuck

Wheetbamow

Pick-up

FORMING

Ptywood

2 X 4'4/2 X 6'4

Hammeu (ctawl

Wood 4take2

S)eet 4takez

Skitt zaw

Extenzion coAd

Hand isaw

Tab& zaw

Handpump can (6oltm oit)

Wart OA me,sh

Mea,suAe tape

Snap tim

Side cutteA4

CAucent wAench

WAecking Bart 15C



CONCRETE PROGRAM

EQUIPMENT LIST

Cont.

PLAC/NG CONCRETE

Concnete 4tide Aute

RubbeA gtovez

Stump cone

Mixen

Vinegart

Pump can (cming compound)

REaztic

EtectAic vibAatolus 3"/1V/1"

11/2" a...ZA vibAatoA

Shovetz

Concnete hoe

StAaight edge and Aod

Knee pad4

PoaeA buggy

FINISHING

EdgeA

FAuno w/handte

CotoAing

Magnezium butt goat Whandte4

Jittenbug

Knee boaAd4

Steet tAowet6

RubbeA titoatis

G4inden

Magnezium and wood hand goats

DaAby

Concnete bAoom and handte

Jointen

PoweA trtooets

Mooze milk

Sand, gAavet, cotoAing

Buchetz

Conmete 4aw/btade4

CoAe dAitt

PoAttand cement

DAy-pack gun

SandbtazteA - pot and hetmet
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CONCRETE PROGRAM

EQUIPMENT LIST

Cont.

STRIPPING/BACKFILL/CLEAN-UP

Sing& and doubte jac1z4

FOAM 4cAapeA4

Diezet tiwurps

Wike bAmhez

Na t putteA

Page (3)

NOTE: In many emu the toots tated can and witt be med in zevertat

OA att phme's tiAom ztartt to comptetion but OA tha tat, me have

onty tated them once in the mut tikety oAdeA oi me.



,

I 0

CONCRETE PROGRAM

BOOKS AND PRINTED MATERIALS

\,

KAISER CONCRETE TOPICS 1

WADDELL CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION HANDBOOK

CONCRETE PRIMER - ACI

CONCRETE MANUAL - PUBLIC WORKS

ACI MANUAL OF CONCRETE PRACTICES

CONCRETE VIBRATION

amEur MASONS MANUAL

CONCRETE FLOOR CONSTRUCTION

TIPS ON CONTROL TEST FOR QUAL/TY CONCRETE

REMOVING STAINS - P.C.A.

CONCRETE INSPECTION MANUAL - WADDELL

PAVEMENT BREAKER AND A/R SAFETY

90 - POUND PAVEMENT BREAKER

CHIPPING GUNS AND GRINDERS

CONCRETE SAWS

PNEUMATICALLY PLACED PORTLAND CEMENT

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION MAGAZINE

CEMENT MASONS GUIDE

DESIGN AND CONTROL OF CONCRETE MIXTURES

BURNING FACTS

1 E 9
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CONCRETE PROGRAM

AUDIO VISUAL MATERIALS

FILMS

TRANSPORTING AND PLACING OF CONCRETE

CONCRETE VIBRATION

FINISHING AND CURING

WORKING AT HEIGHTS SAFELY

FRIENDLY ENEMIES

YOUR ATTITUDE IS SHOWING

AUDISCAN

MECHANICS OF LIFTING

CONCRETE SAWS

CHIPPING GUNS AND GRINDERS

SLIDES

0.S.H.A. SLIDES - SAFETY

WADDELL SLIDES - COMMON AND RECURRING PROBLEMS IN CONCRETE

161)



HOD AND MASON TENDING PROGRAM

EVALUATION CHECKLIST

EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS

1. 74 att the needed equipment avaitabte? Yez No

2. 14 the avaitabte equipment o6 a Aea,e4,4t& quatity taaining?

Yez No

3. Recommendation4 (i6 any)

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

1. 74 the nece/s4a1Ly ootective equipment avaitabte? Ye4 No

2. Wa4 the p4otective equipment ',eing pAopeAty coed? Yez No

3. Do the tAainee4 4eem zakty con/sciou? Yez No

4. Recommendation's (i6 any)

MATERIALS

(1111

1. A/Le att the needed 4upptiez avaitabte (btock,time,ete.)?

Ye/s No

2. Me the quatity o6 4upptiez 446icient? Ye/s No

3. Do the tAaineez 4eem 4a6ety conziou4? Ye/s No

4. Recommendation's (4 (my)

CURRICULUM

1. A/Le the/Le topic/3 that need to be added to the cumicutum?

Ye4 No

2. Me therLe topic/3 that need to be deteted PLom the cumicutum?

Yez No

3. Shoutd the 4equence o6 in4tuAction be modi6ied? Ye4 No

4. Doe4 the tength o6 the pAogAam appeart to be too 4holt- Ye4

No , OA too tong? Ye4 No

5. Recommendation4 (ij any)

1 6_1



HOD AND MASON TENDLNG PROGRAM

EVALUATION CHECKLIST

Cont. (page 21

AUDIO I'LSUAL INFORMATION

1. AAe theAe otheA materUabs that ishoutd be intuduced? Yez

No I6 yez, what aAe the isouAcez o6 mateAat?

2. Recommendationz (-46 any)

TRAINEE INTERVIEW

1. Dom the tAa.i.neeis attitude towaAd phoicat woAk appeaA to be good?

Yez No

2. Do the tuinee's iseem to 6eet con(ident with what they have teamed?

Ye's No

3. Doe's it appean that the tAainee's have obtained isuakient iskitt's

OA beginning as a hod camieA/maison tendeA? No

4. Recommendation4 (i6 any)



CURRICULUM OUTLINE MODEL
HOD AND MASON TENDING PROGRAM

First Week
Monday, 9:00 a.m. - 12:00

Introduction
Program Overview
Applications
Hand-Out Books
Discussion of Book
AGC Safety Film

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

FS-21 Mason Tending and Forklift Safety Film
Math Test
Introduction to Mixer--Hands-on Demonstration
Types of mixers
Maintenance
Starting gas mixers
Mixer safety
Trail:porting of mixers

Introduction/Demonstration of Mason Saws
Types of saws
Safety operation
Types of blades

Introduction to Scaffolding
Kwik stage
Masonry scaffolding
Carpenter or safeway scaffolding

NOTE: If any time is left, put up one section of masonry
scaffolding by instructor to show how to do it and that it can
be done by one person.

Tuesday, 8:00 a.m. - 12:00

F8--Working at Heights Safety Film
Study--Safety Rules of Scaffolding
OSHA Code

Kwik Stage Scaffolding
Practice setting up and taking down
Balancing and leveling

Saferay Scaffolding
Practice setting up and taking down
Blacking and leveling

Masonry Scaffolding

Practice setting up and taking down
Blacking and leveling

Scaffolding Patterns
Three wide
Three high



First Week, Tuesday
Continued

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Forklift Operation
Maintenance check
Operation demonstration
Forklift safety film
Study--Rough terrains forklift

Safety training manual
Students practice forklift operation

Wednesday, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Review Forklift Safety
Project Initiation
Rotation of students
Mixing mortar
Building scaffolding
CutYing of bricks
Forklift operation
Clean up and storage of equipment

Thursday, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

First Aid and CPR

Friday, 8:00 a.m. - 12:00

Compressor
Maintenance
Operation

Pavement Breaker and Chipping Gun
Safety equipment
Maintenance
Operation

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Break and Chip Concrete
Clean Up and Storage of Equipment

Second Week

Monday, 8:00 a.m. - 12:00

Review of Safety from Previous Week
Scaffolding
Forklift operation
Mortar mixing
Brick saw operation

Hand Mix Mortar with Color Additive

I 0 ,
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110 Second Iskt, Monday
Continued

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Project Development
Rotate Students on:
Scaffold building
Forklift operation
Mortar mixing
Brick saw operation
Clean up and storage of equipment

Tuesday, 8:00 a.m. 12:00

Scaffolding Slide Show
Forklift Training Manual
Introduction of Grout Pump
Introduction to Oxyacetylene Cutting
Project Development--Student Rotation
Scaffold building
Forklift operation
Brick saw operation
Mortar mixing
Cutting torch

1:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m.

Project Development (continued)
Scaffold building
Forklift operation
Brick saw operation
Mortar mixing
Cutting torch

Related Instruction
How to place mortar overhead
Other types of snap ties
Use of multiple colors in mortar
Working at extreme heights

Clean Up and Equipment Storage

Wednesday, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Black Distribution and Calculations
Signaling
Construction Project

Continuation of construction projectrotating students in each
major category.

Clean Up--Equipment Stor?ge



Thursday, 8:00 a.m. 12:00

Continuation of Construction Project
Clean Up

1:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m.

Student Evaluation
Operating forklift

Construction of scaffolding under time and accuracy standards
Quality of mortar mixed

Clean Up andlEquipment Storage

Friday, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Student Evaluation
Block calculations
Types of blocks
Hand signals
Types of scaffolding
Safety test

Program Evaluation
Graduation

DO:nw
CDG-115

1 r r%
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APPENDIX B

smapurs of APPRENTICESHIP

adopted by

Sponsor/Employer

Address City State ZIP

For the skilled occupational objective(s) of:

MINER

A P 44fflt

Registered with:

Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
U. S. Department of Labor

Boise, Idaho

Revised

Date



PURPOSE and PILICt

Parties signatory to the following Standards of Apprenticeship declare their
purpose and policy to be that of establishing and sponsoring an organized

system of apprenticeship training. The Standards are in conformity with Fedexal

Labor Standards (29 (FR 29), whith govern employment and training in apprentice-
able occupations.

DEFINITICVS

Apprentice shall mean a person at least sixteen (16) years of age, who has
signed a written Apprenticeship Agreenent with a Sponsor to learn an apprentice-
able occupation, as outlined in these Standards.

journeyman shall mean an individual who has sufficient skills and knowledge of
a trade, craft, or occupation, either through forma apprenticeship training or
through practical on-the-job work experience, to 1-e recognized by a State or
Feieral registration agency and/or an industry as being fully qualified to per-
form the work of the trade, craft, or occupation.

Apprenticeship Agreement shall mean a written agreement between an apprentice
and the Sponsor, which has been registered with the registration agency.

Sponsor shall mean
)

any person, plant, firm, facility, or organization operating
an apprenticeship program and in whose name the program is (or is to be) reg-
istered, or approved.

1

Standards shall mean this entire document, including Addenda, containing spec-
ific provisions for operation and administration of the apprenticeship program.

Pegistration agena shall mean the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, U.S.
Mpartnent of Labor.

The Spon6or dhall take necessary steps to rctate the apprentice(s) in the various
work processes of the skilled occupation and will rpquire the apprentice(s) to
make satisfactory progress in both 5n-the-jth and related instruction, to,assure
a well rounded, concetentworker. The Sponsor shall ensure the apprentice works
under and with competent workers skilled in the occupation for whi.ch the appaan-
tice(s) is being trained. Adequate training records will be maintained, bp show
the progress of the apprentice(s) during the full term of apprenticeship.

SPONSOR RESPONSIBILITIES
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APPRENTICE RESPONSIBILITIES

The apprentice shall perform, diligently and faithfully, the work of the trade
and duties assigned by the Sponeor and/or supervisor, in accordance with the
Standards of the program, and work with person(s) to wham assigned, and to
maintain such reoords of work experience and related instruction as required
by the apprenticeship program.

The apprentice shall respect the property of the public, Sponsor, supervisor
and others, and abide by the working rules and regulations of the Sponsor.
Safe working habits are to be developed and observed, so as to assure their
own safety as well as the safety of co-workers.

TERM of APPRZNTICESHIP

The tem of apprenticeship (not less than 2,000 hours of work experience in
each occupation identified in these Standards as apprenticeable) shall be
stated in hours or months and shall include the prdbationary period. The
Sponsor may accelerate, by an evaluation process, the advancement of appren-
tices who demonstrate unusual abilities and mastery of the occupation, to
the level for which they are qualified. (See Addendum)

WORE PRXES SFS

An outline of the Work Processes in which the apprentice will receive super-
vised work experience and training on the job and the allocation of the approx-
imate time to be spent in each major process shall be set forth in these Stan-
dards. (See Addendum)

RELNTED INSITUCITON

The apprentice shall attend related instruction classes a recommended 144 hours
per year, when available. When not available, correspondence courses, or home
study courses, or a combination of classroom and home study courses of equiva-
lent value, will be substituted. In case of failure on the part of any appren-
tice to fulfill this obligation, the Sponsor shall have authority to withhold
their periodic wage advancement, suspend or revdke the Apprenticeship Agreement.
Time spent in related instruction classes shall mt be considered as hours of
work, and the apprentice shall not be paid for time so spent, unless related
instruction is required dmring the regular hours of work.

- 2
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APPRMITICE TAMGES arid TATPIZ PROGRESSION

A progressively increasing schedule of wages shall be paid to the apprentice,
consistent with the skill acquired. The entry wage shall be not less than
the miniminwage prescribed by the Fair Labor Standards Ac, where applicable,
unless a higher wage is required by otner applicable Federal law, State law,
respective regulations, or by collective bargaining agreement.

A progressively increasing schedule of wages, in percentages, is recommended,
indicated in hours or monthly periods to be set by the Sponsor. (Sea Addenclan)

PERIODIC REVLETR, EVALUATION and MAINTENANCE of PROGRESS RECORDS

It shall be the duty of the Sponsor to periodically review and evaluate appren-
tices, before advancement to their next progression period. The basic evidence
of such advancement shall be the record of the apprentice's progress on the job
and during related instruction. If such progress is not satisfactory, the Spon-
sor shall have the right to withhold their periodic wage advancements, suspend
or revoke the Apprenticeship Agreement, or make such recommendations it feels
desirable. A recordkeeping system shall be established by the Sponsor for such
purposes.

RATIO of APPROTICES

As determined by the Sponsor, a numeric ratio of apprentices to journeymen shall
be included in these Standards. It shall be consistent with proper supervision,
training, safety, continuity of employment, and applicable provisions in coiled-
tive: bargaining agreement, if any; EXCEPTIWhere sudh ratios are expressly pro-
hibited by collective bargaining agreement. The ratio language shall b6 spec-
ific and clear as to application in terms of job site, work force, department or
plant. Reasonable exceptions to the ratio may be made, at the discretion of the
Sponsor. (See Addemdum)

PROBATIONARt P&RIOD

All apprentices are subject to a probationary period (to be detemmined as reason-
able to the full apprenticeship term), for which they shall receive full credit
toward completion of apprenticeship. (See Addendum) During the probationary
period, the Apprenticeship Agreement may be terminated by either the Sponsor or
apprentice, without the formality of a hearing or stated cause. After the pro-
bationary period, the apprentice may be cancelled for causes deemed adequate
and so indicated to the registration agency.

172
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SAFETY and HF.ALTH TRAINING

Sponsor shall instruct the apprentice in safe and healthful work practices ana
shall ensure that apprentice is trained in facilities and other environments
that are in compliance with applicable Federal standards or State standamis
that have been found to be at least as effective as Federal standards.

MINDTUA QUALIFICATICNS

The Sponsor shall establish minimum qualifications for persons entering the
apprenticeship program. All mini= qualifications must be clearly stated and
directly related to jcb performance, with an eligible starting age of not less
than sixteen (16) years of age. (See Addendum)

APPRENTICESHIP AGREEMENT

Each apprentice (and, if under eighteen (18) years of age, the parent or guard-
ian) shall sign an Apprenticeship Agreamnt with the Sponsor, who shall then
register such Agreement with the registration agency before employment or ar...ten-
dance at related instruction classes, or within the first thirty (30) days of
employment. Following such registration, all signatory parties thereto shAll
receive copies. Specifically, or by reference, the Apprenticeship Agreement
shall incorporate these Standards of Apprenticeship.

The registration agency shall receive timely notice of all dispcsiticns of
Agreements, which can be: (1) cancellation; (2) Certificate of Completion;
(3) military suspension; (4) suspension.

CREDIT for PREVIOM ExPERmicz

Applicants accepted by the Sponsor, who have creditable experience in the
skilled occupation or in some other related capacity, may be granted advanced
standing as apprentices. Tnose admitted to advanced standing shall be paid
the wage rate for the period to which such credit advances them.

CONTINUITY of EMPLOYMENT

The Sponsor, insofar as possible, will provide continuous employment. In the
event of reduction in force, suspended or laid off apprentice(s) will be given

4111 the opportunity to return to their apprenticeship before a new apprentice(s)
is hired.

- 4 -
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SUPERVISION of APPREWICES

Tne Sponsor shall assure that apprentices are under the supervision of competent
and qualified journeymen cn the jcb. so as to ensure training in all phases of

the work. Apprentices shall work ta same hovrs as journeymen, EXCEPT where

such hours may interfere with related instructian classes.

CEPTIFICATE of OOMPLETICN

-uccessful completion of apprenticeship, as set forth in these Standards,
and passing such examination as the Sponsor may require, Sponsor shall recommend
that the registration agency issue a Certificate of Completion of Apprenticeship.

MODIFICATION, CANCELLATION and CEREGISTRATION of PROGRAM .

These Standards may be modified or dhanged, for the betterment of the apprentice-
ship system, by submitting proposed mcdification(s) or change(s), in writing, to

the registration agency, for approval. If approved, they shall be recorded and

acknowledged as an amendment to the program. HOWEVER, such mcdification(s).or
change(s) shall not affect Apprenticeship Agreements then in force, without con-

sent of all parties signatory to the Agreement.

Cancellation and deregistration of the program may be accomplished voluntarily,
by a written request from the Sponsor to the registration agency, or by formal
deregistration proceedings, under reasonable cause, by the registration agency
instituting formal deregistraticn proceedings in accordance with the provisions

of 29 CFR 29.7.

EQUAL EMPIDYMENT OPPORTUNITY in APPRENTICESHIP and TRAINING

Each Sponsor establishing an apprenticeship program under these Standards hereby
incliviec, as part of these Standards, the following Equal Employment Opportunity

Pledge:

The recruitment, selection, employment a 3 training
of apprentices during their apprenticeship shall be
without discrimination because of race, color, re-
ligion, national origin or sex. The Sponsor shall
take affirmative action to provide equal opportunity
in apprenticeship and will operate the apprenticeship
program as required by Title 29 Part 30 of the CODE
OF FEDERAL LABOR STANDARDS.

Each Sponsor, when applicable (Sponsors with five (5) or more apprentices in any

- 5 -
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one skilled occupation), shall adopt an Affirmative Action Plan and selection
procedures, which shall inch-de goals and timetables, if analysis indicates
underutilization of minorities and/or women (mdnority and non-minority) and
conduct, operate and administer this program in conformity with Title 29 CFR
Part 30. Stith Affirmative Action Plan and selection procedures shall be
adopted through a separate document.

DISPOSITDON of COMPLAINUS

After completion of the stated probationary period, any difference r-Aative to
the Apprenticeship Agreement, which cannot be adjusted by the Spcnsor, any
affected party may appeal to the registration agency for interpretation of any
part of the Standards over which there is a difference. It shall be understood
that this provision applies only to problems affecting Apprenticeship Agreements.
Parties may avail themselves of the grievance procedure of the collective bargain-
ing agreerre.nt, if any.

The registration agency shall be furnished the name and address of the appropriate
authority to receive, process and make disposition of complaints.

REGISTRATICN AGENCY RECORD REQUIREMENIS

It shall be the responsibility of the Sponsor to establish and raintain such
apprenticeship records as may be required by the registration agency and other
applicable laws.

SAVINGS CLAUSE

If and when any part of these Stardards became illegal, as pertains to Federal
and/or State law, that part and that part alone shall beccme inoperative and
null and void. The remainder of the Standards shall remain in full force and
effect.

TEMPORARY DISABILITY

An apprentice who is unable to perform the on-the-job portion of apprenticeship
t'aining moy, if the apprentice so requests, participate in related instruction
classes, subject to the apprentice obtang and providing to the,StJonsc- written
medical approval for such participation. HCWEVER, time so spent will not count
toward on-the-job portion of apprenticeship training

- 6
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CoordiSponsor nay employ a carqetent person as a full or part tine Training na-
tor/Training Director. Such pexsan shall assune responsibilities

or.
and authority

for the operation a the prcgram as are delegated by the Spons

CONSUITANIS

in nferences relateaconsultants may be aske to participate, without vote, co
to apprenticeship.



ADMIDUS (M7)*

PRDSATIOI;M* PF2:10D

All aoprentices employed in accordance with these Standards shall be subject

to a probationary period not exceeding the first 2,000 hours
term of apprenticeship.

mmaram Qtpaz.FIcknickgs

of the

Apprenticeship amplicants, before being considered as apprentices, must meet
the followin: (only dhecked items amply)

a7 Nust be between the ages of 18 and N/A
Exceptions marbe made by the Sponsor for those above
the age limit, who have creditable experience in the
occumation and/or have been in rilitary service. Sudh

exception for milit=y service shall not exce.d
additional years.

Z=7 Have a grade education or certified equivalency.

L=7 Mast have taken and passed all phases of a validated spec-
ific aptitude test for the occupation, administered by the
local State Employment Service office.

a7 Be physically fit, without regard to any occupationally
irrelevant physical handicap.

1

Other

Iamb mom. , 411=10 .11. toms ./M

* For eadl skilled occupational Objective listed, include separate attadhments:

Attachment #1 - TER of APPRENTIC=SHIP; APPRENTICE WACES and WAGE PROL.7..ESSIO1;
RNITO of APPRENTICES; Attachment #2 - WORK PRCCESSES
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ADMMil (MU)
Attacizent

Skillcd occupational objective: MITER

TEM of APPRENTICESHIP

The term of apprenticeship shall not be less than 2,000 hours of reason7.
ably continuous employment.

Apppana GES and WAM- PFC=SICII

Apprentices shall be paid based upol. ;he following percentages of
wage rate:

the journeyman

period % 6th period

period % 7th period

period % 8th period

period % 9th period

period % 10th period

(nate)
, the journeyman wage rate for this skilled occupation

is $ per . Should this wage rate be increased duringthe term or apprenticeship, adjustments in apprentice wages shall be made toreflect stated percentages of the higher journeyman wage rate.

MTIO of APPIENTICZS

For 1 journeymen regularly employed, employer 52' may L=7 shall have
(number)

1 apprentice(s) and Lz7 may 0 shall have 1 additional appren-(number)

tice(s) for eadh 3 journeyman regularly employed thereafter.
(number)
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Skilled.occunational objective: Miner I

ADMIDZ-M (no")
Mead-meal,: t2

WORK PROCESSES*

During the term of coprenticeshin, the apprentice shall receive such instruction
and experience, in all brandhes of the occupation, as axe necessary to develoo a
practical and versatile worker. Major processes in which enprentices wi11
trained (although, not necessarily in the order listed) and aporoximate hours
(not necessarily continuous) to be spent in eadh are as follows:

APT."1:40TT74

WORK PROCESSES HOUPS

A. JACKLEG DRILLING 750

B. ROCK BOLTING 400

C. TIMBERING 100

D. MUCKING MACHINE 500

E. TRACK REPAIR 50

F. DRIFTING 50

G, SLUSHER 50

H. BALD RAISES 75

I. MACHINERY MAINTENANCE 25

* Use reviitional sheets, if necessary

a
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AEOP-D and APPFOVED:

For the Sponsor/Employer

BY

Title

Date

Registered as incorporating the basic
fundamentals recamended by the
Federal Committee on Apprenticeship

By

Title Reeional Director

Date

Joseph J. Harris
Apprenticeship and Training Representative

Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
U. S. Deparbrent of Labor

Boise, Idaho
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-How to Select
gitos. Proper Hearing Protection

Personal hearing protective devices are designed to reduce
the amount of sound energy transmitted through the ear canal.
The correct type must be selected to perform properly.

PERSONAL hearing-protective de-
vices are acoustical barriers de-
signed to reduce the amount of
sound energy transmitted through
the external ear canal to receptors
in the middle and inner ear.

The sound attenuation capability
of a hearing protective device (in
decibels) is the difference in the
measured level of the threshold
of audibility for an observer v
hearing protectors in place (test
threshold), and the measured hear-
ing threshold when his ears are
open and uncovered (reference
threshold).

L'earing protection devices in
common use today are generally
either insert or muff types.

The insert-type protector atten-
uates nc's.e by plugging the exter-
nal ear canal, whereas the muff-
type protector encloses the auricle
of the ear to provide an acoustical
seal.

A third type provides a seal at
the opening of the external ear
canal.

The effectiveness of hearing
protective devices depends on sev-
eral factors that are related to the
manner in which the sound energy
is transmitted through or around
the device.

The accompanying schematic
shows four pathways by which
sound can reach the inner ear
when hearing-protective devices
are worn;

Seal leaks;

EDITOR'S NOTE: This article has been
adapted from Chapter Nine, "Industrial
Noise," Fundamental$ Industrial Hy-
giene: Second Edition; 1979, Julian B.
Olishifski, P.E., C.S.P., Editor-in-Chief;
National Safety Council, 444 N../lichi-
gan Ave., Chicago 60611. Stock No.
151.27. pp. 229-270. 530.

4ugust,1979, NATIONAL SAFETY NEWS

APPENDIX C:

BONE
AND
TISSUE

PROTECTOR
VIBRATION

L
NOISE OUTER

EAR
MIDDLE
EAR

L INNER
EAR

..ATERIAL

I

LEAKS

AIR
LEAKS

The schematic illustrates how sound follows different methods or reaching
the inner ear a, a person wearing hearing protection. (From: Fundamentals
of Industrial Hygiene).

These disposable ear plugs are
non-toxic, non-allergenic, and are
resistant to natural oils and waxes.
They are designed to reduce noise
at higher frequencies, while permit-
ting lower speech frequencies to
pass through. (Photo: Courtesy of
311.4 Company.)

183

This ear phi' is disposable or reus-
able. After use plugs should be
washed with mild soap and warm
water, rinsed, then squeezed to
remove excess moisture. Between
uses th, should be kept in a con-
tainer. (r hoto: Courtesy of Norton,
Safety 1% dducts Division.)
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Dispensers must be located througho4it p-ant areas to
encourage and facilitaie employees in wearing these
disposable ear plugs. This type is made of a special
mineral fiber, with a thin film of polyethylene plastic,
which helps to retain the shape of the devices. The
plastic is perforated with microscopic pores to permit.
the passage of air and moisture, thus eliminating the
uncomfortable feeling of pressure or vacuum in the
ears. (Photo: Courtesy of Bilsom international, Inc.)

Material leaks;

Hearing protective device vi-
bration;

Conduction through bone and
tissue.

40-

a
Designed for the inivMuI ragman.; more then evr
pluas, but not r s murh protection es ezr rneff::, Mesa
foam cushioned pods provide an acoustic seal at the
entrance 7o the ear canal. The pods "blossom out"
around the ear canal entrance, sealing the ear from
harmful noises, without being inserted into the canal.
The headband may be worn at vari us angles, and may
be used with head protection. (Photo: Courtesy Willson
Division, iNCO Safety Products Co.)

Seal leaksSmall air leaks in the
seal between the hearing protector
and the skin can significantly re-
duce the bw-frequeney attentution
or permit a greater proportion of

"141.re,::411`,t.

-414%. 4,11,14

0,13

the low-frequency sounds to pass
through. As the air leak becomes
larger. attenuation is less at all
frcquencie..;.

Material leaksA second trans-
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Adjustable in several directions, this type of hearing protector is mounted
on the temple of spectacles, offering ready access when needed. The pod
covers the ear canal to seal out noises. (Photo: Courtesy of Apex Safety
Products.)

"7:Zir
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These light-weight hearing protec-
tors may be worn in any of several
positions. They need not be re-
moved if lace shields, glasses,
welding hoods, or respirators are
worn. The canal cap covers only
the ear canaLopening, does not
enter the ear. The spring steel
headband assures proper fitting.
(Photo: Courtesy of H. E. Douglass
Engineering Sales Co.)
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tmission pathway for sound is di-
redly through the material of the
hearing protective device. That is,
the hearing protective device
attenuate or prevent the passage
of most of the sound energy, but
still allow some to pass through.

Device vibrationA third pathway
for sound to be transmitted to the
inner ear is when the hearing pro-
tective device itself is set into vi-
bration in response to exposure
to external sound energy. The
amount of sound energy transmit-
ted through the protector depends
upon the materials of construction,
design, and the mass of the device.
It is possible, by adding mcre mass
and more attenuating material, to
obtain almost any desired degree
of attenuation. The amount of at-
tenuation attained is limited only
by the cost and the massiveness
of the protective device.

Bone conductionIf the ear canal
were completely closed so that no
sound entered the ear by this path,
some sound energy still could
reach the inner ear by means of
bone conduction. However, the
sound reaching the Inner ear by
such means would be about 50 dB

less than the level of air-conducted
sound through the open ear canal.

It is obvious, therefore, that no
matter how the ear canal is
blocked, the insert protective de-
vice will be bypassed by the bone-
conduction pdthway through the
skull. A perfect hearing-protective
device cannot provide more than
50 dB of effective sound attenua-
tion.

Hearing Protective
Devices

Personal hearing protective
equipment can be divided into
four classifications:

Enclosure (entire head);

Aural insert;

Superaural;

Circumaural.

Enclosures

The enclosure-type hearing pro-
tective device, as the name implies,
is incorporated in equipment that
entirely envelops the head. A typi-

The soft fibers of these disposaae ear plugs provide
comfort and effective attenuation of noise. To, facilitate
proper insertion into the ear, the material must be
formed into a cone, then put into place while the ear
Is held back, slightly opening lhe ear canal. (Photo:
Courtesy of Flents Products Co., Inc.)
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Light-weight spring steel forms this
headclamp, with replaceable ear
plugs. The device may be worn
over or in back of the head, or un-
der the chin. (Photo: Courtesy of
Marion Health and Safety, Inc.)

cal example is the helmet worn
by an astronaut. In such instances,
attenuation at the ear is achieved
through the acoustical properties
of the helmet.

The maximum amount that a
hearing p.otector can reduce the
sound reaching the ear is about
35 dB at 250 Hz, and up to abot t
50 dB at the higher frequencies.
By wearing hearing protectors,
then adding a helmet that encloses
the head, an additional 10 dB re-

These custom hearing protectors were molded from
special silicone material mixed with a hardener, and
rolled into a ball, which was shaped into a cone, and
inserted into the ear canal where it set, conforming to
the individual's ear canal and outer ear shape. (Photo:
Adco Hearing Conservation, Inc.)
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duction of transmission of sound
to the ears can be achieved.

Helmets can be used to support
earmuffs or mrphones, and cover
the bony portion of the head, in
an attempt to reduce bone-con-
ducted sound. They are particular-
ly suited for use in extremely high-
noise levels and where protection
of the head is needed against
bumps or missiles. With good de-
sign and careful fitting of the seal
between the edges of the helmet
and .oe skin of the face and neck,
a further five to 10 dB of sound
attenuation can be obtained in
addition to that already provided
by the earmuffs or earphones with-
in the helmet. This approach to
protection against exce..- noise is
practical in very special applica-
tions.

Aural inserts
Aural insert hearing-protective

devices are normally referred to
as inserts or earplugs. This type
is generally inexpensive, but the
service life is limited, ranging from
single-time use to several months.

Insert-type protectors or plugs

1

are supplied in many different
configurations, and are made from
such materials as rubber, plastics,
fine glass down, and wax-impreg-
nated cotton. The pliable materials
used in these aural inserts are quite
soft, and there is little danger of
injury resulting from accidentally
forcing the plug against the tender
lining of the ear canal.

It is desirable to have the em-
ployee's ears examined by medical
personnel before earplugs are fit-
ted. Occasionally, the physical
shape of the ear canal precludes
the use of insert-type protectors.
There is also the possibility that
the ear canal may be filled with
hardened wax. Where wax (ceru-
men) is the problem, it should be
removed by qualified personnel.

In some cases, the skin of the
ear canal may be sensitive to a
particular earplug material, and it
would be advisable to recommend
earplugs that do not cause an aller-
gic response.

Aural insert-type hearing protec-
tors fall into three broad categories
or general classifications:

Formable type;

-0 Cusiom-molded type;

41.-

MONMEW
Thesellight-weight hearing protectors may be worn over the head, behind
the,head, or under the chin, to afford protection during various working con-
ditons, or with other types of personal protective equipment. (Photo: Cour-
tesy of Putmosan Safety Equipment.Corpd
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n 3

These mulls orer ;rwring psuiru-
- tion while the wirelels communica-

tions system permit: reception of
Instructionn, emeraency announce-
ments, or background music. The
units meet OFHAct requirements.
(Photo: Courtesy of Earmark, Mc.)

Premolded type.

Formable protectorsFormable
types of hearing protective devices
can provide good attenuation and
fit all ears. Many of the formable
types are designed for a one-time
use oniy and then thrown away.
Materials from which these dispos-
able plugs are made include very
fine glass fiber (quite often re-
ferred to as Swedish wool) wax-
impregnated cotton, and expanda-
ble plastic.

These materials generally are
rolled into a conical shape before
being inserted into the ear. Howev-
er, adequate instruction must be
given to emphasize the importance
of a snug fit, while at the same
time a certain amount of caution
also must be given not to push
the material inio the ear canal so
far that it has to be removed by
medical personnel.

Another type of material is a
plastic-like substance which is
similar in consistency to putty.
The preparation of this material
requires that the individual take
a quantity of it and mold or form
it so that it can be inserted into
the ear canal. Users should be in-
structed so that they know the
correct method of forming the
material.

In addition, users must be cau-
tioned to have clean hands when
forming the material and placinp
it in their ears. If the hands are
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'dirty, foreign material can get into
the ear canal.

Custorn-molded protedorsFortnable
hearing-protective devices in this
category ale, as the narhe implies,
custom-molded for the Individual
user. Generally, ,n this type, two
or mote materials (packaged sepa-
rately) are mixed together to form
a compound that when set resem-
bles soft rubber. For use as a hear-
ing-protective device, the mixture
is carefully placed into the outer
ear with some portion of it in the
ear canal, in the manner prescribed
by the manufacturer. As the mate-
rial sefs, it takes the shape of the
individual ear and external ear
canal. 'di some cases, the materials
are premixed and come in a tube,
from which they can be injected
into the ear.

Prernolded aural insert pro fee-
torPremolded-type insert protec-
tors quite often are referred to as
prefabricated, because they usually
are made in large quantities in a
multiple-cavity mold. The materials
of construction range from soft
silicone or rubber to other plastics.

There are two versions of the
prnrnolded insert protector. One
is known as the universal fit type,
in which the plug is designed to

fit a wide variety of ear canal
shapes and sizes. The other type
of premolded protector is supplied
in several different sizes to assure
a good fit.

The design of the plug is impor-
tant. For example, the smooth bul-
let-shaped plug is very comfortable
and provides adequate attenuation
in straight ear canals; however, its
performance falls off sharply in
many irregularly shaped canals.

The use of premolded insert-
type protectors requires proper
fitting by trained personnel. In
many instances, the right and left
ear canals of a given individual
are not the same size or configu-
ration. For this reason, trained
personnel must prescribe the cor-
rect protector size for each ear
canal. Sizing devices are available
to aid in che proper fitting.

The premolded type of earplug
has some disadvantages. In order
to be effective, it has to fit snugly
and, for some users, this is uncom-
fortable. Quite often, because the
plug must fit tightly and because
of the irregular shape of the ear
canals that many persons may
have, d n incorrect size of plug is
selected, or the plug is not inserted
far enough, or a good fit cannot

This combination hearing protector
and safety helmet provides two
forms of personal protection. The
light-weight muffs are designed for
high noise environments, with loam
ear cushions covered with plastic
for added comfort. (Photo:Courtesy
of Racal Airstream, Inc.)
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High-attenuatIon hearing protectors
are available for such areas as air-
ports. This model features a swivel
socket for universal positioning.
Each cup can be independently
adjusted to any head or ear con-
tour. (Photo: Courtesy of Glendale
Optical Company, Inc.)
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In a high-noise industry, such as
logging, these versatile hearing
protectors may be worn in any of
several positions, with the adjust-
able headband and the wide foam-
filled ear seals offering comfort.
Their low profile permits their being
worn under a safety hat. (Photo:
Courtesy of Cavid Clark Co., Inc.)

be obtained.
Some premolded type insert

protectors may shrink and become
hard, which is caused primarily
by ear wax (present in all ear ca-
nals). The wax extracts the plasti-
cizer from some plug materials,
with a resultant hardening and
possible shrinkage of the plug.

The degree of hardening and
shrinkage of the plug varies from
one individual to another depend-
ing on such things as temperature,
duration of use, and personal hy-
giene of the user.

Regular cleaning of the protec
tors with mild soap and water pro-
longs their useful life. To keep the
plugs clean and free from contam-
ination most manufacturers provide
a carrying case for storing them
when not in use.

Superaural types
Hearing-protective devices in

this category depend upon sealing
the external opening of the ear
canal to achieve s ,und attenuation.

A soft, rubberlike material is
held in pla e by a very light band
or head suspension. The tqnsion
of the band :,olds the superaural
device agatnst the external opening
of the ear canal.

Circumaural protectors

Circumaut al hearing-protective
devices, usually called earmuffs,
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High nolse environments where
this combination hearing protection
device and communications system
may be used include saw mills,
airports, and rifle ranges. This mod-
el is equipped with a noise cancel-
ling microphone to permit two-way
conversations, in such instances
as a pila conversing with the
ground crew. (Photo: Courtesy of
Telex Communications, Inc.)

consist essentially of two cup- or
dome-shaped devices that fit over
the entire external ear, including
the lobe, and seal against the side
of the head with a suitable cushion
or pad.

In general, the ear cups are made
of a molded rigid plastic, and are
fined with a cell-type foam mate-
rial.

The size and shape of the ear
cup vary from one manufacturer
to another.

The cups usually are held in
place by a spring-loaded suspen-
sion assembly or headband. The
applied force is directly related to
the degree of attenuation.

The width, circumference, and
material cf the earmuff cushion
resting ag linst the head must be
considercd to get a proper balance
of performancz and comfort. The
width_of the contact surface re-
quired to provide a good acoustical
seal depends to a large degree
upon the material used in the
cushion.

The cup with the smallest possi-
ble circumference that will accom-
modate the largest ear lobes should
be chosen. A slight prcssure on
the lobe can become painful in
time, so it is very important to
select a muff dome that is large
enough.

The earmuffs currently on the
market are supplied with teplace-

7A

able ear seals or cushions that may
be filled with foam, liquid, or air.
The foam-filled type is the most
prevalent. The outer covering of
these seals is made of vinyl or a
similar thermoplastic material.

Perspiration tends to extract the
plasticizer from the teal material,
which results in an eventual stiff-
ening of the seals. For this reason,
the seals require replacement at
periodic intervals; the frequency
of replacement is dependent upon
the conditions of exposure.

Selection of Protector

The attenuation charnteristics
of a particular hearing protector
must be considered before using
it for a specific application (see
accompanying graph).

As part of a well-planned hear-
ing conservation program, charac-
teristics of the noise levels for the
various areas should be known.
From these data and the attenua-
tion information available from
manufacturers, it can be deter-
mined whether a given device is
suitable for the application in-
tended.

Consideration must be given to
the work area where the individual
must use hearing protection.

For example, a large-volume
earmuff would not be practical for
an Individual who must work in
confined areas with very little head
clearance. In such instances, a very
small or flat earcup or insert-type
protector would be more desirable.

When using muff-type protec-
tors in special-hazard areas (such
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as power-generating stations where,
there are electrical hazards), it is
desirable to use non-conductive
uspension systems in connection

with muff-type protectors.
Also, if the wearing of other

personal protective equipment,
such as safety hats or safety spec-
tacles, must be considered, the
degree of hearing protection re-
quired must not be compromised.

When eye protection is required,
it is recommended that cable-type
temples be used. This type will
give the smallest possible opening
between the seal and the head.

Other considerations when se-
lecting a hearing-protective device
include the frequency of exposure
to excess noise (once a day, once
a week, or very infrequently). For
such cases, possibly an insert or
plug device will satisfy the require-
ment. On the other hand, if the
noise exposure is relatively fre-
quent and the employee must wear
the protective device for an ex-
tended period of time, the muff-
type protector might be preferable.

If the noise exposures are.inter-
mittent, the muff-type protector
is probably more desirable, be-
cause it is somewhat more difficult
to remove and reinsert earplugs.

In determining the suitability of
a hearing protective device for a
given application, the manufactur-
er's reported test data must be
examined carefully. it is necessary
to correlate that information to the
specific noise exposure involved.
The attenuation characteristics of
the individual hearing protective
devices are compared at different
frequencies.

MUFF

EAR PLUG

125 2'50 500 1000
FREQUENCY (Hertz)

2000 3000 4000 6000 8000

The graph presents a comparison of the attenuation properties of a molded
type earplug and an earmuff protector. Note that the earplug olio: 3 greater
attenuation at the lower frequencies, while the earmuff is superior at the
high frequencies. (From: Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene).
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Fully lined with polyester foam,
these ear cups can be worn with
either end up or either s!de forward.
The hearing protectors meet Military
Specification P-38268-B. (Photo:
Courtesy of Jackson Products.)

Logging Industry
Experience

Da..iel B. Hartshorn, Safety Rep-
resentative, State Compensation
Insurance Fund, Stockton, CA,
cites the problem experienced
within the logging industry of
some employees being t.c!luctant

wear hearing protectim while
working daily with chai,, lws and
heavy equipment, all gr rerating
high noise levels. Sudi employees,
however, show no reluctance to
wearing proper head protection,
Hartshorn reports. "The answer
may lie in the fact that a falling
limb causes sudden injury, while
hearing loss occurs over a long
period of time, making the need
for hearing protection less dramatic
and less convincing than the need
for a hard hat. Employees have it
in the back of their mirds that the
payoff for wearing hearing pro'ec-
don is a long way down the road."

Hartshorn cites three reasons
why such an attitude must be
changed, through efforts on the
part of Management:

It is the employer's legal re-
sponsibility to provide hearing
protection when noise levels ex-
ceed established federal or state
standards.

Providing hearing protection
is a moral responsibility. It's up
to the employer to do what he can
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to prevent employees from sustain-
ing injuries that are preventable.
The tragedy of serious noise in-
duced hearing loss is that it is typi-
cally permanent and non-correct-
able. The double tragedy is that
thib type of hearing loss continues
to happen, even thozh it is easily
prevelit?ble by the use of hearing
protection.

It is the employer's fiscal re-
sponsibility to reduce losses and
costs wherever possible. Whether
self-insured or insured with an
insurance company, heariug loss
claims ultimately end up costing
the employer money. In 1976, the
cost of hearing loss claims reached
$73,462 for just those logging com-
panies in California insured by
the State Compensation Insurance
Fund. The tre-ad toward more
claims and increased costs is ex-
pected to continue, especially if
hearing conservation programs are
not started by logging firms.

According to Hartshorn, a num-
ber of studies conducted by the
State Compnsation Insurance
Fund in California have found that
most logging occupations are in
need of hearing protection. A re-
cent study was performed by the
State Fund in cooperation with a
logging company in the Sonora
area. Noise levels were measured
with a calibrated sound level me-
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ter. The results of that sound level
survey are presented in the accom-
panying table.

A noise dosimetry survey also
was conducted at the same logging
operation. The study involved em-
ployees wearing noise exposure
monitors. Hartshorn explains that
the dosimeters were worn by em-
ployees so that each person's total
exposure to noise during the work
day could be determined. The do-
simeters electronically recorded
the duration and magnitude of all
sounds above 90 dBA. The infor-
mation was then electronically
summed by the dosimeters to give
a reading that is a percentage of
the exposure permitted under per-
tinent regulations. As an example
of the readings obtained, one doz-
er-skinner was exposed to levels
of noise that were 466 per cent
more than the allowable limit.

tal earlier study conch_cted by
John Moody, a safety consultant
and district safety manager of the
Redding, CA office of the State
Compensation Insurance Fund,
also showed excessive noise expo-
sure in woods operations. Percent-
ages of experienced noise com-
pared to allowable limits equaNd
309 per cent for skidder operators,
403 per cent for knot bumpers,
349 per cent for tractor operators,
a,nd 853 per cent for fallers.

To combat such problems, Hart-
shorn stresses that engineering

Ear muffs and other forms.of hearing protection should periodically be dis-
assembled, if possible, cleaned ii.;cording to the manufacturer's instruc-
tions, then reassembled and adjusted for the next user, (Photo: Courtesy of
M(ne Safety Appliances Company.)
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controls should be the first line of
attack on a noise problem. "In
fact, regulations require that engi-
neering and administrative coatrols
be used first, whenever the opera-
tions reasonably permit. Whenever
equipment is bought, specifications
should be checked out to deter-
mine how much'noise it produces.
Certain makes and models of chain
saws are quieter than others. Dif-
ferent dozers and front-end loaders
are quieter than others. Some load-
ers have enclosed cabs, which
greatly reduce noise exposure to
the operator. Mufflers also are
important in reducing noise levels,
and should be used to their best
advantage."

Hartshorn continues, "The sec-
ond form of attack on a noise
problem should be of an adminis-
trative nature. Whenever possible,
employees exposed to high noise
levels should be rotated to low
noise jobs for part of their work
day. This is not often practical in
the woods, but some possibilities
exist. If any workers at the landing
are constantly using chain saws,
while others are just marking logs
and removing chokers, the chain
saw job could be shared. Another
possibility would be to rotate the
choker-setters, who have relatively
little noise exposure, with the land-
ing men who have greater expo-
sure."

The final line of attack on a
noise exposure problem, Hartshorn
explains, is through personal pro-
tection devicesear muffs and ear

Flexible attachments from the cup
to the headband assure proper fit-
ting of these ear muffs, during con-
tinuous wearing throughout the
work period. (Photo: Courtesy of
Zee Medical Products Co., Inc.)
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Sonora, CA, Loggino Area Sound Level Survey
Conducted by State-Compensation Insurance Fuild

Type of Work

Sound Approximate
Level Length of
(dBA) Exposure

Cal/OSHA
Allowable
Exposure

Hearing
Protection

Needed

Falling/bucking:*
Chain saw cutting 163 to At least One hour Yes

110 three
hours

at 105
dBA

Dozer-skinning:**
Tractor under load 100 At least

four hours
Two hours

at 100
dBA

Yes

Loading trucks:***
Front-end loader 101 At least four Two nours Yes

under load hours at 100
dBA

Bumping knots:*
Chain saw cutting 98 to At least 90 minutes Yes

105 two hours at 102
dBA

Setting chokers:
Four to 12 feet 80 to Less than Eight hours No

from tractor 90 eight
hours

*Saws: Stihl 045, ER Homelite 650
**Caterpillar D8H tractor
"*Caterpillar 977H.

plugs. "Although engineering and
administrative t.ontrols may help
reduce noise exposure in many
cases, some form of personal hear-
ing protection is probably going
to be needed in many woods situ-
ations," he states.

To establish an effective pro-
gram of personal hearing protec-
tion, Hartshorn advises tilt follow-
ing procedures:

Identify those employees who
need to wear hearing protection.

Establish a written company
policy requiring the use of hearin;
protection by those identified as
having such a need.

Stand behind and enf.4rce the
established company policy. All
supervisory personnel should wear
hearing protection in arez,. that
have been identified as "high
noise," to set the needed example.

EmployeeF must be made
aware of the im:- ediate health
advantages that can be achieved
by the use of hearing protection.
Excessive noise can cause nausea,
fatigue, headaches, temporary hear-

-IC 0

ing loss, and ringing in the ears.
Hartshorn states, "Htaring pro-

tectors that fit into the ear itself
are not recommended for use in
the woods. The opinion of the
State Fund's industrial hygiene
staff is that the hot and dirty con-
ditions experienced in the woods
could cause the plugs to become
contaminated if often removed
and reinserted during the day.
Because this type of hearing pro-
tector actually fits inside the ear
canal, it could cause an ear infec-
tion if it became contaminated.
Another problem is that this type
of hearing protector is not as easy
to remove and properly replace as
the ear muff cksigned to be at-
tached to the hi.rd hat."

Hartshorn concludes, "Such a
program will, of course, cost mon-
ey. But it can be far less than the
increase in costs that can be caused
by hearing loss claims. In the final
analysis, a hearing conservation
program, which is supported and
enforced by management and is
accepted by the employees, will
be a valua'le addition to an indus-
try and to the health and well-
being of its employees." S2
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Head Protection

Is on Top of Worker Safety

If the correct hard hat is selected for an employee,

it can be integrated with other types of persor:al protection.

SAFETY HATS AND CAPS protect against the everyday
hazards of bumping one's head or having it struck.
of contacting high voltage equipment, or of having
materials fall on thc head.

Hats help prevent serious injuries in many ways:

They cushion impact four waysThe hard shell
resists and deflects a blow, impact is distributed over
a large area, thc hat stupension acts as a shock absor-
ber. and even if the hat does dcnt or shatter. it still
takes force out of the blow:

In addition to having impact-resistance, safety
hats ror electrical workers should meet tcst require-
ments for dielectric strength and imperviousness to
moisture in order to protect against electfic ;hock':

Finally, safety hats often can save the scalp. face,
and neck from overhead spills of acids or hot liquids.
and help prevent collection of irritating chemical dusts
in the hair.

The protecting ability of a safety hat depends im-
portantly on the shock-absorbing space maintained
between thc hard shell and the head by the suspen-
sion.

This space must not be interfered with, or the haCs
ability to resist breaking and prevent injury will be

The accessory mount on thls hat Increases Its use
for a multiplicity of work situations.

(Photo: Courtesy Glendale Optical Co., Inc.)
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By Edward D. Dionne,
Associate Editor, NSNEWs

reduced. Therefore, safety hats should never bc worn
on top of everyday hats or parkas, particularly if the
suspensions have to be removed. Special winter liners

can be obtained.
OSHA requires the usc of industrial safety helmets

that comply with Amcrican National Standards Z87.1-
1969, Practice for Occupational and Educational Eye

and Face Protection; Z89.I-1969, Safety Requirements
for Industrial Head Protection; and Z89.2-1971, safety
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A non-conductive safety cap pro-
tects this worker in a liquefied gas
plant. Added protection is offered

through the safety glasses and the
nonconduave hearing protectors, .

plus the available all-plastic soft-
sided splash goggles. (Photo: Cour- .

tesy of Jackson Products). At

..
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Requirements for Industrial Protective Helmets for
Elewical Workers, Class B.

In recent years NIOSH has conducted studies
have indicated that some models of industrial safety
helmets did not perform at levels in compliance with
the standards.

Accordingly. NIOSH has proposed a certification
program for such helmets. Ahhough the performance
requirements are those of the .ANSI standards. at least
one important change in the method of testilia has
been made. The mechanical impact force measuring
device specified in the standard has been replaced by
an electronk system. Thc system should minimize
interlahoratory variances. NIOSH believes. The eiee-
tronic system has been developed through the cooper-
ative efforts of NIOSH and U.S. helmet manufactur-
ers. and it is expected to be incorporated into any
revisions of thc Amerkan National Standards.

Definitions

Safety hat (or cap) is the name suggested to replace
the less accurate "hard hat" or "helmet." Componeuh
of safety hats are:

Hat, CapA rigid device wirn to provide protection
to thc head, and held in place by suitable Nuspension.

ShellA hat or cap. without the suspension. ;axes-
sories. or fittings:

BrimAn integral part of the shell extending out-
ward from the entire circumferenct. which proiccis
the face. neck and shoulders:

PeakAn integral part of the shell extending over
the eyes only:

SuspensionThe internal cradie of the hat or Lap.
made up of sweatband and crown straps.

242

..

crtmn Su:ripsThat part or the Juspension .hat
passes over the head:

SweatbandThat part of the suspension that encir-
cles the head:

chin Sirop :djustabl; 4;4 .. .

or indirectly to the shell. which fits under the dun to
secure the lutt or cap to the head:

Nape StrapAn adjustable Strap attached dsrt
or indirectly to the shell, dnd Iittm behmd the head
to secure the hat or cap to the head.

Wooe LinerA snua-littina co% et worn Limier the
hat or cap to pioicet the head. ears. and ne.k tr.mi
the cold.

Hat Styies

There are two basic styles: a safety hat .cith a bin
completely around the hat. and a safety cap or visor-
type safety hat with a peak in front.

When the wearer works in cramped qvarters. the
full-brimmA hat mr,y catch or be bumped. causing
it to tilt On the head. In tliis vase. a visor-type cdp
might be considered.

Still third type of head protection device is the
hump cap. a brimless and suspension.less device de-
mand to ft closely, to the skull, and only in ttght
working areas. It serv:s war W proLer the wearer from
humping inm protruding ubstructinkt. suLh as .1 me
chanic encounters when working un.ler ut,.

Sareq hats (or caps) can he modified for In:in)
um:N. Some models have bracket., to support welding
helineh. visors. goggles. e: ma's. or lamp brackets
to support miners' cap lamps. Some have plastic e..-e
Shiehls. hineed under the pLaLs to he Pat .%hn not
in use. raw Nhields. madc n %.1-:-Ing tlitaneses of
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clear or tinted plastic or of wirc mesh screen. are at-
tached by various means. Some safety hats are equip-
ped with ear muffs to provide hearing protection.

All styles have provisions for chili straps. nape
straps. or both. which will keep them from being
knocked or blown off.

Safety hat manufacturers suppl:, several types of
suspensions that cannot be adjusted to result in an
unsafe crown clearance. The first of these has a non-
adjustable set of cradle straps t!,iving a preset crown
clearance. The other has two sets of cradle straps: one
is fixed, but the second is adjustable for the comfort
of the wearer. Sweatbands in thzse suspensions are
made of leather or synthetic materials and are adjust-
able tn fit all head sizes.

The entire suspension should be replaceable. It
should be changed when it begins to deteriorate, or
when a hat is transferred from one person to another.

W;nter liners should be made either of water-resis-
tant cloth with fleece or wool lining or of knitted
woo:. They can be obtained with or without ear-flaps.

The winter liners should not be made of flammable
material.

The shell usually is auached to the liner by crown
straps or snaps. to keep the hat from slipping or fall-
ing off and to assure full head protection.

Shell Materials

Safety hats and caps may be made of the following
materials:

Laminated phenolic resinMolded uncle; hip
pressure. this material provides excellent resistance
to impact and penetration of falling objects, has di-

ft
.1 i.

4 -
, .0 er;

.40.,..

P
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This fireman's helmet Is made of high pressure Injection
molded polycarbonate with non-conduction of electric
current capabilities equal to the dielectric strength speci-
fied for electric utility workers' helmets. The broad rim
helps deflect falling objects,
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Adjustable
straps on the
top and sides of
this liner permit
it to be affixed
inside any style
safety hat or
cap. The long
length protects
the wearer's
neck area In
cold weather,
eliminates any
need for a
possibly haz-
ardous scarf.
(Photo: Courtesy
of W. M. Bashlin
Co.)

electric strength. and is not affected by water, oiL and
most acids.

Thermcplastm-Nkdded at high pressure. these
are resistant to impact and penetration of falling ob-
jects. and are not affected by water. oil, and most
acids. In addition, thermoplastic shells have exception-
ally good dielectric strength.

Glass fiber impregnated with polyester resin
Pressure-molded. this shell pro%ides excellent resis-
tance to :mpaet and penetration of falling objects. has
dielectric strength. and is not affected by water. oil.
and most acids.

Aluminum -Speuai .1110% shells are resistant :o

This cap, designed especially for use in the mining
industry, has a low crown for work in low-ceiling areas. If
is equipped with a lamp bracket and cord holder to
support a miner's lamp. (Photos: Courtesy of Mine Safety
Appliances Company.)
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This Class A hard
hat is designed to
meet test require-

ments specified
in ANSI Standard

289.1-1969, In-
cluding insula-
tion-resistance
testing to 2,200

volts for one min-
ute with fess than

three milliamps
leakage. (Photo:
Couflesy of E. D.

Bullafd Company.)

1:44t,

impact and moisture. but. because they conduct elec-
tricity. they sholild not be worn where there is danger
of electrical contact.

Hats (or caps) containing phosphorescent pigments
that glow in the dark are obtainable for use in tunnel
work. mining, and night construction operations.

Light-reflecting tape may be placed on the back
and sidcs of safety hats tor outdoor workers. In this
way they may be spotted quickly at night. if light
strikes them.

Companies who wish to designate the wearer's de-
partment or trade by color-coding should not paint
the hats. Instead. tht hats should be purchased in the
colors desired.

Care of Safety Hats

Because safety hats (or caps) can be damaged. they
should 71,1 be abused. They should be kept free from
abrasions, scrapes, and nicks, and they should not be
dropped, thrown, or used as supports. This applies
especially to hats that are intended to aftbrd protec-
tion against electrical hazards. When such hats are
carried in a truck, a special rack should be constructed
to hold them securely. so that they will not become
damaged or have their dielectric strength impaired.

If safety hats are to be initialed or marked in some
way to prevent random exchange among workers,
care should be taken that the marking does not, in

any way. affect the dielectric strength of the hat.
Workers should be instructed to wipe dust or mois-

tute float their hats before storing them.
A schedule should be established and maintained

for the periodic inspection of all safety hats. Electrical
safety hats should be inspected visually each day for
defects, such as cracks, pit marks, or other abrasions
that have occurred through use. It is recommended
that management arrange for periodic electrical tests
of such hats. In addition to giving the worker confi-
dence that his equipment still meets safety specifica-
tions, this procedure gives management a double-
check on irregularities.

Hats worn by electrical workers and used primarily
for electrical protection must be destroyed when they
are found to contain cracks, abrasions, or other phys-
ical damage, or when they fail to pass an electrical
proof test.

A replacement system should he set up, so.that the
worker can turn in his hat if he finds it damaged or
in need of a new suspension or sweatband. Hats
turned in with sound shells may be transferred to
other employees, if the shell is thoroughly cleaned,
sanitized, and supplied with a new suspension.

Tars, paints, oils, and adherent dirt should be re-
mond with non-flammable and non-toxic solvents.
Because some solvents can be harmful to dielectric
hats, the hat manufacturer should be queried before
choosing a solvent.

A common method of cleansing the shells is to dip
them into a tank of hot water. not :n excess of 140 F

Strong winds fail to dislodge these light-weight safety =I
caps, available in six colors for quick identification of

department personnel. The six-point suspension and a
double-locking headband adjustment permit comfort-

able wearing. They meet ANSI standard Z89.1-1969
specifications for Class A and Z89.2-1971 for Class B
applications. (Photo: Courtesy of Sellstrom Mfg. Co.)
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(60 C) and containing a detergent, for at least one
minute. These hats then should be scrubbed and
rinsed in clear, hot water with :. maximum tempera-
ture 140 F. (Hats should be dipped using a vire bas-
ket to prevent hand and arm burns.) After rinsing,
hats should be wiped dry and inspected for damage.
New suspensions should be installed and the entire
unit placed in a plastic or paper bag or box to protect
it against dust and handling damage.

This program of cleanliness is appealing and gives
direct evidence of interest in the employees' welfare.
It can play an important part in gaining the full coop-
eration of employees in other safe practices.

Starting a Program

Companies engaged in operations involving hazards
to the head (blows, spills, or electric shock) should
provide for head protection of all people involved,
according to OSHAd. Examples of such operations
are: construction work, tree trimming, shipbuilding,
logging, mining, overhead line construction or main-
tenance, and basic metal (steel, aluminum) or chemi-
cal production.

Safety professionals should be aware of changes in
orerations that may create a need for head protection.
For example, a plant undergoing a slack season might
transfer certain employees from relatively safe jobs
to functions requhing safety hats (or caps). In addi-
tion, construction, maintenance, and odd jobs requir-
ing heal protection often occur during normal oper-
ations.

To control the head injury hazard, a safety special-
ist should review the types of accidents and near-acci-
dents that have occurred to discover any need for
protection.

Where hazards exist, the safety specialist should
personally watch operations, talk to workers in charge,
and observe unsafe practices or conditions.

Taking the assembled information, a safety special-
ist should meet with top man-tgement to establish
policy governing head protection.

This policy should regulate the purchase of safety
hats (or caps), designate wearers, and propose meth-
ods of enforcement. Management then can instruct
supervisors and workers about hazards and precau-
tions.

Supervisors should set an example by wearing a
safety hat at all times. They also should answer ques-
tions, review complaints, and sell the correct use of
the hat by daHy association and demonstration.

One way to inaugurate or improve a safety hat pro-
gram is to discuss head injury hazards, accident expe-
rience, and the merits of various hat programs at a
supervisors' meeting.

Top management should participate in the meeting
to emphasize the importance of the program. At this
meeting, a safety specialist should display several sam-
ples of safety hats He should be ready to discuss
styles, materials, attachments, availability of parts,
and general service and delivery.

After a program is started, there are a number of
methods for issuing safety hats. If state laws or

4 A
6
This close-fitting, seven-ounce bump cap offers protec-
tion for those who work in crar ed quarters or areas with
low head clearance. The four-point suspension system
features a foam padded vinyl headband attached by
snap-tab locks. Vent holes on each side add comfort.
(Photo: Courtesy Apex Safety Products.)

This specially designed winter liner for hard hats and
caps fits snugly around the underside of the brim to
prevent wind from tunneling and circulating inside the
crown. It is made of DuPont's flame-retardant nylon,
which also is washable. (Photo: Courtesy of American
Allsafe Co., Inc.)
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backward of the wearer's t.ead permits this shield to
be raised, and a quick nod makes it descend. Special

ying hardware permIts affixing face shields for welders
irotective equipment for other workers. (Photo: Courte-

sy of Norton Company, Safety Products Division.)

;4ct require head protection in certain types of
[-hats or caps for these employees should be fur-
d without cost. Even aside from this, the usual
r today is to issue hats or caps without charge,

tool checks. Some companies may require a
deposit to encourage reasonable care and return
:hat at the end of a job. Some companies charge
01 price or suggest that workers purchase their
read protection. However the hat is issued, part
procedure should be to have a talk with the

.yees on its construction, how to handle it, and
ow much protection it affords.

toting the program

Ile companies put an employee's initials or name
: front or side of the haL either by hand or w;th
0 of decals. stencils, .m self-adhesive tape. (When
;done, care should be taken to make certain
Othing is done that will affect the strength of
it).
4"-uently. the workers are requested to take their
hats home with them ani iini iieir famiiies
the program.
:ty huts never should be stored on thc rear win-
helf of an auto Intense sunlight and heat may
some types to deteriorate. In case of a sudden
he safety hat may be projected against the back

1
4.4

of a driver or his passengers.
When promotion is needed. photographs and stories

can be placed on bulletin boards. in the company's
publications, and in local newspapers. Pictures of per-
sonnel ou the job wearing safety hats (or caps) can
show that such protection does not interfere with
movement. A safety professional N huuld ask individual
workers wearing the hats io contribute comments tor
this promotion. In stories. the bead injury hazard and
the safety hat program can be expl,nned. This public-
ity also acquaints the publit. with the company's inter-
est in employees'-welfare.

The first head injury preented b) a safety hat
should be given wide publicity. It is a good practice
to have photographs taken of the worker. a member
of the safety committee. and other company officials.
The story of the accident. along with the photos. may
be placed on company bulletin boards. sent to local
newspapers. and used in company publications. At
all times, the hat or cap that sa eed a person's life
should be displayed.

Safety meetings should be held with supervisors
and employees on the job to promote the program.
During these meetings, a safety specialist and other
members of management can explain why it is impor-
tant for all personnel to wear head protection. Insur-
ance company safety consultants can be called upon
to give talks, relate experiences, and use training aids
to sell the importance of safety hats. (Sometimes these
outside sources can have more effect upon employees

Illustrated are three types of special personal protective
equipment that can be attached to this hat. They in-
clude a face shield, hearing protection, and a welding
helmet. The cap Is equipped with a special device that
eliminates any need to drill holes or otherwise modify
the hat for different attachments. (Photo: Courtesy of
United States Safety Service Co.).
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. than the services and experiences of their own safety
director.) Complaints about safety hats can be for-
warded and answered. demonstrations made, and
educational materials issued during meetings.

Handling complaints
A typical complaint concerns improper fit. which

causes headaches or causes the hat or cap to move
loosely and fall off. The wearer should be instructed
how to adjust the sweatband for the individual's head
size. Different adjustments can be made according to
the size markings on the sweatband. With proper
band size, the hat will stay on while an employce is
bending over, yet will not be so tight that the band
makes a mark on one's forehead.

In addition, crown straps have a tie cord to adjust
for a shallow or deep cranium. The wearer should
always make certain that there is one- to one-and-one-
fourth-inch (2.5- to 3.2-centimeter) clearance between
the top of the wearer's head and the inside shell of
the hat, because of its importance to protection. espe-
cially where hats do not have secondary straps preset
at the proper clearance.

Other criticisms are that the hats are tou hot. too
cold, or too heavy. The weight argument can be dis-
missed because the actual weight of safety hats or
caps is within ounces of the weight of an ordinary
felt hat. For summer wear, safety hats are cooler than
everyda) headwear: they reflect heat as well as or
better than ordinary hats, and they have an open
space between the wearer's head and the crown of
the hat that allows firee air circulation. They are colder
in the winter, however, because of this space and air
circulation, unless a winter liner is us:cl.

Some hair styles will not permit the proper wearing
of a safety hat. and, as a result, the employee may
remove the suspension to make the hat fit. The com-
pany should not allow this, and should make sure
that employees understand such danger. Si

,
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This helmet, by Racal Airstream, Inc., offers a hard hal,
face visor, and air filter designed to provide a contin-
uous stream of fresh, cool air over the user's face, au-
tomatically removing dust in various work environ-
ments. The power pack is worn at the belt. (Photo:
Courtesy of Direct Safely Company).
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Safety glasses worn in addition to the face shield af-
fixed to this safely hal assure eye protection. (Photo:
Courtesy Pulmosan Safety Equipment Co.).
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New Dimensions in Foot Protection

By Frederick A. Meister, Jr., President
and Chief Executive Officer, American Foot-
wear Industries Association, Washington, DC

PROPER FOOT PROTECTION is es-
sential for the satety of employ-
ees in the industrial workplace,
and any safety program truly
must start "from the ground p."

Although safety footwear is
well recognized as an effecte
means to provide necessary foot
protection, hundreds of thou-
sands of foot and toe injuries
continue to occur on the job site
every year. This is due largely
to the fact that many employees
do not wear safety footwear
when the potential for foot inju-
ries exists.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This article peaks
espedally to safety shoes and non-
rul.,..)er footwear. A future NSNEws
article will cover recent advances in
the natural rubber and synthetics
footwear industries.

A two-year study conducted
by the Eastman Kodak Company
revealed that in 81 per cellt of
all documented iit...ries to the
toe, safety shoes were not being
worn.

A recent survey by the Depart-
ment of Labor's Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) revealed that less
than one-fourth of all employees
were wearing safety shoes at the
time of an accident involving
foot injuries.

Eastman Kodak's study further
revealed that 86 per cent of those
ioot injuries studied could have
been prevented through the use
of safety footwear. Clearly, an
increased use of safety footwear
could result in a dramatic de-
crease in foot injuries in the
workplace.

The American footwear indus-
try is working diligently to en-
courage the wearing of safety
footwear by offering great com-
fort, an increased variety of
styles, and provisions for greater

protection to those employer,
who choose to wear such protec-
tive apparel. Such efforts by this
industry will increase the effec-
tiveness of safety footwear in
preventing injuries, ensure that
such items meet high quality
standards of workmanship, and
reduce employee reluctance to
wear appropriate safety footwear.

Types of Footwear
Four commonly used types of

safety footwear are:

Safet,- toe footwear;

Metatarsal safety-toe foot-
wear;

Conductive safety-toe foot-
wear;

Electrical hazard safety-toe
footwear.

Of these four types, men's and

SPECIAL ANKLE
PROTECTION
(not shown) is availabb
to prevent small sparks or
burning particles from
getting inside shoe. An
elastic gore is available
instead of laces for quick
removal of shoe.

INSULATED --------
against heat and
coldalso may
be waterproof
and chemical re-
sistant.

ANATOMY OF A SAFETY SHOE

INSTEP PROTECTION
made of aluminum,
steel, fibre or plastic
to protect the top of
the foot and front of
the ankle.

outline of instep
protection showing
position

outline of toe cap
showing position

SPECIAL MATERIALS
soles may be made of
leather, rubber, cord,
wood, to protect against
slipperiness, oil, heat,
chemicals, or electrical
hazards.

full cushion
insoles

PUNCTURE PROTECTION CUSHION
with spring steel insole. between toe cap and
Sometimes includes pro- foot for comfort and
tective lip around arch insulation.
area.

SAFETY TOE
must meet standards
for impact (objects
falling on toe) and for
compression (weight
pressing on toe).
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Exhibited here is a unique forepart last-
ing process for the safety shoe, perma-
nently locking the steel toe cap in place.
The wide flange toe box provides a
significant increase in bearing surface,
thus offering greater protection that
exceeds the highest ANSI classifications
for such shoes. (Photo: Courtesy of
Knapp Shoes.)

women's safety-toe footwear is
by far the most commonly used.
Safety-toe footwear is designed
to prevent or reduce the severity
of injury to the toe portion of
the foot. The construction of safe-
ty-toe footwear is largely the
same as that of any shoe, except
that a steel toe box is added for
additional protection.

Metatarsal safety-toe footwear
protects both the toes and the
metatarsal area of the foot. Addi-
tional protection is provided for
the metatarsal area by placing a
metal guard over thaf part of the
foot.

Conductive footwear serves
two purposes. One such type
provides protection against the
build-up of static electricity, such
footwear is extremely useful in
areas where there is a threat of
explosion, or where explosive
mixtures are present. A second
type of conductive footwear is
used by linemen and other work-
ers who are exposed to high volt-
age lines. This footwear is de-
signed to equalize the potential
of the wcrker and the energized
lines to which he is exposed.

The fourth type of commonly
used safety footwear is electrical
hazard safety-toe footwear, de-
signed to provide protection
against open circuits of up to 600
volts.

It is the toe box or the steel
toe piece that is common to each
of these four classifications of
safety footwear. Efforts to im-
prove the etfectiveness of safety

footwear centers on improving
the effectiveness o: the toe box.

Wide Flange Factor

Many footwear manufacturers
are now employing toe boxes
with a wide flange or lip, that
increases the surface area be-
tween the toe box and the inner
sole. In the past, the full protec-
tive potential of some safety-toe
footwear was reduced because
of the use of a narrow flange
lacking the new lip. The narrow
lip afforded little surface area
between the inner sole and the
toe box. Thus, when subjected to
extreme impact or compression,
the safety-toe could cut through
the sole. This resulted in a situa-
tion in which the toe box itself
may have withstood the pressure
of impact or compression, but
the clearance between the toe
box and the toe itself was sharply
reduced because the toe box was
jammed into the sole.

The new wide flange helps to
eliminate this problem. Even
when subjected to extreme
amounts of pressure, the new
wide flange will not cut through
the sole, because of the greater
surface area now present, provid-
ing C ? necessary clearance to
avoid injury to the toe.

Increased Sole Strength
Another recent development

is the use of new sole construc-
tions and sole materials to in-
crease the strength of the sole
itself. This helps to eliminate the
possibility of the toe box cutting
through the sole. These new con-
struction designs and materials
increase the resistance of the sole
to the impact of the toe box, af-
fording greater degrees of pro-
tective clearance.

Footgear using this new type
of construction has been able to
exceed the toughest safety foot-
wear standards by great margins,
offering protection not previous-
ly available.

Performance Standards
Not only is the footwear indus-

try undertaking developments

199

to improve the effectiveness of '
safety-toe shoes, but steps als"
are being taken to ensure that
certain performance standards
consistently are being met.

Although the federal govern-
ment has set no mah latory stan-
dard for safety footwear, a com-
mittee of footwear manufacturers,
retailers, employers, employees
using safety footwear, govern-
ment officials, and technical spe-
cialists has set precise perfor-
mance standards for men's meta-
tarsal, conductive, and electrical
hazard safety-toe footwear under
the aegis of the American Nation-
al Standards Institute (ANSI).
This is commonly known as the
Z-4I standard.

A new standard for women's
safety-toe footwear is forthcom-
ing.

The Z-4I committee has estab-
lished three classes for the foot-
wear, based upon the amount of
protection afforded. These clas-
sifications are 75, 50, and 30, with
Class 75 giving the greatest de-
gree of protection. The accompa-
nying table indicates the minimum
protection that must be afforded
for each class.

Each of the four types of safe-
ty-toe footwearmen's, metatar-
sal, conductive, and electrical
hazaidmust meet the require-
ments set forth in tl,e table. Ad-
ditional standards aLa have been
set for metatarsal, conductive,
and electr;cal hazard footwear.

Although safety-toe footwear'
can be marketed in the U.S. with-
out meeting these standards,
OSHAct regulations require that
safety-toe footwear meeting the
ANSI standar& must be used
when safety-toe footwear is re-
quired by federal regulations.

AFIA Certification
As a service to consumers of

safety-toe footwear, the American
Footwear Industries Association
administers a certification pro-
gram that ensures the consumer
that the pre( ANSI perior-
mance staticia, -is have been met.
Each certified style of footwear
is tested by an independent test-
ing laboratory to ensure that
these strict standards have been
met. The shoes then can be la-
beled so that the consumer
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knows that his footwear indeed
meetc these st4ndards.

AFIA's certification program
also enables large-volume buyers
of safety footwear to eliminate
their own testing programs.

In addition to testing each style
for performance, the independent
tasting laboratory also inspects
each footwear manufacturing
plant prior to granting certifica-
tion, and ensures that proper
quality control techniques are
employed. Follow-up inspections
occur twice each year, to ensure
that workmanship remains at a
first class level, and that selected
styles continue to meet the ANSI
standard.

Promoting Safety
Despite the well-known effec-

tiveness of safety-toe footwear
in reducing foot injuries, and the
efforts being undertaken by the
footwear industry to ensure that
its safety footwear continues to
meet the highest standards of
quality, some workers are still
reluctant to use safety footwear
in areas where hazards exist.

Commonly heard complaints
are: "They don't make safety-toe
shoes for women"; "I don t have
the money for another pair of
shoes" "it's too uglyI'm going
to v.v.:ar my street shoes, instead";
aml, "safety footwear is too
heavy; it only makes me tired."

The domestic footwear indus-
try and employers have taken
numerous steps that have made
all of these statements invalid.

As the number of women in
the work place increased during
the 9ast decade, so has the avail-
abihty of women's safety foot-
wear. A larger number of foot-
wear manufacturers now make
women's safety-toe footwear in
all styles and sizes. No longer
should women feel that their
only two options are to wear
men's safety toe footwear, or to
go without needed foot protec-
tion.

Plant Programs
Employers have initiated a

number of innovative safety pro-
grams that enable their employ-
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ees to secure safety footwear
without incurring great cost.
Many employers now provide
employees with their hrst pair
of safety shoes, and then require
employees only to purchase re-
placement footwear.

Other employers give their
employees an allowance to be
applied toward the purchase of
safety footwear. An advar.tage
of this program is that it permits
employees to purchase those
styles of safety footwear wit!.
which they feel the most com-
fortable. If an employee desires
to purchase a pair of safety West-
ern boots, for instance, that are
more expensive than standard
safety-toe shoes, the employee
can pay the difference and pur-
chase a pair of safety boots with
which he or she is more pleased.

Other firms purchase one pair
of safety shoes annually for each
of their employees, so that the
employees incur absolutely no
cost for safety footwear whatever.

Some employers participate in
shoemobile programs, which
bring safety shoes and profes-
sional fitters to the plant, thus
giving employees the conve-
nience of buying the footwear
at the plant, and also the satisfac-
tion of getting the professioral
fit.

New Styling
No longer should style consid-

erations have any bearing on an
employee's refusal to wear safety
footwear. Many footwear styles
now have a safety-toe cnunter-
part In fact, on .? major manufac-
turer produces more than 100
styles of safety-toe footwear.
Now, not only can the consumer
buy the traditional work boot
with a safety-toe, but safety-toe
dress oxfords are available for
executives who must spend part

of their day in the plant and part
outside the office.

Safety-toe athletic shoes, which
efford just as much protection as
other types of safety-toe foot-
wear, are available for those
workers who prefer the casual
look. Western boots or cowboy
boots also are available in safety-
toe styles.

There is safety footwear for
almost any occupation. The dress
oxford is available for the eiecu-
tive; insulated work boots are
available for people working
outdoors or in cold storage facil-
ities, leather boots rising almost
to the knee are available for those
who must climb in their jobs.
Safety footwear also comes in
chemical-resistant and water-
proof varieties.

Less Weight

Safety footwear also has lost
weight during the past few
yearsand the trend continues.
Work is being undertaken to de-
velop fiberglass or plastic toe
boxes that offer the same degree
of protection as the standard steel
toe box, yet reduce the weight
of safety-toe footwear measura-
bly. No longer should the weight
of safety-toe fAotwear lead to
fatigue complaints among work-
ers.

And even further weight re-
ductions are coming. A new
American footwear manufacturer
soon will be entering the safety-
toe market with footwear manu-
factured according to a technique
that has been employed in West
Germany. This new footwear will
be highly flexible, and have a
larger steel toe bo. that affords
greater levels of protection. Yet,
the footwear will weigh approx-
imately 35 per cent less than the
standard models now being sold.

Minimum Requirements for Safety-Toe Footwear
According to the revised Z-41 Standard

Compression Impact Clearance
Classification (Pounds) (Foot Pounds) (Inches)

75 2,500 75 16/32
50 1,750 50 16/32
30 1,000 30 16/32
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The American National
Standards Institute (ANSI)
has created a voluntary stan-
dard for safety-toe footwear
manufactured in the U.S.
The standard was developed
by a committee of manufac-
turers, retailers, consumers,
and technical experts on
such footwear..

Amendments recently
have been made in the Z-41
standard, and the new stan-
dard should be published
shortly. The changes in-
clude:

New women's stan-
dardTo meet the Z-41
standard, a minimum clear-
ance (between the toe and
the steel box) must remain
in the toe box after testing.
This clearance has, in the
past, been one-half inch for
all safety-toe footwear, mak-
ing no distinction between
footwear for men or women.
The new standard, however,
will provide for a minimum
clearance of one-half inch
for men's safety-toe foot-
wear and a new 15/32 inch
level for women's footwear.

New ratings Ratings
of safety-toe footwear now
will distinguish between

Changes In Standards for Safety Footwear

results of the compression
test and the impact test, as
opposed to a single rating
for both tests, which existed
previously.

New test methodsA
change hal been made in
the measurement of the
.impact test to provide a
more accurate measurement
of the impact force.

How, AFIA Serves Safety

The American Footwear
Industries Association
(AFIA) is a non-profit trade
association located at Wash-
ington, DC, whose members
account for approximately
90 per cent of the non-rub-
berlootwear produced in
the U.S., and a substantial
number of suppliers to the
industry.

One AFIA effort that is
of special interest to safety
specialists is its safety-toe
certification program. Under
the AFIA program, safety-
toe footwear must meet
strict performance stan-
dards. Such standards are
established by a committee
consisting of footwear man-
ufacturers, retailers, employ-
ers, employees using safety-
toe footwear, government

r

officials, and specialists in
the area of footwear protec-
tion. Such certification as-
sures the consumer of safe-
ty-toe footwear that the
product he is buying is,
indeed, a quality product.

AFIA also provides assis-
tance and information on
the footwear industry in
such areas as marketing,
finance, and economics/
statistics.

The association conducts,
in conjunction with the
Department of Commerce,
an aggressive export promo-
tion program, which has
seen exports nearly triple
in three years.

In addition to its current
vigorous efforts to extend
the import control program
covering non-rubber im-
ports, AFIA has been work-
ing to increase the impact
of the footwear industry on
critical federal legislative
and regulatory issues. The
industry recently was suc-
cessful in convincing the
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to exempt
leather scraps generated by
the industry from hazardous
waste regulations promul-
gated by EPA.

In addition, the footwear will
offer a vulcanied sole that will
eliminate potentially hazardous
chemical or water leakage into
the shoe. Sales of footwear man-
ufactured using this technique
have been extremely encouraging
in Europe, and the new American
manufacturer plans to offer this
safety-toe footwear to the Amer-
ican public this summer.

Summary
These new developments in

the area of safety footwear should
allow firms to improve upon
their current safety programs.
Safety footwear long has been
an extremely effeche means of
redur:ng foot injuries in the

I 7 7

workplace; recent developments
have made safety footwear even
more effective.

AFIA is working with safety
footwear manufacturers to ensure
that high levels of effectiveness
are consistently met. The wide
variety of safety shoes now avail-
able offers the consumer a safety
shoe for almost :iny occupation,
with any style preference. There
truly is no reason why future
surveys conducted by the Depart-
ment of Labor's Bureau of Labor
Statistics or any other group
should cite large numbers of foot
injurieswhich could have been
prevented through the use of
safety shoes. Employers should
find It easier to "sell" their em-
ploy ees on safety fout . carthe
base of any safety program. fl

°

Frederick A.
Meister has
served as Presi-
dent of AFIA
since January
1978. He had
previously served
as Vice.President
for Public Affairs
for Frontier Air-
lines, and also

held positions in the U.S. Department
of Transportation, where he received
a number of awards for superior
achievement. He also was awarded a
Certificate of Appreciation for his
achievements while working in the
White House Office of Management
and Budget. Mr. Meister holds a B.A.
degree and Phi Beta Kappa honors
from the University of Minnesota. and
a Master of Arts degree from the Uni-
versity of California, Santa Barbara.
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APPENDIX 0

REASON FOR PROPOSAL

. AGC - LETTER OF SUPPORT

ADVANCEMENT IN CONSTRUCTION RELATED
TECHNOLOGY

LOSS OF SKILLED LABOR

. IDAHO EMPLOYMENT LABOR REPORT - MAY
1988

ALL AREAS OF CONSTRUCTION SEEM TO BE ON
THE GO AS HOUSES, COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS,
AND HIGHWAYS ARE BEING BUILT ACROSS THE
STATE.

. AREA EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER -

IDAHO FALLS - MARCH 1988

. . . SIS PROJECT $937 MILLION

PEAK CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATES 400 JOBS

. IDAHO EMPLOYMENT LABOR REPORT -
APRIL 1988

EMPLOYMENT INCREASES IN THE MINING
SECTOR:

2.03



. . WAS A CONTINUATION OF EXPANSION
AT BOTH THE METAL AND NONMETALLIC MINES

. . LABORFORCE OF ABOUT 70 WORKERS
INCREASING TO 200 WITHIN A YEAR.

- ROAD CONSTRUCTION REPORT - IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION; JUNE,
1988

SHOWS 39 HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
UNDERWAY.

- CONSTRUCTOR MAGAZINE - NOVEMBER 1987

PREDICTS 890,000 NEW JOBS NATIONALLY IN
THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY BY THE YEAR
2000.
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ABSTRACT

THE CONSORTIUM OF AREA VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION SCHOOLS (CAVES) IS BEING FUNDED
TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE TO THE RAPIDLY
EXPANDING CONSTRUCTION AND MINING
INDUSTRIES IN IDAHO. THIS PROJECT WILL
ENHANCE THE COORDINATION BETWEEN BOTH
PRIVATE AND PUBLIC AGENCIES AND VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION. JUST THE WRITING OF THIS
PROPOSAL REGENERATED COOPERATIVE PLANNING
AMONG VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND THE
ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS
ASSOCIATION, FEDERAL BUREAU OF
APPRENTICESHIP AND TRAINING, STATE
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL
SERVICES, FIVE MINING COMPANIES IN
NORTHERN IDAHO, AND THE STATE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE.

THIS STATEWIDE PROGRAM IS DIRECTED TOWARD
THE FIVE BASIC CONSTRUCTIO4 TRADES AND
MINERS IN UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS. IT WILL
SERVE AN ESTIMATED TOTAL OF 774
PARTICIPANTS AND ESTABLISN KNOWLEDGEABLE
VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL PEOPLE IN EACH
POSTSECONDARY SCHOOL TO CONTINUE THE
COORDINATION WITH THESE TWO INDUSTRIES
AFTER THE COMPLETION OF THE GRANT.
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_ THIS PROJECT WILL ASSIST IN THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FIRST MINER
APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM IN THE UNITED
STATES. IT WILL IDENTIFY AND TRAIN
FEMALES AND MINORITIES TO ASSIST
CONTRACTORS TO MEET THEIR EEO COMPLIANCE
ON FEDERALLY FUNDED CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.
IT WILL PROVIDE TECHNICAL PROGRAMS FOR THE
UPGRADING OF JOURNEYMEN CONSTRUCTION
WORKERS. ALSO INCLUDED ARE
PREAPPRENTICESHIP PROJECTS FOR 250
INDIVIDUALS STATEWIDE TO ENSURE THE
CONTINUED PLACEMENT OF QUALIFIED PERSONNEL
IN THE CONSTRUCTION AND MINING INDUSTRY.

(
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COOPE LTIVE
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

JANUARY 1989 - JUNE 1990
(18 MONTHS)

PROJECT PARTNERS

ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS
BUREAU OF APPRENTICESHIP & TRAINING
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR & INDUSTRIAL
SERVICES

10 CONTRACTORS
MINING COMPANIES
CAVES
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
LABOR
OTHERS

to
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BUDGET

SALARY AND WAGES $134,540

1. 2.5 CONSTRUCTION
COORDINATOR/INSTRUCTOR

. 5 MINING CONSTRUCTION
COORDINATOR

. 5 CONSTRUCTION SPECIALIST

2. FRINGE BENEFITS 23% 30,139

3,, TRAVEL 6,493

4. SUPPLIES 3,472

5. CONTRACTED SERVICES
CONSTRUCTION 96,000
MINING 82,800
EVALUATION 4,000

6. OTHER 14,229

TOTAL 371,673

IN-KIND MATCH $123,891
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ACTIVITIES

PREAPPRENTICESHIP CLASSES

RELATED INSTRUCTION FOR
CONSTRUCTION APPRENTICES

JOURNEYMEN UPGRADING

SAFETY INSTRUCTION

1
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STAFF

PROJECT DIRECTOR

PROJECT COORDINATOR

5 - .5 FTE CONSTRUCTION
COORDINATOR/INSTRUCTOR

CAVES CHAIR

CAVES SECRETARY

1 - .5 FTE MINING CONSTRUCTION
COORDINATOR/INSTRUCTOR NIC

1 - .5 FTE CONSTRUCTION AND MINING
SPECIALIST STATEWIDE
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STAFF TRAINING
--i,

(FOUR FULL DAYS
___...-

SAFETY

APPRENTICESHIP

CONSTRUCTION CODE

MINING
EVALUATION

2 i 1
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PROGRAM OPERATION

LOCAL ADVISORY COMMITTEES

CONSTRUCTION/MINING

CONTRACTOR ASSOCIATIONS

BAT

_ OTHERS

LABOR MARKET NEEDS ASSESSMENT
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SUBPROPOSALS
(APPLICATIONS)

CAVES FORM 43

STATEMENT OF NEED

COURSE OU

BUDGET NARRATIVE

SUBMITTED TO:

DIRECTOR OF TRAINING

INTENT OF PROJECT

COSTS ARE JUST & REASONABLE

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

EVALUATION

CAVES - REVIEW & APPROVAL

STATEWIDE ADMINISTRATOR - FINAL APPROVAL



410 FLAGGING/eASIC TRAFFIC CONTROL
1

CURRICULUM OUTLINE

1
4

Flagging

I. Responsibilities
A. Rules of conduct
B. Clothing and equipment
C. Certification

II. Basic Signals
A. Stopping traffic
B. Moving traffic
C. Slowing traffic

III. Position of Flaggers
A. Distance from crew at the work site
B. Stopping the first vehicle
C. Release of traffic
D. To slow traffic
E. Defensive flagging

1. Awareness
2, Eye contact
3. Never turn your back on traffic
4. Never walk between stopped vehicles
5. Make yourself visible
6. Give clear signals
7. Always plan for escape
8. Plan for the unexpected

IV. Stopping Distances of Vehicles

SI

A. City conditions
B. Highway conditions
C. Hills
D. Heavy trucker problems

Night Flagging
A. Sign paddle reflectorized
B. Reflective tape and vest
C. Flashlight with red wand
D. Back-up flashlight
E. Generated lights
F. Battery operat ', strobe light
G. Reflective tape for gloves

VI. Flagging Systems
A. Additional flaggers
B. Signal lights
C. Baton method
D. Pilot car
E. Intersections
F. Emergency vehicles
G. Flags--emergency only
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VII. Weather Conditions
A. Effects of heat
B. Vehicle traction

VIII. Signs
A. Design and size of signs
B. Illumination and reflectorization
C. Position of signs--locations and height
D. Erection of signs

IX Channelizing Devices
E. Striping tape, cones, tabular markers, vertical panels, drums,

barricades, barriers and high level warning devices
F. Function
G. Channelization
H. Cone design
I. Cone application
J. Vertical panel--design and application
K. Drum design
L. Drum application
M. Barricade design
N. Barricade application
0. Portable barrier--design and application
P. High level warning device--design and application
Q. Pavement marking application
R. Delineators

X. Traffic Control Practice
S. Diagrams of basic traffic control systems
T. Practice set up and take down of basic traffic control systems
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Course Objective

The objective of this program is to establish uniform flagging and Basic Traffic
Control standards and procedures that will not vary from job to job.

It has been proven that the construction industry is a dangerous occupation.
For that reason total safety habits have to be developed to maintain proper
working conditions for a safe but efficient operation at the job site; and to
move traffic safely and expeditiously through or around the work areas.

This course will meet those standards established for flagger certification by
the Idaho Department of Transportation and will be based upon procedures
consistent with the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control.
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Instructiona7 Objectives

I. Clothing and Equipment

Emphasize what equipment and clothing is necessary and relate how the
safety of the flagger, work crew and the flow of traffic is contingent upon
the visibility of the flagger.

2. Basic Signals

Teach those signals that best convey to the driving public that a potential
hazardous condition exists and how the driver should react to that
potential hazard.

3. Flagging Procedures

Describe the procedures of flagging and the position of the flagger that
both convey a proper message to the driver and protect the flagger frominjury.

4. Signs

Instruct on the placement of signs, distances from the work project, sizeand shape of signs. Emphasize their importance in warning and controlling
drivers.

5. Channelizing Devices

Demonstrate the use of channelizing devices for warning and guiding trafficin a safe manner through a job site area.

6. Traffic Control Application

Diagram a complete traffic control system according to specifications.

(
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Equipment

1. Personal Equipment

Stop/slow paddle sign
Orange vest--reflectorized
Hard hat--orange
Night equipment
a. Reflectorized gloves
b. Flashlight with red wand

2. Signs
a. Road construction ahead
b. One lane road ahead
c. Flagman sign
d. End construction
e. Detour
f. High level and low level warning
g. Stop ahead

Stands
Sand bags

3. Channeling Equipment
a. Cones
b. Drums
c. Striping tape
d. Tabular markers
e. Barricades

2'



Written Materials

I. Idaho Flagging Manual

2. Traffic Control Workbook

3. Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

4. Diagrams for Traffic Control

Audiovisual

I. VCR film from Idaho Department of Transportation

2. Slides

3. Overlays

4. Flip chart

21 9
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CLOTHING AND EQUiPMENT

PADDLE 18" dia. min.

REFLECTORIZED
ORANGE
GLOVES
AT NIGHT

FLASHLIGHT

WITH ORANGE

WAND

HARD HAT

ORANGE

VEST, JACKET

OR SHIRT

REFLECTORIZED

AT NIGHT

ALL CLOTHES

COMFORTABLE

STURDY

SHOES

During warm weather flaggers should always wear shirts.
Abbreviated clothing should never be worn.



BASIC SIGNALS

Stopping traffic:
1. Face the traffic.
2. Display the stop side of the

paddle.
3. Extend the free arm with the

palm raised toward approach-
ing traffic.

Moving traffic:
1. Turn the paddle to the slow

side.
2. Motion traffic through by slowly

swinging your free arm across
the front of the body at shoulder
height.

Vowing traffic:
1. Display the slow side of the

paddle.
2. Raise and lower your free arm

at the elbow with palm down.

When traffic control is not necessary flaggers
should position themselves on the shoulder of
the road with the paddle turned parallel to the
traffic flow.

,
The paddle is held in a stationary position
away from the body with the arm extended hor-
izontally. Keep ths signals uniform and concise
and look directly at the motc Asts. A sle9py sig-
nal could be confusing.

221
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FLAG

TO STOP
TRAFFIC

TRAFFIC
PROCEED

TO ALERT
AND SLOW
TRAFFIC

PADDLE

Figure 6-6 Use of Hand Signaling Devices by Fiagger (MUTCD, Figure 6-15)
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YOUR POSITION

WHI LE AWAITING ONCOMING TRAFFIC , THE FLAGGER SHOULD
STAND IN A CONSPICUOUS POSITION ON THE SHOULDER OF THE
ROAD , FACING THE DIRECTION OF THE APPROACHING
VEHICLES . , THE FLAGGER IS LOCATION SHOULD BE AT LEAST
200 TO 300 FEET IN ADVANCE OF THE CONSTRUCTION SITE .

APPROACHING TRAFFIC MUST BE ABLE TO SEE THE FLAGGER
FROM A MINIMUM OF 500 FEET IN EACH DIRECTION .
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FLAGGING PROCEDURES

TO STOP TRAFFIC
1. Stand in a safe position on the shoulder facing
traffic. If a stop/slow paddle is being used, the sign
should be in the right hand with the arm raised to a
horizontal position. Look directly at the approaching
driver, and with the free arm upraised and the palm
of the hand exposed to the driver, bring him to a
stop.

/ \

(Figure I.)

7
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3. After the first vehicle has been stopped, move to
a conspicuous position near the center line so you
can be readily seen by drivers approaching from the
rear. Stay in this position with your "stop" sign or
flag properly displayed until it is time to permit traf-
fic to pass through the work area. Then move to the
shoulder cf road to release the traffic.

9
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TO RELEASE TRAFFIC
4. After moving to the shoulder of the road, show
the "slow" side of the sign to the stopped vehicles.
Then with your free hand, motion the traffic to pro-
ceed.

If you are using a flag, lower it so it is not visible to
the traffic, then motion the vehicles ahead with your
free hand.

Never use a sign paddle or a flag to motion traffic
ahead, as it only serves to confuse the drivers.

10"
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IF A FLAG IS, BEING USED, THE FLAGGER SHALL FACE
TRAFFIC AND EXTEND THE FLAG HORIZONTALLY ACROSS THE
TRAFFIC LANE IN A STATIONARY POSITION SO THAT THE FULL
AREA OF THE FLAG IS VISIBLE BELOW THE STAFF. FOR
GREATER EMPHASIS, THE FREE ARM SHOULD BE RAISED WITH
THE PALM TOWARD APPROACHING TRAFFIC .



P
NEVER TURN YOUR BACK

ON TRAFFIC

. 2
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ALWAYS PLAN FOR ESCAPE
Assume the vehicle approaching will not
stop or worse yet may panic and go out of
control.
Do not flag from within an enclosed
station where escape is limited.

G
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MAKE YOURSELF
Wear Vest.
Stand under lighted area
Use movement to attract

VISIBLE

at night.
attention.

230
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GIVE CLEAR SIGNALS
Don't wave your sign use other hand
to signal.

.

Make all signals with clear forcefulness.

9
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PLAN FOR. THE UNEXPECTED
What if lightplant stops.
Flares for accident alert.
Escape routes.
What if too long a line backs up.

11



NEVER WALK BETWEEN
STOPPED VEHICLES

IN 1972, A FLAGGER HAD BOTH LEGS BROKEN WHEN A TRUCK
HIT THE BACK OF THE LINE AND PUSHED VEHICLES TOGETHER
AS FLAGGER WAS WALKING BETWEEN THEM.

/411
orited

I.
..41&,v*vil.231;j6"Wi.44'
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THE FLAGGER

Flaggers are responsible for the safety of the workers, motorists and themselves.
Their job of controlling traffic can be one of the most important parts of an
operation. Because of this tremendous responsibility and their contact with the
pu0ic it is essential that only well qualified personnel be selected for this
position.

A flagger should possess the following minimum qualifications:

- Average intelligence
- Good physical condition
- Mental alertness

A courteous but firm attitude
- Neat appearance
- A sense of responsibility for the safety of the public, crew and themselves

Remember the flagger has three basic functions:

- To protect the lives of fellow workers
- To guide traffic safety through the work area
- To be courteous at all times
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RULES OF CONDUCT

1. Flaggers should be positioned on the shoulder of the road facing the
traffic. At times it may be necessary to stand on the opposite side of
the road to be effective. Never stand in the traffic lane.

2. Plan an escape route in case of an emergency.

3. Be clearly visible to approaching traffic at all times.

4. If possible, never stand in the shade.

5. Stand alone, never permit a group of workers to congregate around you.

6. Choose a flagging position that will maintain cnlor contrast between you,
the background and the equipment.

7. Be alert and ready to respond to any emergency.

8. Acquaint yourself with the activities of the operation and be able to
answer questions the motorists may ask.

9. Record the license number and description of any vehicle whose driver
disobeys your instructions and threatens the safety of the work area.

10. Never try to flag from inside a vehicle.

11. Never strike a motorist's vehicle with the paddle or other device.

12. Don't involve yourself in unnecessary conversation with workers,
pedestrians or motorists.

13. Don't lean, sit.or lay on a vehicle.

14. Don't do other work or watch the operation in addition to flagging.

15. Don't step out into or turn your back on the traffic.

16. Never leave your position until relieved by a qualified flagger.

17. Never leave the "Flagger Ahead" sign up when the flagger is no longer
needed.

235
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F. CONTROL OF TRAFFIC THROUGH WORK AREAS

6F-1 Function

The primary function of traffic control procedures is to move traffic
safety and expeditiously through or around work areas.

The contTol of traffic through work areas is an essential part of highway
construction and maintenance operations. For these operations there must
be adequate legislative authority for the implementation and enforcement
of needed traffic regulations, parking controls and speed zoning. Such
statutes must provide sufficient flexibility in the application of traffic
control to meet the needs of the changing conditions in work areas.

Maintaining good public relations is necessary. The cooperation of the
various news media in publicizing the existence of and reasons for work
sites, therefore can be of great ssistance in keeping the motoring pubiic
well informed.

6F-2 Hand Signaling Devices

A number of hand signaling de-ices, such as red flags, STOP/ SLOW
paddles and lights are used in controlling traffic through work areas. The
flag is the most common device used during the daylight hours. The sign
paddle bearing the clear messages STOP or SLOW also may be used.

Flags used for signaling purposes shall be a minimum of 24 by 24 inches
in size, made of a good grade of red material securely fastened to a staff
approximately 3 feet in length. The free edge should be weighted to insure
that the flag will hang vertically, even in heavy winds.

Sign paddles should be at least 18 inches wide with letters at least 6
inches high. A rigid handle should be provided. This combination sign
may be fabricated from sheet metal or other light semirigid material.
The background of the STOP face shall be red with white letters and
border. The background of the SLOW shall be orange with black letters
and border. When used at night the STOP face shall be reflectorized red
with white reflectorized letters and border, and the SLOW face shall be
reflectorized orange with black letters and border.

6F-3 naggers

Since iiaggers are responsible for human safety and make the greatest
number of public contacts of all construction personnel, it is important
that qualified personnel be selected. A flagger should possess the following
minimum qualifications:

6F-1 Rev. 12/79
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I. Average intelligence.
2. Good physical condition, including sight and hearing.
3. Mental alertness.
4. Courteous but firm manner.
5. Neat appearance.
6. Sense of responsibility for safety Of public and crew.
The use Of orange clothing such as a vest, shirt, or jacket shall be

required for flaggers. For nighttime conditions similar outside garmentsshall be reflectorized.

Flaggers are provided at work sites to stop traffic intermittently as
necessitated by work progress or to maintain continuous traffic past a
work site at reduced speeds to help protect the work crew. For both of
these functions the flagger must, at all times, be clearly visible to
approaching traffic for a distance sufficient to permit proper response by
the motorist to the flagging instructions, and to permit traffic to reduce
speed before entering the work site. In positioning flaggers consideration
must be given to maintaining color contrast between the work area
background and the flagger's protective garments.

6F-4 Flaggin g Procedures

The following methods of signaling with a flag should be used:
1. To Stop Traffic. The flagger shall face traffic and extend the flag I

horizontally across the traffic lane in a stationary position so that the full
area of the flag is visible hanging below the staff. For greater emphasis,
the free arm may be raised with the palm toward approaching traffic.

2. When it is Safe for Traffic to Proceed. The flagger shall stand I
parallel to the traffic movement, and with flag and arm lowered from
view of the driver, motion traffic ahead with the free arm. Flags shall
not be used to signal traffic to proceed.

3. Where it is Desired to Alert or Slow Traffic. Where it is desired toalert or slow traffic by means of flagging, the finger shall face traffic I
and slowly wave the flag in a sweeping motion of the extended arm fromthe shoulder level to straight down without raising the arm above a
horizontal position.

If a sign paddel is used, it shall be held in a stationary position with the
arm extended horizontally away from the body. For added emplidsis, the
flagger may slowly raise and lower the free hand with the palm down. The I
use of the flag and sign paddle are illustrated in figure 6-15.

Lights approved by the appropriate highway authority or reflectorized
sign paddles or reflectorized flags shall be used to flag traffic at night.
Daytime Bagging procedures shall be followed whenever such lights,paddles or flags are used at night.

Whenever practicable, the flagger should advise the motorist of thereason for the delay and the approximate period that traffic will be

6F-2 Rev. 12179
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halted. Flaggers and ope.rators of construction machinery or trucks should Ibe made to understand that every reasonable effort must be made to allowthe driving public the right-of-way and prevent excessive delays.

6F-5 Flagger Stations
1

Flaggers stations shall be located far enough in advance of the worksite so that approching 'traffic will have sufficient distance to reducespeed before entering the project. This distance is related to approach
speed and physical conditions at the site; however 200 to 300 feet-isdesirable. In urban areas when speeds are low and streets closely spaced,the distance necessarily must be decreased.

The flagger should stand either on the shoulder adjacent to the traffic Ibeing controlled or in the barricaded lane. At a "spot" obstruction a
position may have to be taken on the shoulder opposite the barricaded
section to operate effectively. Under no circumstances should a flaggerstand in the lane being used by moving traffic. The finger should be Iclearly visible to approaching traffic at all times. For this reason theflagger should stand alone, never permitting a group of workers to Icongregate around the finger station. The finger should be stationed 1sufficiently in advance of the work force to warn them of approaching
danger, such as out-of-control vehicles.

Flagger stations should be adequately protected and preceded by proper Iadvance warning signs. At night, finger stations should be adequately 1illuminated.
At short construction and maintenance lane closures where adequatesight distance is available for the safe handling of traffic the use of oneflagger may be sufficient.

6F-6 One-Way Traffic Control

Where traffic in both directions must, for a limited distance, use asingle lane, provision should be made for alternate one-way movementto pass traffic through the constricted section. At a "spot" obstruction,such as an isolated pavement patch, the movement may be self-regulating. However where the one-lane sectgon is of any length, thereshould be some means of coordinating movements at each end so thatvehicles are not simultaneously moving in opposite directions in the sec-tion and so that delays are not excessive at either end. Control points ateach end of the route should be chosen so as to permit easy passing of
opposing lines of vehicles.

Alternate one-way traffic control may be effected by the followingmeans:
1. Flagger control.
2. Flag-carrying or official car.
3. Pilot car.
4. Traffic signals.

6F-4
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6F-7 Flogger Control
Where the one-lane section is short enough so that each end is visible

from the other end, traffic may be controlled by means of a finger at I

each end of the section. One of the two should be designated as the chid
flogger for purposes of coordinating movement. They should be able to I

communicate with each other verbally or by means of signals. These
signals should not be such as to be mistaken for flagging signals. z

Where the end of a one-lane section is not visible from the other end, the
flaggers may maintain contact by means of radio or field telephones. So
that a flogger may know when to allow traffic to proceed into the section,
the last vehicle from the opposite direction can be identified by description
or license.

6F-8 Flag-Carrying or Official Car

Flag carrying is effective when the route is well defined and
nonhazardous. It should be employed only when the one-way traffic is
confined to a relatively short stretch of road, usually not more than 1
mile in length.

The driver of the last vehicle proceeding into the one-lane section is
given a red flag (or other token) and instructed to deliver it to the flogger I
at the other end. The opposite flogger, upon receipt of the flag, then I
knov,s that is is safe to allow traffic to move in the other direction. The
flag being carried should always be clean and dry.

A variation of this method is the use of an "official" car which always
follows the last vehicle proceeding through the section. The use of an
official car eliminates the possibility of loss of the flag.

6F-9 Pilot Car

The use of a pilot car for traffic control can be most effective where the
route is particularly hazardous, or so involved or frequently altered as to
preclude adequate signing. The pilot car is used to guide a train of vehicles
through the job or detour. Its operation must be coordinated with flagging
operations or other controls at each end of the one-lane section. Sufficient
turnaround room should be provided at these points. Provision should be
made for identification of the last vehicle in the column.

The vehicle selected for pilot-car study should be light weight and easy to
handle and should have the name of the contractor or contracting authority
prominently displayed. The Pilor Car sign (sec. 6B-39) shall be mounted on
the rear of the vehicle.

Two or more pilot cars may be used to guide two-way traffic through
a particularly complex or hazardous detour.

411,
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6F-10 Traffic Control Signals

Traffic control signals may be used for special applications to control
vehicular traffic movements at construction or maintenance work areas.

Typical applications include:
1. highway or street intersection with a temporary "haul road" or

equipment crossing. .
2. Through areas requiring one-way traffic operations.
All traffic signal and control equipment shall meet the applicable

standards and specifications prescribed in Part IV of this ManuaL Nor-
mally, these installations shall be operated by means of traffic actuation
or manual control.

One-way traffic operation necessitates the use of an all-red interval of
sufficient duration for traffic to clear the zone at the speed posted
through the work area.
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B. SIGNS

General
6B-I Design of Signs

Street or highway construction and maintenance signs fall into the samethree major categories as do other traffic signs; namely, Regulatory signs,
Warning signs, and Guide signs. Many signs normally used elsewhere willalso find application for signing construction and maintenance opera-
tions. Special construction and maintenance signs follow the basic stand-
ards for all highways signs as to shape. Warning signs in construction
areas shall have a black legend on an orange background. Existing yellow
warning signs already in place within these areas may remain in use. Color
for other signs shall follow the standard for all highway signs.

The use of stripes (other than the standard border) or other geometric
patterns or contrasting colors oil or around any sign in an attempt to make
it more conspicuous, distracts attention from the message, and defeats the
purpose of maintaining uniformity and simplicity of design. Such practice
is contrary to standards and is accordingly disapproved. However, the useof standard orange flags or yellow flashing warning lights in conjunctionwith signs is permittcd, so long as thcy do not interfere with a clear view ofthe sign face.

The dimensions of signs shown herein are for standard sizes, which maybe increased wherever necessary for greater legibility or emphasis. On
secondary highways and city streets smaller signs may be used if author-izcd 'by lawful authority. Deviations from standard sizes as prescribed
herein shall be in six-inch increments.

Standard sign sizes and colors are shown in the illustrations of the in-dividual signs rather than in detailed specifications in the text. Where the
orange background is specified and reflectorization is not required, afluorescent material may be used for increased daytime visibility.

613-2 Illumination and Reflectorization
All signs intended to be used during the hours of darkness shall beeither reflectorized with a material that has a smooth, sealed outer surface,or illuminated to show approximately the same shape and color day andnight. Where there is serious interfeience from extraneous lightsources and a reflectorized installation is not likely to give effectiveperformance, an illuminated sign should be used. Sign illuminationmay be either internal or external. When the full face of the sign isoutlined by internal illumination, thercby indicating the shape of the

6B-1
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sign, background reilectorization is not required. Where external illumi-
nation is provided, the light source should be properly shielded to pro-
tect drivers from glare. Street or highway lighting is not regarded as
meeting the requirements for sign illumination.

6B-3 Position of Signs

Signs shall be placed in positions where they will convey their mes-
sages most effectively and placement must therefore be accommodated
to highway design and alignment. Signs shall be so placed that the
driver will have adequate time for response.

As a general rule signs shall be located on the right-hand side of the
stree : or roadway. Where special emphasis is deemed necessary, dual
installations may be made which consist of duplicate signs opposite each
other on the left and right sides of the roadway, respectively. Within a
construction or maintenance zone, however, it is often necessary and/or
desirable to erect signs on portable supports placed within the roadway
itself. It is also permissible to mount appropriate signs on barricades.

Standards for height and lateral clearance of roadside signs are
shown in figure 6-1. Signs mounted on barrica&s, or temporary sup-
ports, may be at lower heights but the bottom of the sign shall be not
less than one foot above the pavement elevation. Higher mounting
heights are, however, desirable.

Where open highway conditions prevail on the approach to the work
site, advance warning signs should be placed approximately 1,500 feet in
advance of the condition to which they are calling attention. Where a
series of advance warning signs are used, the warning sign nearest the
work site should be placed approximately 500 feet from the point of
restriction with the additional signs at 500-1000 foot intervals. On ex-
presswz-, ..-.-..-2, !iinited access facilities, the advance warning distance
should be increased to one-half mile or more. On city streets, where
more restrktive conditions generally prevail on the approach to the
work area, signs in the immediate vicinity of the work may be placed at
closer spacings. Typical sequences and spacings of advance warning
signs are shown in figures 6-2 to 6-10.

613-4 Erection of Signs

Signs on fixed supports are usually mounted on a single post, although
those wider than 36 inches or larger than 10 square feet in area should
generally be mounted on two posts. Signs mounted on portable supports
are suitable for temporary conditions. All such installations should be so
constructed to yield upon impact to minimize hazards to motorists.

For maximum mobility on certain types of maintenance operations, alarge sign may be effectively mounted on a vehicle stationed in advance
of the work or moving along with it. This may be the working vehicle
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itself, as in the case of shoulder-mowing or pavement marking equip-
ment, or a vehicle provided expressly for this purpose. These mobile
sign displays may be mounted on a trailer, may be provided with self-contained electric power units for flashers and lights, or may be
mounted on a regular maintenance vehicle.

Guide signs, although ordinarily erected on separate posts, may also
be mounted on or above barricades, bvt should not be permitted to
interfere with the effectiveness of necessary regulatory and warningsigns.

-
Typical methods of mounting signs other than on posts are shown in

figure 6-11.

Regulatory Signs

6B-5 Authority

Regulatory signs impose legal obligations and/or restrictions on alltraffic. It is essential, therefore, that their use be authorized by the
public body or official having jurisdiction and that signs conform with
this Manual.

613-6 Design

Regulatory signs are generally rectangular with their longer dimen-
sion vertical, and carry a black legend and border on a white back-
ground. The STOP sign is octagonal, and has a white legend and border
on a red background. The YIELD sign is a white inverted triangle withred legend and border band. The DO NOT ENTER sign consists of awhite square on which is inscribed a red circle with a white band hori-
zontally across the center of the circle and the words DO NOT and
ENTER in white letters on the upper and lower parts of the circle. The
ONE-WAY sign may be either a horizontal or vertical rectangular plate,the latter being used more commonly in cities where space is limited.
Commonly used regulatory signs are illustrated in figure 6-12. Designdetails for all rtzulatory signs are given in Part IL

613-7 Application

Construction and maintenance operations represent unusual roadwayconditions and warrant special attention. If construction or maintenance
operations require regulatory measures different from those normally
in effect, the existing permanent regulatory devices shall be removed or
covered and supersec.7..4 by the appropriate temporary regulatory sign,taking into account api.. nble ordinances or statutes of the jurisdictiorinvolved.
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ADVANCE WARNING SIGNS

Adequate signs, flashing lights and barricades must appear in advance of the
flagger, beginning with "Construction Ahead" at 1500', "One Land Road" at 1,000'
and "flagger" 5n0'. These signs announce the flagger and prepare the traveling
public for the Alad conditions existing ahead.

Signs should be removed or folded up when not in use. Signs should be moved
along as the job progresses. Signs and distance vary where conditions warrant,
be certain to check Federal, State and local regulations before any deviations
are made.
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ROADSIDE SIGN
RURAL DISTRICT

ROADSIDE SIGN
URBAN DISTRICT

Figure 6-1.

WITH ADVISORY
SPEED PLATE

Height and lateral locations of signstypical installath..n.
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PORTABLE AND TEMPORARY MOUNTINGS

WING BARRICADES

ORANGE
FLAGS

(OPTIONAL)/

FLASHER
.... (OPTIONAL)

....'......
.4-"...1.., 1N.,

NZ..:Z::....;.:

HINGE FOR
FOLDAWAY TYPE

15guro 6-11. Methods of mounting signs othor than on pasts.
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SIGN PLACEMENT

Warning signs must be placed to convey their messages effectively
and give the driver adequate time to respond.

As a general rule they are placed at right angles on the right-hand
side of the road.

When necessary warning signs shall be placed opposite each other -
on both sides of the road.

On the open highway the advancv warning sign should be Placed
approximately 1,500 feet in advance of the condition to which they
are calling attention. Additional warning signs should be placed at
500 foot intervals in the direction of the work area.

1/2MILE

ADVANCE WARNING
SIGN

I WORK
AREA

Freeway signs should be placed at least one-half mile in advance ofthe work area. If the flagging situation is dangerous, additional
warning signs should be placed.

10
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C. CHANNELIZING DEVICES

6C-1 Function

The functions of channelizing devices are to warn and alert drivers bf
hazards created by construction or maintenance activities in or near the
traveled way, and to guide and direct drivers safely past the hazards.
Channelizing devices as used herein includes but is not limited to cones,
vertical panels, drums, barricades, and barriers.

Devices used for channelization should provide a smooth and gradual
transition in moving traffic from one lane to another, onto a bypass or
detour, or in reducing the width of the traveled way. They should be
constructed so as not to inflict any undue damage to a vehicle that
inadvertently strikes them. The objective should be the development of
a traffic control plan which uses a variety a traffic control measures
and devices in whatever combination necessary to assure smooth, safQ
vehicular movement past the work area and at the same time provide
safety for the equipment and the workmen on the job.

Channelizing devices are elements in a total system of traffic control
devices for use in highway construction and maintenance operations.
These elements shall be preceded by a subsystem of warning -levices
that are adequate in size, number, and placement for the type of high-
way on which the work is to take place.

6C-2 Channelization

The single most important element, within the system of traffic con-
trol devices commonly used in construction or maintenance areas
(where a reduction in pavement width is involved), is the taper that is
provided for the channelization. An inadequate taper will almost always
produce undesirable traffic operations with resulting congestion and
possibly accidents through the area.

The minimum desirable taper length for construction and mainte-
nance purposes should be computed by the formula L=SxW, for all
freeways, expressways, and other roadways having a posted speed of 45
m.p.h. or greater. The formula L=WS2/60 should be used to compute
taper length on urban, residential and other streets where the posted
speeds are 40 m.p.h. or less. Under either formula, L equals the taper
length in feet, W the width of offset in feet, and S the posted speed or
off-peak 85 percentile speed.

The minimum desirable length derived from the appropriate formula
above applies to roadway conditions of relatively flat grades and
straight alignment. Adjustments may become necessary to provide ade-
quate sight distance on the approach to the channelization. Similarly, the
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proximity of interchange ramps, crossroads, etc., to the work site maydictate the need for adjustments. In general, better traffic operationswill result when the adjustments consist of increasing the length of thetaper rather than reducing the length (below the minimum desirable
recommended above). .
/ The real test concerning aoequate length of taper is the operation ofvehicles through the transition. It should be long enough so that driversof vehicles approaching side by side have sufficient length in which toadjust their respective speeds and merge into a single lane before-the
end of the transition. A brief period of observing driver performances
will generally provide some clear indications of the adequacy of thetaper length. For example, if severe brake applications are observed, anincreased taper length is indkated.

The maximum spacing between devices in a taper should be approxi-mately equal in feet to the speed limit. For example, if the taper is on aroadway with an existing 55 MPH speed limit, the devices should bespaced about 55 feet. Devices placed on a tangent to keep traffic out ofthe closed lane should be spaced in accordance with the extent and typeof activity, the speed limit of the roadway, and the vertical and horizon-tal alignment of the roadway such that it is apparent the roadway isclosed to traffic.
On construction projects, channelization often rernains in the sameplace for long periods of time. During such a long interval some of theelementscones, barricades, barrels, etc.get out of their originalalignment due to being struck, moved due to construction activities, etc.It is necessary, therefore, to patrol the channelization at regular inter-vals to assure its proper f .nctioning as a traffic control device. Re-placement or shifting of the elements into the original alignment canbest be done if the original positions of the elements had been indicated

on the pavement by paint marks. This technique assures good alignment
and proper vehicle performances over a long period of time with mini-
mum expenditure of men and materials in maintaining the channeliza-tion.

Sometimes during maintenance operations, work at one site will ex-tend over several days, thereby requiring that channelization be set upeach morning and removed each evening. Under these circumstances
the locations of the cones, barrels, etc., should be marked at the time ofthe original set-up to facilitate the rapid, orderly re-setting of the de-vices on each succeeding day.

6C-3 Cone Design

Traffic cones and tubular markers of various configurations are avail-able. These shall be a minimum of 18 inches in height with a broadenedbase and may be made of various materials to withstand impact withoutdamage to themselves or to vehicles. Larger size cones should be used

6C-2251
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on freeways and other roadways where speeds are relatively high or
wherever more conspicuous guidance is needed. Orange shall be th
predominant color on cones. They should be kept clean and bright for
maximum target value. For nighttime use they shall be reflectorized or
equipped with lighting devices for maximum visibility. Reflectorized
material shall have a smooth, sealed outer surface which will display the
same approximate color .day and night.

_Reflectorization of tubular markers shall be a minimum of two three-
inch bands placed a maximum of 2" from the top with a maximum of 6"
between the bands. Reflectorization of cones shall be provided by a
minimum 6" band placed a maximum of 3" frOm the top.

6C-4 Cone Application

Included under this heading are a group of devices whose primary
function is the channelization of traffic. They may be conical in shape,
but there are also tubular shaped devices available capable of perform-ing the same function. They may be set on the surface of the roadway
or rigidly attached for continued use.

Traffic cones may be easily stacked on a truck and one workman can
carry and distribute several cones with ease. This mobility and flexibil-
ity (which cannot be equalled by Type I barricades) increases the useful-ness of these devices.

When cones are used, precautions are necessary to assure they will
not be blown over or displaced. This may be particularly critical adja-cent to lanes of moving traffic where there may be a wind created by
passing vehicles. Some cones are constructed with bases that may befilled with ballast. With others it may be necessary to double the cones
or use heavier weighted cones, special weighted bases, or weights such
as sand bag rings that can be dropped over the cones and onto the base
to provide increased stability. These added weights should not be suffi-cient to present a hazard if the devices are inadvertently struck.

In general, traffic cones have a greater target value than do the
tubular shaped devices. However, the target value of either device may
be enhanced during the day time by the insertion of an orange flag inthe top and at night, by reflectorization or the use of lighting devices.

6C-5 Vertical PanelDcsign and Application
Vertical panels used as channelizing or warning devices shall be 8 to12 inches in width and a minimum of 24 inches in height. They shall beorange and white striped and reflectorized in the same manner as bar-ricades and mounted with the top a minimum of 36 inches above theroadway. For panels less than 3' in height, 4" stripes shall be used. Ifused for traffic in two directions back to back panels shall be used.These devices may be used for traffic separation c..- shoulder barricad-ing where space is at a minimum.

6C-3
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Panels with stripes which begin at the upper right side and slope
downward to the lower left side are to be designated as 'right' panels
(VP-1R). Panels with stripes which begin at the upper left side and
slope downward to the lower right side are to be designated as 'left'
panels (VP-1L).

For nighttime use, it is desirable to place flashing warning lights on
vertical panels when they are used singly and steady burn warning
lights on vertical panels when they are used in a series for channeliza-
tion.

6C-6 Drum Design
Drums used for traffic warning or channelization shall be approxi-

mately 36" in height and a minimum of 18" in diameter. The markings
on drums shall be horizontal, circumferential, orange and white reflec-
torized stripes four to eight inches wide, using a material that has a
smooth, sealed outer surface which will display the same approximate
size, shape and color day and night.

There shall be at least two orange and two white stripes on each
drum. If there are nonreflectorized spaces between the horizontal or-
ange and white stripes, they shall be no more than two inches wide

6C-7 Drum Application

Drums are most commonly used to channelize or delineate traffic flow
but may also be used singly or in groups to mark specirc hazards.
Drums are highly visible and have good target value, give the appear-
ance of being formidable obstacles and, therefore, command the respect
of drivers. They are portable enough to be shifted from place to place
within a construction project in order to accommodate changing condi-
tions but are generally used in situations where they will remain in place
for a prolonged period of time. When drums are placed in the roadway,
appropriate advance warning signs shall be used.

Drums should not be weighted with sand, water, or any material to
the extent that would make them hazardous to motorists. When they
are used in regions susceptible to freezing, they should have drain holes
in the bottom so water will not accumulate and freeze causing a hazard
if struck by a motorist.

During hours of darkness a flashing warning light should be placed on
drums used singly and steady burn warning lights should be placed on
drums used in a series for traffic channelization.

Small arrow signs or vertical panels mounted above drums may be
used as supplements to drum delineation.

6C-8 Barricade Design
A barricade is a portable or fixed device having from one to three

rails with appropriate markings used to control traffic by closing, re-
stricting, or delineating all or a portion of the right-of-way.

6C-4
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Barricades shall be one of three types: Type I, Type II, or Type III.
The characteristics of these types are shown in Figure 6-14 and Table
VI-1.

Barricades with stripes which begin at the upper right side and slope
downward to the lower left side are to be designated as 'right' (R)
barricades. Barricades with stripes which begin at the upper left side
and slope downward to the lower right side are to be designated as 'left'
(L) barricades.

Markings for barricades rails shall be alternate orange and white
stripes (sloping downward at an angle of 45 degrees in the direction
traffic is to pass).

Where a barricade extends entirely across a roadway, it is desirable
that the stripes slope downward in the direction toward which traffic
must turn in detouring. Where both right and left turns are provided
for, the chevron striping may slope downward in both directions from
the center of the barricade.

Barricade rails should be supported in a manner that will allow them
to be seen by the motorist and provide a stable support not easily blown
over by the wind or traffic. For Type I barricades, the support may
include other unstriped horizontal panels necessary to provide stability.
The name of the agency, contractor, or supplier shall not be shown on
the face parts of any barricade. Identification markings may be shown
only on the back side of barricade rails.

The entire area of orange and white shall be reflectorized with a
material that has a smooth, sealed outer surface which will display the
same approximate size, shape and color day and night. The predominant
color for other barricade components shall be white, except that un-
painted galvanized metal or aluminum components may be used.

Barricades are locatecz adjacent to traffic and therefore subject to
impact by errant vehicles. Because of their vulnerable position and the
possible hazard they could create, they should be constructed of light-
weight materials and have no rigid stay bracing for "A" frame designs.

Table VI-1 Barricade Characteristics

Type*

I I I ///
Width of Rail fl" min-12" max 8" min-12" max 6" min-12" max
Length of Rail 2 ft. min 2 ft. min 4 ft. min
Width of Stripes" 6 in. 6 in. 6 in.
'Height 3 ft. min 3 ft. min 6 ft. min.
Number of 2 (one each 4 (two each 3 if facing traffic

Reflectorized direction) direction) in one direction
Rail Faces 6 if facing traffic

in two directions

S.
For wooden barricades nominal lumber dimensions will be satisfactory
For rails less than 3 feet long, 4 inch wide stripes shall be used

6C-5
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HIGH LEVEL
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Figure 6-14. Channelizing devices and high level warning devices.
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6C-9 Barricade Application

Type I or Type II barricades are intended for use in situations where
traffic is maintained through the area being constructed and/or recon-
structed. They may be used singly or in groups to mark a specific hazard
or they may be used in a series for channelizing traffic. Type I barri-
cades would normally be used on conventional roads or urban streets
and arterials. As Type II barricades have more reflective area, they are
intended for use on expressways and freeways or other high speed
roadways.

On high speed expressways or in other situations where barricades
may be susceptible to overturning in the wind, sandbags should be used
for ballasting. Sandbags may be placed on lower parts of the frame or
stays to provide the required ballast but shall not be placed on top of
any striped rail.

Where maintenance activities are being performed, q, street or high-
way condition is seldom of a character that will require a complete
closing of the facility. When such a condition does occur, it is almost
always an emergency situation, as would result from a broken water
main or a washed-out culvert, for example. Repair work is generally
initiated on an emergency basis and the street or road closing generally
is of a kind wherein Type I is used.

On construction projects, when a road section is closed to traffic, Type
III barricades shall be erected at the points of closure. They may extend
completely across a roadway and its shoulders or from curb to curb.
Where provision must be made for access of equipment and authorized
vehicles, the Type III barricades should be provided with gates or mov-
able sections that can be closed when work is not in progress, or with
indirect openings that will discourage public entry. Where access is
provided through the Type III barricades, responsibility should be as-
signed to a person to assure proper closure at the end of each working
day.

When a road or street is legally closed, but access must still be al-
lowed for local traffic, the Type III barricade cannot be erected com-
pletely across a roadway. Instead, an arrangement should be devised
that will permit local use but effectively discourage use by through
traffic. A sign with the appropriate legend concerning permissible use
by local traffic shall be installed. Applications of this principle are illus-
trzted in figures 6-3 and 6-4 (pages 6B-5 and 6B-6).

Wing barricades are a special application of Type III barricades,
erected on the roadway shoulder (on one or both sides of the pavement)
to give the illusion of a narrowed or restricted roadway. In advance of
a construction or maintenance area, even where no part of the roadway
is actually closed, wing barricades serve a useful purpose in alerting the
driver. If used in a series, they should start at the outer edge of the
shoulder and be brought progressively closer to the pavement. Wing
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barricades may be used as a mounting for the advance warning or guide
signs or lighting devices. During periods of inactivity, a foldaway type
of design may be advantageous. Examples of wing barricades are shown
in figure 6-11.

Signs may be e'rected on barricades, particularly those of the fixed
type, and they offer a most advantageous facility for this purpose. The
ROAD CLOSED and Detour Arrow signs, and the Large Arrow warn-
ing signs, for example, can effectively be mounted on or above the
barricade that closes the roadway.

Construction and maintenance zones often encroach into sidewalks or
crosswalks necessitating provisions for alternate routing. Where it is
not possible to close a path and divert the pedestrians to other walk-
waSrs, barricades may be used to define the path. Flashers should be
used on sidewalk barricades in az.;ordance with the following paragraph
however, where high levels of illumination exist for sidewalk areas the
use of flashers on barricades may not be needed.

For nighttime use, it is desirable to add flashing warning lights when
barricades are used singly and steady burn lights when barricades are
used in a series for channelization.

6C-10 Portable BarrierDesign and Application

Barriers are highway appurtenances designed to prevent vehicular
penetration from the travelway to areas behind the barrier such as to
minintize damage to impacting vehicles and their occupants. They may
also be used to separate two-way traffic.

Portable barriers are barriers that are capable of being moved from
one site to another. Tht se devices may be constructed of concrete, met-
al, or any material thpf will act to physically deter access of vehicles
from certain portions of the right-of-way.

Barriers may serve an additional function of channelizing traffic;
however, their use should be determined by engineering analysis and
the protective requirements of the location, not the channelizing needs.
When serving the additroral l function of channelizing traffic, portable
barriers should be of a light cofor for increased visibility. For nighttime
use, barriers shall be supp1emer4ed by the use of standard delineation
or channelization markings or devices.

Barricade warning lights may be installed on continuous barriers. On
each side of the roadway only the first two yellow warning lights at the
start of a continuous barrier may be Type A flashing. Subsequent warn-
ing lights on the barrier shall be Type C yellow steady burning for
channelization.

The effect of impacting the ends of barriers should be mitigated. Such
mitigating measures include the use' of crash cushions or flaring the
ends of barriers away from the travelway.
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D. MARKINGS

(ii)-1 Paving Markings Applications
When construction work necessitates the utilization of vehicle pathsother than the lanes normally used, daytime and nighttime drive-

through checks should be made to evaluate the path and the possibilitythat the pavement markings might inadvertently lead drivers from the
intended path. Markings no longer applicable which might create confu-
sion in the minds of vehicle operators shall be removed or Coliterated as
soon as practicable. Ideally, inappropriate existing pavement markings
should be removed and the new delineation placed before opening the
affected lane or lanes to traffic. Traffic shifts from one path to another
should not be attempted unless there is sufficient time, equipment, ma-
terials and personnel available to properly complete it before the end ofthe workday.

Conflicting pavement markings must be obliterated to prevent confu-
sion to vehicle operators. Proper pavement marking obliteration leaves
a minimum of pavement scars and completely removes old pavement
paint. Painting over existing stripes is not considered to meet the re-
quirements for removal or obliteration. The intended vehicle path
sliould be clearly defined during day, night, and twilight periods under
both wet and dry pavement conditions.

Where stage construction requires changes in barricades or channel-
ization, similar day-night checks and evaluations of the existing pave-
ment marking should accompany each change. When temporary road-
way is constructed to bypass a closed portion of highway, appropriate
reflectorized pavement markings shall be placed on the approach to, and
throughout the length of hard-surfaced temporary roadways. At loca-
tions where the duration of the temporary roadway is relatively short,
pavement markings consisting of reflectorized paint lines may not be
practical due to the time required and expense involved in their re-

. moval.
.

Under the above conditions, adequate short-term expendable pave-
dient markings can be provided by iise of pressure sensitive traffic
marking tape or raised pavement markers. Either of these types of
devices can be applied simply and quickly and can be removed with little
or no difficulty when changing traffic patterns make the installationobsolete.

Temporary pavement markings shall be used in combination withappropriate warning signs, channelizing devices and delineation toclearly indicate the required vehicle paths.
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Where maintenance activities are being performed, the use of pave-
ment markings generally has little application. Normal maintenance
work is considered to be that type of work which would be accomplished
w1thin one or more continuous work shifts with the work site being
protected by an adequate complement of warning signs, flagmen and
channelizing devices to indicate the proper vehicle path. Longer term
maintenance work should, for the purpose of traffic handling through
the work site, be treated as a "construction" project.

6D-2 Delineators

Delineation in construction and maintenance zones is intended to be a
guiae to indicate the alignment of the roadway and outlines the required
vehicle path through these areas. Delineators are not to be used as a
warning device.

Delineators are reflector units capable of clearly refle,Aing light un-
der normal atmospheric condition from a distance of 1,000 feet when
illuminated by the upper beam of standard automobile lights. Reflective
elements for delineators shall have a minimum dimenskn of approxi-
mately 3 inches.

Delineator applications in construction or maintenance areas, should
always t..e made in combination with some of the other traffic control
devices discussed in Part VI-C.

Delineators, when used, shall be mounted on suitable supports so that
the reflecting unit is about 4 feet above the near roadway edge. The
standard color for delineators used along the right side of streets and
highways shall be white. The color of delineators used along the left
edge of divided streets and highways and one-way roadways shall be
yellow. Spacing along roadway curves should be such that several delin-
eators are always visible to the driver.

6D--2
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6B. APPLICATION

613-1 Traffic Control Zones

When traffic is affected by construction, maintenance, utility, or similar
operations, traffic control is needed to safely guide and pi otect motorists,
pedestrians, and workers in a traffic control zone. The traffic control zone
is the distance between the first advance warning sign and the point
beyond the work area where traffic is n( )nger affected.

Most traffic control zones can be dividt..,. into the following parts.
Advance Warning Area,
Transition 'Area,
Buffer Space,
Work Area, and
Termination Area.

If no lane or shoulder closure is involved, the transition area will not be
used. In this chapter, each of the "Parts" will be ,..xamined for one
direction of travel. If the work activity affects more than one direction of
travel, the same principles apply to traffic in all directions.

Figure 6-1 illustrates the five parts of a traffic control zone to be
discussed in this section. The devices used in these areas, for different
types and locations of work, are compared n Table 6-1.

Advance Warning Area
An advance warning area is necessary for all traffic control zones

because drivers need to know what to expect. Before reaching the work
area, drivers should have enough time to alter their driving patterns. The
advance warning area may vary from a series of signs starting a mile in
advance of the work area to a single sign or flashing lights on a vehicle.

Advance warning signs may not be needed when the work area,
including access to the work area, is entirely off the shoulder and the work
does not interfere with traffic. An advance warning sign should be usedwhen any problems or conflicts with the flow of traffic might possiblyoccur.

Length of the Advance Warning Area
The advance warning area, from the first sign to the start of the nextarea, should be long enough to give the motorists adequate time torespond to the conditions. For most operations, the length can be:

One-half mile to one mile for freeways or expressways,
1,500 feet for most other roadways or open highway cone,itions,

.0.: at least one block for urban streets.
For more specific applications, refer to Figures 6-9 through 6-32.
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TERMINATION AREA

lets traffic resume
normal driving.

1

1

I

WORK AREA

I

BUFFER SPACE

-- provides protection for
traffic and workers.

1

TRANSITION AREA

moves traffic out
of its normal path.

ADVANCE WARNING AREA

-- tells traffic what to
expect ahead.

Figure 6-1 Areas in ,s Traffic Control Zone
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Supports

Attachments

Signs

Flags

Delineators

Flashing Light, Type A

Flashing Light, Type B

i . ii
Itilli

Steady Burn Light, Type C

High-Level Warning Device

(
Arrow Panel

Crash Cushion

NOTE:
Shaded blocks Indicate
appropriate devices
which may be attached
to other devices or
supperts.

1

Figure 4-1. Signs and devices that may he mounted on or used in combination with0 other devIces.
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Entirely beyond shoulder
(or curb), no access
from shoulder needed.

On shoulder (or parking
lane) with minor encroach-
ment Into traveled lane.

One lane of a 2-lane,
2-way roadway

Two right tanes of a
4-lane, 2-way roadway.
(Left lanes are similar.)
Right riiiirat a 2-lane,
1-way or divided roadway.
(Left lane is similar.
Two right lanes of a
4-lane, 1-way roadway.
(Left lanes are similar.)

Work
Location Advance Warning

Area'
Transition

Area
Suffer
Space

*A consistent pattern of messages Is shown In this figure. Refer to MUTCO for other acceptable messages or symbol signs."OW pavement markings should be removed and new markings placed In transition area for longer-term activities.'The use ot banters is determined
by an engineering analysis of the need for positive prolettion.

Figure 5-1. Traffic Control Devices for various locations of work
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Transition Area
When work is performed within one or more traveled lanes, a lane

closure(s) is required. In the transition area, traffic is channelized from the
normal highway lanes to the path required to move traffic around the
work area. The transition area contains the tapers which are used to close
lanes.

The transition area should be obvious to drivers. The correct path
should be clearly marked with channelizing devices and pavement
markings so drivers will not make a mistake and follow the old path,
Existing pavement markings need to be removed when they conflict with
the transition. New markings should be added. Pavement marking arrows
are useful in transition areas.

With moving operations, the transition area moves with the work area.
A shadow vehicle may be used to warn and guide traffic into the proper
lane. Refer to section 6B-3, Shadow Vehicles, for additional guidance.

Tapers
A taper is a series of channelizing devices and pavement markings

placed on an angle to move traffic out of its normal path. An example of a
taper is shown in Figure 6-1.

Four general types of tapers used in traffic control zones are:

Lane closure tapers are those necessary for closing lanes of moving
traffic (sometimes referred to as channelizing tapers).
Two-way traffic tapers are those needed to control two-way traffic
where traffic is required to alternately use a single lane (commonly
used when flaggers are present).

O Shoulder closure tapers are those needed to close shoulder areas.
O Downstream tapers are those installed to direct traffic back into its

normal path.

Lane Closure Taper
The length of taper used to close a lane is determined by the speed of

traffk and the width of the lane to be closed (the lateral distance that
traffic is shifted). There are two formulas for determining the length of a
taper (L) used for lane closures as discussed in Section 6C-2 of the
MUTCD. The formulas and their criteria for application are shown in
Table 6-2. If restricted sight distance is a problem (e.g., a sharp vertical or
horizontal curve), the taper should begin well in advance of the view
obstruction. The beginning of tapers should not be hidden behind curves.
Table 6-3 shows the taper lengths, the recommended number, and the
spacing of channelizing devices for various speeds and widths of closing.

Generally, tapers should be lengthened, not shortened, to increase their
effectiveness. Traffic should be observed to see if the taper is working
correctly. Frequent use of brakes and evidence of skid marks is an
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indication that either the taper is too short or the advance warning is
inadequate. Section 6B-4 includes several typical applications which
illustrate how tapers may be placed in urban areas in the vicinity of
intersections.

FORMULAS FOR TAPER LENGTH

Posted Speed Formula

40 mph or under

45 mph or over
60

L =WS

where: L =taper length
W =width of lane or offsct
S =posted speed, or off-peak 85 percentile speed

Table 6-2. Formulas for taper length

Speed
Limit

M.P.H.

Taper Length Number of
Channelizing
Devices for

Taper*

Spacing of
Devices Along

Taper
in Feet

Lane Width in Feet

10 11 12

20 70 75 80 s 20
25 105 115 125 6 25
30 150 165 180 7 30
35 205 225 245 8 35
40 270 295 320 9 40
45 450 495 540 13 45
50 500 550 600 13 50
55 550 605 660 13 55

Table 6-3. Taper Lengths for Lane ClosuresDistance L
Based on 12-foot wide lane. This column is appropriate for lane widths less than12 feet.
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Two-Way Traffic Taper
The two-way traffic taper is used in advance of a work area thatoccupies part of a two-way road in such a way that the remainder of the

road is used alternately by traffic ir either direction. In this situation, thefunction of the taper is not to cause traffic to merge, but rather to resolvethe potential head-on conflict. A short taper is used to cause traffic to slowdown by giving the appearance of restricted alignment. Drivers then havetime at reduced speed to decide whether to proceed cautiously past thework space or to wait for opposing traffic to clear. One or more flaggersare usually employed to assign the right-of-way in such situations.
Two-way traffic tapers should be 50 to 100 feet long, with channelizingdevices spaced a maximum of 10 to 20 feet, respectively, to provide cleardelineation of the taper. Flashing arrows boards (in the arrow mode)should never be used with a two-way traffic taper.

Shoulder Closure Taper
When an improved shoulder is closed on a high-speed roadway, itshould be treated as a closure of a portion of the roadway becausemotorists expect to be able to use the shoulder in the event of anemergency. The work area on the shoulder should be preceded by a taperthat may be shorter than for lane closures. One-half of the length from

Table 6-3 is suggested as a maximum for shoulder closure tapers, providedthe shoulder is not used as a travel lane. If the shoulder is being used as atravel lane, Lither through practice of through use caused by construction,
a lane closure taper should be placed on the shoulder.

Downstream Taper
A downstream taper is used at the downstream end of the work area toindicate to drivers that they can move back into the lane that was closed. Itis placed in the termination area. While closing tapers are optional, theymay be useful in smoothing traffic flow. They may not be advisable whenmaterial trucks move into the work area by backing up from thedownstream end of the work area.
Closing tapers are similar in length and spacing to two-way traffictapers.

..

Buffer Space

The buffer space is the open or unoccupied space between the transitionand work areas (Figure 6-1). With a moving operation, the buffer space isthe space between the shadow vehicle, if one is used, and the work vehicle.The buffer space provides a margin of safety for both traffic andworkers. If a driver does not see the advance warning of fails to negotiatethe transition, a buffer space provides room to stop before the work area.

1



It .1.; i-aportarit for the buffei J CJZICC Lt.) bc irec of equipment, worKers,
materials, and workers' vehicles. When designing or setting out a Traffic
Control Plan the following guidelines should be considered for buffer
spaces:

Place channelizing devices along the edge of the buffer space. The
suggested spacing in feet is equal to two times the posted speed limit.
Situations occur where opposing streams of traffic are transitioned
so one lane of traffic uses a lane that normally flows in the opposite
direction. In these situations, a buffer space should be used to
separate the two tapers for opposing directions of traffic because it
wuld help prevent head-on collisions. See Figure 6-12 for an
example of this type of buffer space.

Work Area

The work area is that portion of the roadway which contains the work
activity and is closed to traffic and set aside for exclusive use by workers,
equipment, and construction materials. Work areas may remain in fixed
locations or may move as work progresses. An empty buffer space may be
included at the upstream end. The work area is usually delineated by
channelizing devices or shielded by barriers to exclude traffic and
pedestrians.

Conflicts and Potential Hazards

Conflicts between traffic and the work activity are potential hazards.
These increase as:

* The work area is closer to the traveled lanes;
Physical deterrents to normal operation exist; such as uneven
pavements, vehicles loading or unloading;

* Speed and volume of traffic increase; and
The change in travel path gets more complex, shifting traffic a few
feet in comparison with shifting traffic across the median and into
lanes normally used by opposing traffic.

Work areas that remain overnight have a greater need for delineation
than daytime operations.

Every feasible effort should be made to minimize conflicts. Some
suggestions include:

Use traffic control devices to make the travel path clearly visible to
traffic.
Place channelizing devices between the work area and the traveled
way. Section 6C-2 of the MUTCD states that devices placed on a
tangent (along the work area) to keep traffic out of a closed lane
should be spaced in accordance with the extent and type of activity,

6-12
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the speed limit of the roadway, and the vertical and horizontal
alignment such that it is apparent that the lane is closed. The
MUTCD does not specify a spacing for the devices along the closed
lane. For high-speed roadways, a range from 2S to 4S (two to four
times the posted speed limit) is suggested. For low-speed or urban
streets, a closer spacing may be used.
Provide a safe entrance and exit for work vehicles.
Protect mobile and moving operations with adequate warning on the
work and/ or shadow vehicles.
Flags and flashing lights should be considered on work vehicles
exposed to traffic.

Termination Area

The termination area provides a short distance for traffic to clear the
work area and to return to the normal traffic lanes. It extends from the
downstream end of the work area to the END CONSTRUCTION or END
ROAD WORK sign. A downstream taper may be placed in the
termination area.

For some work operations, such as single location utility or
maintenance repair, it may not be necessary to display a sign as it will be
obvious to drivers that they have passed the work area.

There are occasions where the termination area could include a
transition. For example, if a taper were used to shift traffic into opposing
lanes around the work area, then the termination area should have a taper
to shift traffic back to its normal path. This taper would then be in the
transition area for the opposing direction of traffic. It is advisable to use a
buffer space between the tapers for opposing traffic, as shown in Figure
6-12.

Avoid "gaps" in the traffic control that may falsely indicate to drivers
that they have passed the work area. For example, if the work area
includes intermittent activity throughout a 1-mile section, the drivers
shotld be reminded periodically that they are still in the work area. The
primary purpose of the guide sign ROAD CONSTRUCTION NEXT
MILES is to inform the drivers of the length of the work area. It should
not be erected until work begins.

6B-2 Planning for Traffic Control
During planning for work zones, one. should strive for the greatest

payoff in terms of safety and convenience at a cost commensurate with the
hazards and problems involved. A properly installed traffic control zonewill allow traffic to pass through or around a work zone safely. It requires
time and effort for planning, installation, and maintenance. All employees
involved with work-zone safety should be properly trained. These include
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design, traffic, and construction engineels, inspectors, superintendents,and foremen.
All work-zone traffic-control planning centers around an analysis of the

work activity and relating it to the provision of adequate safety and
capacity. What is the likelihood of motorists failing to negotiate the workzone safely? What are the consequences of such action on pedestrians,workers, or other motorists?

Planning for traffic control through a construction zone may be more
involved than for maintenance or utility zones because of the differencesin traffic disruption and duration of the work. Although the requirementfor safety in all zones is the same, planning for the three types of work
operations will be discussed separately. The exposure of traffic to
potential hazards is a function of the traffic-volume and the length of time
that the closure will be in effect. The goals common to all traffic control
zones are:

to minimize accidents and accident severity; and
to minimize inconvenience and conflicts as a result of the work. It
should be recognized that these goals may at times be at odds.

Minimize Accidents
For all work zones, the first fundamental principle, according to Section6A-5 of the MUTCD, is that safety should have a high priority through allstages of the work. The following list is a set of guidelines thrf, may behelpful in achieving this goal:

Use traffic control devices that are visible and effective.
Follow the standards in the MUTCD on the use and location oftapers and transitions. Avoid introducing severely reduced travelpath geometrics at the approaches to or within the work area.
Minimize fixed object hazards. For example, use lightweightchannelizing devices and use crash cushions to protect barrier ends.Sand bags should be placed on the bott3m of supports for variousdevices so that they do not become a projectile as a result of acollision.

Minimize traffic conflicts with workers and equipment. Considerusing a portable barrier.
Provide night visibility with illumination, reflectorized devices,warning lights, and pavement markings. Consider floodlightinghazardous areas. However, care should be taken to insure that thefloodlights are not aimed in a way that would adversely affectmotorist's vision.
Provide safe pedestrian walkways by separating pedestrians fromvehicular traffic and work activities. Provide safe pedestrian andvehicular access across or through driveways.
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Store equipment and materials outside the clear recovery zone as
defined in the Guide for Selecting, Locating, and Designing Traffic
Barriers (Ref. 6-3).

Provide a buffer space between traffic and workers.

Provide safe employee access to work, storage areas, businesses,
residences, and within the work area. Provide a safe entrance and
exit for work vehicles. This may require the use of temporary traffic
signals, flaggers, or temporary portable barriers.

Plan for the safety of workers on the project as required by sa fety
and health regulations. (e.g.) safety clothing, hardhats, etc.)

Flags and flashing lights should be utilized on work vehicles exposed
to traffic. To protect mobile and moving operations, shadow
vehicles may be used and equipped with signs, flags, flashing lights,
and/or crash cushions as appropriate.

Minimize Inconvenience

Work in or near traveled lanes often causes confusion and disruption of
normal traffic. The traffic control plan should be aimed at reducing
inconvenience and conflicts, as stated above and in Section 6A-5,
Principle 2, of the MUTCD. The following list is a set of guidelines that
may be helpful in achieving this goal:

Close only those lanes that must be closed, and reopen them as soon
as practicable to maintain maximum roadway capacity.

o Avoid severe speed reductions.
Avoid traffic delays that could cause backups.
Avoid scheduling work during peak hours and holidays.

o Prepare an alternate route or plan in case of an accident or other
emergency. If an alternate route is not feasible, be prepared to use
signs, flaggers, and radio announcements to warn traffic of the
backup and to explain the delay.

Reduce inconveniences for pedestrians and bicyclists by providing
the shortest and safest path, safe clearancr ;, and minimum grades,

- steps, and curbs.

Emergency organizations, such as police, fire, and ambulance
services, should be notified prior to the start of work. This will allow
them to adjust their routes and /or work schedules accordingly.

a Emergency vehicles should have a high priority in passing through a
work zone or using an alternate route.
Access to police and fire stations, fire hydrants, and hospitals should
be maintained at all times.
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-Utility Work 'Zones

Utility work may be ,r
maintenance, and new constrtaton -{1 fe. -
listed here are for normal sitt.r.;or a I di la] -
provided when special complexte ar -.4 dq, -4

Emergency Work
Can occur at any time o;* c.
May be caused by storm damage,
May involve disruptions of uti1i*
Work operation usually involve crY .11
a short period of time;
The work vehicle should be equippeJ
limited number of portable signs aryl :11:1nr.clithl
condition, and equipment for fl +4. :tic ewrv th
and
'The extent of traffic control rn 'rt
construction or maintenance, y_
motorists, and workers should be n

Maintenance and New Construction fot
The public will not easily make a distlt 0-,4 ,; Inew construction so the type of traffic co:,., sho- ' ;4the nature, location, and duration of '; , ctvolume and speed, and potential hazar, ;N:t 4.0 wt.: o.maintenance activities are planned (as oppc:

the following guidelines should be consid-;%,:;
In urban areas, consider avoiding t4.., 1 w s
scheduling work.
Maintain street and road work areas LI. y,iiy a'i
to safely move in, finish the work, reny A,e wor).move out.
Take special care to clearly mark suita,:i.: 0.,;(1
space with channelizing devices so ped,A1;..ns
the work space. If any of the traveled lams (Aceused as required by the MUTCD. If a
taper is suggested.

Pedestrians should not be expected ti)
inferior to the previous path. Loose dirt, mud ot
steep slopes may force pedestrians to walk onthan the sidewalk. Repairs (temporary or perm A,rtI) to ;sidewalks should be made quickly. This ti.,,1 +Itsteel plates or good quality wood support.
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e Any work which cannot be completed during the day and whichimpedes traffic or presents a hazard overnight may need additional
attention. Reflectorized signs and channelizing devices are requiredby the MUTCD. Warning lights are optional but should beconsidere J.

:Any member of the crew who serves as a flagger should be equippedwith a red flag or a STOP-SLOW paddle, a reflective vest, andshould be trained for proper flagging procedures.

Work arcas involving excavations on the roadway generally shouldnot exceed the width of one traffic lane at a time. The work shouldbe staged and, if needed, approved bridging should be utilized. Thistype of activity should be fully coordinated with the traffic or publicworks department having jurisdiction over the street or highway.

Highway Maintenance Work Zolies
Maintenance operations are needed to preserve, repair, and restore thestreets and highways and include those activities performed on travelwaysurfaces, shoulders, roadsides, drainage facilities, bridges, signs,markings, and signals.

These operations may be emergencies (as a result of storms oraccidents), or planned activities. They may be stationary, mobile, ormoving operations. The traffic control needed will vary according to thenature, location and duration of work, type of roadway and speed oftraffic, and potential hazard.

Traffic Control Plans for Construction Prliects
A formal Traffic Control Plan (TCP) is reuired to be included in theplans, specifications and estimates (PS&E) for all Federal-aid projects byFederal-Aid Highway Program Manual 6-4-2-12. (Ref. 6-4.) Otherconstruction projects should also have a TCP, as indicated in Section6A-3 of the MUTCD. These plans may range in scope from a very detailedTCP designed solely for a specific project, to a reference to standardplans, a section of the MUTCD, or a standard highway agency manual.The degree of detail in the TCP will depend on the complexity of theproject and on the interaction of traffic needs and construction activities.
Highway agency design and traffic engineers will develop the TCP andinclude it in the PS&E. The contractor can develop a TCP, but may use itonly if it is equal to or better than the TCP in the plans, and is approved bythe highway agency.

- II
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BASIC TRAFFIC CONTROL GUIDELINES

Installation and removal activities can be more hazardous than those after

installation because drivers are confronted with a new situation with only a
partial traffic control layout, and workers must be in the roadway to place and

remove traffic control devices.

Consider that a portion of the traffic stream consists of motorists who cannot

function well (sleepy, drunk, poor eyesight, etc.).

Always use standard signs and traffic control devices.

Provide information sufficiently far in advance for motorists to react and
respond, but not so much as to forget. For very long zones, periodic reminders

may be needed.

Provide high-type design, warning far in advance, large highly visible control

devices, and gradual channelization for high-speed conditions.

Use regulatory signs only when proper authority has been obtained to impose or

alter regulations.

Provide for speed reductions in increments of 10 miles per our.

Make sure all messages presented en signs are accurate in describing the

situation.

Mark location of devices to expedite their installation and maintenance when
traffic control duration or reoccurrence warrants.

A'ways install devices in the order encountered by the motorists and remove in
reverse order of the installation when possible.

Be alert for any unnecessary hazards within the traffic control zone; ie. workers
private vehicles, material and eqdipment storage, or unprotected excavations.

When in doubt as to the adequacy of traffic controls, improvements are achieved
through large signs, longer tapers, and more advanced warning.

Always remove or cover signs and other traffic control device: when the work area
protection is not required.

Make sure that all devices that are needed for night operation are reflectorized,
of proper height, and illuminated as necessary.
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NOTES:

LID
CONSTRUCTION

-1. Taper Formula:
1...,SXW for speeds of 45 or mote.

WS21... for speeds of 40 or less.
60 -

Where:
L.Minimum length of taper.
S oNumerical value of posted speed

limit prior to work or 85
Percentile speed.

WWidth o' offset.

2. Complete *104 shown only In Ihe
crossover direction.

3. Pavement markings no longer applicab'e
which might create confusion in the
minds of vehicle operators shall be
removed or obliterated as soon
practicable.

4. Warning lights should be used hi mark
channelizing devices at nigh as needed.

5. Flashi4 warning lights and/or Ng: ma;
.be used to call attention to the early
warning signs.

6. The maximum spacing between
channeliling devices in a taper should
be approximately equal in feet to
the speed limit.

Determine
advisory
speed at
the.

DO
NOT

PASS

Temporary Striping

Two.way traffic should bo
separated with elthnr pOsitivo
barrier or approved channazIng
devices;

KEY:

c=1 Type Ilf Barricade

Ch:nneling Devices

0:0 Arrow Panel (Optional)

-
ROAD

CLOSED

Determine
advisory
speed at
site.B.

Figure 6-8. Typical application-4.lane divided roadway where one roadway is closed.
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NOTES:

1. Warning lights should be
used to mark barricades
at night as needed.

2. Street names may be used
when desirable for directing
detoured traffic.

Rgure 6-4. Typical application--ektour signing for street construction prolect in c gtreet
grid.
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NOTE:
1. Additions I advance warning may ba

necessary.
2. Prchibit turns as required by traffic

conditions.
3.Same sign sequence applies to

all legs of intersection.
4. Mode conversion: 500 ft.-150 m.

KEY:
Channelizing devices S

Type Ill baMcades

Pavement markings
that chould be
removed forc long
term project.
Temporary markings to
be placed as needed.

KEEP

RIGHT

-14AD

AHEAD

Figure 6..28 Typical Application of Traffic Control Devices when the Work Area
Is In the Center of an Intersection
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NOTE:

1. Regulatory traffic
control devices to be
modified as needed
for the duration of
the detour.

2. Warning lights should
be used to mark
barricades at night
as needed.

KEY:

.c== Type DI Barricade

ROAD CLOSED
10 SOLES A4EA0

toCa must 'ow

In

. "
::? ik

fPETOURI

1-47-71

IDETOUR1

4
[4,11

Figure 6-29 Typical ApplicationRoadway Closed Beyond Detour Point
(MIJTCD, Figure 6-3)
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KEY

ce Type XII Barr:cade

EIMER
4:- te

06-
r

NOTES:

1. Warning lights should be
used to mark barricades
at night as needed.

2. Street names may be used
when desirable for directing
detoured traffic.

Figure 6-30 Typical ApplicationDetour Signing for Streot ConstructionProject in a Street Grid (MUTCD, Figure 6-4)
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. END
:C6NSTRUtf1011

XX
P H

f.:

eicrAA

4.181,

Advisory speed
to be determined
at site. ic;14;

ilgrA

A. '1141gri

WIt tZil

NOTES:

1. Signs shown for one direction of
travel only.

2. Flashina warning lights and/or
flags may be used to call
attention to the early warning
signs.

3. Pavement markings no longer
applicable which might create
confusion in the minds of
vehicle operators shall be
removed or oblitered as soon
as practicable.

4. Dan& ' on bypass where
neede;

5. Warning lights should be used
to mark channelizing devices
at night as needed.

Temporary striping
with hard surfaced
roadway.

Advisory speed to be
determined at site.

500'

500'

KEY:

1==:1 Type M barrkade

a a Channelizing devices

SOO'

Figure 6-31 Typical Applications of Traffic Control Devices on a Two-lane
Highway Where the Entire Roadway Is Closed and a Bypass Detour is Provided

(MUTCD, Figure 6-2)
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NOTES:

1. Taper Formula:
L-SXW for speeds of 45 or more.

WS2
U.-- for speeds of 40 or less.60

Mere:
L=Minimum length of taper.
S =Numerical value of posted speed

limit prior to work or 85
percentile speed.

W=Width of offset.

2. The maximum spacing between
channelizing devices in a taper
should be approximately equal
in feet to the speed limit.

KEY:
I 8 Channelizing devices

I

END

ROAD WORK

Trailer or truck with
flasher or arrow 'panel.

Figure 6-15 Typical ApplicationDaytime Maintenance Operations of ShortDuration on a Four.lane Divided Roadway Where Ona Lane is Closed
(MUTCD, Figure 6-9)
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Channtlizing devices
wiser te work from
the traveled way

NOTES:

I. Taper Formula:
LSXW for speeds of 45 or more.

WS2L-6-6- for speeds of 40 or less.

Where:
L "Minimum length of taper.
S wNumerical value of posted speed

limit pnor to work or 85
percentile speed.

WWidth of offset.

2. The maxiMum spacing between
channelizing devices in a taper should
be approximately equal in tett to the
speed limit

3. Flashing warning lights and/or flags
may be used to call attention to the
early warning signs. es.

ARROW PANEL

KEY:

e Channelizing devices

CO2 Arrow Panel (Optional)

8 Flashing Warning Light (Optional)

a END

.NOAD WORK

TRAILER OR TRUCK WITH
FLASHER OR ARROW PANEL

DIRECTION
OF TRAVEL

XX
at RM.

Advisory speed to be
determined at site

Figure 6-16 Typical ApplicationClosing Multiple Lanes of a Multi.tane
Highway

(MUTCD, Figure 6-10)
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NOTE: .

1. Addieonal advance warning may be
necessary.

2. A buffer space may be
used between opposing directions
of traffic as shown in this
application.

:2 Prohibit turns when required 'ry tra ffic
conditions.

4. Channelizing devices separating right.turn
traffic from through traffic are optional,
depending upon traffic volume. work
*radon and existing traffic controls.

5. Metric conversion: 5 0 0 ft. = 15 0 m.

.....---
KEEP

ON
RIGHT

KEY:
Channelbring devices

Arrow panel

Type III banicades =0
Pavement markings that ,N '
shovld be removed
loi long.term project.
Temporary markings to be

placed as needed.

Figure 6-26 Typical Application of Control Around a Work Area Near an
Intersection, Allowing Right Turns



NOM
Add Vona! advance wanklg may be
necessary.

2. II an arrow panel lopbonab is used. it
should be placed in the cruller ol the
closed lane.

3. Prolulat :arls as required by belle:
condaons.

4 Large vgns and gags ale suggested for
maskx.vn wvbity and control.

5. Memo convemon: SOO It. 150 M.

KEY;
Channeepng devices

Arrow panel

Pavement manclngs that
should be removed
for a longtesm proPtct.
Temporary mwkings
to be placed as needed.

COO

Figure 6-27 Typical Application of Traffic Control Devices Used for a Work
Area Near an intersection, Providing Access to Left-turn Lane
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A

KEY:

'Flagger

500
FEET

Truck or barricade with
orange flags or warning lights

III I Channelizing devices

500
FEET

Figure 6-10 Typical ApplicationDaytime Maintenance Operations of Short
Duration on a Two-lane Roadway and Flagging Is provided (MUTCD, Figure 6-6)
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11:5'4END
CONSTRUCTIOk

Warning sign sequence in
opposite direction same as
below.

200' to 300'

Chumelizing devices separata
work area from traveled way.

to 2

Note:

1. Flood lights should be provided
to mark flagger stations at night
as needed.

2. If entire work area is visible from
one station, a single flagger may
be used.

3. Warning lights should be used to
mark channelizing devices at
night as needed.

4. Channelizing devices are to be
extended to a point where they
are visible to approaching traffic.

Key:

Flagger

Channelizing devices

500
FEET<DIE LANE

',ION) PT
.

Figure 8-11 Typical Application of Traffic Control Devices on a Two-lane
Highway Where one Lane is Closed and Flagging is Provided (MUTCD, Figure 6-5)
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NOTE:
I. Adc 1donal advance svarning

signs may be necessary.
2. A butler space may be used.
3. The lane closur for opposing

traffic is optional. depending
on the need for access to the work
spec* and protection or traffic.

4. Length of advance warning
area shown is foe Wan
streets. For rural oe open
highway ovations. the advance
warning wes should be at
least 1500 ft. long.

5. Metric conversion:
500 ft. so 150 m.

6. L a length of taper refer
to Table 5.3.

KEY:
Channeking devices II

Arrow panel 000

Flashing vehicle tght ....` I

'SI
Pvroment marldngs that /////.
should be removed foe
a longitemi project.
Temporary markings to be
placed as needed.

/VOTE:

Advance warning signs
to be placed in
opposite drechon also.

Figure 6-13 Typical ApplicationWork Area Within Left Lane, Allowing Aucessto Work Areas lrom Adjacent Lane
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NOTES:

1. Taper Formula:
1....SXW for speeds of 45 or more.

WS2L. for speeds of 40 or less.
60

Where:

L.Minimum k ngth of taper.
S.Numerical value of poned speed

limit.prior to work or 85
percentile speed.

WWidth of offset.

2. The maximum spacing between
channelizing devices in a taper should
be approximatey equal in feet to the
speed limit.

3. Pavement markings no longer applicable
which might create confusion in the
minds of vehicle operators shall be
removed or obliterated as soon as my
practicable. Temporary markings shall
be used.as necessary.

4. Warning lights should be used to mark
channelizing devices a; night as needed.

5. Flashing warning lights and/or flap
may be used to call attention to the
early warning signs.

IND
COIS3tIC31011

Channelizing devices
separate work from
traveled way

Determine advisory
speed at site.

KEY:
Channelizing Devices

coo Arrow Panel (Optional)
$2, Flashing Warning Light (Optional)

Figure 6-14 Typical Applicatior ...uplane Undivided Roadway, Where Half
the Roadway Is Closed (MUTCD, Figure 6-7)
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Fmal Evaluation Report of the Idaho Cooperative Demonstration
Project in Construction and Mining

This final evaluation report summarizes the: 1) evaluation design; 2) a meeting held in
Washington, D.C. with the project monitor; 3) the monthly reports by the six project
coordinators; 4) staff interviews; and 5) summary of telephone interviews with industry
representatives. The Idaho Cooperative Demonstration Project is being evaluated
internally by the Project Construction Specialist anc: state staff, while the external
evaluation is being conducted by the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
(NWREL).

1. ltaluatisgaign

'The exten.al evaluation desig-n was prepared ii)y '1.-)r. T.hoinas rJweris of the NWREL
staff in March 1989 and reviewed and approved by Dr. Don Eshelby, Program
Services Director for the State of Idaho Division of Vocational Education. The design
specifies the purposes for the evaluation, questions to guide the evaluation, data
collection procedures, timeline, and reporting arrangements. A copy of the design is
shown in Appendix A.

2. Interview with Program_Monitor

On December 1, 1988, Tom Owens met in Washington, D.C. with Bob Miller
regarding the Idaho Apprenticeship Project and their evaluation expectations. His
branch chief, Glen Boerrigter, joined the group.

They are interested in whether the projects are .11iccessful and in how partnerships
get developed with the private sector. However, officially, they cannot state what they
want from the evaluations. They have also contracted with the Associated General
Contractors in D.C. for a project. He felt that both AGC and NOCCTI may have some
useful student tests. Clev Randall from their division of vocational technical
education is their contact person for the Department of Labor. I wanted to visit
Randall, but he had already left for AVA.

Their office moved recently and they got rid of many documents. Therefore, they had
no exemplary evaluation designs or reports to share with Dr. Owens.

3. Suinmaof Monthly Reports

This section starts with a narrative summary of program accomplishments and
then displays a monthly tabulation of people served and contacts made by the
coordinators.

,
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Narrative aummary

SCHOOL NAME TIME COVERED

College of Southern Ida122 Bennie Knodel, June 1989-Januanta99Q

Bennie Knodel visited with various contractors, held flagging/basic traffic classes,
and planned classes in first aide, blueprint reading, and other pre-apprenticeship
classes. His contractor survey indicated the greatest training interest in: first aide
and CPR (15 people) and blueprint reading (9 people).

North Idaho Co nese Richard Caron, January-May 1989
Don Bennett July-February 1990

Richard Caron attended a 40-hour Mine Safety and Health Administration training
class in January, collected safety training materials and curricula, and became
familiar with the mine site and instructors. He coordinated the hard rock mining
and the diamond drilling programs. A segment of the training was shown on KHQ
television in Spokane.

Don Bennett planned and organized the eight-hour 1990 National Electronic Code
(NEC) Update class for electricians which was taught in April. He also met with
representatives of NIC and the USDA Soil Conservation Service to discuss a proposed
soils technician two-year degree program and with representatives of the Potlatch
Complex in St. Maries to review their proposed apprenticeship program.
Arrangements were also made with company representatives to implement pre-
employment training, apprenticeship training, and a rehabilitation training
program. He also implemented a truck driver qualification program.

A hard rock mining school was held in July but there was inadequate labor market
need to justify future classes in this area. Don started a pre-apprenticeship class
plus two flagging classes. He also made regular contacts with contractors and
contractor associations and distributed a flyer for a truck driver training program.

Idaho State UniversitY Duane Gagon, APril-December 1989

Duane Gagon conducted flagger classes for 108 people and updated the manual.
Visits were made to contractors concerning a blueprint reading class and one on
backhoe operations. He also attended the Backhoe training for the City of Blackfoot
and arranged for a Concrete Seminar attended by over 40 people.

Lewis-Clark State Colleze N.D. Dempsey July-November 1989

Mr. Dempsey made numerous contacts with contractors and developed curricula in
construction, truck driving, first aide and CPR, blueprint reading, sheet metal,
construction equipment operations, and hazardous material communication.
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Emtern Idaho Vocational- Roger Orme
Technical School

FebruarkNovember 1989

Roger Orme attended asbestos upgrade training in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
conducted flagging classes, organized asbestos classes, contacted mining
companies, and conducted apprenticeship orientation. He also mailed surveys to 169
area contractors and got labor union input. The contractor surveys indicated the
greatest training needs in: supervisory training program (checked by 68 percent of
the contractors) first aide and CPR (64 percent), blueprint reading (60 percent), and
concrete seminar (48 percent).

Roger's contacts with small businesses generally indicated they were not highly
interested in training and were fearful of forming, jointly with their competitors, a
training pool of workers. The people from Salmon asked to have a flagging class
there.

He attended the Rocky Mountain Apprenticeship conference in Reno, Nevada.
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TABLE 1

Monthly Tabulation of Coordinators'
Monthly Reports

1 2 3 4

g

5 6

Number of Pre-Apprentices Served

Number of apprentices Served

Number of Journeymen Served

Number of Females and Minorities Served

Number of Curricula Developed

Staff Training Sessions Attended

Public and Private Sector Contacts

*1 ,.2

64

85 148

64

1

3

61 59

44 54

18 0

62 63

98 40

16 4

11 2

294 231

Notes: 1. No data reported
2. Data reported in terms of coordinator's time rather than people served
3. February to November
4. April to December
5. March to October
6. January 1989 to February 1990 data
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Idaho Cooperati --i Demonstration Project
Employer Interview

Following an introduction of myself and brief purpose for the Literview, the following
questions will be asked:

1. What type of training was conducted in your company through this project?

2. About how many people were trained?

3. What do you think were the strengths of this training?

4. What do you think were the weaknesses of this training?

5. Would you be interested in having the same type of training provided in the future?
Why?

6. Would you be interested in having other ypes of training provided? If yes, what
types?
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4. Interview with Division of_Vocational Education Staff

The Idaho Cooperative Demonstration Project in Construction and Mining was
conzidered by state staff to have made some important contributions in Idaho.
Between 2,500 and 3,000 people were trained through this project. Most of them were
trained in flagging. The curriculum developed was considered excellent and the
Idaho Transportation Department will contract to have the training provided
through the vocational education system. Relationships with the Department of
Employment have improved and a system has been developed to identify construction
people who are unemployed. These people are sent a flyer describing construction
training programs offered through the state's vocational technical schools. The
truck driver training developed through this project may be picked up by the unions.
The carpenter training will be offered in September through Boise State University
for high school and adult populations. High school students can attend on a half-day
basis as a result of an articulation agreement with the public schools. High school
counselors were educated tc teach students about apprenticeship opportunities in
their community.

Although the training project was considered successful, it did not reach as many
people as possible. Staff feel that apprenticeship training could be offered in every
city in the state.

5. Iiltaniew with Employers

Dr. Owens conducted six telephone interviews with a sample of employers in five
areas of the state. The purposes of the interviews were to determine the type of
training provided, perceived strengths and weaknesses of the training, whether
employers would be interested in having the same type of training in the future, and
what additional types of training might be desired.

The training covered flaggers, truck drivers, concrete workers, and construction
workers. Training usually ran 4 to 8 hours and was provided to 3 to 20 workers per
company. In each company, the employer spoke positively about the training and
quality of instructors. The visual training aids were considered particularly good in
the traffic control classes. Instructors were co:.isidered knowledgeable in Lieir fields,
informed about the new regulations, and able to relate to the workers. At least one
instructor also helped the employer learn where to go for extra help and resource
materials needed.

Only two areas were suggested for improvement. One was to lengthen the flagger
training by adding one day of hands-on practice. The other was to make the safety
training more specific to the needs of their particular company.

Several employers were uncertain as to whether they would want more of the
training received. One company was nensidering provid'ng their own flagger
training and several felt the training provided had already met their needs. In terms
of other areas where training would be desired, the only examples given were for
first aid and advanced first aid training.
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APPENDIX A

EVALUATION DESIGN FOR THE IDAHO
COOPERATIVE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT IN

CONSTRUCTION AND MINING

Prepared by:

Dr. Thomas R. Owens
Education and Work Program

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
101 S.W. Main Street, Suite 500

Portland, Oregon 97204

March 6, 1989
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EVALUATION DESIGN FOR THE IDAHO
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT IN CONSTRUCTION AND MINING

This design is intended to guide the 1989-90 external evaluation of the Idaho
Cooperative Demonstration Project. The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
(NWREL) has been contracted by the Idaho Division of Vocational Education and
CAVES to conduct an independent evaluation of the Project. The design consists
of the proposed evaluation questions to guide the evaluation, data collection
procedures, timeline, and reporting arrangements. The evaluation is being
conducted to provide feedback to the staff for program improvement and to
document the processes and outcomes of the Project. The latter information
should be of special interest to those thinking of adopting all or part of this
Cooperative Demonstration project, to policy makers, and to staff of the U.S.
Department of Education.

In addition to this external evaluation, the Project Construction Specialist and
State Staff will be conducting an internal evaluation. The internal evaluation
will measure the quality of instruction, course content, and program efficiency.
The internal evaluation will include a student survey and an administrative
evaluation regarding the quality of instruction, course content, instructor
effectiveness, and quality of facilities. As part of the external evaluation,
the NWREL staff will review the internal evaluation findings.

Evaluation Questions

The external evaluation questions were developed as a result of reviewing the
project proposal, discussing the information needs with the project monitor in
Washington, D.C. and discussion with the Project Construction Specialist.

1. To what extend are the program objectives being met in terms of:

a. Developing an approved curriculum in construction and mining
b. Providing preapprenticeship training in equipment operation and/or

construction truck driving to approximately 30 women and monitories
c. Providing approximately 250 students with related instruction in the

five basic construction trades--equipment operation, construction
truck driving, cement masonry, carpentry and laborers

d. Providing 480 hours of instruction for 144 mining students
e. Providing upgrade classes for approximately 350 students in technical

areas
f. Forming and working effectively with advisory committees in the

technical areas, and
g. Collaboration established between CAVES, the Associated General

Contractors," Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, and the
participating employers and organizations

2. What contributed to the successes and failure of the various components
of the project?

rv... L,Ilet.t.,vei, lid.,
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Data Collection Procedures

Because the resources available for the NWREL external evaluation are quite
limited, we will rely on analysis of the internal evaluations where possible and
will synthesize project documents such as the monthly reports from the separate
sites. In addition, we will conduct telephone interviews with key staff at a
sample of four of the Cooperative Demonstration project sites to determine
progress, problems encountered, and suggestions for improvement. The NWREL
evaluator will meet with the Advisory Committee at the end of year one to share
the external evaluation findings.

Timeline

Listed below are the three major tasks and the proposed timeline for each.

Task Completion Date

Evaluatioddesign
Interim evaluation report
Final 7:valuation report

March 15, 1989
December 31, 1989
June 30, 1990

Reporting Arrangements

The dates for the interim and final report are specified in the timeline above.
The evaluator will make an oral presentation at the meeting with the Advisory
Committee. In addition to the final report the evaluator will prepare a one to
three page executive summary that can be shared widely. Although budget
limitations preclude the evaluator from meeting with the Advisory Committee on
a regular basis, he will be readily available by telephone contact.
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41 The complete instructions for the construction of a commercial building consists of twomajor parts: a set of working drawings and a set of written specifications to accompany
the drawings. Both are important in covering the complete information. Together, with

I' Bid Forms and Legal Contracts, they comdtlite what are known as the Contract
Documents.

1.

!

..

ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES

Whereas an owner usually deals primarily with the builder in residential construction, the
architect or architectural firm is usually the principal contact of the owner in commercial
construction and represents the owners's interest during the building process. Although
an architect is sometimes involved in residential construction, typical architectural
practice is concerned almost exclusively, with commercial construction.

The architect u.sually provides five basic services for a client (owner). These are defined
as AIA (American Institute of Architects) documents B 141, the Standard Form of
Agreement between Owner and Architect. They are:

1. Schematic Design Phase (Prelimir.ary)
2. Design Development Phase
3. Construction Document Phase
4. Bidding and Negotiation Phase
5. Administration of the Construction Contract

Drawings are the tools the architect uses to convey his or her ideas and, through which,
the architect ensures that the finished building is properly constructed and will serve therequirements of the owner. Almost all architects are skilled drafters and must be able to
communicate the building instructions to the people involved in a construction project
through the various drawings he or she produces.

CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS

Drawings associated with commercial construction projects may be divided into five
categories that are closely associated with their purpt,:i's: (1) Sketches, (2) PresentationDrawings, (3) Preliminary Drawings, (4) Working Drawings, and (5) Shop Drawings.

Sketches

When an architect is retained to design a building, he or she must first determine fromthe owner those items that are important for the function of the building. The architectusually sets these down in the form of a program. Sketches ake then made to fit ideas to
the requirements of the program. Plans, elevations, and some typical details aresketched and submitted to the owner to determine if the architect's solution is

1
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compatible with the owner's requirements. Many changes can occur during thisschematic design phase until an agreement is reached.

Presentation Drawings

Presentation drawings usually consist of perspective views of a tentative building alongwith sections and schematic floor plans. The perspective view, and sometimes evenelevation views, are draw-, to present, as nearly, as possible, the actual appearance of thebuilding, making it possible to view the design as a finished product before committing itto construction. The purpose of these renderinzs, carefully landscaped with shadows andcolor', is tr..) 'promote the :les;0,-, A bUild5,17 Mug 7-16 sold Llefore ;: reaches the workingdrawing stage; thercforc, architectural artists are often employed to prepare rolorful and
artistic renderinac for this pupose. These are drawn with the esthetics characteristics ofthe building as a predominant consideration. If the architect thinks that the projectjustifies it, a three-dimensional architectural model may be made for presentation tolaypeople, who often have difficulty in interpreting architectural plans.

Pre limiting Drawings

As the name implies, preliminary drawings are the beginning drawings prepared duringthe early part of the design development phase as a first step toward the preparation ofthe working drawings. Preliminary drawings are not meant to be used for constructionand are usually stamped to indicate this. They are meant merely for exploration oforiginal concepts, functional studies, .naterial selection, preliminary cost estimates,
preliminary approval by chil authorities, and ;.c hams fel" rre-pqr)rion cfWoryang crawings.

A large portion of the design work is reflected in the preliminary drawings. Althoughusually drawn at smaller scales (1/16" = 1"-0") then working drawings, they include mostof the structural, mechanical, and electrical concepts, coordinated with the architecturalfeatures, to form a skeleton outline in graphic form. The preliminary architectural plansusually include only a Site Plan, Floor Plans, one or tow Elevations, and Typical WallSections. The structural plans usually include a Foundation Plan (to show the type offootings), Typical Floor Framing Plans (with estimated member sizes), and a full CrossSection (to show floor heights and wall thicknesses). The architectural and structuralpreliminaries are used by the mechanical and electrical engineers to determine the bestlocations for the mechanical and electrical equipment.

Only a few sets of prints are made of the preliminary drawings, and corrections andrevisions are commonly recorded only on the prints. They are of no further use after theworldng drawings have been prepare&

Working Drawings

The finished product of the research, thought, and design that an architect puts into abuilding project is reflected in the set of working drawings. These drawings are thetechnical directions to the general contractor, in graphic form, showing the size, civantity,
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location, and relat,onships of the building's components that make it possible to build
the project and make it a functbnliv successful structure. The drawings are prepared
on translucent paper or film (called tracings) so that a sufficient number of prints can be
made from them. Usually between 10 and 30 sets of prints are necessary for an average
job, with even more sets required on larger projects. The time and effort expended
during the construction document phase to produce the working drawings constitutes a
major part of the total architectural service.

Sheets within the set of working drawings for commercial buildings usually are numbered
in a logical sequence. The Site Plans are labeled SP-1, SP-2, etc.; the Architectural
Drawings are labeled A-1, A-2, A-3, etc.; the Structural Drawings are labeled S-I,
etc.; the Mechanical Drawings are labeled M-1, M-2, etc.; and the Electrical Drawings
are labeled E-1, E-2, etc. An index is usually shown on the title sheet or first sheet tc
facilitate finding a needed drawing.

A typical set of drawings for a medium-sized building would consists of from 20 to 60
tracings on 24" X 36", 22" X 34", or 36" X 42" sheets and would contain the following
types of drawings.

SITE PLAN: This drawing(s) shows the location of the structure on the property. The
location of utilities, bench marks, drainage facilities, driveways, parking lots, and the
existing and final contour lines, etc., are shown on one or more drawings.

FLOOR PLANS: A plan view of the foundation, each floor, and the roof is drawn to
show the footing locations, location of walls and partitions, and sizes and locations of all
doors, windows, and other openings.

ELEVATIONS: Elevation views of each side of the building are needed to indicate the
materials required, finish grades, floor and ceiling heights, and general exterior
architectural features.

SECTIONS: Longitudinal or transverse vertical sections through the building show
material placement and cointruction details. Many sections are drawn to larger scales
than plan views to show specific information.

SCI-IEDULES: Wall and floor finishes, window and door information, and bath and
plumbing materials are indicated on "chart like" schedules. Many times these schedulesare placed, on the floor -1.ins or sectional drawings.

STRUCTURAL: These drawings include foundation plans, floor framing plans, roofframing plans, ind sections showing the sizes and types of structural components of thebuilding.

MECHANICAL: Plumbing, heating, and air-conditioning features are shown in detail on
these drav,ings. Isometric or other pictorial views are often used to show complicatedpiping or ductwork.



ra..t.CTRICAL: Wiring, electrical switches, and electrical fixtures are shown on floor
plans and in schedules.

Shop Drawings

These are technical drawings prepared by the various trades participadng in the
construction and used mainly by their own mechanics. On many jobs, the architects and
engineers must rely on specialists or material suppliers to furnish precise information.
Details concerning reinforcing steel, elevators, conveyors, complex cabinet work, etc., are
commonly furnished by the suppliers. For example, even though the structural drawings
show the size, location, and typical splicin,q laps for re:doming bars, the sic& fahrteation
firm In its owa drafting tleparnent prepares drawirig.) that snow each type of bar
required, the number needed, placing information, and the number and type of bar
supports required to hold the bars in place during the concrete pouring operation.
These shop drawings are -tibmitted to the structural

engineer, who checks for design
only, and to the general

contractor, who checks only for quantity. The drawings are then
stamped with such phrases as "furnish as submitted," "furnish as corrected," or "revise and
resubmit: When the review of the drawings indicates compliance with the contract
documents, the reinforcing steel fabrication firm can then begin cutting and bending the
steel for delivery to the job. Shop drawings also allow the architects and engineers to
review the quality of the components that subcontractors propose to furnish.
The differences in the techniques used in commercial building working drawings stem
from the greater complexity of the buildings and the need for consultation with engineers
to assist the architect in the preparation of the structural, rrierivn;rofeatures of the building

Standardization among the offices of those professionals preparing working drawings is
highly desirable in making the reading of these drawings easier and misunderstandings
less likely. The builder could be confident that the intent, abbreviations, symbols, and
system of organization of the working drawings would be reasonably consistent among all
design professionals. Unfortunately, complete standardization has not beenaccomplished and it is unlikely that it will come about suddenly. Some government
agencies and private corporations have established standards for the drafting of
documents for ther own projects that axe at variance, or even in contradiction, with
usual procedures. Of course, design professionals must conform to these uniquestandards when doing work for those agencies or corporations. The use of computers to
aid in the preparation of drawings should achieve a more complete standardization of
drawings techniques; however, the lack of standardization in the computer industry, itself,
does not lead to a high degree of confidence that it will be achieved soon.It should be helpful to those who read working drawings to have some understanding of
the process by which the drawings are produced. Many questions regarding why this or
that was done: -will be answered when the reader has an understanding of the rroduction
process.
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DRAWING ORGANIZATION

Working drawings are most often made, in pencil, on rather large sheets of good quality
tracing paper. The sizes 22" X 34", 24" X 36", or 30" X 42", being the most common, are
many times dictated by the size of the building project. Usually the sheet size and the
format regarding the borders and title block are chosen by the architect and printed in
that form by a local commercial firm that specializes in providing this service. These
preprinted sheets are usually provided to the consulting engineers so that all drawings
will have a uniform appearance. Although some architects prefer no borders, most use aheavy border line to minimi7e the effect of torn or frayed edges that will occur with most
drawings during the production process. Most layouts have a wider binding margin onthe left edge of the seet. This title block is sometimes placed in the lower-right corner,but most architects prefer to use a title block that extends all along the right edge of the
sheet. Title blocks usually contain the architectural firm name and address, the sheet
number, the project name and address, the projetA number, the release date, drafter andchecker identification, space for revision notatiou.s, and sometimes space for the seals ofthe architect or engineer.

While slight modifications will be found, most project working drawings are usuallyarranged in the following sequence:

Title sheet, containing the project title, owner's name and address, index of
drawings, location sketch, and other general information.

Site plan, sometimes several sheets, containing the soil-boring log, grading
information, drainage structures, and planting and landscape details

Floor pla;is include partition locations, window and door indications, room finish
schedules, and special notes.

Reflected ceiling plans contain information regarding ceiling materials and changesin ceiling heights.

Roof plan indicates roof slopes, roof details, and special drainage devices.

Exterior elevations show the exterior appearance of each side of the building,
materials used, floor and roof elevations from :fime datum, and exterior windowand door treatment.

Building sections are wall sections, roof/wall intersections, and transverse and/or
longitudinal sections through the building.

Wutdow details include window schedules and head, jamb, and sill details.

Door details indicate door and frame details, door schedules, and door hardware.Sometimes included on sheet with window details.
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10Elevator and stair details.

Interior elevations including interior details. [
General millwork, including cabinet details

Miscellaneous details. r
rStructural drawings, including foundation plan, floor framing plans, roof framing
Iplan, and beam connection and reinforcing details.

Plumbing plans and details.

F
Mechanical plans, including heating/c.zoling plans atid details.

Electrical plans and details.
1..

Food service plans and details.

1Special contract drawings.

LINEWORK AND SYMBOLS 4
t_Since commercial buildingi are usually large in plan, a saile of 1/8. . 1'-0* has become

the industry standard for drawing the plan views of the building. As is stated in Volume
I, this great reduction in size in which views of a building must be made makes it [necessary that many symbols be used on the architectural drawings and on the
engineering drawings that accompany them. The lines themselves are symbolic in thatheavier lines indicate components or portions of a building that have more importance

{than others.

The descriptions of the various types of lines used in architectural working drawings [which are listed in Volume I are worth repeating here because they apply as well tocommercial building drawings.

LOBJECT OR VISIBLE LINES: Prominent lines representing the edges of surfaces orthe intersections of two surfaces.
."

DASHED OR HIDDEN LENTO: Medium-weight broken lines made with uniform
dashes. They represent hidden surfaces or intersections; or on floor plans they may be
used to represent minor features that fall above the plane of the drawing, such as highwall cabinets in a kitchen. Occasionally, on drawings used for remodeling a building,they indicate the position of the old construction. In other cases they are used for
relationship clarification or to show alternative positions of a movable component.

I



CENTER LINES: Fine lines made with alternate dot and dashes. They show symmetryon the axis of circular features and are used to locate centers of windows and doorsymbols on floor plans. To further distinguish center lines from object lines, center linesare extended slightly beyond the outline of the view for which they indicate symmetry.

DIMENSION LINES: Fine lines with arrowheads at their extremities to show the extentof a given dimension. Numerical dimensions are placed directly above the lines neartheir centers.

EXTENSION LINES: Fine lines that relate the dimension lines to their features. Theydo not touch the features; instead, they start about 1/16" from the feature and extendabout 1/8" beyond the arrowheads of the dimension line.

BREAK LINES: Fine lines with offsets to show a break or the termination of a partialview. Architects frequently use break Piles to eliminate unimportant portions of details,thus allowing the important portions to be larger. Small break lines are often fine,ragged lines done freehand.

SECTION LINING: Fine linework, usually angular, Oriag a tone to sectioned surfacesand made with the conventional symbol of the surface being cut.

Worlcing drawings are usually drawn to precise scale to show the components of abuilding in the correct relationship to one another. Minor and even major errors canresult from inaccuracies of scale. Willie the plan is most often drawn to a scale of 1/8"= 1'-0", details are usually drawn to scales of1/2" - = 1'-0", or larger. Usinga scale of 3/8" = 1'-0" is not recommended by many professionals. However, unlikedrawings for residential construction, nothing should be "measured" from the drawingseven if a dimension is left off the drawing. In the case of missing or incorrectdimensions, the architect or engineer should be consulted so that the correct dimensioncan be determined. Occasionally, the layers of materials, such as roofing membranes orsheet-metal details, cannot be shown dearly without exaggerating the linework to show aseparation of lines even though there will be no separation in the finished construction.Sometimes late changes may require that a detail mu.st be revised, and it may beimpossible to show these changes to the correct scale unless the detail is completelyredrawn. To save time, in cases such as this, the detail may be labeled "No Scale" or"NTS" (meaning not to scale) or, as happens many times, no indicaCun of the change ismade and parts of the drawing are out of scale.

Line weights for structural drawings generally follow those used on the architecturaldrawings, although in the interest of clarky certain items and components receive moreemphasis. Since the purpose of the drawings concerning concrete reinforcing is toindicate the reinforcing, the American Concrete Institute (ACI) recommends that theline weight of the reinforcing shown on the drawing be a heavy solid line, even though,technically, it should be a dashed or hidden line. Not all engineers follow thisreconunendation, but the drawings of those that do follow it are easier to read and resultin fewer mistakes on the part of the contractors who must read the drawings. Whenshowing concrete reinforcing, no distinction is made for the size of the reinforcing; large-
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and small-diameter bars are drawn with the same line weight. 40
Structural steel framing plans are usually drawn as schemadc diagrams with heavy solid
lines indicating the various steel beams and girders. As has been discussed, the small
space shown at the ends of the lines representing some beams means that the
connections for thnse beams are required to be simple or nonmoment-type connections
and that standard ..ramed connections can be used. Notice also that the beams framing
into the outside of the column support have no space left between the beam and the
column. These beams are cantilevered from thc: column, and the lack of a space
indic4its thar the cvnnections for those bcants od he raoment,rype muncrions.

The mechanical plans snow the ductwork tor heating and/or cooling by the use of
symbols indicating various features. Often shading within the linework indicating the
ducts is used to emphasize the ductwork. The location of thermostats, exhaust fans, and
door grills is also shown on the mechanical plans. Plumbing plans show the sizes and
location of water pipe and sanitary waste pipe by the use of heavy solid or dashed lines.
Plumbing riser diagrams are often shown as isometric line drawings in a pictorial view to
indicate the vertical and horizontal runs of pipe to make the three-dimensional nature of
the plumbing easier to understand. Electrical plans show the location of light fixtures,
and the wiring is indicated by heavy schematic lines on the floor plans. Usually, the
power lines required to furnish power to the various motors and equipment are shown
on aiseparate floor plan. Many symbols are used on the mechanical, plumbing, and
electrical drawings. 0(:: Se=crs arc act ays -uulid tin the drawings for buikimgs. borne of
these sections are called "typical" because the section is common to many parts of the
building. Typical Wall Sections, Longitudinal Sections, and/or Transverse Sections are
found on most plans. These are usually full sections that show the entire wall or

E.building in the section. However, most sections shown on drawings are panial sections in
that they are cut through only a part of the building or its component. Sometimes a
reference symbol is shown where the section is cut, but many times no reference is given.
However, less misunderstanding occurs when the reference symbol is shown.

Although details may include plan views, most are large-scale enlargements of portions
of sections. Certain conventions are used with some sections and details For example,
those sections through the head, jamb, and sill of doors and windows are almost never
referenced and are shown as if only a vertical cutting plane were used. However, the
cutting plane for the jamb is horizontal, although the sections are usually placed one
under the other on the drawing.

Material symbols are almost always indicated on sections and they are most important
because they show the relationship of the various component parts in the building. The
symbol for miscellaneous materials is produced by a halftone (usually made by a colored
pencil shading on the back side of the tracing). It is a simple and quick method for the
identification of a large area of the same material. This same symbol is used widely as a
substitute for the concrete symbol by engineers on structural drawings, since there is the
possibility that some of the dots used in the concrete symbol might be mistaken for the
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end view of reinforcing steel.

Many times sections shown on the architectural drawings must be reviewed again to fully
understand a similar section on the structural or mechanical drawings, and vice versa.
The architectural drawines usually show the dimensions and the relationship of the
materials in detail and indicate the structure in very simplified form, whereas the
stnictural drawings will show the details of the structural steel or reinforcing and indicate
the surrounding materials in general. Usually a note will direct the reader to the
associated architectural or structural detail. While this may seem confusing, it is the
general practice of most architects and engineers and eliminates a duplication of effort.

Architects and engineers know that it is vezy important that the sections and details be
coordinated with the specifications. The drawings illustrate and dimension the
construction and identify the materials, while the specifications describe the quality of
the materials and the specifics of the installation. Sometimes it is necessary to refer to
the specifications to understand the nomenclature used on a detail. For example, the
term "Exterior Insulation and Finish System" could only be understood by reading that
particular section in the specifications. Terminology also must be consistent. If a detail
calls for z. "folding door" and the specifications call it a "folding partition," contractors
will naturally be confused. While care is taken to avoid these mistakes, contractors
should inform the architect or engineer when errors of this nature are found so that
clarifications can be made before mistakes occur in the construction.

SCHEDULES

Schedules for various components and conditions are used extensively on working
drawings. They are a convenient way of organizing variable conditions. Architectural
drawings show schedules for room finishes, for doors, and sometimes for windows, and
for other variable items. The structural drawings will have scheaules for footing
reinforcing, beam reinforcing, column.s, joist bridging, lintels, and other components. The
mechanical and electrical drawings will show schedules for plumbing fixtures, fans, air
distribution, mechanical equipment, lighting fixtures, panelboards, and other items.

While schedules save time and effort on the part of those who prepare the drawings,
they require a high degree of understanding on the part of the reader of warking
drawings to interpret them correctly. Schedules are most easily understood when they
are placed on the drawing sheet with the items scheduled; however, this is not always
possible. Various identification marks and symbols are used to correlate the componentswith the conditions requiring the schedule, and it is necessary to be familiar with the
legend (usually placed close to the schedule on the drawing) explaining the marks andsymbols used.

Room Fmish Schedules

These schedules (sometimes called interior finish schedules) describe the material
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and/or the finisn to be used on the floor, base, wall, and ceiling and usually give the
ceiling height. Sometimes the room area is also shown. The spaces to be finished are
identified by mark, room number, or in some cases, when the building is small, by theroom name.

Room finish schedules provide the contractor with a convenient way of eslimating the
amount of various materials necessary for the interior finish of tho building.

Door Schedules

Doors (and framed openings) are identified in these s;fneriui:i by a marl= or opt:ling
number and give the type of door (usually related to a drawing of me door), door size,
composition (hollow core, solid core, folding, etc.), material (wood, steei aluminum,
glass, etc.), the frame types (usually related to a drawing), and head, jamb, and sill
details (also usually related to a drawing of the various types). Window schedules,
although not as frequently used, follow the same general format as door schedules.
Hardware for doors (and windows) is usually found only in the specifications. Althoughthe number of various door types usually is not given, the door schedule does provide ahelp to contractors when they are estimating the cost of doors for a project.

Column and Footing Schedules

While the structural framing plans furnish information concerning the size of beams andgirders required in a building, the size of colnmns is almost never found on the framing
plans. Even in small commercial huildinas. column infiITITiAtiren c pcypIlly
(.01 F.cnectues. Incsc sctedules ale different 'from most scheduies m that they are
somewhat pictorial. The columns are shown as if they are all standing next to one
another and the reader is viewing them in elevation. The levels of the various floors ofthe structure are indicated, although the distance between floors is not usually drawn toscale. I3oth reinforced concrete and structural steel column schedules are handles in asimilar manner. The number and size of reinforcing bars or the size of the steel member
that extends from one level to another is shown on the schedule.

Columns (and footings) are identified on drawings either by a sequential number system
or, in larger buildings, by a grid system. The columns that are identical are groupedtogether in the schedule. Reinforcing bar patterns and splices are usually shown in
details that accompany the schedules. In the case of steel columns, the splice points forthe columns are shown on the schedule. These splice points are usually not at the levelof the floor but are located some distance above floor level. While this simplifies
framing of beams to the column, the real reason for the location of the splice above thefloor level is that the bending stresses in the columns are a minimum at this point

Footings are often included with columns in a schedule because the size of the footingand its reinforcing are controlled by the same loads that are used to design the columns.
Many times these loads are shown on the schedule. The number and size of both theanchor bolts for steel columns and the dowels for concrete columns that must be inserted
in the footing when it is poured are included in the schedule, and often details of these
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components are shown adjacent to the column and footing schedule. When necessary forthe support of the footings, bearing piles are usually shown in a separate schedule.

Slab and Beam Schedules

These schedules are usually referenced to a detail of typical slab or beam reinforcing.
An identifying mark, such as S-1 for slabs and B-1 for beams, is used to differentiate the
various slabs and beams on both the framing plan and schedules. The terms
"noncontinuous end" and "continuous end" refer to the ends of the slab (or beam) thatdoes not have, or has, another slab (or beam) in the next section beyond the support.While the use of these types of schedules is widespread and makes the job of definingthe reinforcing in a concrete structure much more simple for the drafters, interpreting
the information in the schedules requires an intimate knowledge of the proposed
construction and all the procedures involved.

Mechanical and Electrical Schedules

While the mechanical and electrical drawings show the location and extent of the
heating, air-conditioning, plumbing, electrical wiring, and switching equipment
superimposed on the building floor plans, many schedules are used to indicate other
specific information.

These schedules also contain much design information relating to the capacities of the
mechanical and electrical systems. Heat loss information, air volumes expected throughvarious diffusers, and required horsepower ratings for electric motors are just a few of
the types of design items contained in schedules.

Although the specifications contain parameters for acceptable equipment, schedules
often list manufactureres' catalog numbers of preferred equipment, such as water
heaters, electrical fixtures, and air-handling units. It is likely that schedules will be used
more extensively on the mechanical and electrical drawings than any other drawings in aset of building plans.

S 11tUCTURAL STEEL SHOP DRAWINGS

Many different kinds of shop drawings are required to be submitted to the architect orer.gineer before the product can be installed in a building. Structural steel, tsdumttereinforcement, precast concrete, cabinetwork and millwork, elevators, and fire sprinklr
systems are some typical items that require shop drawings. Except for the structuralsteel shop drawings, most are readily understood.

The shop drawings for the structural steel beams, gliders, and columns show the requireddetails for their fabrication, and they seldom picture the adjacent members to which theywill be attached in the finished building. The member connections chosen by the
fabricator are usually shown on either the beams or the columns. The size of the
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connection is based on the beam reactions and is usually selected from the Framed
Beam Connections table in the AISC manual.

Beams

Details for beams are drawn to a scale of 1" = 1' - 0" for beams 21" or less in depth and
3/4" = 1' - 0" for larger beams. The length of the beams is rarely drawn to scale and is
usually foreshortened (but is sometimes lengthened) on the detail for the couvenience ofshowing all beams the same length on the drawing. The length shown is just sufficient to
show all details along the length of the beam to scale. The dimensions are always shown
and are aitictl, since the lengths of almost all bearris are out of scale. Dimensions are
....maily given to the center lines of beams, to the backs of anales, and to the backs of
channeis. Vertical dimensions are usually referenced to the top (on rare occasions to thebottom) of beams, but never to both the top and bottom.

Lines called gage lines (usually spaced 3" apart) are drawn along the length '3f a beam
detail. Usually, the first gage line is located 3" down from the top flange of a beam. All
drilled (or punched) holes in the web of the beam should be located only on these gagelines. This makes fabrication of a beam much easier for shop personnel. Beams are
usually fastened to each other by connection angles, which are two angles bolted
opposite each other on the end of a beam. The leg of the angle that is fastened to theweb of the beam is called the web leg, while the other leg is called the outstanding leg.
Sufficient information must be given on the shop drawings to locate the position of allbolt holes in each angle.

To allow for different top elevations of connecting beams, and still keep all bolt holes on
the gage lines, an adjustment must be made in. the position of the holes on the
connecting angles. This is called breaking the gage. By locating the holes on the
outstanding legs at different elevations from those corresponding holes on the web legs, a
drafter compensates for the difference in elevation of the connecting beams. Although
the holes on the legs of the angles do not line up opposite one another, the. holes in the
connecting angles will coincide with holes on the gage lines of each of the two beamsbeing conrected.

Frequently, the connection angles are noted with a small subscript R or L This means
that the angles are opposite hand.

WORIaNG DRAWINGS

Definition and Purpose

From this point on, all drawings described are called working drawings. The term
worldng drawing is used in all fields of drafting, and the general defmition is: "A
working drawing is any drawing used to give information for purposes of manufacture,
construction, or erection of a machine or structure. Complete knowledge for the



production pf a machine or structure is given by a set of working drawings conveying allthe facts fully and explicitly, so that further instruction is not required." To satisfy this
defirition, architectural working drawings must include:

1. Orthographic projectiom The true shape of all features described.

2. Prorer dimensionin The tile size of all features described.

3. Call-outs: Complete notes regarding items not fully described by size and shape.
4. Construction details, sections: Enlarged drawings of construction features not

completely shown in small-scale drawings or of features which are hidden.
5. Electrical plan, plumbing plan, heating and ventilating plan, etc.: Classification ofdifferent kinds of information for clarity and completeness of description.

6. Specifications: Bid documents, general information, and specific instructions.

In other words, a perfect set of"working drawings would contain :12 'the information
needed by a builder to complete a building exactly as specified by the architect. Inpractice, however, continual inspection of the structure is made by the architect, city or
county building inspectors, and sometimes the client to ensure compliance with thedrawings. Specifications are included in any complete set of working drawings.

0 Materials and Equipment

On the assumption that srudents in the class have had at least a year of mechanical
drawing before using this book, terms such as orthographic proejction and descriptions ofobjects such as 45 degee triangle will be omitted from the following discussion onworking drawings. Explanation will be made only when terms peculiar to architecturaldrawing are encountered.

Tools and equipment used by architectural draftsmen:

1. Pencils: Wood or automatic. Weight of lead varies according to individual
preference; H to 4H are commonly used.

2. Pencil pointer: Sandpaper or mechanical type.

3. Triangles: Average sizes, 45 degree by 10 in., 30 - 60 degree by 10 in.

4. T square or drafting machine: Both used. This is a matter of personalpreference.

5. Scale: Architect's and engineer's.

6. French curves, circle, ellipse, plumbing and electrical templates: To cut draftingtime and improve the appearance of the drawing.
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7. Erasers, erasing shields, erasing machines, dry cleaner, and brush: For use incorrecting mistakes and keeping drawings clean. t
SCALING AND DIMENSIONAL PRACTICES r

Drawing to Scale

Tits blueprints used on the job are reproductions of architect's plans and workingdrawings drawn to scale. The idea of drawing objects to scale and reading drawingswhich are drawn to scale is not new to anyone. Little children draw representations ofhouses, trees, and animals which are many times larger than the sheets of paper theyhave to use. As they attempt to draw them in relationship to each other, they are tryingto apply a scale to their work.

A road map is a common example of a drawing made to scale. An area of severalthousand square miles is shown on a piece of paper only a few square feet in area. It isdrawn at a scale of a certain number of miles per inch.

If it were possible to make working drawings of a house at full size and then makeblueprirs from them, they would be of little use on the construction job because theywould be extremely cumbersome. The drawings, therefore, are made small enough sothat the blueprints can be handled easily and also large enoirgh so that the blueprintsshow the necessary information clearly. The length of every line-fraejori zif 'xii ti oe lengtz sc =at ail of the parts of the building are in exact relationshipto each other. The scale which is usually used for floor plans and elevation drawings is1/4" = l'-0". Whenever detailed drawings are required to show the arrangement of doorsand drawers of kitchen cabinets, information on the construction of a front entrancedoorway, etc., a scale of 1 1/2" = l' - 0" is often used.

A building which is 32 feet long and 24 feet wide would be drawn as a rectangle 8 inchesby 6 inches if 1/4" = 1' - 0" scale were used:

32 X 1/4" = 8" 24 X 1/4" = 6"

Since each one-fourth inch represents 1 foot, 32 feet would be represented by 32 one-fourth inches or 8 inches; and 24 feet would be represented by 24 one-fourth inches or 6inches. In order to avoid calculating each dimension, the architect uses an architect'sscale which gives him direct proportional readings in several scales.

The Architect's Scale

The architect's scale used most often in school is triangular with six ruled faces designedto measure in ten different scales. One of the edges is identical to a twelve inch rulerdivided into sixteenth's of an inch. (Another type of architect's scale is flat with bevelededges which have only four ruled faces. There is no difference in the scales or in their
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application. With the triangular scale, however, there are more scales to choose from.)

One of the scales used is designated 1/4 which means that it is intended to be used in
making drawings at a scale of 1/4" = 1' - 0". One foot at this scale would be drawn an
actual length of 1/4 inch. (Note that 1/4 inch is equal to 1/48 of a foot; thertfore, a
drawing made with this scale is 1/48 actual size.)

The scale to which a drawing is made is always indicated on the drawing. This scale is
generally placed below the title.

Following is a list of the various scales on an architect's scale:

Scale
Labeled

3

Scale

3"=1'

Scale
Labeled
3/8

Scale

1 1/2 1 1/2'1=1' 1/4 1/4"=1'
1 1"=1' 3/16 3/16".1'
3/4 3/4"=1' 1/8 1/8 =1'
1/2 1/2"=1' 3/32 3/32"=1'

Although each of the above scales will be found on most architect's scales their location
may vary on the scales produced by different manufactumrs.

Reading a Scale

The 1/4" = 1' - 0" scale is read from right to left beginning with the line maxked "0" near
the right hand end. From this line, 46 spaces would re:present a distance of 46 feet toscale. The 1/8" = 1' - 0" scale is read from left to right beginning with a line marked "0"
near the left hand end. From this line 92 spaces to the right would rcpresent a distanceof 92 feet at this scale. Thus the same set of markings is used for both the 1/8"=1'-0"
scale anc, the 1/4"=1'-0" scale. It is very important to read the numbers underneath the
respective lines in relation to the scale used. Those related to the 1/8" = 1' - 0 " scale
are in a row nearest the edge of the scale. Those related to the 1/4" = - 0" scale are
in the row farther from the edge of the scale. The lines for the units on this scale have
been extended so that this distinction can be made.

When a drawing is made at a scale of 1/8" = - 0" the scale marked 1/8 is used.
Whole feet are read to the. right of the line marked "0" and parts of a foot are read tothe left of the line. The space representing parts of a foot is divided into only six parts
because, if it were divided into twelve parts, the spaces would be so small that they
would be difficult to distinguish. Each one of the six parts represents 2 inches to scale.

The space used for measuring parts of a foot is divided into twelve parts on both the
1/4" scale and the 3/16" scale. Each space represents one inch. The 1/2" scale and the
3/4" scale are different in that the space is divided into 12 parts but each one is again
divided in half. The smallest unit then represents one-half inch. Thus it is possible to
measure spaces representing inches and also half inches.
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Using Folding Rule to Draw to Scale and to Read Dimensions

A folding rule or any ruler divided into i iches and 1/16's of an inch may he used to
make drawings and to read drawings at 1/4" = 1' - 0" scale. It must be stressed however
that the results will not be perfectly accurate because the small divisions shown on theardiiiect's scale are not available. Also, blueprints should be measured only as a lastresort after every other means of obtaining the required dimension has been exhausted.

Occasionally a crafsinan fmds it necessary to make a sketch on the job to scale. Thismay be done in order to work out a problem, or to transmit information back to his shopor to the ,schitect. The ability TO uu: a folding role as a device :o make meankigtiisketchtfs wW prel.e te

Each 1/4 inch space on the folding rule is considered to be 1 foot on the sketch orblueprint. Each 1/16 inch space on the folding rule is considered to be 3 inches. Thus adistance of 1 3/16" would represent 4'9" at the scale of 1/4"=1'-0". It is necessary tocount the number of 1/4 inch spaces to find the number of feet and add the number of1/16" spaces giving each one the value of 3 inches.

Measuring Blueprints to Obtain Dimensions

Even though it is possible to measure blueprints with an architect's scale or folding nnt.to obtain missing dimensions, this practice should be used only if every other means hasbeen used first. Blueprints are reproductions of origin-I drawings and in thereproduction proems a slight amount d shrinkage may occur. With the new d;p7n
megnuicne. Hewevc..-, a prohlem. Way devciop in that the part ot thedrawing to be measured may not be drawn to scale. Architects do everything they can todraw the plans exactly to scale. Occasionally last minute changes are made which would

mean completely redrawing the plans in order to have them exactly to scale. If the workmust go ahead without taking this additional time, only the dimensions may be changedrather than doing all of the drafting work over again. When one dimension is changedusually it affects one or more other dimensions.

All the necessary dimensions are generally included on the blueprints. Sometimes ittakes study to find them. They may be somewhere else on the same view or on one ofthe other blueprints in the set. Occasionally it is necessary to do a little arithmetic tofind the information.

The over-all length of the house would only be shown on one of the sides. Heights of
similar windows above the floor would be shown once on an elevation view. A series ofdimensions locating partitia is may be shown on one line across a floor plan. Ifpartitions continue across the building from wall to wall, it is unnecessary to show the
same dimensions in other rooms.

It may be necessary to look at several blueprints in order to find a desired dimension. Asectional view through an exterior wall, for example, may show dimensions which arerequired when working on the exterior of the house and which might otherwise appearon elevation views.
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Some dimeasions are obtained by simple arithmetic, find a missing dimension when allbut one dimension in a series are given. By adding the three dimensions given andsubtracting them from the overall dimension, the distance from A to B can be obtained.

6'-6" 26%0' = 25'-12"
6'-3" -19'- 3"
6'-6" 6'- 9"

18'-15" or 19'-3"

The measurement from A to B should be 6'-9".

Drawing Symbols and Conventions to Scale

Every symbol or convention used on elevation or plan views is, as nearly as possible,drawn accurately to scale. In other words walls, windows, doors, plumbing and otherfixtures, footings, partitions, chimneys, roofs, etc., are all drawn in proportion to their
size, following whichever of the various scales is being employed. Thus, if a wall is to bedrawn 6 inches thick on a drawing which is draw!). at 1/4"= 1'-0" scale, the architect willdraw the parallel lines of the wall symbol 6 inches apart to scale. Using a folding rule toscale the blueprint of the drawing, it would measure 1/8" (at 1/4"=1'-0" scale, 1/8"=6inches).

Bathroom fixtures are drawn to scaled sizes and located so that they fit into the spaceprovided for them. Windows, doors, and all of the parts of the building are drawn toscale both on the pian and elevation views.

THE PLOT PLAN

The plot plan is usually shown on the first sheet of a set of blueprints. It shows theshape of the lot on which the building is to be bat, the lot dimensions, and the angles ateach corner. The dimensions of each building already built on the lot and those tobuilt are shown, and dimensions are given locating them in relation to the property lines.The location of walks, drives, courts, patios, etc., are given. An arrow indicating thenorth point is included. Utilities such as gas mains and electric power source are shown.Water mains, and sewers are identified with a line symbol. The relationship of levels(elevations) at various points on the lot and the first floor level (elevation) of newbuildings are indicated. Contour lines show the natural slope of the ground. A secondset of contour lines shows the slope after the fill has been redistributed and theconstruction is Completed. Existing trees and shrubs are usually shown, and those whichare to be removed are designated.

The local building authorities require that a plot plan be submitted to them so that theymay determine quicidy whether or not the ratio of the area of the house to me area ofthe lot, and the location of the house on the lot, follow the building ordinances. Forinstance, some communities do not permit a singk family dwelling to cover more than 30
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per cent of the area of the lot. Also, the distance form the side building line to the
property line may not he less than five feet. Other cities may require this distance to be
10 per cent of the width of the lot. Buildings in a block must remain back of a building
line established by the city. The building on the corner lot has an area of 1440 square
feet not including the garage. The lot has an area of 7200 square feet. Thus the house
only covers 20% of the area of the lot. This should be quite satisfactory. Dimensiors
from property lines to building lines are usually established by the city. Minimum
dimensions between houses are often established but may vary depending on the type of
structure, number of floors in the houses, etc. Minimum side limits are specified
regardless of other factors. Minimum skie and re.v yarti iis;* may be set also. Eacl
town .zqui city bas hs cv:T requirem,,ts r-garrEnz, zrea and pIacemant

Restrictions are placed on buildings in relation to the lots on which they are to be built
in order:

To provide for (a) convenient access to and
circulation around the dwelling, (b) adequate
natural light and ventilation of rooms and spaces,
(c) reasonable privacy for each living unit, (d)
utilization of the plot for laundry drying,
gardening, landscaping and outdoor living, (e)
and where individual water-supply and sewage-
disposal systems are involved, adequate areas to
assure a safe and sanitary installation.'

The Survey Plat

The basic information for the plot plan is found on a survey plat which is drawn by a
licensed surveyor. He obtains the legal descriptions of the piece of ground from the
deed to the property which he receives from the owner. Using his surveying instruments
and a tape or chain he located a corner of the property in reference to a Datum Point
which has been established by the town, city, or county. This is many a marker made
of concrete and embedded in the ground, or it may be any other point which is
designated by ordinance to serve the purpose. In a city, the marker may be placed on a
street or a walk. It could even be a notch on the corner of a building. When a new
subdivision is opened the surveyor may have to establish accurate direction lines,
measure precise distance, and work out differences in level (elevation) from a Datum
Point which is far away. After the surveyor locates a corner of the property or some
central point, a stake is driven firmly in place or a concrete bench mark is set. This in
turn becomes the point of reference for the location of streets and lots in the new
community.

When a surveyor makes a survey of a lot the first thing he does is to establish a point of
beginning which may be a mark on a walk or a corner stake. This point serves to help
him locate the other corners of the piece of ground and also to relate levels (elevations)
to the city requirements for that particular lot.
The surveyor shows much other information on his plat besides the location of the lot



corners. He also indicates the location of utilities, and water and sewer mains Unlessthe lot is almost flat he shows the contour of the lot by using a series of contour lines ata uniform interval of levels or grades. He shows trees, walks, and streets on his drawing.

F
A surveyor's plat is usually required by banks and other lending institutions beforemortgages for building can be arranged.

rScale Used by the Surveyor

i

t

A surveyor uses a tape or chain, and a leveling rod graduated in feet and tenths of afoot. He makes his drawing using a scale of 1"=10' or 1"=20'.

A dimension of 120.5 would mean 120 and 5/10 feet or 120 feet and 6 inches. Adimension of 65.7' would mean 65 and 7/10 feet. In order to convert 7/10 of a foot toinches the following process is used:

7/10 X 12" = 84"/10

84/10 = 8.4 inches or almost 8 1/2 inches. For practical purposes in laying out a lot ora building, the dimension used by a craftsman would be 65'-8 1/2". (To be moreaccurate, the Decimal Equivalent Table in the appendix indicates that .4 inches is closerto 3/8 of an inch.)

The elevation of the corners of the lot as 112, 108, 111.2 and 114.9 feet. The latter twoelevations would be approximately 111'-2 1/2" and 114'-10 3/4".

Elevations

The height of any point on the lot is called its elevation and is measured above or belowsome point of reference. (The use of the word elevation in this sense must not beconfused with the elevation of a house which is a view of the outside of the structlre.)
The elevation ofjhe point of beginning is 112 feet. This means that the level of thispoint is 112 feet above the point of reference used in that community. It may be abovesea level, above mean lake level if there is a large body of water nearby, or it may beabove some fixed point on a street or building. The elevation of all other points on thelot are measured by using a transit and a leveling rod in reference to the datum point.

Contour lines

Contour lines are lines drawn on a surveyor's plat or on an architect's plot plan to showthe slope of the ground. A contour line may be explained by thinking of the lowestcontour line as the shore of the lake. If the water were to rise one foot the shoce line(contour line) would take a new shape as the water covered more of the earth. Theintervals of contour lines cn small lots are usually hi Inits of one foot elevations. If thetracts are large or very hilly, contour lines may be in two foot or larger units.
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The Plot Plan

The architect uses the information supplied by the surveyor's plat in drawing the plot
plan. He draws the lot accurately, usually converting the dimensions from feet and
derimnis of a foot to feet and inches. He indicates the north point, the lot and block
mmiber, the datum point, or point of beginning taken from a local city measuring point,
and locates utilities, sewers, streets, and public walks. He then locates the house, making
sure that he has observed all of the area restrictions, front and side limitations, etc.,
established by local ordinances. He draws the contour lines showing the natural grade
elevations. He then draws a second set of contour lines to show how the lot is to
sloped ther :he projec: is compkted. These lints wilTpeercuaine tne :filth tp.-.-ade.

The lev0 of the point of beg:nx....,"^g given by the surveyot is designated, and the Erst flooris indicated so the excavator may know how deep to dig the hole for the foundation.

In the plot plan, the architect established the first floor level at 114'-0" in direct
reference to the datum point. When a plan may be used more than ODCC on different
lots, the elevation of the first floor is often shown as -1-0'-0".

When tall bttildings are built each floor is designated by an elevation. The architect may
use city datum information as a base. The first floor level is 2'-0" above the natural
grade which makes it 115'-0". The basement floor level is 6'-0" below the natural grade
which makes it 1077-0".

The architect has the option to establish the level of the Ent finnr At INT-Cr
make =e2.5."-Irernenr, tcr ir toGr levols casiet to determine. The first floor must first
be established in proper relatiou to the natural grade. Then the level of the finished
grade is changed to the correct relationship to the first floor leveL

Each of the last three chapters in this manual includes an almost complete set of
building plans that is intended for practice in learning to read architectural working
drawings. One or two sections of the specifications for each building are also included to
help you understand the relationship between the drawings and the specifications. A
discussion of the sets of plans is included in the next three chapters as well as relevant
tests to help you gain an understanding of architectural working drawings. Presented forstudy is a one-stcry bearing-wall and steel-frame building, a three-story steel-frame
building, and a reinforced-concrete building.

The actual drawings (which were 24" X 36" X 30" X42") have been reduced in size to fitin this manual and some of the original drawings had to be left out. However, many of
the details, shown on the omitted drawings, have been added to the drawings presented
so that all essential details are included for a thorough understandirg of the plans for
each building. Because they were added on various drawings, wherever space was
available, you will find a discontinuity in the reference system for son, of the details
that are shown on several of the drawings.
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USE THIS PROCEDURE WHEN READING
COMMERCIAL BUILDING DRAWINGS

In general, follow the points listed next in orienting yourself to any set of drawings that isunfamiliar to you. Keep in mind that drawings must be interpreted together and that
they should not be take as isolated sheets of information.

Get a General Impression of the Building

First, look over the site plan and the building elevations to create a preliminary mental
image of the shape and size of the building. Look for the north arrow on the site plan
so th u. the elevations can be related to the plan view. Some sets of drawings include aperspective view of the building on the cover sheet. When this is the case, relate theelevations to the perspective. Then, try to relate the elevations to the floor plan, andorient yoaself to the front entrance where the main traffic will enter. Generally, the
floor plan is placed with its front facing the lower edge of the sheet, but this procedure is
not always followed. Concern yourself with the exterior features first. Notice the
materials used and where they appear. Look for irregular features on the elevations sothat you can identify them on the plan and be positive of the orientation. Study the roofplan and notice the direction of the drainage. Of course, remember the purpose of the
building and look for those features that you associate with this type of building.

Icocate and Identify the Tones" of the Stnicture

0

Study the longitudinal and/or transverse sections through the building. To orient thesesections correctly, you may need to examine the plans again, since a building that is
almost square in plan makes it questionable as to which is transverse and which is
longitudinal. These sections are usually found on the architectural drawings, but thestructural sheets will sometimes have full building sections. See if you can determine the
structural system being used. If these complete sections are not included, look at the
typical wall sections. Turn to the structural sheets to see where columns, girders, beams,etc., are located. You should try to visualize the skeleton that supports the building andits components. The foundation plan will show where colunms and walls are placed.Look for grid and reference lines on both the archivntural and structural sheets. Inmost cases, the skeleton members are associated with the reference lines. Try to
understand wh.tre horizontal members, shown in sections, are supported and how theirloads are transferred to columns or bearing walls.

Identify Unusual Drafting Techniques Employed by the Drafter to Show Information

You will find that working drawings done by different offices often vary somewhat in 'heway in which drawings, notes, and schedules are presented, even though a great deal of
standardization exists in the industry. You will find differences on the drawings in thechapters that follow. Observing how these minor variations appear is a part of
interpreting the drawings. Notice how leaders relate notes to features, how titles are
arranged, and how cutting-plane lines and symbols are used to show the locations of
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sections Examine the schedules and observe how they are used and the items that arecovered by schedules. Structural, mechanical, and electrical drawings, usually preparedin separate offices, are especially noted for the way minor points are handled differently
in comparison with the architectural drawings. Some symbols and abbreviations, too,
vary with offices (and with drafters) and are sometimes troublesome for the novice.

Relate Sections and Constniction Details to the Tmrger Views

Notice how sections and details are used to make the information shown on the plansand elevations understandable to the builder and how they identffy the various items and
materials necessary for :..onstnIction. After you understand the labeling sfsteal employedthrotighout the drawings, relate tne details to their posidon on the plans Or elevations.
Reference to various drawings may be necessary before this can be accomplished. Somesections, of course, are labeled as "typical" and have no definite cutting planes, but youshould try to identify wh-re, and to what extent, the typical construction applies. Somewalls or parts of walls, for example, usually vary from the typical condition, and otherspecific details may (or may not) be included to explain the variation. It is alwayshelpFul to refer back to the longitucliml and transverse sections to relate these specificdetails to the building as a whole. You may need to examine the plans and elevationsagain to orient these details correctly and to determine their meaning.

Determine How the Mechanical Equipment, Plumbing, and Electrical Wiring AreRelated to the Building

Look for the tvve of beadng and ce.nling r,t,.tfrn 1.-±g
fits into the structure. Most otten the ducts are concealed above the ceiling, anddiffusers are used to conduct the treated air to the spaces of the building. Air-handling
units are frequently found on the roof, and the structural drawings then usually showextra supports to carry the weight of these units. Many times the reasons for lowerceiling heights in an area will be found on the mechanical e wings. While plumbingplans will show the domestic water lines and the sanitary sewer lines and vents, they willalso frequently show the handling of the rainwater that falls on the roof.

Schedules on these drawings and particularly on the electrica. drawings show the kind ofequipment and lighting fixtures used in the building. The locations of switches and panelboxes identify places where conduit muss be run and sometimes reveal why walls areshaped in an odd way or why structural and other building components are present insome areas.

READING FLOOR PLANS

Importance of Floor Plans

The building tradesman finds it to his advantage to be able to read blueprints of floor
plans very early in his job experience. When he acquires this ability, he becomes part of
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0 a team representing many skills working out a series of construction problems together.
He must know how to "take off' dimensions accurately so that all of the partitions,
windows, and doors are located according to the blueprints. He must learn to recognize
the symbols representing material, equipment and fixtures, and to interpret abbreviations
and understand notations. He should know about information intended for trades other
than his own. Almost every trade is inter-related to some extent, and all tradesmen must
follow the prints carefully if the work is to progress smoothly.

When an experienced builder gets a new set of blueprints to study, he spends some time
becoming familiar with the layout, paying little or no attention to the maze of
information usually found on them. The broad aspects of shape, size and relationship of
rooms, and the use of auxiliary space such as hallways, stairs, and closets are of primary
importance.

The process of learning to visualize how a house is laid out requires this type of
simplification. Sometimes a blueprint is so complex that it is advisable to place a piece
of tracing paper over it and to trace the walls, partitions, and openings, omitting all other
information. This procedure will provide a sketch showing the relationship between
areas which is comparatively easy to read. Some imagination must be used in studying
floor plans. The builder should try to visualize what he would see as he entered the
front door of the building.

In planning a building, the greatest emphasis is put on the floor plans. An architect
generally feels that if the floor plans are good, the elevations will be relatively easy to
work out (This is not always true because special problems may arise anywhere.) Ini learning to read blueprints the greatest emphasis, therefore, should be made on studying...
floor plans because the floor plans are of primary importance.

e

Basic Ideas in Rz.ading Floor Plans

The following things are basic to reading blueprints of plan views.

1. Floor plan views are drawn to exact scale. The rooms, hallways, cabinets,
stairs, etc., are drawn so that they are in correct relationship to one another.

2. The floor plan views and elevations are drawn to the same scale and are
exactly related to each other. Windows which appear on the floor plan views are
the same size and the same distance from the building corners as they are on the
elevation views. By referring back and forth from floor plan views to elevation
views it should become relatively easy to visualize the whole building.

3. Floor plan views are related to each other. Structural provisions are made so
that the load of floors and partitions are transferred to supporting members or
partitions immediately below. Stairs are designed so that they start on one floor
and end in the right place on the floor above or below. Provision is made so that
heating ducts may start at the furnace, pass through first floor partitions, and end
at registers in the desired location in second floor partitions.
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It is generally considered good practice not to show the same information in two
separate plans.

OPenings

Blueprints of elevation drawings show a great deal about windows, doors, and other
openings. Reference must be made to the blueprints of floor plans to find horizontal
locating dimensions.

The elevations show the windows as they appear in the wall in their exact location. The
window types most frequently used are fixed sash, double hung, horizontal sliding
(gliding), casement, awning, and hopper. The elevation views show how the sash is
divided and where the hinges are located on a sash which svi....gs in or out. The apex of
a triangle drawn on a window points to the side with the hinges. The size of the light
(pane of glass) may also be shown. If a sash of a window contained a designation 28/24,
this would mean that the glass size is 28 inches wide and 24 inches high.

Doors are indicated on blueprints of elevation drawings in their proper location and
their particular style is shown. The symbol for a flush door is a plain rectangle unless it
has a light (glass). A panel doot is drawn to show the panel and light arrangement.

The lock and hinges are usually omitted. The floor plan shows how the door swings.
The builder refers to the floor plan to find out on which side of the door to install the
lock a-Ac; i3 wi3101 Sitic tc nvt*ii "its h4^ges.

Other openings, such as screened vents, louvers, etc., will be drawn in place and
designated with whatever notes are deemed necessary.

Dimensions

Several important functions of elevation views are to establish floor levels, to relate these
levels to the finished grade, and to supply dimensions which would not appear elsewhere
on the set of blueprints. The floor levels drawn on the elevations help the builder
visualize the relationship between windows, and floor and ceiling levels. This
information may also appear on a blueprint which shows a verfical wall section.

Exterior Fmish-Materials

The elevation views show by means of symbols and notations what type of material is
used on the outside of the house. Siding of several shapes, widths, and materials is ofien
required. Plywood sheets serve as exterior wall covering and are used in a variety ofways. Shingles of wood, asbestos cement, and asphalt composition, as well as stucco, give
several interesting effects. Masonry of brick, stone, or concrete blocks serve structural
purposes and serve as wall facing. A veneer of brick or stone has proved to be very
satisfactory in many regions.
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Exterior Fmish-Trim

The elevation views also show decorative features designed to enhance the appearance
of the building such as au entrance doorway, a ballustrade, columns or posts, decorative
trim around windows, aud the cornice at the eaves.

Miscellaneous Details

A number of other things may be shown on the blueprints of the elevations to alert the
builder to the location of specific items. Electric utility outlets and fixtures are indicated
at their proper places and at the approximate height desired. Gutters at the eaves and
downspouts (sometimes called leaders) are drawn in place, and flashing (metal strips) is
shown at chimneys and other places where water might find its way between masonry
and wood members. Hose bibbs may be shown but are more usually indicated on the
plan views only.

READING ELEVATION DRAWINGS

An elevation drawing is an orthogaphic projection showing the exterior view of one side
of a building. (An elevation drawing may be made of an interior wall or feature of a
building, but for the purpose of this chapter the elevations are all considered to be
exterior views.) The four elevations, each showing a side of the structure, are part of the
working drawings prepared by the architect and serve to indicate what the building will
look like when it is completed. Their function is to show the design of the building
where the openings are to be placed, what materials are to be used, etc.

It is important v.* .inderstand how the blueprints of a set of working drawings are related
to each other and why it is often necessary to refer to several of them in order to find all
of the information on one subject. The original drawings are carefully drawn by the
architect so that foundation plan, floor plans, and the elvations exactly match regarding
the location of windows, doors, and other details. For instance, to find out about a
particular window it is necessary to look at the blueprint of the floor plan to find out the
exact dimension from the corner of the house to the window. An elevation view shows
what the window looks like and where it is located vertically in the wall. The size of the
window may appear on the elevation drawing but it may also be found on a window
schedule on some other blueprint. Ample opportunity will be given to work with this
relationship between the floor plan and elevation blueprints in a later chapter.

The architect shows much of the information on elevation drawings by using symbols and
abbreviations. :the reason for using these shortcuts is due to the fact that the drawings
are usually made at 1/48th the size of the building (1/4" = l'-0"). To show all of the
lines which appear on the finished building and to spell out each designation would be
impossible. A sort of shorthand of lines and symbols has been adopted by architects so
that plans may show the necessary information to the builder without becoming so
complex that they would be difficult to read.



The same is true of abbreviations. Architects have devised abbreviations which havebecome accepted in the industry and which are used to designate the many things which
appear on the blueprints. The readability of the blueprint is preserved because there issome space left not covered by notations.
A set of specifications accompanies each set of blueprints. The specifications givegeneral information about the legal aspects of responsibility, guarantees of performance,
etc. Following the general information sections, the specifications describe theresponsibility of each subcontractor as to what work is to be done and what materials areto btd. used.

Information to be Fairrid oft Elevation Drawing!

This is a broad checklist. Mark tne terms which are new to you for further srady.

Design of the Building.
General shape. Locations of offsets, ells, patios, steps, porches, bays,

dormers, chimneys, etc.
Information on footings and foundations.

The Roof
Type and slope of roof.
Roofing material.
Vents, gravel stop, projection of eaves.

Opening.
.t-wing, location in

Doors-types, sizes, location in wall.

Dimensions.
Dimension from established grade to finished first floor level.
Dimension from established grade to finished basement floor level.Floor to floor heights.
Heights of special windows above floor.
Dimension from ridge to top of chimney.

Exterior Finish-Material.
Types of wood or composition siding, shingles, etc.
Concrete, concrete blotk, brick, stone, stucco, etc.

Exterior Finish-Trim.
Decorative treatment at:

Windows.
Entrance doorways.
Columns, posts, ballustrades.
Cornices.

Miscellaneous Details.
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Electrical fixtures and utility outlets.
Gutters and downspouts.
Flashing and waterproofing.

Desiga of the Building

A house is generally designed from the inside out. In other words, the floor plans are
considered first because they wildetermine the arrangement and size of the various
sixce divisions. The exterior of the house is no less important because it reflects the
good planning used inside and makes the house a thing of beauty outside. Often an
architect is expected to design a building in a particular style. The details of design, such
as the general proportions, the roof, type of windows and trim, must be in keeping with
the style. As the student reads the blueprints he must learn how to distinguish the parts
of the building by looking at the elevations. Whenever a change is shown in a wall orroof line it indicates some modification of the rectangular shape. After studying several
sets of plans, he should be able to see from the elevations, with only a quick reference tothe first floor plan, whether the building is I.," "U" or 'T' shaped or has an enclosed
court. Other elements of the building such as bays, dormers, and chimneys should be
studied by looking at two related elevations so that the front and side views may be
observed.

The part of the building under the established grade (gound level) is shown with hidden
(dashed) lines. This includes footings (the foundation base), foundation walls, and
windows and areaways below grade related to that particular side of the house. There is
no other blueprint in the set where this information could be shown as suitably.

READING BLUEPRINTS FOR STRUCTURAL INFORMATION

When an architect draws the plars for a large structure, such as an office building or a
factory, he has several specially trained men to help him. One of them is an
architectural engineer or structural engineer who will draw structural plans to accompany
the architectural plans, giving important information about the foundation, the skeleton,
and the floor system. The size and location of each steel member will be indicated foreach floos; or a complete layout of the reinforcing steel will be drawn if the building is
to be made of concrete. Still other drawings called shop drawings will be made by the
contractor which will show the men in the shop how the individual pieces are to be
prepared for fabrication and how they should be assembled.

The blueprints which are made from the set of structural drawings are the source of
information for the craftsman working on a large structure. However, this is not the case
for the craftsman in the Field of home building.

In home building the craftsman must learn how to read a set of blueprints and a set ofspecifications. From this meager information he should be able to visualize the wholeframework of the house. He must be able to lay out the building lines so that the
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411)foundation is set in the right place on the lot, and he must determine the grade so that
the building 'sill be at the proper height in relation to the established point of measure.
His next job is to erect forms so that the foundation, when it is poured, will have the
exact dimensions required for the house. He must be able to visualize the supporting
members for the floor and to place openings for stairwells and chimneys in the right
places. He must plan the walls and partitions in detail, placing the openings in the
correct locations and providing for window and door frames with necessary allowances
for fitting.

The c:mstructice. cf tte ro .ts =ally left to the aaftsman With little guidance other 1
than the blueprints of the elevation views and plan views. He must visualize the general
shape and then must measure and cut the many members which will serve to support the
roof. All of the members used in the building must be made structurally sound.
Provisions must be made for wind stress and snow load, depending on the region.

Thus blueprint reading is much more than merely reading the prints. It becomes a
matter of interpreting them in terms of members of wood and units of concrete, brick,
stone, glass, and other materials not shown in detail on the blueprints.

In order to build a house from a set of blueprints, a great deal of information on the
details of construction must be mastered. It is beyond the scope of this book or any one

information needed and the many varia6ons between buildines. Many good textbooks
are avaiinhie. mi-,,,entry ?-fl Tar-n-7y =-"=.:::::11.7.1. Zz, Leatin-, 1,4,t.ohihe and
the other trade industries.

book to give this subt thorough treatment because of the great amount of technical

READING DETAIL DRAWINGS [.

The architect tries to show, on the plan views and the elevation views, all of the
graphical information required to build a building. (Specifications give additional
information in the form of written explanations and descriptions.) However, almost
every time the architect draws a set of plans, he finds it necessary to show some part
which does not ordinarily appear on the plans and elevations in detail. He fmds it
necessary to show some features at a larger scale because enough information cannot be
crowded into the space of the small scale drawings. Some of the details are sectional
views taken through a part of the building, such as a fireplace or a foundation wall, to
show construction and dimensions.

1When an architect prepares drawings for a large building, he assembles what is called an
architectural set of plans which contains floor plans, elevations, section drawings, and as
many details as necessary to enable the various contractors to prepare estimates. After
the contracts are let, detail drawings, often numbering several hundred, are prepared to
show items of construction, elevations of rooms, full size details of ornamentation and
trim, etc. It is understood that the detaiLs may not alter the basic information given on
the architect's original plans. Their purpose is to clarify the many things which could not
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be drawn earlier because of lack of time.

The types of details wh.ich are shown on a set of blueprints of a small home generally
fall into these classes:

A. Elevations of kitchens, bathrooms, and walls in other rooms which have some
special features. These ar generally drawn at the same scale as the floor plans
unless they are very complex.

B. Snctional views through parts of the building, such as through a fireplace or
through the foundation at various places. Structural information to show how
floor members should be placed at a stairwell or to show how a truss is to be
constructed.

C. Details of windows and doors. Views showing how special frames are to be
made for bay windows or other unusual arrangements of windows.

D. Details of exterior trim such as cornices, dormers, front entrance doorways,
etc. Details of interior trim such as bailt-in cabinets, mantels, paneling, and trim.

The Scale Used for Details

Detail views may be drawn at the same scale as the plan views (usually 1/4" = 1'-0")ifthey are not too complex. The use of the same scale is particularly applicable to thedrawing of room elevations. This allows dimensions to be transferred directly from planviews to the elevations, construction details are usually drawn at a larger scale so that
they can be shown with greater clarity.

The architect may choose one of several scales, depending primarily on how large the
detail must be drawn in order to show all of the information clearly. A second
consideration, cf course, is the amount of space available on the sheet. The scales
preferred are:

3/4" = 1'-0" 3" = l'-04'
1 1/2 " = 1'-0" FULL SIZE

Scales of 1/2" = 1'-0" are not considered the best practice.

The reason for using the scales suggested above is that the builder who is to use the
blueprints carries a folding rule divided into inches and sixteenths of an inch. If the
detail were drawn at the scale of 3/4" = 1' -0", each 1/16 inch on his rule would
represent one inch. If the detail were drawn at a scale of 1 1/2" = 1' -0", each 1/8 inchwould represent one inch. If the detail were drawn at the scale of 3" = 1' -0", each 1/4inch on his rule would represent 1/4 inch. A drawing made at the scale of 3" = 1' -0" is

L. one fourth actual size. Full size details are drawn when the exact shape of a molding,parts of a curved stair rail, etc., are required.

Dimensions
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Dimensions are shown on detail views if they are not shown elsewhere on the plans and
elevations or if they add greatly to the understanding of the view. It is important that
there be control over dimensioning in general. When the same dimension is shown on
two different views, confusion would result if one were changed and the other were not.
When dimensions are shown only once, it may be necessary to refer to several blueprints
in order to find a desired dimension.

Locating the Detail

In many instances it is rxecessaryp show the evact piar:e where the secticn vlew is taken
and the direction in which the imaginary slice is viewed. This is accomplished.by
drawing a cutting plane line through the plan or elevation view with two arrows showing
the direction the reader is to look to see the detail.

A notation SEE DETAIL is frequently used to call attendon to the fact that more
information is obtainable about the designated part of the building somewhere else on
the same sheet or on another sheet of the set of blueprints. Wherever there are several
details, they will be designated DETAIL 1, DETAIL 2, etc. When several sectional
views are taken through walls, foundations, or other parts of the smicture, the section
drawings are designated SECTION A-A, SECTION B-B, etc.

Whenever a detail is drawn it should be placed on the same drawing where reference is
made to it, if at all possible. Occassionally all of the details are gathered together on
one- :1-^cl.

Details of Interior Wall Elevations

The plan view of a kitchen shows the location of cabinets, sink, dishwasher, and all
permanent built-in features. It also shows where space is provided for movable
equipment such as the refrigerator and range. This information is not sufficient for the
millman who makes the cabinets or for the carpenter who must build the soffit over the
cabinets. (A soffit in this sense is a lowered ceiling.) Elevation views are necessary to
show the arrangement of cabinet doors and drawers and to give information about
soffits, lighting, hoods, fans, and many other features.

Cabinets are often built to order to fit perfectly into the space provided. Dimensions of
the cabinets, except for height dimensions, are not usually shown on the detail elevation
views. However, the millman measures the space carefully and then proceeds to make
the cabinets to fit. He studies the detail drawings in order to use the desired
arrangement of doors and drawers. He makes the counter top, cutting out the pieces,
where the sink and range top will fall into place. When stock cabinets are used,
adjustments are made by the use of fillers so that cabinets will fill the whole wall space.A typical modern kitchen with a counter top range and a built-in oven shows how the
detailed elevation views of a kitchen look on a blueprint.

Bathroom elevation views are generally shown in detail also. The location of the fixtures
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is obtained from the plan view. The plan view is inadequate to show all of the features
of the bathroom unless elevation views or extensive notes are provided. The elevations
tell the prospective owner at a glance how the room will look. They will give the builder
important information about features, such as a dropped ceiling over the tub. They will
also indicate details about drawers, the mirror, and lighting for a cabinet-lavatory. They
may show the location of accessories such as towel bars, soap dishes, etc.

Many times the walls of other rooms have special treatments which would make it
advisable to draw them in detail. Such instances might be wood paneling and fireplace
arrangements, built-in features such as chests of drawers in dining rooms, or book
shelves in library or living room.
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GLOSSARY

ACCEPTED BID The bid proposal accepted by the owner, or his or her representative,
as the basis of a contract for the proposed curriculum.

ACCESS Location of opening at which concealed equipmentmay be reached for inspectionor repair.

ACCESS BOX Rust-resistant metal box with hinged cover, allowing access to a device orcleanout; =Lily set flush with floor.

ACI American Concrete Institute; source for most specifications on concrete construction.

ACOUSTIC TILE Tile, made in a variety of sizes, that is applied to ceilings and walls forthe purpose of absorbing and deadening sound within spaces of buildings; also used toobtain optimum reverberation time in auditoriums.

ACOUSTICS The science of sound and sound controL

ACRE Unit for measuring land; equal to 43,560 square feet.

ACTIVE LEAF The door leaf of a pair in which the lock is normally installed.

ADDENDUM (ADDENDA) Drawn or written information, issued prior to the openingof bids, that modifies or interprets the bid documents (drawings and/or specifications).

ADDITION The construction, or proposed construction, of an extension or increase in floorarea or height of a 1.-,-,:i!-2.!ng or structure.

ADMIXTURES Substances used in cements, mortars, and concretes for the purpose ofimparting particular properties such as to improve workability and durability, to accelerate
or retard setting, to reduce bleeding, or to add color.

AGGREGATE Stone, gravel, cinder, or slag used as one of the components of concrete.

ALA American Institute of Architects; source for many contract document forms.

AIR CHANGES In ventilation, the number of times the air is changed per hour in a room.

AIR-DRIED LUMBER Lumber that has been stored inyards or sheds for a period of timeafter cutting. Building codes typically assume a 19 percent moisture content when
determining joist and beams of air-dried lumber.

AIR DUCT A pipe, typically made of sheet metal, that carries air from a source such asa furnace or air conditioner to a room within a structure.
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AIR-ENTRAINED CONCRETE Concrete containing minute bubbles of air (up to
approximately 7 percent by volume); produced by adding air-entraining admixtures;
improves concrete workability and durability.

AIR VENT VALVE An escape valve for air at high points in a hot-water heating system.

AISC American Institute of Steel Construction; source for most specifications on steel
construction.

ALLEY Any public space or thoroughfare 20 feet or less in width that has been dedimted
to public use.

AMPACITY A wire's ability to carry current safely, without undue heating.

ANCHOR BOLT A metal bolt used to tie down a wood sill to a masonry or concrete
foundation wall.

ANCHORS Irons of special shape used to fasten masonry and wood parts together.

ANGLE (ANGLE IRON) A piece of structural iron formed with the cross section shape
of a right angle.

ANSI American Nae.onal Standards Institute; source for many specifications used in design
and consnatcon.

APRON The inside trim board placed below a window sill. The term is also used to apply
to a curb around a driveway or parking area.

AREA, BUILDING The maximuryi area of a building, projected on the horizontal, at or
above grade, exclusive of areas open and unobstructed to the sky; usually expressed in
square feet.

AREA, GROSS FLOOR The area within the inside perimeter of the exterior walls of 1
building, with no deduction for corridors, stairs, closets, thickness of walls, columns, or other
features and exclusive of open areas; usually expressed in square feet.

AREAWAY An opening adjacent to a basement window or door to permit air and light
to enter.

ASBESTOS A mineral that does not burn or conduct heat; it is usually used for roofing
material.

ASH DROP (OR ASH DUMP) A trap door for ashes in the floor of the fireplace leading
to a chute.

ASH PIT An area in the bottom of the firebox of a fireplace to collect ash.
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110 ASHIAR MASONRY Squared mazonry units laid with a horizontal bed joint.

ASPHALT An insoluble material used for making floor tile and for waterproofing walls
and roofs.

ASPHALTIC CONCRETE A mixture of asphalt and aggregate which is used for driveways.
ASTM American Society for Testing Materials; usually followed by a designation indicating
a pardcular test procedure, such as ASTM E136.

ASTRAGAL A vertical molding attached to the meeting edge ofone leaf of a pair of doors
for protection against weather conditions and to retard passage of smoke, flame and gasses.

ATRIUM An inside courtyard of a structure which may be either open at the top or
covered with a roof.

ATTIC The area formed between the ceiling joists and rafters.

AWG American Wire Gauge; the standard electrical wire size measuring system in the
United States.

AWNING WITDOW A window that is hinged along the top edge.

AXIAL LOAD Load applied down the center of gravity of a structural member; usually

.

refers to a load considered to be acting at the centroid of a column cross section.

BACKEIL Earth, gravel, or sand placed in the trench around the footing and stern wall
after the foundation has cured.

BAND JOIST A joist set at the edge of the structure that runs parallel to the other joist.
Also called a rint joist.

BANIS IER A handrail beside a stairway.

BAR JOISTS See open web joists.

BARRIER SCREEN See Smoke Screen.

BASE SHOE A small molding applied to the baseboard at the floor.

BASEBOARD.. A finish board covering the wall where it meets the floor.

BATT INSULATION Blanket insulation cut into short lengths to make it easy to handle
and apply.

BATTEN A narrow strip of wood ubed to cover the joint between two vertical pieces of
siding.
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BATTERBOARD A construction of stakes and horizontal boards from which chalk Li aesare hung which define the building lines.

BAY Square or rectangular area, usually in a uniform grouping, surrounded by columns
BAY WINDOW A window projecting outward from the face of a wall.

BEAM Load-carrying structural member spsnning between two or more supports; usuallysupporting secondary structural members such as floors, roofs, and joists.

BEAM REACTIONS The forces at the supports of a beam caused by (or as a reaction to)the loading on the bean:.

BEARING PLATE A support member, often a steel plate used to spread weight over alarger area.

BEARING WALL A wall supporting any vertical load in addition to its weight.

BELLED PILE Pile with a flared bottom for better bearing support.

BENCH MARK A mark on some object ftrmly fixed in the ground from which distancesand elevations are measured.

BENDING MOMENT The internal resistance of a beam to bending. The application ofa load causes the beam cross section to rotate about its neutral axis and therefore to bend.The resina_n=7,1 to this rotator: is termed bencling iicmi (somenmes call moment).Measured in ft-lb, inch-lb, ft-kips, or newtons (N) (metric).

BEVELED EDGE The edge at a door that is not at a 90 degree angle to the face of thedoor (std. bevel is 1/8" in 2").

BEVELED SIDING Siding that has a tapered thickness.

BEBB An outdoor faucet which is threaded so that a hose may be attached.

BIRD BLOCK A block placed between rafters to maintain a uniform spacing and to keepsnirnali out of the attic.

BM'S MOUTH A notch cut into a rafter to provide a bearing surface where the rafterintersects the top plat.

BLANK JAMB Vertical member of frame without hardware preparation. Used whendoors are furnished with push and pull hardware or surface mounted strikes and singleactive floor hinges.

BLEEDING In concrete, the appearance of excess water rising to the surface shortly afterplacing of concrete.
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BUM NAILING Driving nails in such a way that the heads are concealed from view.

BLCCIUNG framing members, typically wood, placed between joist, rafters, or studs toprovide rigidity. Also called bridging.

BOARD AND BATTEN A type of siding using vertical boards with small wood strips(battens) used to cover the joints of the boards.

BOARD FOOT The amount of wood contained in a piece of lumber 1 inch thick by 12
inches wide by 12 inches long.

BOII.ER A tmit that produces hot water or steam for heating.

BOND BEAM A reinforced concrete beam used to strengthen masonry walls.

BOND The mortar joint between two masonry units, or a pattern in which masonry unitsare arranged.

BORROWED LIGHT Four-sided frame prepared for glass installation in field.

BOTTOM CHORD The lower, usually horizontal, member of a truss.

BOX BEAM A hollow built-up structural unit

BRIDGING Cross blocking between horizontal members used to add stiffness. Also calledblocking.

BRITISH THERMAL UNIT (Btu) A common unit of heat lefined generally as thequantity of heat required to raise the temperature of one pound of water one degreeFahrenheit.

BUILDING CODE Building requirements of a local governing body providing for thesafety, health, and welfare of the public during construction and occupancy; containsstandards for materials, structural strength, fire resistance, ventilation, and otheronsiderations.

BUILDING LINE The line, established by law, beyond which the building shall not extendexcept as specifically provided by law.

BUILDING PAPER A waterproofed paper used to prevent the passage of air and waterinto a structure.

BUILT-UP ROOF A roof made up of several layers of felt, each spread with hot coal tarpitch or asphaltum.

BUELT-UP BEAM A beam constructed of smaller members.
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BULB TEE Inverted T-shaped steel member with its vertical stem enlarged into a bulb
410shape; usually used for the support of poured roof-deck panels.

BUIKHEAD Boxlike structure built over an opening such as a stair way or an elevator
shaft; usually on a roof of a building.

BULLNOSE TRIM The face & jamb width joined by a radius rather than a 90 degree
break.

BUTT JOINT The junction where two members meet in a square-cut joint; end to end, or
edge to c-dge,

Burr WELD Welded joint of two pieces butted together rather than overlapped.

BU1TERED WALL Sloping concrete or masonry wall with the base thicker than the top.

CABINET JAMB Frame in three or more pieces applied as the finished frame over rough
buck.

CABINET WORK The interior finish woodwork of a structure, especially cabinetry.

CAISSON Watertight compartment extending below groundwater level to facilitate

the. ex--yected beam deflection under ioaci.
CAMBER Slight convex tuawardl curve of a btam: usually ;_r.ttroducd t.^ p2z14.211y ofEset

construction work or the removal of earth for the pouring of piers or the driving of piles.

CANT STRIP A small built-up area between two intersecting roof shapes to divert water.

BEAM Overhanging beam with a rigidly fixed support at only one end.

CANTILEVER Extension of member, with one end free, beyond the support.

CAP See Soffit.

CASED OPENING Frame section which does not have any stops.

CASEMENT WINDOW A window in which each sash opens outward on hinges placed at
the side of the sash.

CAST STONE A building stone manufactured from concrete; usually precast and used as
a trim, veneer, or facing on (or in) buildings or structures.

CASING The metal or wood molding used as a finishing trim around door and window
openings.

IL
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r CAST-IN-PLACE PILE Pile constructed by sinldng a hollow tube into the ground and

filling the tube with concrete.

I.

CAST-IRON PIPE Widely used pipe in water distribution systems for many years; made

of cast iron and manufactured in sizes from 4" to 48" in diameter, usually connected with

bell and spigot joints, although flanged joints are available.

CATCH BASIN An underground structure open to the surface for the purpose of collecting

water runoff and conducting it to an underground drainage system.

CATHEDRAL WINDOW A window with an upper edge which is parallel to the roof pitch.

CAULKING A soft, waterproof material used to seal seams and cracks in construction.

CAVITY WALL A wall built of masonry units so arranged as to provide an air space

within the wall between wythes, and constructed so that the inner and outer parts of the wall

are tied together with metal ties.

CEIIING JOIST The horizontal member of the roof which is used to resist the outward

spread of the rafters and to provide a surface on which to mount the finished ceiling.

, CEMENT Usually refers to portland cement; a finely powdered substance, usually grey,

1...

composed largely of artificial crystalline minerals, the most iriportant being calcium and

aluminum silicates; widely used in construction.

i CENTRAL HEATING Aheating system in which heat is distributed throughout a structure

from a single source.

CHAIRS Metals supports made of heavy wire to hold steel reinforcing bars in place during

the concrete pouring operation.

CHAMFER Beveled edge rather than a sharp corner formed on a concrete member;

usually accomplished by inserting chamfer strips (with triangular cross section) in concrete

forms.

CHANNEL i. rollcd piece of structural iron with sides bent up to take the cross section

shape of a channel.

CHASE A recessed area or column formed between structural members for electrical,

mechanical, or plumbing materials.

CHECK VALVE A valve that allows fluid to flow in one direction only.

CHILLED WATER The refrigerated water used to cool the air in air systems.

CHIMNEY An upright structure connected to a fireplace or furnace that passes smoke and

gases to outside are.
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CHORD The upper and lower members of a truss which are supported by the web.

CIRCUIT An electrical arrangement requiring a source of voltage, a closed loop of wiring,
an electric load, and some means for opening and closing it.

CIRCUIT BREAKER A switch-type mechanism that opens automatically when it senses
an overload (excess current).

CIRCULATING LINE Piping that permits circulation of domestic hot water for more rapid-vailability of heated water.

CLEANOUT A removable plug in a drainage system.

CLERESTORY A window or group of windows which are placed above the normal windowheight, often between two roof levels.

COLLAR TIES A horizontal tie between rafters near the ridge to help resist the tendencyof the rafters to separate.

COLONIAL A style of architecture and furniture adapted from the American colonialperiod.

COLIJMN A vertical structural member that usually supports slabs, beams, or girders inbunp_s

COLUMN CAPITAL Name given to the upper supporting part of a column; usuallyenlarged or decorated.

COMBINED SEWER A sewer that carries both storm and sanitary drainage.

COMPONENT A part of a house assembled before delivery to the building site.

COMPOSITE DESIGN Structural floor system combining the stress qualities of steelbeams and the compressive stress qualities of a concrete slab; caused to act together byshear connectors (steel studs) welded to the top of the steel beam.

COMPRESSION Stress resulting from squeezing force applied to a member creating atendency for the member to be shortened.

COMPRESSOR One of the main parts of an air conditioning system required in thecooling cycle.

COMPUTER AIDED DRAFTING (CA.D.) Using a computer as a drafting aid.

COMPUTER INPUT Information input into a computer.
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COMPUTER MAINFRAME The main computer that controls many smaller desk
terminals.

COMPUTER OUTPUT Information which is displayed or printed by a computer.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE Programs used to conixol a computer.

CONCENT'RATED LOAD A load applied to a small enough portion of the beam length
so that it is assumed to be applied at a point in calculations.

CONCRETE A building material made from cement, sand, gravel, and water.

CONCRETE A mixture of sand, cement and gravel in varying amounts according to use,mixed with water.

CONCRETE BLOCKS Blocks of concrete that are precast. The standard size is 8 X 8 X
16.

..

CONDENSATION The formation of water on a surface when warm air comes in contact
with a cold surface.

CONDUCTION The transfer of heat by contact.

CONDUCTOR, DRAINAGE A vertical drain pipe for carrying rainwater.

CONDUCTOR, FIRCIRICAL A wire used to carry electric current

CONDUIT, DRAINAGE A pipe used to carry a fluid (water).

CONDUIT, ELECTRICAL An electrical raceway of metal or plastic with a round crosssection.

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER A professional who offers management services to an
owner and works as a team member with the architect/engineer and the contractor; usually
on complex projects.

CONTINUOUS BEAM A beam supported at three or more points in such a manner that
no resistance to bending of the beam exists at any support.

CONTOURS A line that represents land formations.

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS The owner-contractor agreement; contains the working
drawings, specifications, conditions of the contract, all addenda, and any other itemsstipulate d.
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CONTROL DIAGRAM A diagram that shows the concol scheme only. Power Wiring is
not shol,m. The control items are shown between two vertical lines. Sometimes called aladder diagram.

CONTROL JOINT Formed or sawed joint in a masonry or concrete wall or a concrete
slab; constructed to cause cracking to occur at the joint rather than elsewhere during theshrinkage of the material.

CONVECTION A transfer of heat by a moving substance such as air or water.

CONVECTOR A heating element that warms the air passing over it, which, in turn, risesto warm the surrounding space by convection.

CONVENIENCE OUTLET An electrical outlet in the wall which can be used for manypurposes.

COPING A masonry (sometimes metal) cap placed on the top of a wall to protect the wall
from water penetration.

CORBEL Shelf or ledge formed by projecting successive courses of masonry out from theface of the wall.

CORNER JOINT In welding, a joint between two members lomted at approximawly rightangles to each other in the form of an L

COI=CE A horizontal moided projection which crowns or finishes the eaves of a building.

COUNTERFLASH A metal flashing used under normal flashing to provide a waterproofseam.

COURSE A continuous row of building material such as shingles.

COURSE In masonry, one of the continuous horizontal layers of masonry units, bondedwith mortar; one course is equal to the thickness of the masonry unit plus the thickness ofone mortar joint.

COURT An unroofed space surrounded by walls.

COVE MOLD A concave molding used on inside corners.

COVE MOLD FRAME Frame having contour faces (exposed) simulating contour of woodframe.

COVERED MALL A covered, or roofed, interior area used as a pedestrian public way;usually connecting tenant spaces and/or groups of tenant spaces housing individual ormultiple tenants.
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: III
CSI Construction Specifications Institute; source of the Uniform System for Construction
Specifications.

FCRAWL SPACE The area between the floor joists and the ground.

CRICKET A diverter built to direct water away from an area of a roof where it would
iotherwise collect such as behind a chimney.

CRIPPLE A wall stud that is cut at less than full length.
r

CROSS BRACMG Boards fastened diagonally between structural members such as floor
joists to provide rigidity.

CUL-DE-SAC A dead end street with no outlet which provides a circular turn-around.

CURB LEVEL Referring to a buildifig, the elevation at that point of the street grade that
is opposite the center of the building wall nearest to and facing the street line.

CURING The chemical process which takes place in concrete after it is poured and as it
attains its load bearing strength.

i

CURRENT, FI PCIRICAL The electric flow in an electric circuit; expressed in amperes
[ .(A). .

rID CURTAIN WALL A non load-bearing wall on the outside of a building; usually supported

L
by a spandrel beam or girder in steel or concrete framed construction.

CUT-OUT A preparation for hardware and/or accessories.

DAMPER A moveable metal plate in a fireplace throat to regulate draft. A moveable
metal plate in a duct to control the flow of air.

1

DATUM POINT A point of reference established by a city from with levels and distances
are measured.

, .

DEAD END A hallway, corridor, or other space so arranged that a person therein is able
to travel in one direction only in order to reach an exit.

DEAD LOAD Permanent, inert load on a structure caused by the weight of all the
materials out of which the structure is made and of the items permanently attached to the
structure. .

DECIBEL Unit for measuring the intensity of sound; 1 decibel (dB) is equivalent to the
least change in sound intensity detectable by the human ear; the scale extends from 0 dB
(hearing threshold) to 120 dB (threshold of feeling).
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DECKING A wood material used to form the floor or roof, typically used in 1 and 2 inchthicknesses.

DEFLECITON Amount of sag of a horizontal structural member when subjected to load;usually measured at the middle of the span of the member.

DEFORMED BAR Steel reinforcing rod with a pattern of surface projections intended toincrease the bond with concrete; usually used in reinforced-concrete construction.

DEr3RM DAYS (DD) A measure bastd ot; dims* condirions of the severity of a heatingperiod, usually an Cadre; season. From weather records for each day the difference between65 degrees F. and the mean temperature is determined. The sum of thtse differences forall the days in the heating season is the Degree Days for that locality.

DEMAND In plumbing, the probable maximum rate of water flow as determined by the
number of water supply fixture units.

DESIGNER A person who designs buildings, but is not licensed as is an architect.

DEWPOINT The temperature at which a cooling air-water vapor mixture becomescompletely saturated (100% relative humidity) and is on the verge of some moisture
condensing into water. It varies with barometric pressure.

DIAGONAL TENSION The stress resulting from the enmhirmdon of hending *Tid eiearswesses ai. a beam; this tensile suebb ia equal in magnitude to the shearing stress and at thebeam neutral axis is inclined 45 degees to the horizontal.

DIFFUSER An air register transferring forced air from a duct to the room.

DIGITIZER An input tool for computer aided drafting used to draw on a flat bed plotter.The device translates images to numbers for transmission to the computer.

DISK Computer storage units that store information or programs used to run the computer.

DISTRIBUTED LOAD A load, usually uniformly distributed, applied to a large enoughportion of the beam length so that it is not possible to consider it as applied at a point incalculations.

DIVERTER A metal strip used to divert water.

DOMESTIC HOT WATER Potable (safe to drink) hot water as diszinguislaed from hotwater used for heating.

DORMER A structure which projects from a sloping roof to form anothei- roofed area.This new area is typically used to provide a surface to install a window.
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DOUBLE ACTING Type of door prepared for pivot or spring type donr hinge permitting
the door to swing 90 degrees in either direction.

DOUBLE EGRESS Double rabbeted double frame prepared to receive two single-acting
doors swinging in opposite directions.

DOUBLE HUNG A type of window in which the upper and lower halves slide past each
other to provide an opening at the top and bottom of the window.

DOWELS Reinforcing steel bars extended beyond a construction joint for the purpose of
attaching the new pour to the hardened concrete.

DOWNSPOUT A vertical pipe to carry rainwater from the gutter to the ground or sewer.
(Same as leader.)

DRAIN A pipe for carrying waste water; usually by gravity flow.

DRIFT PIN Metal pin used in lining up matching holes and temporarily joining members
during steel-frame erection. .
DRIP CAP A molding placed above the top of a window or door casing to provide a means
for water to run off.

DRIP In masonry, a projection shaped to throw off water and prevent its running down the
face of the masonry surface below.

DROP PANEL Projection on the bottom of the thickened area of a concrete flat slab;
positioned directly above that supporting column.

DWI WELL A shallow well used to disperse water from the gutter system.

DRYWALL A system of interior wall finish using sheets of E,Tpsum board.

DUCT LINER Acoustic liner to absorb sound made by air transmission through ducts.

DUCT TURNS Curved vanes that reduce friction and turbulence when square corners are
used in ducts.

Dm Ts Pipes, typically made of sheet metal, used to conduct hot or cold air of the HVAC
system.

DUTCH DOOR Door having two separate leaves, one hung above the other. Shelf on
lowcr leaf, optional.

DUTCH IIIP A type of roof shape that combines features of a gable and a hip roof.

DWV Abbreviation for drainage, waste, and vent.
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EASEMENT An area of land that cannot be built upon because it provides access to a

structure or to utilities such as power or sewer lines.

EAVE The lower part of the roof that projects from the wall. See cornice.

ECCENTRIC LOAD Load applied away from the centroid of the cross section of a

structural member, usually refers to an unbalanced load on a column causing a tendency for

the column to bend,

EFFUJENT A fluid flowing away from a process, such as the effluent of a sewage

treatment system.

EGRESS A term used in building codes to desenle access.

ELBOW An L-shaped plumbing pipe.

ELEVATION The height of a floor level or grade above a given point such as sea level. [.
The term is a.15.4.3 used to describe the view of a building when drawn using orthographic

drawing methods.

EMERGENCY SOURCE Standby source of electric power, used when normal electric

power fails.

EIZTTANCE (e) A rating ckf the!: ability of a material to give off heat as radiant energy. lif
It is equal to the amount of heat absorbed (that, riot' reflected), so toe sum of ernittanv6 and

reflectance, expressed as percent, is 100%. It is also defined as the ratio of heat radiated

by a material to that of a "black bod)" under similar conditions. It is applicable only when

the surface faces an air space. Set Reflectance. The same ratio applied to opaque and

optically flat surfaces is called emissi...'ity; for ordinary materials, emittance is preferred. [.

ERECTION MARK Identification mark or number piaced on the end of each steel section

to aid in the erection of a steel-framed stnicture. f.

EXCAVATION The removal of soil for construction purposes.

EXPANSION JOINT A joint in masonry or concrete construction providing a plane of

separation for free movement of the adjacent parts; usually containing a vinyl-type water

stop and/or prernolded expansion joint filler.

FACADE The exterior covering of a structure.

FACE BRICK Brick that is used on the visible surface to cover other masonry products.

FACE Exposed part of frame parallel to face of wall.

FACE GRAIN The pattern in the visible veneer of plywood.
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FALL PER FOOT The slope of a drainage line that causes flow by gravity.

FASCIA A flat vertical board located at the outer face of a cornice.

FAST TRACK A method of construction mnnngement with the intention of constructing
a proct in the least possible time; construction work usually starts before final plans and
specifications are complete.

FAYING SURFACE In welding, that surface of a member that is in contact with another
member to which it is to be joined.

FEED LINE A pipe that supplies water to items such as a boiler or a domestic hot-water
tank.

FIBER BENDING STRESS The measurement of structural members used to determinetheir stiffness.

FIBERBOARD Fibrous wood products that have been pressed into a sheet. Typically used
for the interior construction of cabinets and for a covering for the subfloor.

FIELD BOLTS Bolts that are to be fastened at the job site in steel-framed construction.

FILL Material used to raise an area for construction. Typically gravel or sand is used to
provide a raised, level building area.

FILLER PLATE A blank plate used to fill mortised cutouts.

FILLET WELD A weld of approximately triangular cross section joining two surfaces at
approximately right angles to each other in a lap joint, tee joint, or corner joint.

FINISHED LUMJ3ER Wood that has been milled with a smooth finish suitable for use astrim and other finish work.

FINISHED SIZE Sometimes called the dressed size, the finished size represents the actual
size of lumber after all milling operations and is typically about 1/2 inch smaller than the
normal size, which is the size of lumber before planing.

NOMINAL SIZE (IN.) FINISHED SIZE (IN.)
1 3/4
2 1 1/2
4. 3 1/2
6 5 1/2
8 7 1/4

10 9 1/4
12 11 1/4
14 13 1/4
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FaE CUT An angular cut on the e ...1 of a joist or rafter that is supported by masonry.
THe cut allows the wood member to fall away from the wall without damaging a masonry
wall when the wood is damaged by fire.

FIRE DOOR A door and its assembly, so constructed and assembled in place as to give
the specified protecdon against the passage of fire.

FIRE RATED A rating given to building MaterieS to specify the amount of time the
material can resist damage caused by fire.

FIRE-RESISTANCE RATTNG The time, in hours, that the material or construction will
withstand the standard Ere exposure as determined by a fire test (in conformity with ASTM
E119). Sometimes called fire rating.

FIRE WALL A fire-resistive wall, having protective openings, that restricts the spread offire and extends from foundation to, or through, the roof; to allow collapse on either sidewithout the wall itself collapsing under' fire conditions.

FIREBOX The combustion chamber of the fireplace where the fire occurs.

FIREBRICK A brick made of a refractory material that can withstand great amounts of
heat and is used to !ine the visible face of the firebox.

FIREPROOFING Any material that is used to cover structural materials to increase theirfire rating.

Fa-ESTOP Any blocking of air passages to prevent the spread of fire in a building. (A
block of wood closing off a space between studs.)

FDCTURE A unit of electrical or plumbing equipment; usually indicated in fixture
schedules or drawings.

FLAGSTONE Flat stones used typically for floor and wall coverings.

FLAME-SPREAD RATING A numerical value assigned to a material tested in accordance
with "Methods of Test for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials," ASTME84.

FLANGE Bottom and top portion of an S-section (I-beam), W-section (wide flange), or C-
section (channel) steel beam.

FLARE An operation performed on the end of copper tubing before it is joined to another
piece.

FLASHING Sheet-metal placed in mortar joints and across air spaces in masonry to collect
water that may penetrate the wall and to direct the water to the exterior.
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FLAT FRAME Frame having flat faces exposed.

FLAT PLATE Type of reinforced-concrete floor or roof system where the slab has a
tmiform thickness and is supported only by columns.

FLAT SLAB Type of reinforced-concrete floor or roof system of uniform thick-less except
at the column support.s, where the slab is thickened by dm-. panels that extend down below
the bottom surface of the slab.

FLOOR Distance between bottom of door and finished floor.

FLUE A passage inside of the chimney to conduct smok. ano away from fireboxto outside air.

FLUE LINER A terra-cotta pipe used to provide a smooth flue surface so that unburned
material will not cling to the flue.

FLUSH VALVE A. valve that, when operated manually, delivers a measured amount ofwater to flush a water closet.

FOOTING The spread portion at the base of a foundation wall or column winch disaibutes
the weight over a larger area.

FOUNDATION The system used to support a building's loads and made up of stem walls,
footings, and piers. THE term is used in many areaz to refer to the footing.

FRAME CONSTRUCIION Building using wood structural members.

FRAME The structural skeleton of a building.

FRIEZE The part of a cornice which is the lower vertical board at the wall.

FROST LINE The depth to which frost penetrates the earth.

FURRING STRIPS Narrow strips of wood fastened to a wall or ceiling to serve as a
leveling device and to provide a means for fastening the finishing materials.

FURRING Wood strips attached to structural members that are used tà provide a level
surface for finishing materials when different-sized structural members are used.

GABLE END WALL The triangular wall that is formed at each end of a gable roof
between the top plate of the wall and the rafters.

GABLE ROOF A ridged roof that slopes up from two sides.

GAGE LINES In steel framing, lines on which bolts or open holes for bolts are placed;usually 3" apart.
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GALVANIC CORROSION Corrosion causeL oy the contact of different metals, which are
improperly isolated, in the presence of a liquid that can conduct electricity.

GALVANT2ING Zinc coating of metal by electroplating or hot dipping, which produces
a characteristic bright spangled finish and protects the base metal from atmospheric
corrosion.

GAMBREL A type of roof formed with two planes on each side. The lower pitch is
steeper than the upper portion of the roof.

GAUGE Measure of thickness or size of metal or wire, as in 26-gauge metal flashing.

GIRDER AS used in buildings, a horizontal structural member that supports at least one
beam; supporced by other girders or columns.

GLASS STOP Fixed trim on a glass tight door against which glass is set.

GLAZING BEAD A removable trim at glazing opening to hold glass securely in place.

GRADE BEAM Continuous reinforced-concrete beam below grade that forms thefoundation of a building. Piers or piles are usually used below the beam for support.

GRADE Referring to buildings, a reference plane representing the finished ground level
adjoining the building at exterior walls.

GRADTN0 The moving cif gnil t pffect the Z.ievatitia f laiad at cimstrurfirni sue.

GRAVri STOP A metal strip used to retain gravel at the edge of built-up roofs.

GRAVITY LOADS Those loads on a structure that are caused by the attraction of gravityas oppdsed to wind loads, earthquake loads, etc. Gravity loads act downward in a verticaldirection.

GRILLS Perforated or slotted frame; usually used for air return in an air system.

GROUT A mixture of cement, sand, and water used to fill joints in masomy and tileconstruction.

GUARDRAIL A horizontal protective railing used around stairwells, balconies, andchanges of floor elevation geater than 30 inches.

GUSSET A plat added to the side of intersecting structural members to help form a secureconnection and to reduce stress.

GUITER A metal or plastic drainage system for collecting and disposing of water fromroofs.
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GYPSUM A calcium product used in plaster and as a core in sheets of drywall.

GYPSUM BOARD An interior finishing material made of gypsum and fiberglass and
covered with paper which is installed in large sheets.

HALF-TIMBER A frame construction method where spaces between wood members are
filled with masonry.

HAND Term used to Jesignate direction in which door swings.

HANDHOLD Small exterior concrete box intended as a pulling or splicing point for
underground cables.

HANDR4G The swinging of the door e.g., right hand or left hand. To determine the hand
of a door, view the door from the outside. The side that the hinges are on is the hand of
the door. If the door swings away from the viewer, the hand is a regular hand, i.e. right or
left hand. If the door swings to the viewer, the door is reverse swing, Le. right hand reverse
swing or left hand reverse swing.

HANGER A metal support bracket used to attach two structural members.

HARDBOARD Sheet material formed of compressed wood fibers used as an underlayment
for flooring.

HEAD Horizontal frame member at top of door opening oi top member of transom
frames.

HEADER A joist or joists placed at the ends of an opening in the floor used to support
side members. The top rough framing members over a window or door opening.

HEADER COURSE Course of brick or masomy laid across a wythe of masonry (with the
ends exposed); usually used to bond one wythe of masonry to another in a wall.

HEADROOM The vertical clearance in a room or over a stairway.

HEARTH The fire-resistant floor within and extending a minimum of 18 inches in front
of the firebox.

HICKEY A tool used to bend conduit.

HIGH-STRENGTH BOLTS Fastening bolts of superior-strength steel having hexagon
heads and used with semifinished hexagon nuts; intended to be tightened to a high tensile
stress to provide a clamping force on the material joined that allows load transfer by
friction.

HINGE BACKSET Distance from edge to hinge to stop on frame.
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INGE FILLER Plate installed for a hinge cut-out when no hinge Plate is

° ROOF A roof sloping up from all sides or walls of a building.

The exterior edge formed by two sloping roof surfaces.

IOSE BIBB A water faucet or valve connection for a garden hose.

HUMIDITY, ABSOLUTE The weight of water vapor in pounds per cubic foot.

HUMIDITY, PERCENTAGE Indicates the weight of moisture that air at a giventemperature is holding in vapor form to what it could hold at that same temperature whenfully saturated, as percent.

HUMIDITY, RELATIVE (RH) The ratio of the actual vapor pressure at a giventemperature to the saturation vapor pressure at the same temperature.

HVAC Abbreviation for heating, ventilating, and air conditioning.

HYDRATION The chemical reaction of water and cement that produces a hardenedconcrete.

HYDRONIC SYS LEM Forced hot water system.

I BEAM The generic tenu for a wide flange or American standard steel beam with a crosssection in the shape of the letter I.

INACI1VE LEAF The door leaf in a pair of doors which is normally held closed by topand bottom bolts.

INFLECTION POINT A point along the length of a beam where the curvature, due todeflection, changes from concave to convex, or vice versa; the type of stress (tension orcompression) on the bottom (or top) also changes at this point

INNER COURT An open unoccupied space bounded by the walls of a building, butlocated within the exterior walls of the building,

T The elevation, above some datum, of the lowest surface in a pipe, manhole, orcatch basin.
I V'

ISOMETRIC A drawing method which enables three surfaces of an object to be seen inone view, with the base of each surface drawn at 30 to the horizontal plane.

ISOTHERM Designates a line on a graph joining points of equal temperatures.
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JACK RAFTER A rafter which is cut shorter than the other rafters to allow for an opening
in the roof.

JACK STUD A wall member which is cut shorter than other studs to allow for an opening
such as a window. Also called a cripple stud.

JALOUSIE A type of window made of thin horizontal panels that can be rotated between
the open and close position.

JAMB DEMI Over-all width of frame section.

JAMB Vertical frame member; between door and glass or wall; between glass and door or
wall. See also Mullion.

JIG A table or device used to hold structural members in place while they are being
fastened together. Used in the manufacture of components and trusses.

JOIST A horizontal structural member used in repetitive patterns to support floor and
ceilirg loads.

KICK PLATE Metal plate fastened to the lower part of a door to prevent damage to the
door.

KILN DRIOD A method of drying lumber in a lain or oven. Kiln dried lumber has a
reduced moisture coutent when compared to lumber that has been air dried.

KING STUD A stud placed beside the cripples at the edge of an opening in a wall which
extends from the top plate to the sill.

laiP Used in some engineering formulas to represent 1,000 pounds.

KNOCK DOWN Door frame furnished by manufacturer in three or more basic parts for
assembly in field.

IAITENCE Undesirable watery liquid that sometimes forms on the surface of concrete
slabs while curing.

LALLY COLUMN A metal pipe filled with concrete used to support beams or girders.

LAMINATED Several layers of material that have been glued together under pressure.

LANDING A platform between two flights of stairs.

LAP JOINT. A joint between cwo overlapping members.

LATERAL Sideways action in a structure caused by wind or seismic forces.
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LATERAL SUPPORT Support provided to structural members, subjected to bending, that
prevents the member from moving laterally or twisting during the application of load.

LATH Metal mesh or wood strips which are fastened to structural members to provide a
base for plaster.

LATI10E A grille made by criss-crossing zips of material.

LAUNDRY TRAY A laundry sink.

LAVATORY (1) A basin for washing :ht.: hands and face; (2) A room epippeci with
running water usually containing a basin and water closet.

LEADER A pipe that carries storm water down from a gutter or roof drain fixture.

LEDGER A horizontal member which is attached to the side of wall members to provide
support for rafters or joists.

LEVEL (1) Horizontal; (2) A builder's instrument used to tansfer points in laying out
foundations, revolves only in a horizontal plane; (3) A carpenter's or mason's tool used to
level building parts in the course of building; (4) To adjust into a horizontal position.

LIFE SAFETY CODE Regulations governing ffre protection requirements of buildings;
usually administered by the fire marshal.

LIFT ST.A3 Method of precast concrete construcdon- Roof and all floor slabs are cast and
cured on the ground and lifted into place after hardening.

LIGHT A pane of glass.

LINTEL The beam like structural support, placed over an opening in a wall, that supports
the wall construction above.

LIVE LOAD The loads from all movable objects within a structure including loads from
furniture and people. External loads from snow and wind are also considered live loads.

LOAD-BEAR1NG WALL A support wall which holds floor or roof loads in addition to its
own weight.

LOAD FACTOR Number that results by dividing the failure load by the working load;
sometimes substituted for the safety factor in codes and specifications.

LOCK BACKSET Distance from edge of door to centerline of cylinder of cylinder knob.

LOOKOUT A beam used to support eave loads.

LOUVER An opening with horizontal slats to allow for ventilation.
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LOUVER DOOR A door with horizontal ventilating slats.

LUG SILL Stone or concrete sill below windows on exterior walls that is wider than the
window opening and is set into the adjoining masonry.

MANHOLE Large exterior concrete box or vault intended as a pulling or splicing point for
underground primary cables, large secondary cables, and telephone cables, also used to
allow access to sewers.

MANSARD A four-sided, steep-sloped rooL

MANTEL A decorative shelf above the opening of a fireplace.

MASONRY BOX See Plaster Guard.

MASONRY That form of construction composed of stone, brick, concrete, gypsum, hollow
clay tile, concrete block, tile, or other similar building units or materials laid up unit by unit
and set in mortar.

MESH A metal reinforcing material placed in concrete slabs and masonry walls to help
resist cracking.

MEZZANINE One or more intermediate levels between the floor and ceiling of any story,
with a total area of all mezzanines comprising one-third or less of the space in which they
are located.

MIILWORK Finished woodwork that has been manufactured in a milling plant. Examples
are window and door frames, mantels, moldings, and stairway components.

MODULAR A structural system designed to have the parts fit together on a grid of a
standard module.

MODULE (1) A unit of measurement established at 4 inches; (2) A complete part of a
building assembled in a shop such as a bathroom or kitchen.

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY The measurement of the tendency of a structural member
... to sag.

MOISTURE BARRIER Typically a plastic material used to restrict moisture vapor from
penetrating into a structure.

MOLDING Decorative strips, usually made of wood, used to conceal the seam in other
finishing materials.

MOMENT DIAGRAM Graphic (;escription of the intensity of the bending moments along
the length of a structural member.
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MOMENT See bending moment.

MORTAR A combination ofcement, sand, and water used to bond masonry units together.

MORTISE Reinforcing drilling and tapping for hardware preparation which is to be
naortised into door or frame.

1.

r

r
MUDSILL The horizontal wood member that rests on concrete to support other wood
members.

1

IMULLION The structural member between wirdows which come in pairs or in a series.

MUNTIN The small members dividing the glass lights in a window sash.

NAILER A wood member bolted to concrete or steel members to provide a nailing surface
for attaching other wood members.

NEMA National Electrical Manufacturers Msociation; an association that establishes
standards of manufacture for electrical equipment.

NEUTRAL AXIS The center of gravity axis (or centroidal axis of the cross section) of a
structural member where the bending stresses (tension and compression) are zero.

NEWEL The end post of a stair railing.

NFPA National Fire Protection Association; the source for many standards for fireprotection.

NOMINAL S1LE An approximate size achieved by rounding the actual material size to the
nearest larger whole number.

NONBEARING WALL A wall which supports no loads other than its own weight. Some
building codes consider walls which support only ceiling loads as nonbearing.

NONCOMBUSni3LE MATERIAL Materials that pass the test procedure defining
noncombustibility (ASTM E136) or those having a structural base with a surfacing 1/8" orless having a flame-spread rating of 50 or less as tested according to ASTM E84.

NOSING The rounded front edge of a tread which extends past the riser.

OCCUPANCY The purpose for which a building, or part thereof, is used or intended tobe used; such as Educational Occupancy.

ON CENTER A measurement taken from the center of one member to the center of
another member.
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DPEN WEB JOLST Light steel truss like member used for floor or roof framing;

r- sometimes allied bar joist.

[

r

OPENING SUE Size of frame opening measured between rabbets and finished floor.

OUTLET An electrical receptacle which allows for current to be urawn from the system.

OUTRIGGER A support for roof sheathing and the fascia which extends past the wall line

perpendicular to the rafters.

OVERALL HEAT TRANSMISSION
COEFFICIENT (U or 1/R1) The reciprocal

(divided into 1) of the Total Thermal Resistance. 17 has been the unit used to express

heat flow through a building section including air spaces 3/4 inch or greater and air films.

Terhnically, it is heat transmission in Btu's-per hour_per square foot per degree F difference

from air to air. While it has been used to calculate heat loss or gain, it is recornmended

that it be abandoned in favor of the more easily used Total Thermal Resistance (RT).

OVERHANG THe horizontal measurement of the distance the roof projects from a wall.

OVERHANGING BEAM A horizontal member resting freely on two supports, with one

or both of the beam ends extending out beyond the supports.

OVERLAY DRAFTING The practice of drawing a structure in.several layers which must

be combined to produce the finished drawing.

OWNER Any person, agent, firm, or corporadon having a legal or equitable interest in the

property or building.

PAD An isolated concrete pier.

PAN-JOIST or ONE-WAY-JOIST FLOOR Type of concrete floor or roof construction

having joists (sometimes called ribs) formed on the bottom of the slab.

PANEL or PANELBOARD A box containing a group of over current devices intended to

supply branch circuits.

PANIC HARDWARE Door latches, required by building codes, to be provided on exit

doors of certain types of buildinp, they release when pressure, not exceeding 15 Ibs, is

applied to the releasing devices in the direction of exit travel.

PANS Steel or plastic forms, in the shape of pans, used in forming one-way joist (ribbed)

and two-way joist (waffle) type concrete floor and roof framing systems.

PARAPET WALL That part of any wall entirely above the roof line of a building.

PARTING STRIP A vertical strip attached to the jamb of a double hung window used to

separate the upper and lower sash as they slide up and down.
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PARITTION An interior wall, other than one that is folding or portable, that subdivides
spaces within a building.

PARTY WALL A fire wall on an interior lot line, used or adapted for joint service
between two buildings.

PASS-ThROUGH An opening in a kitchen wall used to pass dishes to and from the dining
room (Also pass-thru.)

PEDESTAL Column base support that is placed between a column and a footing.

PO-TrirOUST. i'm enclosed stucture above the roof of a building, other than a bulkhead,
occupying not more than one-third of the roof area.

PERM Unit of vapor transmission rate of 1 grain per square foot per hour per inch of
mercury pressure difference (from permeance).

PERMIT An official document or certificate issued by an authority having jurisdiction for
authorizing performance of a specified activity, such as a building permit, which authorizes
the construction of a building.

PERSPECIIVE A drawing method which provides the illusion of depth by the use of
vanishing points.

PHOTODRAFIING The use of photography to Produce a base drawing on whicli
MAW LI V.Illeil e IraWi-0n us: can ,,Fle ............."'

PIER A concrete or masonry foundation support.

PILASTER A thickened wall section of column built as an integral part of a wall.

PILE Long shaft of wood, concrete, prestressed concrete, or steel; cast or driven into the
ground to give support to a foundation; usually used to support heavy loads or when stable
soil is far below unstable surface soil.

PILING A vertical foundation support driven into the ground to provide support on stablesoil or rock.

PITCH (1) The slope of a floor toward a drain expressed in inches per foot; (2) A ratio
between the rise of a roof and the span.

PLANCIER A board which is the underside of an eave or cornice.

PLANK Lumber which is 11/2 to 31/2 inches in thickness.

/LASTER A pasty composition of lime, sand and water which hardens on drying, used for
coating wall and ceiling surfaces.
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0 PLASTER GUARD Metal shield attached behind hinges and strike reinforcement to
prevent mortar or plaster from entering mounting holes.

PLASTIC DESIGN Method of structural steel tlesign, used by engineers, utilizing theultimate strength of a structure (failure loading). It is based on the ductility of steel (aplastic behavior).

PLAT A map of an area of land which shows the bouudaries of individual lots.

PT `TE A horizontal member at the top (top plate) or bottom (sole plate or sill) or walls
useu to connect the vertical wall members.

PLATE GIRDER Steel beam or girder built up with a plate web and plate or anglesections as flanges.

PLENUM An air compartment or chamber to which one or more ducts are connected andthat forms part of an air-distribution system.

PLOTTER An output device used in computer aided drafting to draw lines and symbols.

PLUMB (1) Vertical; (2) To adjust into a vertical position.

PLYWOOD Wood composed of three or more layers, with the grain of each layer placed
oat 90' ':o each other and bonded with glue.

?OCHE A shading method using graphite applied with a soft tissue in a rubbing motion.

POST A vertical wood structural member usually 4 X 4 or larger.

POSTTENSIONING Type of prestressed concrete where the tendons are tensioned and
anchored at the ends of the member after the concrete has been cast and has attained
sufficie nt stre ngth.

POTABLE Safe to drink.

PRECAST CONCRETE Concrete units cast and finished before being erected ia place.

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE Concrete members that have b en placed in a stress state
of compression prior to being loaded; the stress is usually induc.-.d by the tensioning of steeltendons. .

PRETENSIONING Type of prestressed concrete where the tendons are tensioned prior
to the casting of the concrete and the member is stressed after the concrete has gainedsufficient strength.

PRIMARY AIR Heated or cooled air directly from the conditioner.S.
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PRIMARY SERVICE High-voltage service (above 600 volts).

PROCIOR TEST A soil-compaction laboratory test run to determine the water content-density relationship of a soil; a controlled amount of energy is used to compact a sample of
soil, after which the water content and the density are determined; the test is repeated until
a maximum density of soil is obtained; used to compare with actual field compaction todetermine compliance with specifications; for example, "compact subgrade to 90% ofStandard Proctor." The Modified Proctor test utilizes a larger amount of energy forcompaction.

PROGRAM A set of instructions winch mItrols the fimctions of a computer.

PSI Potmds per square inch.

PULL BOX A metal cabinet inserted into a conduit run for the purpose of providinb
cable-pulling point; cable may be spliced in these boxes.

PURLIN BRACE A support member which extends from the purlin down to a load-bearing wall or header.

PURL1N Horizontal roof-framing member used over widely spaced trusses.

PVC Abbreviation for polyvinyl chloride; most widely used as plastic pipe for water servicesand for waste-collection systems; tough and resistant to chemical attaclq used forintermediate strenah and high flexibility.

QUARRY TILE Machine made, unglazed floor tile.

QUARTER ROUND Wood molding that has the profile of one-quarter of a circle.

R-FACTOR A unit of thermal resistance applied to the insulating value of a specificbuilding material.

RABBET A rectangular groove cut on the edge of a board.

RACEWAY Channel in a building through which wiring or piping is run.

RADIANT HEAT A system in which space is heated by the use of pipe coils or electric
resistance wires placed in the floor, ceiling or walls.

RADIATION ..The transfer of heat through space by the wave motion of rays.

RAFTER A sloping roof member which supports the roof covering.

RAFTER/CEILING JOIST An inclined structural member which supports both the ceilingand the roof materials.
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RAIL A horizontal member of a door or a window sash.

RAKE JOTNT A recessed mortar joint.

RANDOM A manner of laying stones so that they do not follow regular patterns orcourses.

REACTION The upward forces acting at the supports of a beam.

READY-MDCED CONCRETE Concrete mixed at a plant or in trucks enroute to the job
site and delivered ready for placement.

REBAR Reinforcing steel used to strengthen concrete.

RECEPTACLE A receptacle is a contact device installed at the outlet for the connectionof a single attachment plug.

RECEPTACLE OUTLET An outlet wbere one or more receptacles are installed.

REFEREsICE BUBBLE A symbol used to designate the origin of details and sections.

REFLECTANCE A rating of the ability of a material to reflect heat by radiation. It is theratio of the radiant heat reflected by a surface to that of a "black body" (a theoretical body
that absorbs all radiation falling on it) under similar conditions. No symbol is used becauseratings are based on emittance. For opaque and optically flat surfaces the optimum valueof reflectance is reflectivity for ordinary materials, reflectance is preferred.

REGISTER Slotted frame for control of the direction and flow rate of air delivered to the
surrounding space in air systems.

REINFORCED CONCRETE Concrete that has had steel reinforcing bars added to
increase the strength of the concrete in tension.

REINFORCING STEEL Steel rods of varials sizez used to limit the width of tension
cracks and carry tension loads in reinforced concrete.

RELATIVE HUMIDITY The amount of water vapor in the atmosphere compared to the
. maximum possible amount at the same temperature.

RELIEF ANGLE Steel angle attached horizontally to the structural frame of a building forthe support of masonry veneer that is beyond the main framework.

RENDERING An artistic process applied to drawings to add realism.

REP A reciprocal (1/perm) which indicates resistance to water vapor transfer.
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RETAINING WALL A wall designed to prevent the lateral displacement of soil or other
material.

RETARDER An admixture added to concrete to delay the hardening process.

RETURN See Backband.

REVEAL Distances from face of frame to surfac: of finished wall.

REVBBIATION The continuing travel ofsound waves bttwten reflective surfaces after
the original source is stopped.

REVERBERATION TIME The time, in seconds, required for a sound to diminish 60
decibels after the source is stopped.

REVERSE BEVEL Refers to hand of door or lock when doors swing to outside.

REVERSING See End Channel.

RIBBED SLAB See pan-joist floor.

RID;31Z BOARD A 6orizontal mc-triter ttat rafters ale aligned against to resist their

RIBBON A structural wood member framed into studs to support joists or rafters.

downward force.

RIDGE BRACE A support member used to transfer the weight from the ridge board to
a bearing wall or beam. The brace is typically spaced at 48 inches O.C., and may not
exceed a 45 angle from vertical.

RTDGE The uppermost area of two intersecting roof planes.

RIGID FRAME Structural system utili7ing rigid structural connections between the beam
and column sections; the beam and column sections are frequently tapered and the beam
sections are many times placed on a slope.

RIM JOIST A joist at the perimeter of a structure that runs parallel to the other floor joist

RISE On a roof built using simple rafters, the "rise" is the vertical (straight up and down and
plumb) distance measured from the highest point (the ridge) of the rafter, to the lowest
point at the other end 3f the rafter.

RISER A vertical board at the edge of a stairway step.

RISER DIAGRAM Plumbing or electrical block type of diagram sh swing connections of
major items of equipment; also applied to signal equipment connections such as fire-alarm
riser diagram. Usually applied to multistory buildings.

ewe e.
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ROIL ROOFING Roofing material of fiber or asphalt that is shipped in rolls.

ROLLED SECTION Structural steel member, such as an S-section (I-beam) or W-section
(wide flange), that is formed into shape by hot rolling at a steel mill

ROOF DRAN A metal water collector flashed into a fiat roof; usually provided with a
strainer to exclude debris.

ROOF SLOPE Pitch of a fiat roof intended to direct rain water to a roof drain.

ROUGH FLOOR The subfloor, usually hardboard, which serves as a base for the finishedfloor.

ROUGH-IN DIMENSIONS In plumbing, the locations of water supply and drainage pipes
to assure proper fit of a plumbinf- 'xture.

ROUGH OPENING The un5nishtu opening between framing members allowed for doors,windows, or other assemblies.

ROWLOCK A pattern for laying masonry units so that the end of the unit is exposed.

RUBBER A part attached to the stop of a frame to cushion the closing ef door.

RUBBLE A wall made of rough stones irregular in size and shape, laid without a pattern.

RUN (Plumbing) A part of a pipe or fitting that continues in the same straight line as thedirection of flow. (Roof) On a roof built using simple rafters, the "run" is the horizontal
(straight across and level) distance measured from the highest point (the ridge) of the rafter,to the farthest point at the other end of the rafter.

RUN The horizontal distance of a set of steps or the measurement describing the depthof one step.

S-SECIION Designation for a standard beam (formerly called I-beam).

SADDLE A small gable roof placed 1.ehind a chimney on a sloped roof to shed water.

SAFETY FACTOR Number that results from dividing ullimate strength (concrete) or theyield strength (steel) by the allowable or working stress; usually regulated by building codes.

SASH The frame iii which the window lights (glass) are set.

SCAB A short member that overlaps the butt joint of two other members used to fastenthose members.

SCALE A measuring instrument used to draw materials at reduced size.
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SCIBEDULE A written list of similar components such as windows or doors.

SCRATCH COAT THe first coat of stucco which is scratched to provide a good bonding
surface for the second coat.

SCREEDS Strips fastened at a desired level, over which a straightedge is pulled to level
a coacrete slab; the name is also applied to the straightedges themselves.

SCUPPER Opening in a wall for the relea-se of water from a roof or floor; intended to
regulate the maximum depth to which water may stand on a roof or floor.

SCUTTLE A small opening in the ceiling to provide access to the attic space.

SEALED CONNECTION Connection in steel-framed construction formed by the
outstanding leg of an angle or plate on which to rest a beam or girder.

SECTION A view taken of a building or a part of a building as seen in a vertical slice.

SECTION WIDM See Jamb Depth.

SEISMIC Relating to vibration and forces caused by an earthquake.

SELF-CLOSING Referring to a fire door or other openir. ig; a door, normally closed,
equipped with an approved device that will ensure that the door is closed after having been
opened for use.

SELF-WEATHERING A type of steel that has chemical properties allowing it to form a
very dense surface oxide (rust), which seals the base metal from further oxidation (rusting).

SE.YrIC TANK A tank in which sewage is kept in order that bacterial action may cause
disintegration of organic matter and dispersed by draiulines

SERVICE DROP The overhead electrical service wires that serve a building.

SETBACK A specific minimum distance that a structure must be p!aced from a lot line.

SHAFT in reference to a building, a vertical opening extending through one or more
stories, for elevators, dumbwaiters, light, ventilation, or similar purposes.
SHALL As used in a building code, it means mandatory.

SHAICE A hand-split wooden roof shingle.

SHEAR Condition in a loaded member resulting from forces or load placement that causes
a sliding tendency within the cross section of the member.

SI-3EAR DIAGRAM Graphic description of the intensity of shear forces along the length
of a loaded structural member.
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SHEAR PANEL A plywood panel applied to walls to resist wind and seismic forces bykeeping the studs in a vertical position.

SHEAR PLANE The plane passing through the cross section of a member subjected toshear; usually used to define the cross section of a bolt at the contact surface between twoplates being connected by the bole.

SHIM A piece of material used to fill a space between two surfaces.

SHIPLAP Lumber which has been wored or rabbeted along each edge to provide a closelapped joint by fitting two pieces together.

SHOP BOLTS Structural bolts that are fastened on steel members in the fabrication shopbefore delivery of the members to the job site.

SHOP DRAWINGS Contractor's, fabricator's, or manufacturer's drawings giving
equipmtnt, construction, or placement details; usually must be revkwed by architect,
engineer, and the general contractor.

SHORING Wood or steel posts (or shores) used to support slabs, beams, walls, or otherparts .of a building during consuuction.

SIDING Outside wall finish in lot% narrow units.

SILL (1) The bottbm rough structural member which rests on the foundation; (2) Thebottom exterior member of a window or door.

SILL COCK An outside valve for the connection of a hose.

SIMPLE BEAM A horizontal beam supported at each end in such a manner that the
supports allow the beam to bend freely or to change in length without restraint due toapplied loads.

SINGLE ACTING Type of door prepared for a pivot type or spring-door type single-acting
hinge permitting the door to swing 90 degrees in one direction only.

SITE The location of the building.

Steel Joist Institute; source for specifications and standards for open-web steel joists.

SKYLIGHT An opening in the roof to allow light and ventilation that is usually coveredwith glass or plastic.

SLAB A concrete floor system typically poun4 at ground level.

SLAB-ON-GRADE A concrete slab that is supported throughout its entire area by someform of subgrade; sometimes called slab-on-ground.
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SIXEPERS Strips of wood placed over a concrete slab in order to attach other wood
members.

SLIP SILL Beveled cast-concrete or stone sill piece placed btlow a window to shed water;
sill has the same width as the window opening.

SMOKE CHAMBER THe portion of the chimney located direcdy over the firebox which
acts as a funnel between the firebox and the chimney.

SMOKE DETECTOR An approved detector sensing either visible or invisible particles of
combustion; usually producing an audible alarm.

SMOKE SCREEN A door frame combined with sidelights on either or both sides of door
openings, including transom opening when and if required.

SMOKE SITUF A shelf located at the bottom of the smoke chamber to prevent down-
drafts from the chimney from entering the firebox.

SOIki 1 A lower horizontal surface such as the underface of eaves, cornice or beam.

SOIL BORING Boring of the subsurface soil to obtain soil samples for the purpose of
investigating the load-bearing and stability characteristics of the soil under the site or
proposed construction..

SOIL-CEMEiNT Mixture of soil and cement for the purpose of obtaining an economical,
stable material; usually used as a paving underlayment.

SOIL STACK A vert.k.al pipe which runs from the soil pipe to the house drain to carry
waste including that from water closets.

SOLDIER Masonry unit set vertically on end with face showing on the exterior.

SOLE The horizontal member of a frame wall or partition which rests on the floor.

SOLENOID An electrical device which closes when current passes through a magnetic coil.

SPAN The horizontal distance between two supporting members.

SPANDRE.L BEAM A horizontal beam along the outside of a stnicture that is supported
by columns on. each end.

SPECLFICATIONS A written set of instructions prepared by the architect covering
materials, procedures, quality of workmanship and guarantees.

SPLICE Two similar members that are jointed together in a straight line usually by nailing
or bolting.
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SPUT JAMBS Frames with jamb width in two pieces.

SPLIT-LEVEL A house that has two levels, one about a half a level above or below theother.

SPLIT RING A metal device used at joints in wood truses used to keep the members in
position.

SPREAD FOOTING Concrete footing that is larger than the structural member it supportsfor the purpose of spreading the load to the soil below.

SPIUNKLERE) Means that the building is equipped with an approved automatic sprinklersystem that will automatically spray water to extinguish a fire when activated; usually alsoactivates a building alarm.

SQUARE An area of roofing covering 100 quare feet.

STACK A vertical plumbing pipe.

STAIR WELL The opening in the floor where a stair will be framed.

STAIRWAY One or more flights of stairs, and the necessary landings and platforms
connecting them to form a continuous and uninterrupted passage from one story to anotherin a building.

STANDARD FIRE TEST The first test formulated under the procedure specified in
"Methods of Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials," ASTM E119.

STANDPIPE An arrangement of piping, valves, hose outlets, and allied equipment installedin a building and located so that water can be discharged through hose and nozzles for the
purpose of extinguishing a Etre.

STEEL JOIST See open web joist.

STIFFENER Metal angle or plate fastened to steel members where local buckling of the
material might occur; vertical and horizontal stiffeners are used.

STILE A vertical member of a cabinet, door, or decorative panel.

STILTS See Floor Stmts.

SIIRRUPS Steel reinforcing placed near the ends of concrete joists, beams, or girders toresist diagonal tension stre-ses; usually U-shaped, they are placed perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis of the beam.

STOOL The shef-like piece which crosses the bottom of a window on the inside.
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STOP The inside molding or piece of trim fastened to the jamb which holus the bottom
sash in place on a double hung window.

STORM DRAINAGE Removal of rainwater from a roof, parking lot, or other area at a
building site.

STORY That portion of a building included between the upper surface of a floor and the
upper surface of the next floor (or roof) above.

STREET Any public thoroughfare or space more than 20 feet in width that has been
dedicated for public use.

STRESSED-SKIN PANEL A hollow,built-up member typically used as a beam.

STRETCHER Masonry unit laid with its 'ength horizontal and parallel with the face of the
masonry surface.

STRIKE STILE Vertical ember of an inactive door leaf which receives the strike.

STRINGER The inclined support member of a stair that supports the risers and treads.

STRIPPING Process of removing the forms from poured concrete after it has hardened.

STRUCTURE That which is built or constructed.

STRUT GUIDE Metal piece attached inside throat of frame which guides and holds
ceiling strut to frame (usually incorporated in clip).

STUCCO A type of plaster made from Portland cement, sand, water, and a coloring agent
that is applied to exterior walls.

STUDS Verdcal structural uprights which make up the walls and partitions in a frame
building.

SUB BUCK See Rough Buck.

SUBFLOOR The flooring surface which is laid on the floor joist-and serves as a base layer
for the finished floor.

SUMP PUMP A pump used to remove water from a sump pit sunk in the basement floor.

SURFACE AIR FILM COEFFICIENT (f) The heat flow in Btu per hour per square foot
between an exposed surface and the adjacent air. fl is inside surface coefficient, 10 is
outside surface coefficient. It indicates the conductance of heat through the air film that
clings to all surfaces. Film resistance is preferably expressed as 1/f.
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SURFACE Reinforcing or machining or both, for hardware which is applied to surface of
door or frame in Preparation field.

SURFACED LUMBER Lunwer that has been smoothed on at least one side.

SUSPENDED =NG Ceiling hung below the underside of a floor or a roof. Wire hung
channel sections are commonly used to support the Onished ceiling material.

SWALE A recessed area formed in the ground to help divert ground water away from a
structure.

SWEATED JOINT A manner of joining copper tubing using heat and solder.

TACK WEID A weld made to hold parts of a weldment in proper alignment until the final
welds are made.

TEE JOINT In welding, a joint between two members located at approximately right angles
to each other in the form of a T.

TEMPERATURE REINFORCING Steel reinforcing used to control cracking due to
shrinkage of the concrete mass; usually placed perpendicular to the main reinforcing.

TEMPLATE A pattern used in the steel fabrication shop to locate holes for connectors
(bolts).

TENDONS Steel used to induce stress in prestressed concrete; produced as wires, bars, and
strands (cable like units made of several wires)

TENSILE STRENGTH The resistance of a material or beam to the tendency to stretch.

TENSION Force or stress m a material caused by pulling action, which tends to create a
lengthening of the material.

TERMITE SHIELD A strip of sheet metal used at the intersection of concrete and wood
surfaces near ground-level to prevent termites from emering the wood.

TERMITES Wood devouring white ants.

TERRA-COTTA Hard-baked clay typically used as a liner for chimneys.

TERRAZZO 'A floor topping made of marble chips set in cewent mortar and ground
smooth and polished.

THERM A unit of 100,000 Btu of heat.

THERMAL CONDUCTANCE (C OR 1/R) The reciprocal of Thermal Resistance. "C
has been the unit expressing heat flow in Btu's per hour per square foot of a given thickness
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for one degree F temperature difference between its adage& While it has been used for
comparing insulating efficiencies of materials and constructions of several materials of stated
thicknesses, it is recommended that it be replaced by Thermal Resistance, R, to simplify
calculations. Conductances of a series of materials must not be added.

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (k or 1/r) The reciprocal of Thermal Resistivity. "k factor"has been the unit expressing heat flow in Btu's per hour, through one square foot ofmaterial which is exactly one inch thick for one degree F difference between its surfaces.While it has been used for comparing insulating efficiencies of homogenous materials
(uncoated solid insulation, wood, building board) it is recommended that Thermal Resistivity(r) be used to simplify calculations. Thermal conductivities of a series of materials must notbe added.

THERMAL RESISTANCE (R) A unit for the rate of heat flow through a dyen thicknessof a homogeneous or composite material, or construction assembly with or without cavities
or reflective surfaces. It is measured by the temperature difference in degre. s F betweenthe two exposed faces required to cause one Btu to flow through one square foot per hour.Resistances may be added. (R=temp. difL F/Btu for one sq. ft, hr).

THERMAL RESISTIVITY (r) A unit for the rate of heat flow through a homogeneousmaterial exactly one inch thick. It is measnred by the temperature difference in degrees Fbetween the smooth parallel faces required to cause one Btu to flow through one squarefoot per hour. Resistivities may be added. (r=temp. diff. F/Btu inch for one sq. ft., hr).

THERMOSTAT A heat sensitive device `which is mounted in the living space and whichcontrols the turning on and off of the heating plant

THRESHOLD The beveled member directly under a door.

TIC MARK The hatch mark or marks on a drawing raceway symbol, showing the numberof electrical wires.

TIE (Mason:), veneer) A metal strip used to tie the masomy wall to the wood sheathing.
(Concrete form work) Devices used to tie the two sides of a form together.

IMT-UP CONSTRUCTION Method of precasting concrete wall members horizontally onthe ground and lifting them (or tilting them up) to their final vertical position.

TIMBER Structurallumber larger than 4 X 6.

TOENAIL Nails driven into a member at an angle.

TONGUE AND GROOVE A joint where the edge of one member fits into a groove inthe next member.
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o
i0P/Ba1TOM CAP Horizontal channel used in doors which do not have a flush top or

r bottut
I

TOTAL THERMAL RESISTANCE (RT) An expression of the total resistance to heat

,. flow through a complete building section or construction assembly, including internal air
,
,
i spacer with or without emittances or reflectances, and external air films Total thermal

resistance is usually expressed as RT of typical section per sq. ft. hr. and value for one

I
construction may be compared directly with another on the basis of more or less heat flow

for the same temperatures.

4)

I

TRANSIT A surveynr's instrument used by builders to establish points and elevations. The

transit operates in both the horizontal and vertical planes.

TRANSITION PIECE A sheet metal device shaNd to form a transition from one shaped

duct to another shaped duct.

TRANSOM BAR The part of a transom frame which separates the top of the door from

the transom.

TRANSOM Small window above a door or other window.

TRAP A U-shaped pipe below plumbing fixtures which hclds water to prevent odor and

.ewer gas from entering the &lure.

TREAD The horizontal board in a stair on which a person walks.

TRIM (1) See face. (2) An applied face.

TRIMMED OPENING See Cased Opening.

TROMBE WALL A thermal storage wall that absorbs heat from solar radiation and, in

turn, radiates the heat to interior spaces; also used to heat air that passes over the heated

surface of the wall in a force(' air system.

'TRUSS A framework made in triangulat -shaped segments used for spanning distances

greater than is possible using standard components and methods.

TWO-WAY SLAB Concrete floor or roof slab 'a which the structural reinforcing steel is

placed in two p..xpendicular directions.

ULTIMATE LOAD Maximum load that can be applied to a member before failure occurs.

ULTIMATE STRENGTH Generally used in reference to the testing of structural

'materials. The maximum stress obtained when the material is loaded to failure.

UNIFORM LOAD See distributed load.
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VALLEY The internal corner formed between two intersecting roof surfaces.

VAPOR BARRIER A material which does not readily permit passage of water vapor.
Normally, au szceptable material is rated at one perm or preferably less in many building
applications.

VAPOR PERMEABILITY A property of a material measured by the amount of water
vapor (grains per square foot per hour for one inch of mercury pressure difference) which
passes through an inch-thickness. Unit perm-inch.

VAPOR PERMEANCE Similar to vapor permeability except th4,permeance, like
conductance, is a performance of the material as_tested or used regardless of thickness.
Unit Penn, is usually the unit of concern to designers.

VAPOR PRESSURE The pressure creat:d by water vapor in a space, whether air is
present or not. Saturated vapor pressure is determined only by temperature.

VAPOR RESISTANCE The reciprocal (1/perm) of vapor permeance. A rating of the
resistance of a material or an assembly to the passage of water vapor. Unit Rep. In a
series, reps may be added.

VAPOR RESISTIVITY Similar to vapor resistance except that it is a rating of a material
exactly one inch thick. Unit Rep/in;h.

VAULT An inclined ceiling area.

VENEER A facing attached to a wall for the purpose of providing ornamentation,
protection, or insulation, but not counted as adding strength to the wall.

VENT PIPE A small ventilating pipe extending from each fixture to the vent stack.

VENT STACK A veis :al pipe of a plumbing system used to equalize pressure within the
system and to vent sewer gases.

VERTICAL OPENLNG An opening through a floor or a roof.

VIBRATOR Pneumatic or electric tool used in vibrating fresh concrete into forms, during
the pouring operation, to reduce or eliminate air voids.

W-SECTION Designation of a 1..4de-flange beam.

WAINSCOT Decorative or protective covering used on the lower portion of a wall.

WALE Horizontal member which holds concrete forms in line and provides a stiffening
effect.
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WALLBOARD Large flat sheets of gypsum, typically 1/2 to 5/8 in. thick, used to finish
interior walls.

WASTE STACK Vertical pipe to carry waste water to house drain.

WATER-CEMENT RATIO The amount (gallons) of water per sack (94 lb) of cement used
in making concrete; it is an index to strength, durability, water tightness, and workability.

WATER mosEr A fixture usually called a toilet

WATER TABLE The members of wood trim at the bi;ttom of exterior siding designed for5nish and to keep water from running down the foundation wall.

WATEPYROOF Material or a type of construction that prevents the absorption of water.

WEATHERS1REP Strips of material that are attached to the edges of doors, windows, and
other openings to prevent air flow.

WEB Center portion of an S-section, W-section, or C-section.

WEB MEMBERS Interior members of a truss.

WEEP HOLES Small holes (weeps) near the bottom of masonry walls to allow release of
tur e that may accumulate in the walls.

'/EEP WICK Short length of small rope placed in weep holes to allow seepage of moisture
from masomy walls to the exterior, without having an actual opening.

WEIR A barrier or dam placed across a channel to control or measure the flow ofwater;
many weirs have a restricted opening in the form of a rectangle or a veenotch.

WELDED WERE FABRIC Steel wires welded together to form a mesh; used for concrete
reinforcing, usually slabs.

WELLPOI VT A screened perforated tube, usually installed below grade, for dewatering
soil. It filteas and collects the groundwater from the surrounding soil and allows the water
to be siphoned to the surface discharge lines by pumps.

WIND BRACING Diagonal struts, or other members, placed within the structural frame
of a building to resist, lateral forces caused by wind pressure.

WEsID LOADS Lateral forces, due to wind velocity, acting against a building; velocities
increase with height above the ground and are especially important in the design of hign-
rise buildings.

WORIC TRIANGLE The triangular area created in the kitchen by drawing a line from the
oink, to the refrigerator, and to the cooking area.
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WORKABILITY Relative ease or difficulty with which concrete can be placed and workedinto its final position within foms and around reinforcing.

WORICING LOADS Those vertical forces that are expected to act on a building; used inthe structural design of building components and usually designated by building codes.

WYTHE A continuous vertical section of masonry, one unit in thickness.

YIELD POINT The stress at which material begins to deform without any additional stressbeing applied during tension (or compression) testing; a physical phenomenon exhibited bylow-to medium-high-carbon steels.

YIELD STRENGTH The stress obtained by a specified offset strain for material havingno well-defined yield point; a computed value exhibited by high-carbon steel, various steelalloys, aluminum, and other materials.

. YIELD STRESS A general term used to refer to either yield point or yield strength inmaterial specifications or designations.
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ABBREVIATIONS

The following listed abbreviations are commonly found in the drawings, and may also occur
in other Contra,:t Documents. Additional abbreviations or modifications to the listed ones
are schedules on the drawings, whenever used.

11313M ABBREV,
above ABV.

above finished floor AF.F.
access door AD.
access panel AP.
acid resisting A.R.

acouitic AC.

acoustic plaster AC.P1-
acoustical ACOUS.
acoustical tile A.T.

acoustical tile w/washable fin. A.T.Z.
actaal ACE
addition ADDN.
adhesive ADH.
adjacent ADS.

adjustable ADJ.

adjustable shelves A.S.

aggregate AGG.
air conditioning Ar.
air handling A.H.
alternate ALT.
aluminum ALUM.
American Institute of Architechts A.LA.

American Institute of Building Designers A.I.B.D.

American Institute of Steel Construction A.I.S.C.

American Institute of Ti....0er Construction A.I.T.C.

American National Standards Institute
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IEBIA
A13111M,

American Plywood Association APA
American Society for Testing and Materials A.S.T.NL
American Society of Civil Engineers AS.C.E.
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating,

and Air Conditioning Engineers

American Society of landscaping Architects
American Society of Mechanical Engineers A.S M.E.
amount AMT.
ampere AMP.
anchor bolt A.B.
anchor(age) ANC.
and

angle

anodized ANOD.
apartment AFT.
approved

APPD.
approximate APPROX.
architect

ARCHT.
architectural ARCH.
area

A.
area drain A.D.
asbestos 4SE.
asbestos board AB.
asphalt ASPH.
asphalt tile AT.
asphaltic concrete

ASPH.CONC.
at

automatic
AUTO.

automotive air valve

avenue AVE.
average AVG.
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TERM, ABBREV,

backflow preventer BY.
balcony BALC.

balled & burlapoed B.&B

bare rotted B.R.
basement BSMT.
Basic National Building Code B.O.C.A.
bath tub B.T.

bathroom BATH.
batten BAIT.
beam BM.
bearing BRNG.
bearing plate BPL or BRG. PL
bedroom BR.
benchmark B.M.
bending moment UM"

better BTR.
between BTW.
beveled BVL or BEV.
bidet BDT.
bituminous B1TUM.

block BLK.
blocking ELKG.

blower BLO.
blueprint BP.

board BD.
board feet BD.FT.
boikr BLR.
bolt BT.

book shelves B.S.

both sides B.S.

both ways B.W.
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TERM ABBREV,

bottom BTM.
bottom of curb B.C.
bottom of footing B.F.
bottom of wall B.W.
boulevard BLVD.
brass BRS.
brick BRK.
British Thermal Unit B.T.U.
bronze BRZ.
broom closet BC.
building BLDG.
building line B.L
built-in BLT-IN.
bunt up roof B.U.R.
bulletin board B.B.
buzzer BUZ.
.by X
cabinet CAB.
carpet CPT
casing CSG.
cast concrete C.CONC.
cast-in-place C-LP.
cast iron CI.
cast stone CST. or CS.
catalog CAT.
catch basin ., CB.
caulk CLK.
caulking CLKG. or CALK.
ceiling CLG.
ceiling diffuser CD.
ceiling joist C.T. or CELIST.



TEEM ABBREV,

cellar CEL
cement CMT.

cement asbestos board CEM.A.B.

cemeut floor CMT. FLR.
cement mortar CMT. MTR.
cement plaster CMT. PLAS.
center CTR.
center line C.L. or C.
center matched C.M.

center to center C. to C.
centered CIRD.
ceramic CER.
ceramic tile CT.
chalk board C.B.

chamfer CHAM.
channel CHAN. or C.
check CHK.

chilled-water CH.W.

cinder block CIN.BLK.
circle CIR.

circuit CKT.

circuit breaker CKT.BKR.
circulating CIRC.
class CL
cleanout CO.
cleanout door C.O.D.

cleanout in wall C.O.I.W.

cleanout through floor C.O.T.F.

cleanout through wall C.O.T.W.
clear CLR.
clear glass CLR.GLS.
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IEBM
ABBREV, f

clear wire glass
CLR W GLS.

closet
CLO. 17

coat closet
C.CLO.

coat hook
C.H. r

coat rack
C.R.

cold air
CA. Icold water
C.W.

collar beam
COLE. 1column COL

combination
COMB. [common
COM.

compartment
COMFI". Icomposition
COMP.

concrete
CONC. I

concrete block
CONC.BLK.

concrete floor
CONC.FL Econcrete masonry unit C.M.U.

condensation
CONDS.

[.conduit
CND.

connection
CONN. rconstruction
CONST.

construction joint
CONSTJT.

Econtinuation
CONT.

continuous corrr. [contract
CONT.

contractor
CONTR.

Lcontrol joint CJ.
coordinate

COORD.
Lcopper

COP.
comer

COIL IIcorner guard
C.G.
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TERM
ABBREV,

corridor
CORR.

corrugated
CORRUG.

counter
CNR.

counter flashing
CTRYLSG.

counter sink
CS.

countersink
CSK.

countersunk screw
CSK.S.

countersunk wood screw
CSK.W.S.

course or courses
CRS.

cover
rOV.

cubic
CU.

cubic feet
CF. or CU.FT.-

cubic feet per minute
C.F.M.

cubic yards
CY. or CU.YD.

knit out
CO.

damp proofing
D.PRF.

damper
DPR.

dead load
Di-

decibel
DB.

decking
DK.

deep
DP.

DAS.

DEG. or ( )
DEMO.

DEPT.

DET.

MAG.

DIAG.

DIAIDIAM. or (0)
DIPF.

dimension
DIM.

deformed anchor stud

degree

demolish, demonolition

department

detail

diagonal

diagram

diameter

diffuser
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TEM ABBREV,

dimmer DIM.
dining room

D.R.
direct current

1D.0
discharge DISCR
dishwasher.

DW.
disposal

DISP.
ditto

DO. OR "
divided

DIV.
division

door
DR.

double DBL
double acting DBLACr.
double hung

D.H.
double-hung window

D.H.W.
double strength glass D.S.G.
Douglas fir

D.F.
dovetail DVTL
dowel DWL
down

DN.
downspout

D.S.
dozen

DOZ.
drain

D.
drawer

DWR.
drawing

DWG.
dressed and matched

D. & M.
drinking fountain

D.F.
drip cap

D.C.
thy standpipe

D.SP.
dryer

DRY.
&Wall D.W.
dummy joint DJ.
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TERM
ABBREV,

duplex
DUP.each
EA.each face
E.F.each way
E.W.east
E.elbow
EL'electric
FT PC.electric metallic tubing
E.M.T.electric operator
FL1Cr.OPR.electric panel .
E.P.electric water cooler
E.W.C.electrical
ELECT.elevation
ELelevator
FT RV.embedment
EMBED.-atrgency
EMER.camel
EN.

enamelized marldng boaid
E M.B.enclosure
ENCLend to end
E. to Eengineer
ENGR.entrance
ENT.equal
EQ.equipment
EQUIP.estimate
EST.excavate
EXC.exhaua
EXH.exhaust fan
E.F.existing
EXIST.expansion
EXP.

dransion bolt
EXP.B.
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IERM ABBREV,

expansion joint

explanation EXP.
exposed EXPO.
exposed aggregate E.A.
extension EXTN.
exterior EXT.
exterior grade EXT.GR.
exterior insulation wall system E.E.W.S.
fabricate FAB.
face brick

face of brick F.O.B.
face of concrete F.O.C.
face of finish F.O.F.
face of masonry F.O.M.
face of stud F.O.S.
face of wall F.O.W.
Fahrenheit F.
far face F.F.
Federal Housing Administration F.H.A.
feet / foot ' or FT.
feet per minute F.P.M.
feet per second F.P.S.
figure FIG.
finish FIN.
finished floor FIN.FLR.
finished floor line F.F.L
finished grade FINGR.
finished opening F.O.
fire alarm F.A.
fire department connection F.D.C.
fire extinguisher F.E.



rI

fire extinguisher cabinet

fire hose cabinet F.H.C.

fire hydrant F.H.

fireplace

firebrick

F.E.C.

FPL or FRPL

FBRK.

MEM &MM.

fireproof FP. or FRPF.
fixed window FX.WDW.
fixture FIX.

flammable FLAM.

flange FLG.
flashing FLSG.
flat bar FB.
flat grain F.G.
flat head EH.
fiat headed screw F.H.S.

flat headed wood screw FE.W.S.
flexible FLEX.
float glass F GL
floor FLR.
floor drain RD.
floor joist FLJST.
floor sink FLSK.
flooring FLRG.
fluorescent FLUR. or FLUOR.
flush FL.
folding FLDG.
foot (feet) FT. or (')
footing FTG.
forced air unit F.A.U.
foundation FND.
frame FR.
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TERM ABBREv,
framing FRMG.
front FNT.
full size F.S.
furnace FURN.
furring FUR.
future

FTJT.
gage

GA.
gallon GAL
gallons per hour G.P.H.
gallons per minute G.P.M.
galvanized GALV.
galvanized iron G.L
galvanized steel GALV.STL
garage GAR.
gas G.
gauge

GA.
general GFN.
girder

GIRD.
glass GL
glass block GLB. or GLBL
glass enclosed bulletin board GLB.B.
glazed masonty unit G.M.U.
glu-larninated beam G.L or GLU.LAM.
grab bar

G.B.
grade

GIL
grade beam

GR.BM.
grade line GR.L
gating

GRTG.
gravel GVL
grille GRL
ground GND.



IERM ABBREV,

grout GT.

&Mum GYP.

gypsum board GYP.BD.
gypsum wall board G.W.B.

gypsum wall board moisture-res. G.W.B.-MR.
hardboard HDB.
hardware HWY.
hardwood FIDWD.
head HD.
headed anchor bar H.A.B.

headed anchor stud HAS.
header HDR.
heater HTR.
heating HTG.
heating & ventilation H. & V.
heating, ventilating, air conditioning

height HT.
hemlock HEM.
hemlock-fir HEM.-FIR.
high IL
high point arm
high strength bolt H.S.B.

hollow core H.C..
hollow metal H.M.
hollow metal door H.M.D.
hollow metal frame H.M.F.
horizontal HORZ.
horsepower H.P.
hose bibb

hot air HA
hot water H.W.
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IERM ABBREV,
hot water heater H.W.H.
hot water recirculation HWR.
hour HR.
illuminate ILLUM.
incandescent

INCAN.
inch

IN. or (")
include

INCL
indirect waste LW.
inflammable INFL
inside diameter LD.
inside face LF.
inspection INSP.
install

INST.
insulate glass LGL
insulated INSUL
insulation

INS.
interior

INT.
International Conference of Building

Officials
LC.B.O.

invert elevation INV.EL
iron

irrigation IRRL
isometric

ISO.
jamb

JB. or J/v1B.
janitor JAN.
joint

JT.
joist

JST.
junction

JCT.
junction box

J-BOX
keyed kold joint K1CJ.
ldck plate K.PL



F.

IERM
ln-dried

K.D.
kilogram KG.
kilometer

KM.
kilowatt

KW_
kip (1,000 lb)

kitchen

knock out

laboratory

lag bolt

laminate

laminate translucent

landing

lath

ABBREV,

K.

K.O.

IAB.

LB.

IAM.
mirror LT.M.

LDG.

LTH.

IAUN.

LAV.

LDR.

LDRDRN.

LO.A.

LEV.

LIB.

LT.

LMS. or LS.

laundry

avatorY

.,ader

'leader drain

length

length. over all

level

library

light

limestone

line

lineal
LIN.

linear feet
LIN.FT.

linen closet LCL
lining

LN.
linoleum

LINO.
live load LL

("living room
LR.
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TERM ---__
ABBREV.

locker IKR.
long LG.
long leg horizontal LLH.
long leg vertical LLV.
louver LVR.
low point LP.
lumber LBR.
machine MACH.
machine bolt MB.
mail boxes M.B.
main MN.
manhole M.H.
manufactured MFD.
manufacturer MFR.
marble MRB.
masonry MAS.
masonry opening M.O.
material MATL or MAT.
maximum MAX
mechanical MECH.
medicine cabinet MC.
medium MED.
member MBR.
membrane MEMB.
metal MTL or MET.
meter (measure) M.
mezzanine Mezz.
mile ML
minimum MIN.
mirror MLR.
miscellaneous MISC.
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TERM ABBREV,

mixture

modular MOD.
modulus of elasticity

monument MON.
mortar MOR.
moulding MLD. or IvanG.
mounted MTD.
mullion MULL
muntin KUNT.
National Association of Home Builders N.A.H.B.
National Bureau of Standards N.B.S.
natural NAT.
natural grade NAT.GR.
near face N.E
neck NK.
noise reduction coefficient N.R.C.
nominal NOM.
normally closed N.C.
normally open N.O.
north N.
nosing NOS. or NSG.
not applicable N.A.
not b contact

- N.LC.
; not to scale N.T.S.

number NO. or #
obscure OBS.
obscure glass OBSC.GL
office OFF.
oa center 0.C.

1110

open web joist OJ.
opening OFG.
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MEM ABBREV.

opposite OPP.
opposite hand OPP.H.
ounce OZ.
out to out 0. to 0.
outlet OUT.
outside air 0.S.A.
outside diameter O.D.
oval headed screw O.H.S.
oval headed wood screw 0.H.W.S.
overall 0.A.
overflow drain O.F.D.
overflow leader 0.F.F.
overhead OH. or OVHD.
overhead door ORD.
paint

painted YID.
Pair PR.
panel PNL
pantry PAN.
paper towel dispenser P.T.D.
paper towel dispenser & receptacle P.T.D.R.
paper towel receptacle P.T.R.
parallel // or PAR.
partition FIN. or PART.
pavement PVMT.
penny (nail size) d/
per

per square inch
P.S.L

perforated PERF.
perpendicular PERP. OR
plant bed P.B.

9 1
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ABBREM.

plaster PLAS. or PLS.
plaster board P.B. or PLS.BD.

plaster veneer P.V.

plastered opening P.O.
plastic PLAS.
plastic laminate P.LAM.
nlate PL or
plate glass PG. or PLOL.
plate height PLHT.
platform PLAT.
plumbing PLBG. or PLMJB.
plywood PLY. or PLY.WD.
point PT.
point of curvature P.C.
point of intersection P.1.

polished POL
polyethelyne POLY.
polyvinyl chloride P.V.C.
porch . P.
pdsition POS.

post indicator valve P.LV.
pound LB. or (#)
pounds per square foot P.S.F.

pounds per square inch P.5.1.

powder driver fastener P.D.F.
precast PRCST.
precast concrete P.C.

prefabricated PREFAB.
prefinich(ed) PREFIN.
preliminary PRLIM.
pressure PRESR.
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TEEM
ABBREV,

pressure reducing valve
P.R.V.

pressure treated
P.T.

projector' screen
PS.

property
PROP.

property line
P/L or P.L.

pull chain
P.C.

pull switch
P.S.

purified cold water
P.C.W.

pushbutton
PS.

quality
QTY.

quarry tile
Q.T.

rad
(R)

radiator
RAD. or R.

radius
R. or RAD.

rain water leader
R.W.L

random
RDM.

random length & width
R.L&W.

range
R.

receptacle
RECP.

recessed
REC.

recirculation
RECIRC.

redwood
RDWD.

reference
REF.

reflected
REFL

refrigerator
REF.

register ..
REG.

reinforced concrete pipe
R.C.P.

reinforcing
RENF.

reinforcing bar
REBAR.

reinforcing steel bar
REBAR.

relief fan
R.F.
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niBM ABBREM,

remove RMV.
required REQ'D.
resilient RESIL
return Ret.
return air ILA.

revision REV.
revolutions per minute R.P.M.
ridge RDG.
right of way R.O.W.
risers RS. or RIS.
roof RF.
roof drain R.D.
roof drain, overflow R.D.O.

c-
roofing RFG.
oom RM. or R.

rough RGH.
rough opening. R.O.
round RD. or
rubber RUB.
rubber tile RB.T. or R. TILE
S beam S.BM.

saddle SDL or S.
sand blast S.B.

sanitary SAN.

sanitary napkin dispenser S.N.D.

sanitary napkin receptale S.N.R.
scale SC.

schedule SCH.

screen SCN. or SCR. or SCRN.
screw SCR.

scuttle S.
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TEEM ABBREV,

seat cover dispenser S.C.D.
second SEC.
section SECT.
select SEL
select structural SELST.
self-closing

S.C.
service SERV.
service sink

S.S.K.
sewer SEW.
sheathing

SHTG. or SHTHG.
sheet SHT.
sheet metal

S.M.
sheet metal screw S.M.S.
sheeting

SHT'G. or SHTG.
shelf and pole S & P.
shelf and rod SH. & RD.
shelving

SH. or SI-MLV.
shiplap

SHLP.
shower

SHWR. or SH.
siding

SDG.
sill cock

S C.
similar

SIM.
single hung

S.H.
single strength glass SSG.
singular

SIN.
sink

SIC.

slab joint
S.J.

sliding door
SLDR or SLDG.DR.

soap & grab S. & G.
soap dispenser

S.D.
socket

SOC.
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TERM ABBREV,

soft water. S.W.
soil pipe S.P.
solid block . SOLBLIC.
solid core S.C.
south

Southern Building Code S.B.C.
Southern pine S.P.
Southern Pine Inspection Bureau S.P.I.B.
specifications SPEC.
spread SPR.
sprinkler SPKLR.
spruce-pine-fir S P.F.
square SQ. or
square foot SQ.FT.
quare inch SQ.lN.

1taggered STAG.
stained STN.
stained-waged S W
stainless steel S.S.
stairs

ST.
stairway STWY.
stand pipe ST.P.
standard sTD.
standard wire gauge S.W.G.
station STA.
steel STL
steel sash

S.S.
steem

STM.
stiffener

I 5tirrup STIR.
stock

STK.



IERM ANERI
stone STN.
storage MR.
storage cabinet S.C.
store front S.F.
storm drain S.D.
street ST.
structural

Structural Clay Pioducts Research
Foundation SCR.

structural clay tile .S.C.T.
substitvx SUB.
supply SUP.
supply fan S.F.
surface SUR.
surface four sides

S4S
surface two sides

S2S
suspend

SUSP.
suspended ceiling SUSP. CLG.
switch SW.
symbol

SYMB.
symmetrical SIX
synthetic SYN.
system

SYS.
tangent TAN.
tea= TEM'.
tee T.
telephone TEL
television TV.
tzmperature TEMP.
tempered TEMP.
tempered plate glass TEM.PLGL.
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TEEM ABBREV,

temporary TEMPOR.
terra cotta T.C.

terrazzo TZ. or TER."
thermal conductance "C"

thermal conductivity "IC

thermostat T-STAT.
thick or thickness

thousand board feet M.B.F. or M
threaded TBRD.
threshold THRES. or TIER.
through THRU.
to match existing T.M.E.
toilet T. or TOL. or TLT.
toilet paper dispenser T.P.D.

T.P.H.
tongue and groove T. & G.

toilet paper bolder

top of all T.W.
top of curb- T.C.
top of footint T.F.
top of pavement TY.
top of wall T.W.

to-.:el bar T3.
transom

treads TR.

treated wood TRT. WD.
typical TYP.

Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. U.L.
unexcavated UNEXC.
unfinished UNE or UNPIN.
Uniform Building Code U.B.C.
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niia4 ABBREV,

United States Department of Housing
and Urban Development H.U.D.

unless noted otherwise U.N.O.
unless otherwise noted U.O.N.
urinal UR.
utility UTIL
utility room U.RM. or UTILRM.
V-joint WT.
vanishing point V.P.
vanity

VAN.
vapor barrier VB.
vent V or VENT.
vent stack

V.S.
vent thorugh roof V.T.R.
vent through roof V.T.R.
ventilation VENT.
verify VER.
vertical VERT.
vertical grain V.G. or VERT.GR.
vestibule vEsr.
vibration ITIB.
vinyl VIN.
vinyl asbestos tile V.A.T.
vinyl base V.B.
vinyl composition tile V.C.T.
vinyl tile V.T. or V. TELE
vitreous clay tile VIT. TILE or V.C.T.
volume VOL
wainscot

WSCT. or WAIN.
wall hung W.H.
wall panel W.P.
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112,11 ABBREV,

wall vent W.V.

warm air WA
washing machine W.M.
waste W.
waste stack W.S.

water W.

water closet W.C.

water heater W.H.
water resistant W.R.
waterproof WP.
waterproofing W.PRFG.
watt W.

waxed WX.
weather stripping W.S.

weatherproof WEA.PRF.
weephole . WH.
weight WT.
weld stud W.S.

welded wire fabric W W.F.
welded wire mesh W W M
west W.

wet stand pipe W.S.P.
wheelchair ramp WC.R.
white pine WY.
whiteboard W.B.

..wide flange W. or WF.
width W. or wTH.
window WIN. or WDW.
wire glass W.GL.
with W/
without W/0

4 0 ,9
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wood

wood frame

work point

woven wore mesh

wrought iron

yard

yard drain inlet

year

y.illow pine

zinc

ABBREV,

WD.

W.P.

W.W.M.

WI
YD.

Y.D.I

YR.

YP.

Z. or ZN.
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PLUMBING PLUMBING (continued) PIK FITTINGS (contimik)
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Wear closet Mai vela. wail mount)
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Urinal
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Shower
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Wash fuunten

Shower heads

Wall hYdrant

Clean out

Floor drain
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Tee up

Cara

Rra hYdrent

Semen connection r
Vent thru roof

Fire hose cabinet (recessed)
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Clompoic tad wear

Domenic hot weer

Dwane ha wear assiesing

Tamara (mixed) hat vow

itde hat weer

Dialled view

Deana:ad wear

Fue service

Fre sorinider

Lawn sorinkier

Hot (hesong) wear eutakif

Hot (Nang) wear ream

Culled water sursklY

Mike wear riMall

Condenser water small

Condenser wear rum

Camas= sum discharge

Low pressure steam

Low pressure steam renun

High prams swam army

High presaure steam ream

Oren. condenses or erkuipmern

Reiterant liquid

Refrigerant suction

Refrigerant hot ga bypass

Smog sewer above floor (grade)

Sanitary sever berow floor (grade)

exialda9 piring to be removed

Symbols used on architectural and pluming drawings.
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Roof drain

Storm drain Wow Nbor (grade)

Acid west. above floor (grade)

Acid waste below Noor (grade)

Acid vent

Natural gast,

Fuel oil sum*

Fuel oil return

Liquified pectileum gas

Oxygen (outtet i11-0)

Compressed air (outlet g2 0 )
Vacuum (outlet i811-<])

House cleaning vecuum system

Medical air (oistiet

Nitrous oxide (outlet

Nitrogen (outlet 4-r4)

Pip guide (PG)

.Pipe enctor

Expansion joint (EJ)

Flexible pipe connecton (FC1

Concentric reducer

Eccentric rectum

Union

Row switch

Gobs valve

GUI valve

Sunray valve.

Gas valve

GM valve in vertical pipe

Swmg meta valve (flow arrow)
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NINA* Immo* momes

Pressure reduang valve

2-wint nes temperature conuol valve

34,4% auto temperature control valve

Pressure relief valve

Rost and Marmot:alit trap

Straist:

Curb stop and service box

Thermometer

Shock absorow

Pressure gauge

Vacuwn breaker

Temperaurre arid pressure relief valve

Rug valve

Soiencid verve

Duct sit= 10 horizontai
14" vertical

Duct size reduction

Exisdng ductwork to remain

Eriseng ductwork to be removed

Supply duct, up and down

Return. exhaust or fresn aio up and down

Rescibla duct connection

Volume dampers. manual and automatic

Automatic fire damper

Automatic fire door

Automat= smoke damper

Vaned elbow

Air extractor

Access panel

Suned or unaerfloor duct

Symools used on plumting and mecnanical drawings.
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1YPE OF PIPE FITTING C2. VALVE 1 FLANGED I SC2EWEI)
--1.1-77-1 4--Joist.

Zibeer SO def. *******

zrie.-eschey. *****

&boar."' 7Zenevi Up

£Thour27.trne6 Down **

Zaers- Lan, "Loam"

Side Ckeiet VbeeP - 0-WetDemo

SoitOutiet4boaeOutiet Up

lies. Sboar

,Doelutt ltocinch Moos,

..rany/dr Sweep TIe

rkttstile Sweep roe

t-,

ILetlecin5 &bow

To

Tete - Outlet Up

Tire -... Outlet Jason

.rkiet Cutlet reitCktlet Up

Side' Outlet Tee-- Out/WC Dorn .

Crwo

2educc,---. Concentric

2e44.4*. -*.EccentrIc

6 `.....e
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AIR CONWTIONING

Brine Return

Mao Supply

Ovulating Gulled or
Hat-Water Row

Crculadng Chilled or
Hat.Water Return

Condenser Water Row

Condenser Water Return

Drain

Hurradiffcation tins

'Make-Up Water

Refrigerant Oischarg.

Refrigerant UqId .

Refrigerant Suction

HEATING

, AIr-Ralief Lino

Reiter Pilaw Off

Compressed Air

Condensate or Vacuum
Pump Oisaarge

Fsedwater Pump Oischarge

Fuel-Oil Row

Fuel-Oil Return

Fuel-Oil Tank Vent

High-Pressure Return

High-Pressure Steam

am. 411111.1. or.10
C

Cam...
=..4 0

am= ammo

WM. ..OND 0111. =Me.

11)..
--

0 IPta
ammo as= Oh.

Gift.=

*ear NPV/

Hot-Wator Heating Return

Hot-Water Heating Supply

Law-Pressure Return

law...Pres:use Steam

Make-Up Water

Medium-Pressure Return

Me4ium-Pressure Steam

PLUMING

Acid Waste

Cold Water

Compressed Air

Orinking-Water Row

Orinking-Watet Return

Rre Line

Gas

Hat Water

Hot-Water Return

Soil, Wade or Leader
(Above Grade)

Soil, Waste or Leader
(Below Grade)

Vacuum Cleaning

Vent

PNEUMATIC TUBES

tube Runs

VRINKURS

Branch and Head

Drain

Main Supplies



PIPING RADIATION CONTROLS

Air. Pressure

41Air Alaint.

Stearn . Sup*O....
Stew Ratirn (Csndensato).-
Vocatit

Weer -

Water. Mot, Row-------
* Wirale a. Hatt Ressun.---...

onnalwawI1

5°11"06 r/O41 SneV
PIPS FITTINGS For woo rows C. Across

so. T-S.S. A14.1

indirect Radiator - Plan. =
Indira= Radiator. Elm CI a

Roe Coil

Rpe Coil Etav.-..-- a
WI

Tube Radiator.. Plan

Toile Rociis= Egtv.--=
Wall P.rilator Ran

Bushing

Stpension Joint,

SOZ11) C:11:ii.........
Trap Radiator (E/ev.).-

Trap Radiator ( Plan)----
Union

Valves (sof also .r.ontro/s1

INA

Roat

a.M.I

Lock ancl Shield
T

-1><- -4>G

Qukk Opening --
- -

Mb,

AIR DUCTS ansi FITTINGS

Ducts

S414-Secitm ________

*Supply. Plan

Exhaust-Section ---
E,x1laust .

rzi

Dampers

Sutterrly. . Plan----
ButtarFy

Degas:zing' 0. /011...b.m..

Vanes

Suok

Exhaust

'Aquas= Eh.=

"Dampot Motor - Gaunt--

'Damper Motor Modulating___

'Dampier Motor - 2 Position 11--

' Dieohragns Damper

"Ducts= - &tweed Lire Et-=2

*Ducts= . R;gid Tube---__
e kurnicihtat - Roam Type_____

Rsity

0i4dnftgln 4.$4.
:r4

r*-43Gate - Motor

1-4°-<)liGidoe Mow OperaracL---->re

IM

Nammmm

'Stop and Watts Cock

7swkd,

Thermos= Room Typer..-----

Valves

Roducing . Steen=

SelF-contstned Thermoststk

INSULATION SYMBOLS

Any ;claw:ion typo
nat determined .

Any Rexible blanket
or curtain

Any PJI type
se

RaClec6Ve curtain
2 skies or multioi.

ymem mme..0
..1=NIMa

119

Itgicl baud
as sheathing

Itgicl board
on interior

ReReve meml To show
on. side only transmasanca

4 32
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311111111INECM=
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&nowt Doct ..rection

a1C4C1.4476.00 ACe -Section - /2420

19es4 4i0 Duet Section

Other. Duct; Section

aegi.seee

Grillo

Supply Outlet .
fain:lust !mot

Thp 2estister dor Orli/a. I

Caneer. ir A Mitilte0 air Mill*

/ClohottEeh.

TR ZOB/2-Mactent
I fa"-.3:21/2- VOcfn,

5.1.204/2- 7000177
CG 24s/2- MO cfos

Zefir Cre /7 II
Ba 2C4a- 7100cfor

&attain .4ster lle R 20a12- =en,

I Te..5R 2,11/2 ect700crem
re.ad 208/2-02700celn

O Rtrt-, C. ZOA/2 n-700ch: wing gagister Cfnlia kt_nC-3

Laura.- Opfsn,ny ...... . =en

Atj...stoole ivovu

tP-Z0N/1-7cOcitn

,.

444:4'

I P-'24:44.- TOOch)

433
120

{141usw Domper ......

aelleetIny 13..npor

delleetiny Desper, flier

Deuflectin, tenopen 1)01.4

Elg

Adju.stable Signe Off

Vanes, .

44.cometio Damper*

Coneas Connections

AN Cod .341110I ura Aga. CoonY

=111111
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ez-powEz.,szVARAIILS SMOLS

awes. arProserrior (14.4.4

eur Get Dehooter
(Intenseelete Svpsoneted

CA* .Stwera Arpenvarter

food llerster wait
Air Oralee

Steer, Tliraina MINN

ZdierPeff Conownsor.

Conrensiery

Open TlInt.

Clexzed rank

...

AI* tneedle asetcirly Wzinur

R. BFRIGE SIAT I N SYMB 0 LS
7Avrarsi rat Criorrairrora iD fr e

nratmeztrre(boarrosZalbj

Pressure Su:UM arnai-4-1211

ewe Ziparracta Woo

Avtoartra &pan:ion Veiny

Thanarreetic Zip:art:ea Valve

Artcvnatic dr-pezz Pbint

Artanartic Valve
goarated iry Governor --I,. V-

Pantie.:
deilor rreaal
Service
Canaensacr,
Circuiatinir Wator

..

2ec/procatiny

lynamorrs Awls *.erztar)

Jtormet Trap kzL

Zane, Largarrreer Preasurer.
esynear.A Throat/AI rhos
(diapers:sr

Vas, ...fkracer2tar Pressure
Zap, pets Thannezrotia
Throtelirty *prt

%thy trerparecer Prezsarw.
Aupratloy, J'hapn4r--iart
Valve

itivcCarrestor 'Suction.
Aware Vate:ny,71roctrhy
&ektracprezzargalej

treassl Vet Clear Usk;
Atrarn&V Carrectior:

Pipe Coil

famed Cooreartow
Green, Chi&

levrerae: took'ny Chi&

ka .aatioy /Mae

c.

Iteet er. .:4U''...."r1".

Grarensahy Wilt,
Air Cowed

Carsoraviny Ohre,*
geed -LW Car Weer

(Fi:ag)
Water Caorac/eed

.71nverha/ &lb

Scale 71-ap

Dr.ver

Strrsirreu-

Itiyh float

Loa &do Nowt

122
435

Gampressor

-0-
477.rnr. Ceolifey neer

8
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1
41.2poratIre Cbriciartzer 71-211

So/gook/ Vaire

Pressure Sat= with ....4-1-10
aithArainver:14-0:&



Capillary Tube

Compressor

Compressor, Enclosed, Crank-
case, Rotary, Belted

Compressor, Open Crankcase,
Reciprocating, Belted

Compressor, Open Cs:aka:se,
Reciprocating, Direct Drive

Condenser, Air Cooled,
Pinned, Forced Air

Condenser, Mr Cooled,
Meted, Static

Ccedensor, Water Cooled,
Concentric Tube in a Tube

Condenser, Water Cooled,
Shen and Coil

Condenser, Water Cooled.
Shell and Tube

Condensing Unit,
Air Cooled

Condensing Unit,
Water Cooled

Cooling Tower

Drfer

Evaporative Condenser

Evaporator, Crcular,
Ceiling Type, Rneed

Evaporator, Mango !died,
Bare Tube, Gravity Air

Evaporator, Manifolded,
Rtsned, Forced Air

Evaporator, Martifolded,
Fmned, Gravity Air

Evaporator, Plate Coils,
Headered or Manifold

filter, line

Filter & Strainer, line

Fueled Type Cooling Unit,
Natural Convection

Forted Convection
Cooling Unit

Gauge

High Sde Float

Irnrnenion Cooling Unit

low Side Float

Motor-Compressor, Endosed
Crankcase, Retipcpsating,
Direct Connected

11M.V.,

.csk-

-Too,

01010
01010

123

Motor-Compressor, &dosed
Crankcase, Rotor, Llrect
Ccenected

Motor-Compressor,
Crankcase, RedprocaaN

Motor-Compressor, Sealed
Crankcase, Rotary

Pressurestat

Preaure Switch

Pressure Switch With
High Pressure Cut-Out

Receiver, Horizontal

Receiver, Vertical

Scale Trap

Spray Pond

Thennal Bulls

Thermostat (Remote bulb)

Valve, Automatic Esponsion

Valve, Compreaor Suction
Pressure Limiting, Throt-
tling Type (Compressor Side)

Valve, Constant Pressure,
Suction

Valve, Evaporator Pressure
Regulating, Snafs

Valve, Evaporator Pressure
Revulating, Thermostatic
Thxottling Type

Valve, Evaporator Pressure
Regulating, Throttling Type
(Evaporator side)

Valve, Hand Estpertsion

Valve, Magnetic Stop

Valve, Snap Acticn

Valve, Suction Vapor Regulating

Valve, Thermo Suction

Valve. Thermostatic &pension

Valve. Water

Vibration Absoiser, Line .

436

sawer
=b..%



[

Ksr Eliminator

Anchor

Expansion Joint

Hanger or Support

Heat Exdtanger

Heat Transfer Surface, Flan
tktdicate type such as convector)

Funlp
(Indicate type such as vacuum)

Strainer

Tank (Designate type)

Thermometer

Thermostat

Trap, Boiler Return

Trap, Blast Thermostatic

Trap, Float

Trap, Float and Thermastatic

Trap, Thermostatic

Unit Heater
(Centrifugal fon), Picsn

unit Heater (Propeller), Flan

Una Ventilator, Plan

Valve, Check

Valve, Diaphragm

Valve, Gate

Valve, Globe

Valve, Lock and Shield

Valve, Motor Operated

Valve, Reducing Pressure

Valve, Relief
(Ether pressure or vocuum)

Vent Point

eg

Access Door

Adjustable Blank Off

Adjustable Plaque

Automatic Dampers

Canvas Connections

Deflecting Damper

Direction of Ross

Duct (1st figure, side shown;
2nd side not shown)

Duct Section
lEchaust or Return)

Duct Section (Supply)

Exhavst Inlet Ceiling
(Indicate type)

Exhaust Inlet Wall
(Indicate type)

Fan and Motor with
Belt Guatcl

Inclined Drop in Respect
to Air Row

Inclined Me in Respect
to Air Raw

Intake louvers on Screen

Louver Opening

Supply Outlet Ceiling
(Indicate type)

Supply Outlet Wall
(Indicate type)

Vanes

Volume Damper

=
Crc

1111211111=

1,14 1

0101.10

1143.111.
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Circuit breaker

Safety switch or motor disconnect 60 A

Conduit concealed in wall or ceiling,
diagonals indicate wires

Conduit exposed

Conduit. underflootrundergnsund

Horne n.t.= to Panel 2. Diagonals indicate
wires: atta.43 indicate circuits

Wiremold

Pane !board (light & receptacles)

Distribution panel (OP) or Switchboard (S6)

Telephone tarminal cabinet No. 2

Fluorescent fixture. surfacs

Fluorescent fizaire. recessed

Fluorescent strip fixture

Incandescent fixture. ceiling surface

Incandescent fixture. ceiling. recessed

Incandescent fotture. wall mounted. height

Exit fixture, wail and ceiling

Spot or floolifizmue

Duplex convenience oudet

Three-wire, aPpliance outlet

Floor convenience outlet

Telephone outlet. floor

Motor

Television outlet

Duplex weatherproof receptacle

Special purpose outlet. noted

Juncsion box

Clock

125

Smoke aettccor

Srestat

Pneumatic thermostat

SaariC thermostat

Sa

WEI

039-5

438

Combination switchioudat

Switch. single pole

Switch. dIree-way

Switch- four-way

Switfth. key operated

Switch with pilot lamp

Switch. Chyme) overload

VOluffle control

Dimmer

kmplifiair

Humitristat

Photo electric cell

Bed

Bwaer

Wall speaker

Ceiling streaker

Breax-glass station

Rre alarm horn

Sr* alarm control

Telepnone entrance

Power entrance

Meter

Transformer (at apx size)

Main distribution center (at atm sizei

Private board exchange

Magnetic starter

Comactoc 30 Ai3 Pole



General Outlets

Lighting Outlet

Ceiling Lighting Outlet for recessed fie.
tuns (Outline shows shape of fixture.)

Conrinuous Wirewdy fn. fluoresces*
Lighting on ceiling, hi caves conic's.
etc. (Extend rectangle to show lennth
of installation.)

tighthtg Outlet with Lamp Holds.

Lighting Outlet with Lamp Holder and
Pull Switch

fan Outlet

Junction flex

Orop-Cord Equipped Outlet

Cock Outlet s

To indicate wall invasion of above
outlets, place circle near wail and con.
nect with lin as shown for clock outlet.

Convenient* Outlets

Duplex Convenience Outlet

Trial's Convenience Outlet (Subvitute
other numberr far other variorums in
number of piug positions.)

Duplex Convenience Outlet Split
Wired

Weatherproof"Convenience Outlet

MultiOutlet Assembly (Extend arrows
to limits of installation. Use aaprooriatt
symbol to indicate type of outlet. Alta
indicate spacing taf cutlets as X ;ethic.)

Combination Strindtvod Convenience
Outlet ......-

Combisation-Radia -and Conywrietsce
Mahn

Roar Outlet

Af!li Range Outlet

Solatel-Purpose Outlet. Use suincriat
letters to indicate function. OW.Oish.

OW washer, CO-Clotnes Dryer, etc.

Protested ler Ground Foalt
Circuit Ituerrueme

Setae Demeter

Switch Outlets

Single-Pole Switch

Three-Way Switch

four-Way Switch

Automatic Door Switch

Switch and Pilot Light

Weatherproof Switch

Double-Pole Switch

439
126

M S

OR

NM/ MOP AIM

ap. al.

01.1

411111111=11

LowVoltege sod Reessee..Contrel
Switthing Systems

Switch far Lavraelsoge Islay Systems

Aisne Switch for to...Voltage Relay
=riven
RehtyEsnipped Lighting Outlet

Low.Voltage Relay System Wiring

Auxiliary Sy:tents

Push Sutton

lotus
sell

Combination fiell4tamer

Chime

Annunciator

Electric Door Opener

Mes Sgnal Plug

Interconnection lex

SeilKinging Tronsioneer

Outside Tishoicee

traertatnnecting-Telephow

Rearm Outlet

Tek:hion Outlet

Miscellaneous

Service Panel

Oistrfistrian Panel

Switch Leg Indication. Cennects outlets
with central points.

Scotia! Outten. Any vendard symbol
green doors ntay be wed with the ad.
ditke of subscript letters to designate
same special variation of standard
equipment for a panics:or =him-
rural plan. When so used the variation
should be explained in the Key of Syns.
bob and, if necessary, in the speed&
cations.
Branch Circuit; Ceeteded in Ceiling or Walt.
Branch arcuit ; Conceded in Floor.
Stanch Circuit; Expend.
Home Run to heel Board. indicate number af Cr.

asits by number of trrowt.
Note: Any circuit without further designed.= indi.

cases a two.wire circuit. For a greater number of
wires indicate se follow'. -006.. (3 wins) ag.tfi-
(4 wires), nc.

Feedirs. Note: Use heovy lints and daignete by
number corresponding to timing its Feeder Sched-
ule.
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MNTIZAL OUTL.2.7.5
=MG WALLO -0 angS

/ -0 114'ni.ed Ou//ei
Dego Con/

- (f) egretir*.o/CwW,. /beam onit, when ci;rdesused atone nt be condom' on* columns,O -0 is& adis ,o/amomf .syesOco;

© -0 dunaiim Sas
-G Lamp flo/de.-

©, 4.)ps Lee7finio/date ovi4 Peg Jeat/YeA
-ea Ad/

© _0_ adle Ate ulzor IV:chars:re Lem,
(;) -() e.x/SLirif osiett

Chu:4 Ooileiafrechf, YoArre)

CONIPINICNC1.1 OUTUM5
Da/o/es Convenience
C00041710OCe e2S/S ch4gr.760d7 Dtdpier
P.J17y/e, 17-0/ex, eee.
kiecnffeloeoof awirenience. Oul/e/

a@gt A2crersre anUre
end Convenience chaVell

COA.Sle:rience Oul/e74
Spec.h.s/ Ateiockse ani/os4 (Descrdle ..foec.)® ff....041/44

OUTLIZTS
"vie

4gov6le 44.14,
7Zree fray Jar/1u;
,Sue ibear SA/A:44

AcnismoWc Oace.74.441ch
flec4r:241.P.Salhicji
ie.ey Opeesn'ed aedoile
...re.ahsch and 47oe len",
Cirazitenre.Eee
ii/eafheipvof Geetthe Bp.:Poker
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Remaly Con/rot ..fouilch
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Fused -re.okir
iYea/.4eioeoof /4"bsed ..reihteA

SPBCIAL OUTLitTS
Oa.b.c tic.

--- =43.1tc etc.
Any Sfendoed .rx.ndes/et ',Ilionadage 444-4 /he ,~115i21, OAF Mksverp
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.Specificarion.s.
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SIN Lkinehrf 12117e/
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,downe.4 a'rcuY -Conceelee floor
41277CA C,ah zcoo.red
game AwAtAwe/AurmseAurqarre nreonSeeGecunts 4' number a fie.-pores. Woe.? : Afnyciirca/ ceiPhoznI firelifeeees4sesSise /aytesch-euhf /Ise arreeelee Pannier ofcoiee.s .4.7e:*coAr folloaht(4c.dees),
ferolees.11o/e:Zise heowy.Ceesemeafestiree "ivnamher torees,00seiivarohni,Arireee..regoiveis
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?CFR 1910.120

HAZARDOUS WASTE OPERATIONS

AND

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

FOr<

GENERAL SITE WORKERS

EQUIPMENT OPERATORS-LABORERS-SUPERVISORS

442



COURSE DESCRIPTION:

40 hours of initial training for general site workers such as
equipment operators, general laborers and supervisory personnel
engaged in hazardous substance removal or other activities which
expose or potentiall/ expose workers to hazardous substances and

health hazards.

REFERENCES:

1 Hazardous Waste Operation and Emeroenc/ riesponse, 29 Code at

Federal Regulations, Part 1910.120.

2. Occupational Safety and Health Guidance Manual for Hazardouz

Waste Site Activities.

Z. Module I: Employee Introduction to RCRA, Module II: Keeping

Track of Hazardous Wastes, Module III: Protective Clothing and

Equipment, Module IV: Handling Spills in the Work place,

Hazardous Waste Safety, Asbestos Safet/, (BUSINESS LEGAL

REPORTS).

4. Guide to Industrial Respiratory Protection,. NIOSH.

5. Recognizing and Identifying Hazardous MaterialS, National

Fire Academy.

6. Asbestos Abatement Worker Training, Hazardous Materials

Training and Research Institute.

7. Hazard Communication, UAW_GM.

S. Sampling and Analysis, HMT 260, HMTRI.

9. Emergency Response Guidebook, DOT P 58w.4.

10. Pocket Guide To Chemical Hazards, NIOSH.

11. American Red Cross Standard First Aid Manual.

12. Construction Radiation Worker Training, EITC.

17... Respirator Training Guide, EITC.
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REMUIRED FILMS

Respiratory Training

1. "You could be newt"
2. A review "The Fundamentals of Respiratory Protection"
3. Lung function
4. Reciation Natually
5. Atomic Structures
S. Biological Effects
7. Dosimetry
S. Waste Generation Reduction
3. Waste Egperimental Reduction Facility
10. Anti C's P.P.E.
11. Alarms
12. Mistakes
13. Millard Roentger

1. RMS, Roentgers, Alora
2. Genetic Effects
3. Deloyed Effects
4. Contamination

14. Employee INTRO TO RCRA Module I
15. Keeping Track of Hazardous Waste Module II
16. Project Protection Equipment Module III
17. Handling spills in the Workplace Module IV
18. Hazardous Waste Safety
19. Asbestoes Safety
20. Asbestoes Handling Mistakes
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

Students will be provided the necessary information and hands or

practical experience to safely work in a hazardous environment.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

1. Names of personnel and alternates respcnsible for site safet,:

and health.

Safety, health and other hazards present on the site.

Z. Use of personal protective equipment.

4. Safe use of engineerina controls and equipment on the site.

5. Work practices by which the employee =an minimize risks +rob

hazards.

6. Medical surveillance requirements, including recognition of

symptoms and signs which might indicate overexposure to

hazards.

7. Employee training assignments.

S. Frequency and types of air monitoring, personnel monitoring,

and environmental sampling techniques and instrumentation tc

be used, including methods of maintenance and calibration of

monitoring and sampling equipment to be used.

9. Site control measures.

10. Decontamination procedures.

11. Emergency response plan.

12. Confined space entry procedures.

13. Spill containment.
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UNIT 1

EMPLOYEE INTRODUCTION TO RCR & CERCLA

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:
At the completion o+ this unit a student will be able to:
explain the requirements of the Hazardous Materials and Waste
Handling Safety Requirements as listed in 2c7CFR 1910.120.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

1. Explain the requi,-ements of 29CFR 190.120.

2. Explain the basic principles of the RCRA ACT.

3. Explain the basic principles of CERCLA.

4. Explain the purpose of OSHA and EPA.

5. Explain the importance of being safety conscious on the job.

6. Define Hazardous Waste.

7. Evaluate risks associated with the job.

S. Expiain the importance of protecting yourself from hazards.

9. Explain how we protect ourselves against the dangers
associated with the four categories of hazardous waste.

10. Explain the importance of proper protective clothing and
equipment.

11. Explain the importance 0+ emergency planning.

12. Understand the importance of proper documentation.
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UNIT _

KEEPING TRACZ OF dAZARDOUS WASTES

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit the student should be able tc
understand and egplain the importance of proper record keeping
and the basic requirements outlined by the EPA for the RCRA and
CERCLA.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

1. Egplain the importance of the hazardous waste identification
numbering system.

Identify a hazardous waste manifest.

7. identify an MSDS.

4. Egplain the importance of the identification label.
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UNIT 7

PROPER FROTECT:VE EQUIPMENT

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit a student will be able to explain
the importance of proper protective equipment and how and when to
use it to shield or isolate individuals from the chemical,
physical, biologic hazard that may be encountered at a hazardous
waste site.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit a student should be able to:

1. Egplain how protective equipment protects you.

2. Explain the four levels of protection.

3. Explain the importance of Respirator protection.

4. Egplain the imporzance of practicing hygiene on the job.

= Explain the importance of a written proper protective
equipment program.

6. Explain the proper methods used for selection of respiratory
equipment.

7 Explain the proper methods +or selection of protective
clothing and accessories.

B. Egplain the importance of proper use of proper protective
equipment.

9. Heat stress and other physiological factors.
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UNIT 4

HANDLING SPILLS IN THE WORKPLACE

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

At tne completion of this unit a stud:a.nt should unde-stand and be
able to explain the importance of proper handling of spills in
the workplace.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

At the completion of this unit a student should be able to
explain and pass a test on:

1. The importance of spill prevent_on.

What to do if there is a spill.

Z. Proper spill respnse.

4. The importance of proper protective clothing and equipment.

5. Proper spill control equipment.

. Stebili:ing the Spill.

7. Decontamination procedures.
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UNIT S

HAZARDOUS WASTE SAFFTt

SFECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit a student should be able to
eNp1ain the importance of:

1. Site Characterization and control.

2. Site hazard determination.

Z. Proper personnel protective equipment.

4. Proper level of protection +or the associated hazaru.

5. Proper decontamination procedures.

6. Proper wcrk practices and enaineering controls.

7. Confined Space entry procedures.

S. Proper emergency response procedures.

9. Proper medical surveillance.
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UNIT 6

ASBESTOS SAFETY

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit a student should be able to
explain what asbestos is, how to safely work with it and the
ha7ards associated with it.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

At the completion of this unit a student should be able to
egplain :

1. What is Asbestos?

2. How Asbestos enters the body?

7.. What health hazards are associated witli astlestos.

4. The dangers of Smoking and asbestos.

=
-0. Basic egposure levels.

6. The importance of signs and labels related to asbestos.

0
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UNIT 7

RESPIRATOR TRAINING

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

The goals and objectives of the E1TC proaram -septratcr
training is to provide training to area haz:-tzus mEiterial
workers in the proper and safe um: L4 respirator equipment.
Familiarization of spec:4:: .-smpirators, tnair uses and
limitations, requirems-cm Tor ?raper. +it, physical requirements,
am: facial conditions ara some to the topics covered. Upon
concluz.zn of the clasmroom phase of respirator trainina, the
wormen will be tsst fitted qualitatively and quantitatively and
issued a card which will identify the prescribed respirator +it.

ENABLING OBJECTIqES:

At the completion of this uni= si-ua,mf cz:

Explain the .-equi:mments or tns
Institute Document 75.-1780.

Nations:. Ztar.car.de

Egplain traininc requirements of tne respi-ator

3. Expl::.in the requirements For annual retralning.

4. Explain Protectien Factors.

5. Identify face pieces, hoods :zubble suits.

6. Identify reepirator types.

7. Explain air purifying and sir supplyina respirators.

S. Explain wearer requirements and limitations.

9. Explain Qualitative fit f.esting.

10. C'tplain positive and negative pressure testing.

11. Explain Quantitative fit testing.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

4 5 3
12. Select, inspect, do, and p47s a 7uantitatiye +it test with

a full face air puri'yi77. -espirator..

Egplain tn-* %cation and deficiencies of air purifying
respira'tors.



:emonstrat; tn,s tz ;rcperl./ inspect, core.
'with an .it221:: unit, remo,,e and properlz stors :and -spert ics
use.

UNIT 8

RADIATION CONSTRUCTION NuRKER TRAINING.

SPECIFIC ObjErTTV1-:

The main goal and objective of the Radiation Construction
Training is to prspare the student tc work safely in radiological
ocnditions while !eeping their exposure as low as reasonably
achievable.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit the student will be able to
explain the following:

!. Natural Backcround Radiation
2. Manmade sources of radLation
3. Atomic Structure
4. Ionizing Radiation
5. Radioactivity
6. Exposure terms
7, ALARA Policy
8. DOE Radiation Protection Guide
9. Contractor Administrative Dose Guide
10. Biological Effects
11. Female Radiation Wor!cer Exposure Policy
12. Radiation Monitoring Programs and Procedures
13. Dosimetry
14. Whole body count and Bioassay Procram
15. Contamination
16. System Containment
17. The Detection of Contamination
18. Units of Measurement
19. Personnel Monitoring
20. Personnel Decontamination
21. Radiation Survey Instrumentation
22. Basic Protective Measures
23. Access Control/Construction Safe Work Permit
24. Contaminated Area Work Practices
25. Contamination Zone Requirements
26. Segregation and Minimization of Radiological Waste
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UNIT 9

HAZARD COMMUNICATION:

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

The main goal and objective of the Hazard Communication Unif is
to prepare the student to identify the components of a hazardous
communication program and be aware of the worker training
program.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit oach student will be able to do
the following:

Recognize chemical and physical properties a+ hazardous
materials and methods that can be used to detect the
the presence and or release of rhemicals.

2. Recognize the physical hazards of gh.=mic1s, fire.
explosion, etc.

Z. Recognize health hazards, includina signs and symptoms
of exposure, associated with egposurs ta chemicals and
medical condition known to be aggravated by egposure to
the chemical

4. Procedures to protect against hazards (personal
protective equipment required, proper use and
maintenance; work practices or methods to assure prsper
use and handling of chemicals and procedures for
emergency response).

= Work procedures to follow to assure protection when
cleaning hazardous chemical spills and leaks.

6. Where MSDS's are located, how to read and interpret the
information on both labels and MSDS's, and how employees
may obtain additional hazard information.



1INIT 10

RED CROSS STANDARD FIRST AID TP/-1INING.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

The main coal and objective is that each student will become
familiar with all emergency action principles. Each student will
have a working knowledge of First Aid Training.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this course the student will be able to do
the following:

1. Survey the scene.
2. Do a primary survey of the victim.
3. Phone the emergency medical services (EMS) system for

help.
4. Do a secondary survey of the victim.
5. Recognize and perfOrM rescue treathing.
6. Recognize and perform necessary procedures to help a

victim with a blocked air passage way.
7. Recognize and perform necessary procedures dealinc with

cardiac arrest victims.
S. Proper procedures for control of bleeding and shock.
9. Proper care of chemical burns to the eye and nose areas.
10. Proper care of human, animal, snake, and insect bites.

Proper response to alleraic reactions.
11. Proper care of Fractures, Dislocation, Sprains, and

Strains.
12. Proper care of swallowed, inhaled, or absorbed poison.
13. Care of victim suffering from insulin shock or diabetic

coma.
14. Proper care of a stroke victim.
15. Proper care for a victim of a seizure.
16. Proper care of Heat Emeraencies (heat stroke, heat

exhaustion) and Cold Emergencies (hypothermia and frost
bite.)

17. Proper rescue procedures.
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EITc RE' Ar=n HATARD

'',PcrIFIC OBJECTIVE:
At I-he completion of this course i student :should .,,=. abli

Iexplain and identify the hazards found on tne wort, site.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE:

At the completion a+ this course the student should be able to
explain the hazards that are a function of the nature of the site
as well as the consequence of the work that is being performed.
They include:

1. Chemical Exposure

2. Fire and Explosion

3. Oxygen Deficiency

4. Ionizing Radiation

-. Biologic Hazards

6. Safety Hazards

7. Electrical Hazards,

S. Heat Stress

c". Cold Exposure

10. Noise

/
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PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION

SFECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit a student should e able_ to

identify and explain the Three Aspects of Planning. Each student
should be able to prepare an efficient Work Plan including the
objectives of site operations and the logistics and resources
required to achieve the goals.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit student should be able to identify

and explain the following:

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

1. Identify a lesder who has the authority to direct
all activities.

2. Identify the other personnel needed for the
project, and assign their general functions and
responsibilities.

Show lines of authority responsibility, and
communication.

4. Identify the interface with the response community.

WORK PLAN

1. Review available information (site records, waste
inventories, generator and transporter manifest,
site photos and state and local environmental and
health agency records.)

2. Define work objectives

459
3. Determine methods for accomplishing the objectives,

e.g., sampling plan, inventory, disposal
techniques.

4. Determine personnel requirements

5. Determine the need for additional training of
personnel. Evaluate their current knowledge/ skill
level against the tasks they will perform and



3ITE 3AFET%' PLAN

1. Mame kay personnel and alternates n=sponsible icr
site safety. 02. Describe the risks associated with each operat
conducted.

Z. Confirm that personnel are adequately trained to
perform their job responsibilities and to handle
the specific ha-ardous situations they may
encounter.

4. Describe the protective clothing and equipment +.o

be worn by personnel during various site
operations.

5. Describe any site7specific medical surveillance
requirements.

A. Describe the program for periodic air monitoring,
personnel monitoring, and environmental sampling.

7. Describe the actions to be taken to mitigate
existing hazards.

S. Define site control measures and include a sits
map.

9. Establish oecontamination procedures for personnel
and equipment.

411010. Set forth the site's Standard Operating Procadt_ E

(SOPs) SOPs are those activities that can be
standardized such as decontamination and
respirator fit testing.

11. Set forth a Contingency Plan for safe and
effective response to emergencies.
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UNIT 17:

MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

The main coal and objective of the Medical Surveillance Unit is

to stress the importance of the medical control program. The

medical program is essential to assess and monitor workers'

health and itness both prior to employment and during the course

of work. The student will learn to keep accurate records or
future reference and to be aware of the standards recommended by

OSHA.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

At the completion of this unit each student will be able to

egplain the following:

1. Medical surveillance through pre-employment screening,
peri_odic medical e:.aminations, and terminal

examinations.
2. Treatment of a) emergency and b) non-emergency

situations.
Record Keepino

4. Program Review
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Mir 14

SITE CHARACTERIZATION

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

411The main goal and objective of the Site Characterization Unit i'.
to provide the information needed to identify site hazards and to
select worker protection methods.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

At the completion of this unit each student will be able to
characterize hazardous materials and waste sites by explaining
methods of:

1. Conducting onsite characterization, gathering
information away -from the site, conduct recornaissance
from the site perimeter.

2. Conduct the onsite surveys.
Preform ongoing monitoring and providing continuous
sources of information about site conditions.

4. Documentation of information.
5. Hazard Assessment
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UNIT 1Z

AIP MONITORING

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

The main goal and otJjectisve of the Air Monitoring Unit is

to identify and quantify airborne contaminants in order to

determine the level of worker protection needed.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit each student will be able to
explain the use of:

1. Onsite use of direct-reading instruments.
2. Laboratory analysis of air samples obtained by gas

sampling bag, filter, sorbent, or wet contaminant
collection methods.

73. The variables of Hazardous Waste Site Exposure.



UNIT 1.1%

SITE CONTROLS

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

The main goal ana oh/active of the Sits Controls Unit is
to minimize potential contamination of workers, protect the
public, from the sites hazards, and prevent vandalism.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit each student will be able to
e:tplain several site control procedures which can be implemented
to reduce worker and public e;:posure to chemical, physical,
biollgic, and safety hazards through:

1. Compiling a site map.
2. Preparing the site for subsequent activities.
3. Establishing work zones.
4. Use of the buddy system when necessary.
5. Establishing and strictly enforcing documentation

procedures of both personnel and equipment.
6. Establishing site security measures.
7. Setting up communication networks.
S. Enforcement of safe work practices.
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UNIT 1

DECONTAMINATION

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

The main goal and obJective of the Decontamination Unit is to

inform the student of the importance of using the proper

processes for removing or neutralizing contaminants that have

been accumulated on equipment and personnel.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit each student will be able to:

1. Determine the number and lay out of decontamination

stations required for proper site protection.

Determine the decontamination equipment needed

Z. Determine appropriate decontamination methods.

4. Explain procedures required to prevent contamination of

clean areas.

5. Explain methods and procedures used to minimize worer

contact with contaminants during removal of personal

protective clothing and equipment.

6. Explain methods for disposing of clothing and equipment

that are not completely decontaminated. 1



L1117 1B

HANDLING DRUMS -IND 3THER CCNTAINEFS

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:

The main goal and obJective of the Handling Drums and Oth
Hazardous Waste Containers Unit is to establish stanaards for
storing, containing, and handling chemical and containers, and
for maintaining equipment used for handling tnese said materials.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit each student should be able to
egplain methods used for the safe:

1. Inspection of any containers found on a hazardous waste
site.

2. Creating a preliminary plan which specifies the egtent
of handling necessary, the personnel selected for the job, and
the most appropriate procedures based on the hazards associated
with the p; able drum contents as determined by risual
inspection.

7. For safe handl4ng of 5aid coNtainers and responding to
any obvious problems that might impair worker safety and
organizing orums into staaing areas, stacking ,and unstacking
drums and orienting drums.

4. Proper opening procedures

5. Proper sampling procedures.

6. Characterizing to obtain the aata necessary to determine
how to safely and efficiently package and transport the waste for
treatment and/or disposal.

7. Proper staging procedures.

8. Bulking procedures (migina together varicus chemicals
into bulk containers)

9. F'raper shipment procedures according to DOT regulations
(49 CFR parts 171-178) and EPA regulations (40 CFR part 267,7)

10. Special case problems including tanks and vaults to
space entry and compress gas cylinders.



SITE EMERGENCIES

SP9r'IFIC OBJ9CTIVE:

The main goal and objective of the Site Emergencies unit is

to outline important factors to be considered when plcinning for

and responding to emergencies.

ENABLING OBJECTIVE:

At the completion of this unit eacn student should be able to

explain the importance of:

1. A written contingency plan.

2. Defining emergency response roles of both offsit-_, and

onsite personnel.

3. Training required for all personnel either wortdng or

visiting a hazardous waste site.

4. The importance of being constantly alert for indicators

of potentially hazardous situations and immediate recognition and

possibl,p prevention of any hazardous exposures.

5. The importance of proper communication both internal and

external.

6- The importance of proper site mapping

7. Maintairling safe distances and refuges from hazardous

waste sites.

8. Proper site security and controls.

9. Evacuation routes and procedures.

10. The use of proper emergency response equipment.

11. The proper medical treatment and first responder first

aid techniques.

12. Proper emergency response procedures.

Proper documentation of any and- all incidents resulting

in personal injury, onsite property damage or damage to

the surrounding environment.
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DAY 5-Practical Exercise

Removal of "PCB" Containing Barrels (Buried)

The purpose of this exercise is to aquaint you with

some of the procedures used in hazardous waste clean-up.

Each site is unique, involving different hazards and, con-

sequently, different methods of clean-up and different levels

of personnel protection. The single must important concept

in hazardous waste removal is safety. Every plan must be

implemented with maximum safety and minimum exposure.

WORK OBJECTIVES. Today we will be reme,94+11/two barrels

containing suspected PCB-contaminated oil. The-ba.r-re4-s

It is not.18
known whether the barrels have leaked or not, so we will

assume they have and wear the proper protective clothing.

Eli-ratr-the-barreleto-be_uncoueed Thic will pntail

_theaf...a-backhoe untiThar-barrelsi-then-shaveling

di-rt-untLL-barrels-a-re-uncovered. The oil will be sumped

.7 out into lined waste barrels, then the empty barrels will

be brought up and placed on a tarp, pending proper disposal.

What is PCB? (See attached sheet.) Despite these known

effects, PCBs are relatively easy to protect against. Ac-

cording to the NIOSH (National Intstute for Occupational

Safety and Health), the TLV (Threshold Limit Value) for

PCB is, for less than 42% chlorine, lmg/m3; for greater

than 42% chlorine, .5 mg/m3. These values are very high.

In other words, you would be able-to see the PCB floating

around, which, I assure you, is not the case in this operation.

Personnel protective clothing required. The protective

clothing needed is determinee by the type of hazard involved

and the concentration of the 4azardpus waste(s). This par-

ticular job will require a level protective posture.

This includes:



/
-F14,15-facepiece1 air-purifying, canister-equipped respiraot..::,

-Chemical-resistant clothing (overalls and long-sleeved

jacket; hooded, one- or two-piece chemical splash suit;

disposable chemical-resistant-one-piece suit).

-Inner and outer chemical-resistant gloves.

-Chemical-resistant safety boots/shoes.

-Hard hat.

-ZW49--Way-rEiclio-communications

STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURES

I. Locate and set up site.

A. Use metal detector to pinpoint location of barrels.

Tt,. Bring back-hoe and all other needed materials to

location.

C. Segregate area using yellow safety rope and caution

signs.

D. Lay out tarps and place lined barrels in area that

is available to pump.

E. Set up decon area according to flowchart.

II. Don proper protective clothing.

A. Put on coveralls, taking care to avoid rips or punc-

tures.

B. Put on boots and let pant legs hang over.

C. Put on glove liners and first pair of gloves, let

sleeves hang over.

D. Tape pant lags to boots and tape sleeves to gloves.

.5c2P ,E. Don respirator. Be sure to do thorough positive

and negative pressure tests. If youu are having any

difficulties, take off the mask and check it.

F. Pull hood over respirator and tie snugly.

G. Don't forget your hard hat!

H. Put on last pair of gloves and tape to clothing.



III. Perform remedial action.

A. After locating barrels with metal-detector, begin

backhoe operations.

1. Back-hoe towards barrels to avoid spreading possible

contamination of clean areas.

2. All ground personnel should avoid gettinethe way

of the backhoe.

3. A sample of the 0-6" ground level will be taken

at this time.

B. Remove any excess dirt from around barrels with

shovels.

C. Inspect barrels for any marXing, labeling, leaning,

bulging, or any other damage. Also check the type

of cover on barrel.

D. Carefully open barrel or remove bung to allow access

for sampling. Take sample using glass rod with

suction device (don't use mouth to begin suction).

E. Pump contents into lined barrel, avoiding spills

or leaks.

F. Repeat procedures D. and E. for other barrel.

G. Place emptied barrel on tarp and cover to prevent

loss of any remaining contaminant.

H. Cover and label transport barrel with hazardous

material warnings.

I. Sample ground where barrels were previously located.

J. Spray all equipment with water to remove any visible

dirt.

7.

IV. Egress

A. Decon outer garments.

B. Remove boot covers and outer gloves (will simply spray

down boots for this exercize).

C. Remove boots, gloves and outer garments.

D. Remove, mask.

V. Break/ sample analysis in lab.

- VI. End of exercize.

A. Tear down area and put everything away.-

B. After-exercize discussion.
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Checklist of needed materials for PCB mock-up

(Not listed in order of importance)

one barrel (for gloves, ragsetC:),-lindd-.

.two,barxel,twith.-oil) buried

.etwo barrel (lined) for "shipment"

-two large tarps

protective clothing, to include:

coveralls (tyvek, with hoods)

rubber boots

rubber gloves with liners
iifull-facerespirators with combination filters 5c61/

tape

--17a.cic-hee- .

Jetter-stre
PCB stickers, hazardous materials stickers (6/-_-.-,,,;4 Oesi-ec;-) ei2eii/c.79
glass bottles with lids (4-6 oz.) --_-

yellow construction tape with poles or pylons

7.-cmrp--tvitir-truse

lots of cleaning rags

hose hooked to water supply with spray nozzle

t-eet-o.r_t .

absorbant (kitty litter)

fire extinguisher

first aid kit

various logs (access/egress, shipping, analysis)

l'x3'x6" plastic pan (to rinse off boots when leaving area

hardhats

What have I forgotten?
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MINER TRAINING PROGRAM

STATEMENT OF NEED

The Idaho Employment Labor Report, Department of Employment,
Bureau of Research and Analysis, April, 1988 states:

"Employment increases in the mining sector during
March and April was a continuation of expansion at
both the metal and nonmetallic mines. The mines in
the Silver Valley added additional workers as
Sunshine and Hecla were in full operation during
this time period. The phosphate mines in southeast
Idaho were gearing up following a winter slowdown.
Also a turn around in the molybdenum market has
resulted in 13C additional workers being hired at
the Cyprus Thompson Creek mine since January 1988.

The big news in the mining industry was the
announced reopening of the Bunker Hill and Crescent
mines on May 23. The mines will open in 90 days
with a labor force of about 70 workers increasing to
200 within a year. A special article on Bunker Hill
is featured in this month's newsletter. For an
industry that was dying a year ago, mining in Idaho
is making a comeback as a basic industry."

INDUSTRY SUPPORT

In June 1988 five mining companies in the Silver Valley mining
district requested assistance in training underground hard rock
miners. The five companies and several mine supply companies
offered to contribute equipment, tools and supplies. Three of
the largest mining companies requested in writing a -training
program and at the same time outlined the major course content.
(See attached letter from Bunker Hill mining, Sunshine Mining and
Fausett International.)
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MINER CURRICULUM

I. ORIENTATION AND SAFETY

1. Statutory rights of miner's and their representatives
under the act; authority and responsibility of supervisors.

2. Personal protective equipment
a. Head protection with lamp and battery
b. Eye protection
c. Ear protection
d. Foot protection
e. Respirator protection
f. Miners belt

3. Self rescue and respiratory protection

4. Introduction to mining

5. Entering and leaving the mine; transportation
and communications

6. Mine map; escape ways, emergency evacuation and
barricading

7. Roof control and ventilation plans

8. Hazard recognition

9. Lock out procedures: Electrical Hazards

10. Clean up and rock dusting

11. Haulage safety

12. Health
a. Mine gases and dust
b. Noise and noise reduction and control
c. Physical examination

13. Mine terminology

14. Back safety in the mining environment

15. First Aid and CPR
a. Breathing
b. Bleeding
c. Shock
d. Fractures and dislocations
e. Burns
f. Transportation
g. CPR
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16. Introduction to the work environment
a. Walk around of either the Sunshine or Bunker

Hill Mines
b. Walk around at the Atlas Mine Training Lab

II. IDENTIFICATION OF ORE PRODUCTS

1. Lead

2. Silver

3. Zink

4. Others
a. Weight
b. Appearance
c. Hardness
d. Grading

%III. INSTALLATION OF GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

1. Tools
a. Hand tools

(Axe, doublejack, shovel, nails)
b. Electric tools
c. Air powered tools

2. Setting post and erect staging

3. Install back lagging and/or cribbing

4. Install side lagging and blocking

5. Install booms with lagging

6. Install mechanical ground support systems
a. Elliptical bolts
b. Split bolts
c. Point anchor bolts, plates and shells

IV. INSTALLATION OF AUXILARY EQUIPMENT

1. Install ventilation equipment

2. Install air and/or water lines

3. Build any needed chutes

4. Build any needed slusher ramp
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5. Install pneumatic water pumps

6. Build any needed I-ulkhead and/or grizzly

V. INSTALLATION OF HAMAGE TRACK

1. Inspect work area for hazards and make it safe

2. Locate center points and track grade points

3. Measure distance for track ties

4. Dig ditches and install ties

5. Place rails on ties

6. Connect rails with plates

7. Use rail gage testing spacing

8. Spike down rail

9. Install switch assembly

( 10. Use rail bender when necessary
%

11. Drive locomotive and ore cars to test installation

VI. EQUIPMENT OPERATION

1. Adjust and operate air chain saw

2. Safety check and operate jackhammer

3. Set up and operate jackleg drill

4. Conduct service check and operate mucking machine

5. Set up and operate slusher (air and electric)

6. Set up and operate tugger

7. Set up and operate stoper

8. Set up and operate ANFO loader

9. Set up and operate moil
-

10. Service and operate locomotive and ore cars
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11. Service, start and operate air compressors

12. Connect and safety lock air hoses

13. Check and fill line oilers

14. Shut down and service procedures for all equipment

VII. DRILLING PROCEDURES

1. Select and proper lengths of drill steel and sharp bits

2. Safety check of all equipment and air hoses

3. Fill line oi:l.er

4. Insert drill steel and start to drill

5. Collar hole at reduced speed

6. Drift rounds

7. Raise rounds

8. Stope rounds

9. Patterns and angles and depth of drill holes

VIII. LOADING AND BLASTING

1. Storage of explosive (power and primers)

2. Selection of explosives, primer cord and ANFO

3. Patterns for detonation of holes

4. Patterns for wiring and loading holes

5. Methods of detonation

6. Pre-blasting safety check

7. Inspect for holes that did not detonate. (misfire)

8. Methods for safe handling of misfires
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COURSE OBJECTIVE

The objective of this program is to train persons in underground
mining consistent with the skills for entry level miners in
Silver Valley, Idaho.

It has been proven that the mining industry is a dangerous
occupation. For that reason total safety habits have to be
developed to maintain proper working conditions for a safe but
productive operation. A productive operation is second only to
a safe working environment. All training is conducted under the
"Safety First" mode of operation. Skill development is extremely
important, but only under a attitude of performing in a safe
manner.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE

1. Safety

Positive attitude towards safety can only be evaluated by
( the outward behavior of the particpants. Conducting all job task

\ in a safe and conscious manner is a major instructional
objectives.

t,

2. Identification of Ore Products

The participants shall identify the basic mineral products
of the Silver Valley.

3. Ground Support Systems

Proper use of hand, electric and air tools in the process
of erecting timbers and shoring while making a mine a safe place
in which to work.

4. Auxilary Equipment

Installing ventilation, air and water lines, chutes,
slusher ramps, pneumatic water pulps, etc.

5. Haulage Track

cars.

-
Installation of ties and track for locomotive and ore
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6. Equipment Operation

Set up, operate and maintain air and power equipment.
Examples: jackhammer, jackleg drill, mucking machine, slusher,
tugger, stoper, moil, locomotive, air compressors, line oilers.
etc.

7. Drilling Procedures

Set up and drilling of different drill hole patterns for
preparation of explosives.

8. Loading and Blasting

Demonstrate safe storage and transporation of explosives.
Demonstrate safe loading of powder, use of primers, +-echniques of
using primer cord and loading holes with ANFO.
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EQUIPMENT

1. Compressor (2)
2. Jackleg drill
3. Jackhammer
4. Mucking machine
5. Sluher
6. Tugger
7. Stoper
S. ANFO loader
9. Moil

10. Locomotive and ore cars
11. Electric fans
12. Truck and trailers
13. Timber trucks
14. Tanner Gas dispenser
15. Track rails
16. Mine lights

Underground charger
18. Battery hydrometer
19. Elec :ic boxes
20. Tran,Jformer
21. Desk and Chairs
22. Water pumps
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TOOLS

1. Chain saw
2. Axe
3. Double jack
4. Shovel
.5. Scaling bar
6. .Track jack
7. Drill steel
S. Line oilers
9. Bull hose

10. Powder poles
11. Impact wrenches

SUPPLIES

1. Mine timbers
2. Lagging
3. Rail ties
4. Mine wedges
5. Can lamps
6. Rock bolts
7. Rock bolt anchor shells
8. Rock bolt plates
9. Rock bolt mats

10. Sleeve blocks
11. Pipe fittings
12. Water valves
13. Nuts and bolts
14. Rail spikes
15. Nails
16. Fish plates
17. Rail switch frogs
18. Cable
L9. Drill bits
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WRITTEN MATERIAL

1. Rights of miners, MSHA publication
2. Fault free analysis
3. Accident investigation
4. Heat stress in mining
5. Job safety analysis
6. Gases in the mine environment
7. Handbook on explosives
8. Non-L primer handbook

AUDIO/VISUAL

1. Material handling - a lifting problem
2. Safety belt demonstration
3. CPR film
4. The worst accident
5. Mine emergency (underground)
6. Surface emergency
7. Numerous in house video footage on mining
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Ear
Prolection
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Breathing
Protection. 0 Lamp\

Self-
Rescuer --
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Eye
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Boots
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Hard hat

Miner's
Bet

1.2

----Diggers

Lamp,.
Battery
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5 -1,

.. _... .

Shown below are hand-held tools
which require constant hand or
finger pressure in order to
operate.

1

-02:

Moil Controls '

t

4 8 6

Chain Saw '

Controls .

i

i

t



or
6 L1..

Safety Block ,v,,,,--:

4.

Safety Line \

Airlines or other
pressurized lines
(flexible air lines) -04
shall be secured by
safety chains. /

,

Safety Cl- -tin
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PROCEDURE SHEET FOR SAFE BARRING DOWN PRACTICE

Definition:

Logical Step

Operational Frint

Safety Hint

Tight Loose

Bac

- Any step that advances the operation forward..

This is any useful hint ()cat may be used to make the
logical step easier or to help break :he operadon.

This is any safe operating practice that should be
followed at this particular step.

This is rock that is too tight to fall easily but is too
loose to remain safely.

- This is the term used to define the roof.

This procedure assumes a continuing stope operation. It begins immediately
after blasting procedures .

Locrical Stelp

I. Wet down s tope area
from the raise out to
blast face.

2. Stay under timber and
test back immediately
in front of the bulk-
head.

Operating Irints

Lay water hose 'on muck pile
to thoroughly wet down and
3uppres s dus t.

Safety Hints

Clean down and blast
debris from overhead
timber...in stope.

I

(1) Use only proper tools .
(2) Short scaling bar;

long scaling bar .

Do not expose any part
of your body on the,
timber while testing
for tight loose .

3. Bar down any tight loose
in front of the bulkhead.

Note: This will give the_
miner a safe area to pro-
ceed in front of timber.

(1) Do not pry forward
with the scaling bar..
(2) This will present
the danger of falling be-
neath the rock you are
barring down.
(3) Do not place bar
immediately in front of
you. If a slab should
come down onto the bar. .
the bar may go through
you .

4. Proceed in front of tim-
ber through the bulkhead.
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Procedure Sheet for Safe
Barring Down Practice

Page 2

Logical Sten
5. Test the back immediately

to you.r left.

OD erating: Flints Safe Hints
(1) Test back by sounding the
bar againsE the back.
(2) If a ringing noise is heard,
the back is safe.
(3) If a "drummy" noise is
heard, the back must be in-
spected closely for cracks .

6. Work your way over to
the left wall.

7. Test back near right walL

8 . Bar down tight loose.

Summary:

Tight loose emits the
drurtiray sound.

Note: Inspect back carefully
then proceed to the right wall.

This gives you the
benefit of the wall for
support.

Repeat test for drummy

Note: Barring down.is a con-
tinuing process. The nature
of blasted rock is such that it
continually develops new

[cracks in it..

1. Barring down with a long bar is essentially the same procedure as a short
bar Care must be used in the selection of a proper tool for barring down.
Never bar down with the bar directly in front of you. This bar could. go
through you if a large enough slab comes down.

2. Check back to see if the loose may be keyed to the rock on the side.
Caution: The slab on the side may fall when the slab is barred out of
the back.

3. If the slab cannot be barred down, it must be blasted down or temporarily
supported.
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Scaling bars

-02

Solt ltd the back
frequently.

-03 .

Bar should be of proper
length and blunt at one end.
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PROCEDURE SHEET FOR SAFE TIMBERING PRACTICE

Definition:

Logical Step

Operational Hint

Safety Print

IN A METHOD OF TIMBERING

- Any step that advances the operation forward.

This is any useful hint that may be used to make the
logical step easier or to help break the operadon.

- This is any safe operating pracdce that should be
pracdced at this particular step.

This procedure sheet assumes a condnuing stoping operadon. This procedure
begins after the initial leveling procedure has taken place.

Logical Step.....

1. Miner must have muck-
pile leveled out before
timber can be ;:nutallecL
(Note: See slui.hi.....g

procedr re)

2. Measure- for cap wall
to wall.

Thieratina Hints

Alternative positions of
sheave block across the
three eye bolts will level
oat muckpile.

Safe Hi ts

Follow safe barring
down procedures .
(Note: See barring down
proced.ure)

Allow. 12" per side for
heading.

3 Send timber order to
ni.pp:zr. .

Tiniber order must be
in a sequendal order:

1. Cap
2. Lagging
3. Headboards

. 4.. Wedges
5. Posts

This allows you to get
the timber order to the
face in the order of use.

4. Take tail cab7.e off
slusher bucket.

5. Lay out tail cable to.
raise.

110
6 . Land cap in raise.

Leave tail sheave block
in center eye bolt at
face.

Use gloves when hand-
ling cable.

Open safety door.
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Logical Step Operating Hints Safety Hints

7. Put tail cable arou.nd
c ap and sedure.

S. Pull cap up int./ stope. Slide cap arOund end of
slu..ther, if possible (use
slush.tr power).

9. Pull cap back to work
face.

Close safety doors .

Pull cap against face.

10. Put cable in the rn.Lidle
of the cap.

Pull cap across muck-
pile in approximate
position for heading in.

11. Nail 6' 6.e lagging
from center to center
on previous cap up to
new cap .

Use headboards on muck-
pile to raise cap to de-
sired position.

12. Level can according
to previous cap .

40p *mils -- Use head-
boards for let .ing.

13. Take cable off the cap
and pull, the end back
to the raise.

14. Open gate on timber
slide.

Inspect back to see if
it needs barring 6.own.

Nailed tie lagging pre-
vent cap from rolling
down the mtckpile.

Be sure to stand where
you. will not fall, down
raise. Check for tripping
hazards.

15. Unload lagging. Return
sap.

1) Stack lagging in a
stack, eight high and.
two wide.

2) Wrap cable around the
lagging and secure.

Close raise door. .

16. Pall lagging back to
work fac e.

Repeat process until
lagging order is at the
-face. .

17. Unload headboards .

.1 .1 1I

1) Stack headboards in a
stack eight high and. two
wide .

2) Wrap cable around .

center of headboard
and secure.

Close raise door.
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Locrical Sten

Pull headboards to
work face.

Ooeradng Hints Safety Hints

Check back for "tight
loose".

19 . Field fit cap to walls
and wedge cap in (See

1

20 . Install girts .

illus. I for procedures)

21. Install fllor on caps.

II J
Observe safe rules for
using axes in timbering.

I) Cut girt on a slight
bias to wedge it be-
tween caps .

2) Secure with two 60p
nails on each end.

1)

2)

Leave 5' section open
in middle of caps .
Floor ont to the walls
and chink walls with.
Eller pieces of head-
board.

22. Put two lagging down
on edge of 5' opening.

headboards on
one end of lagging and
3 headboards on the
other end.

Repeat on both sides of
opening.

*.

Repeat on the other bulk-
head leg.

24. Put 3 lagging on top of
headboards .

Repeat on other side.

25. Li L&de 3 lagging across
top of bulkhead legs to
back of bulkhead.

26 Field fit up to the back
on top of the floor.

Put at least 4 sq . ft. of
headboard on each corner
of bulkhead (See illus . 2)
for .design.

27. Slide 3 more lagging
onto top of bulkhead
legs .

This completes the floor
to the front of the cap.

28. vield fit to back of the
ore.

(See fl1u. 2 for design).
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40-11.

ILLUS . 1

I. Select 12" headboard.

Z. Measure down 3" fro= top of headboard.

3. Drive two nails in Ieadboard. One on each side.of centerline
approxiniately 4" apart.

4. Hang headboard oyez end of cap.

5. Drive two nails into the end of the.second headboard.

6. Hang second Aeadboard over the-arst board.

7. Repeat this process until wall is reached.

8. Fill in cracks with small pieces of headboard..

9. Repeat on opposite ?lid.

10. Wedge. cap in securely. (Check illustration above for position
of wedges .)
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After installing bulkhead floor, the miner will place headboard cribs
on each of the back corners. This will yie1.4. 4 sq. ft. of roof support
for each corner..

a+
N

On..the front of the bulkhead floor, the miner will place headboards on
the front corners and in the middle of the bulkhead. Next, the miner
places 2 lagging.on the headboards to tie them.together, then .6.eld fits
to the back. ..



ILLUS . 3

STAR BULKHEAD

(Isometrfd View)

Bulkhead Design!:

This design calls kr 27" of bulkhead height. The basic
design calls for:

I . 3 lagging.
2 . 3 headboards on each end of bulkhead
3 . 3 lagging

4. Bulkhead floor cover
5. 4 sg ft. on each back corner
6 . 12 sq. ft. on front leading edge 498
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Boom Hanger

Installation of Booms ,
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Stoper Drill
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Chute Installation!
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Slusher Ramp Installation Side View .

Slusher
Motor Slusher

Bucket
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Slusher Ramp Installation Top. View..

Rails
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Water Pump Installation

Lock & Tag
Procedure

Gorinan Pump
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Bulkhead Installation
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.-03 Connecting Hoses j

Air
Manifold

6.3

Water
Header/.

1,\niSafety
Chains

iii
Ptt I

vi

1

1..Connects hoses.
. 2. Secures hoses.

3. Cleans (blows) hoses.
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PROCEDURE SHEET FOR SAFE DRILLZIG PRACTICE

Definition:

Logical Step Any step that advances the operation forward.
. 6

Operational Hint -- This is any useful hint that may.be used to make the
logical step easier or to help break the operation.

Safety Hint This is any safe operating practice thit should be
practiced at this particular step.

This procedure sheet assumes a continuing stope operation. The procedure
begins as a miner conies into a stope area and starts the dxilling operation.

SAFE DRILLING PROCEDURE

Logical Sten OD e ratingH:nts Safety. Mats

1. Carry scaling bar to
work face.

2. Carry rock.drill from
storage area to work
face.

3. Lay out air and water
hoses.

Stand the drill up:::.elt
against the rib.

Bar down work face prior
setting up rock drill. .

-
Wash down face. Checlee
missed holes .

Return to raise and. clear
air hose of any foreign
blast material. by gradually
turning on air for a short
burst.

Be sure end of air hose is
secure to prevent whipnin

4. Carry oiler hose and
oiler to work face.

It is good operating practice
to remove oiler and oiler
hose after drilling (see illu-
stration 1). This practice
prevents foreign material.
and blast debris :rom getting
in rock drill.

:

5. Attach oiler to air hose.

541

1.

Secure wingnut by strikir
with a wrench. (Note: A
connections that are sub-
jected to vibration must !
securely fastened -- Safe
chains are fastened to a'
hos e . )

..
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Logical Stev

. Attach water hose to
rock drill..

1

7. Attach oiler hose.

Operating Hints

Wash down rock drill to re-
move dust and foreign matter.-
Pour approx.. 1/2 cup oil in
air hose to insure proper
lubrication of rock drill until
oiler takes over.

Safety Hints

8 . heck oiler.

am .m. Ol 4WD ......... !lb A lip

9. Return to rais:: .:.i.tct
tarn on air and water.

WO MI. MI. =NO ON .0 0 aid. M.O.

10. Check drill steel.

Oiler must be filled at begin-
ning of drilling shift. One
oiler full lasts approx. 3 hrs .
Oiler must be cleaned around,
filler plug before opening for
refilling. Blast debris will
pltig the oiler and render it
ineffective.

IND Mir .m. Imb 4

Tuxn on air and water slowly
to check for broken hoses.
(Note: Repair all broken or
leaking hoses immediately.)

(1) Each steel must have a
square striking fac e .

(2) Each steel must be
straight.

(3) Check tapered end to see
that entire taper is intact
-- and not plugged.

11. Take steel to drill
face.

-

(1) Put bits on steel and raii
sharply against face.

(2) Stand steel with bit down
to prevent plugging steel.

Secure oiler hose to rock
drill with safety chain.

(1) Oiler plug must be
secured by striking with
a wrench. (2) Be sure
air is off at oiler before
filling.
Check Point:
Check rock drill to make
sure air leg control is in
an "off" position. Check
throttle and water valve
to see that they are off.
Be sure to predetermine
tfOff" position.

Be sure to use proper
tools and correct method
and materials for repair .

Bent steel cause extreme
vibration and whipping,
causing undue wear on
rock dria.

12. Turn on air at the
oiler. .

13. Turn on water at
machine.
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Lode al Sten
14. Set machine up against

the work face. .

Operating Hints

Set leg at an angle of approx.
600 from fiat behind you.

*I

Safe tv Hints

Make sure spade is
pointed downward into
muck. (See inns . 2 )

15. Set steel against face
and insert steel into
rock drill chuck.

16. Lean rock drill over
against wall.

17. Inspect drill face for
loose rock prior to
drilling .

18. Select proper position
. of drill hole.

19. Turn, throttle on. half-
throttle and, guide steel
until hole is collared.

20. Turn on full throttle.

21. Complete the hole.

Oil shank of steel to prevent
excessive wear on chuck.

This prevents chuck from
getting rocks and debris in it.

Use proper toors to
scale down face .

Try to have steel aligned
perpendicular to plane of
face where collaring hole.
Realign machine for correct
hole alignment after hale is
penetrated to approx. 1" of
depth.

(1) Watch kir loose rock
falling from face .

(2) Wear safety glasses
prevent eye injury-

,

This is a repetitive maneu-
ver that is repeated until
the round is drilled out. See
blasting procedure for align-
ment of holes in the round..

22. Remove steel from
machine.

Stand up against rib with bit
end down.

23. Shut off air and water
at raise. Stand
machine against rib.

24. Take air and water
hoses off from machine.

,

25. Coil oil, hose and oiler. Secure oiler hose to oiler. i
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44.

.
Logical Step Operating Hints Safety Hints

Z6. Roll up air hose.
Roll up water hose.

27. Take rock drill to
raise.

28 . Take steel to raise.

.

29. Check drill holes to see
that they are free of
drill cuttings .

- ,..

30. Erse 1/2" blow pipe to
clean holes .

See Illustration 3. )

(1) Store steel with the bit
end clown..

(2) The water hole in the
steel is slightly larger
at the shank end of the
steel and will plug easier..

Be sure walkway is free
fronftripping hazards .

_

Store steel in a rack ver-
tically or horizontally.
Treat steel as the xnachin
that it is . (See Illus . 4)

.

Wear safety glasses while
blowing holes.
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e 6.3 ;
1

To Insure Proper Lubrication

Pour oil into
hose.

Hold hand in front of
rock drill exhaust.

Pour oil
into oiler

/

Adjust oiler.
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-----------7:1 lc
0

,Insure Safe Dfflling
Position

\..

Operating Air Jackhammer I

w



6.5
. .

To Insure Proper Lubrication

Pour oil into
hose.

Hold hand in front of
rock drill exhaust.

Pour oil
into oiler .

e Adjust oiler.

S.



_

i Set-up JAckleg.DrilL

.s._.-
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so 6.6

. .

o

1

;

1

I

-05#1 '.--

;

1.

's Drill holes to prope
length and pattern.

\
. \\ . \

Ck: \ .

. 'S.

S. * 1 \
.

4
.

......4.fr

- S.

..

-0542.
;

Make sure that drill is\
under control andl

,!aligned . at all tim6.1
.
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6.7

Mucking Machine .

-03

Connect, blow clean and secure,
bullhose. ..
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Travel Control
Bucket (dipper) Control

Air Valve

ea"
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-06
Off
Position On

Position

1-1



.-08

Travel Gear Procedure

Engaged Disengaged

6.7

Gear engaged serves as a brake.

:
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1

i

-06

Mucking Operation

-07 :

,
Slide Rail Installation ..

i
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417.

'Air Operated Slusher

.....

ECable Splice .------

ii/W.p a m,
Atiri11/ A_ /mil/WI& \
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II I

Electric Slusher Operation

---

41:111111111IN'

\ .

558 Lock & Tag
Procedure

In
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+ A.

Air Tugger Operation

6.14

Stands in a
safe position
and location.

A Safely secures
' load to cable.
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Prill Gun

Hose to air
supply.

Wand

Bag of
Prill

Stinger '

._Set- Prill GUn

566
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6.19

-09 Operation of Prill Gun;

Ground by using wire or
1

wetting muck in immediate !

area.

tS 7



Attaching blow pipe

-03

6.4

o
When .using the blow pipe
to clean drill holes, stand
ith back to hole.

-.--.......
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Air Operated-Moil
.-.....:--

:o5)

Moiler,
i

Steel

:

1

,

ffr

r>
r

6.22

."=7:',...-- I
r=117::

,
...,

....

..
_---------

...--''...........
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.I.

Inserting steel
: 'into moil.
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Muck Car

4111k

,%1441

Battery Charger IStIntaohiG1

Locomotive

570
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Train Operation
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iSide view
1showing angles
1

of holes I
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e

Side view showing
angles of drill
pattern

.

,
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Drilling in
stope

(Breasting
Down)

Solid
Rock

7;;k ?"___ 'Au& --4
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_TO

8.1_

Make up primers in
prescribed manner.
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07 A. Prat ANIFO

Manually push primer to the
bottom of the hole with ihe '

lance (DO NOT use air to blow
primer into the hole).
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8.1

. 07 A. Frill AN/F01
....,_.

..

As .air pressure forces prill into the hole,
static electricity is created by movement
of air in the hoses (as illustrated). To
eliminate this static electricity either wet
down the muck in the i.nmediate area or
attach a grounding wirO:

.. ON

.. 580
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: 07 B. Stick Powder
;

...------

.

. Insert primer in hole. Never
tamp directly on a capped primer

581



r
! 07 B. Stick Powder
.____ . - - - - - --. .

Fill hole with powder until
approximately 12-18 inches from
.collar of hole y
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In the illustration aboVe the rounds are
wired together forming a complete circuit.
This is referred to as a:`wired round'.
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-04#1

.*:%:%::..,.

Galvanometer
,

-04#2

i

Testing Cireiiit
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-

Blasting Box
( 1.ectrical Firing Device)
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To Insure Proper Lubrication

Pour oil into)
hose.

.1

%

Hold hand in front, o
rock drill exhaust... .... . ..- -

Pour oil
into oiler

1 .Adjust oiler. %,

587
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I

i

1

a

Air and Water Leak§ I
.

9.3

0

-#1

Rusted Pipe
beginning to leak. :

,

1

1

Pipe bunt at joint
causing air leak.

589
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Ground Support Failures
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9.4

Slipped Ring Set

590

roken timber



1

Insulation torn apart
exposing bare wires
underneath.

9.5

Damaged .Power Lines

-02

Never tie power line to
pipe.

. 591



, Bulge in
air hose..

9.6

Damage to Equipment i

..,..

....-----.....

.. Ciatked_pick
* handle. :

:.;

Cracked shovel handle.
!

5 4.2

!

!



Cleans Air & Water Hoses

-#1
Cleaning hos
at header.

-#2
Cleaning hose
at oiler.
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1

SAFE SLUSHING PROCEDURES

This procedure is based on the premise that the miner came into the stope afterthe blast and cotnmenced slushing out, getting ready for timber.

Logical :Step Operating lents Safety. Hints
1. The miner must wet

down the entire stope
in the interest of dust
and gas control.

2. Miner.must bar down
the blast area to in-.
sure no falls of
ground..

de .4,

Constantly check back and,
walls for "tight loose".
Tight loose is defin- i as
rock that is too tigh , to fall
out, but is a fall of ground
hazard and must be barred
down.

3. Miner installs 3 eye-
bolts in face to slush
from.

I) Put one eyebolt in. each
corner and one in the
middle of the face.

2) These holes are pre-
drilled when the round
is drilled.

3) Note: If holes have
been blasted out, may
have to drill holes for
eyebolt - See drilling..

See safe barHng down pro-
cedures.

4. Lay out slusher cables
to work face.
Bring sheave block to
fac e .

el.

5. Hang sheave block in
center eyebolt.

)

2)

Cables have been taken
back to slusher at.time
of blast.
Make sure cables are
straight.

1

3 0,-±
r n ..^

Watch for cable barbs in
slusher cable. Use gloves
to handle all cables with.



Saf,, Slushing Procedures -2-.

Lnical Step Operating Hints Safety Hints

6. Miner returns to
slusher at the raise.

He must:
1) Check slusher anchorages.
2) Check sltiiher screen.
3) Check slusher bonds for

correct tightness .
4) Check slusher for proper

lubrication.

Note: Avoid "slipping" bb.ndsi
as much as possible.

.1:n the event the slusher bucket becomes overturned., the
operator rnust;"tightline" the slusher. Tigh .ining involves
pushing down on both, slusher handles and. stalling the slusher.
This results in making both cables tight. The bucket will
raise up and is so counterbalanced. that it will right itself.

7.. Operator turns on
power supply at the
switch or valve.

8. Lowering the handle
closest to the mcOr
will control the nose
cable and. will bring
the slusher bucket to
the raise.

9. Lowering the handle
away from the moto-r
controls the return
or tail cable and will
return the bucket to
the face.

He must be careful that no
one is in bight of cables .
It is recommended that the
sinsber operator wear safet
glosses.
The :;afety screen must be
iu place in front of the
slusher while operating.

1 Do not let haulback cable
run entirely free -- This
may require a slight pres-
sure on the haulback bands
to control the slack.
"Avoid backlash.,"

INote: Return side of slusher Replace all frayed or worn
is approximately 1/3 times cables.
faster than the nose cable.



S.afe Slushing Procedures -3-

Logical Sten Operatina Hints Safety Hints

10. Commence slushing .
Note: This slushing
operation assumes a
timbering situation:
In the case of a cut-
and-fill operation,
alternate the anchor-
ages for an efficient
muck removal.

11 .

-,

1) The miner slushes down
in the 1.....iicile of the muck..,pile.

2) Miner moves sheave
block to outer rib and
levels muck pile on the
right. -

Miner moves to the left
side and completes level-
ing operation.

)

1.

During the timbering opera-
tion, the sheave is returned
to the middle.
Slushing commences at the
center with cleanoct at the
sides,

596

The miner must check muck
pile constantly to make sure
he does not take out tar, muc:
muck from one side.



4. .

MINING TERMS

1. ADIT - A horizontal entrance way into a mine.
2. AIR DOOR - A doorway constructed in a drift or

crosscut to control ventilation.
3. AIR LINE - A line carrying compress=d air.
4. AIR MOVER - A megaphone shaped device powered by

compressed air used for ventilation purposes. (Bazooka)
5. AN/FO LOADER - A pneumatic operated device for

loading ammrdnium nitrate blasting agents into drill holes.
6. APRON - Timber and lagging covering between main timber

sets and the ground or brows of working areas.
7. AXE - Hand tool used for splitting or cutting timbers

and also used as a liGhc hammer to pound wedges and drive
nails.

8. BACK - Any overhead sections of rock or concrete.
9. BACK STOPE - Method of mining where the entire back of

a stope is blasted down before the muck is removed.
10. BVLAIR - Air that is deficient of oxygen or contam-

inated.
11. BAbILMILLS - Grinding devices used to grind ore, using a

rolling motion of steel balls inside a large circular drum.
12. BATTER - Timbering phrase referring to the angle to

which post a.4:e set at for maximun strength and support.
13. BAZOOKA - See air mover.
14. BELLS - Signals used to control the movement of convey-

ances in the shaft.
13. BIT - A removahle device attached to the end of drill rods

or steel to drill holes in rock.
16. BIT KNOCKER - Device used to remove the bits from the

steel.
17. BITCH LINK - A piece of metal with a specially cut hole

. in it that allows it to be locked into place anywhere along
a length of chain. (Used in slushing)

18. BLOCKING - Pieces of wood placed and secured to hold
lagging or timber into place, also filling between timber &
ground.

19. BLOCK SIGNAL - A warning light to alert a motorman that
another train is approaching in the danger zone.

20. BLOW PIPE - A small diameter pipe attached to an air hose
. used to clean drill holes or clean cars.

21. B.O. Means BAD ORDER; broken or out-of-order.
22. BOMB - An explosive charge used to free hangups.
23. BOOTLEG - That portion of a drillhole not broken by

blasting.
24. BOW SAW - A bow type hand saw used to cut wood.
25. BUBBLE GUM - A booster for Dupont primer.
26. BULKHEAD - A solid or cribbed barrier closing and opening

or used for support in large openings.
27. BUZZ? - An air stoper type drill used to drill holes

upward.
28. CAGE - A conveyances used to transport men or materials

in the shaft, similar to an elevator.
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0 29. CAGER or CAGE TENDER - A person responsible for operating

the cager.

30. CALL SIGaAL - A squawker
system used to summon a cage to

the level.

31. CAMEL or CAMEL BACK - A dump ramp used for the fifth wheel

of a mine car to roll up on to dump the car.

32. CAP - 1) Explosive detonator.
2) A timber on top of

' two upright timber polts used to support ground or bulkheads.

CHEATER - A pipe placed on the end of.a wrench to give

more leverage.

34. CHOKER - A cable sling.

35. CHUTE - An opening for broken rock or muck to travel to

the level below.

36. CHUTE LIP - A structure for loading muck into cars.

37. CLEVIS - A "U" shaped device
with a pin for attaching one

thing to another.

38. COLLAR - The first level or suface level of a shaft, also

the beginning of a drill hole.

39. COLLAR BRACE - A brace placed ;Jetween two post below a cap

in timbering.

40. COMPRESSOR - A T.achine for compressing air.

41. CORE DRILL or DIAMOND DRILL - Removes cylindrical rock

samples for study.

42. CONVEYOR BELT - A rubber coated belt used to transport

muck or material.

43. CRIB - Roof support of prop timbers or ties, laid in

110 44.

alternative cross layers.

CRIBBING - Manway chute; timber used to construct manway

or chute.

45. CRIB PILLARS - Pillar made of timber to support ground.

46. CROSSCUT - A horizontal
opening through the rock crossing

the bedding of of the ground structure.

47. CRUSHER - A mechanical device for breaking rock.

48. DETONATOR - A blasting cap for detonating explosives.

49. DOG HOLE - Any small opening driven into the rock.

50. DOUBLE JACK - Sledge hammer.

51. DOUBLE SPUD or DOUBLE CONNECTION - (Air or water); A

connector with a male thread on each end.

52. DRIFT - A horizontal opening driven into the rock along

the rock strata bedding or on the vein structure.

53. DRY - Change rcom for employees.

54. EXHAUST - The discharge ventilation air from the mine.

55. EXPLOSIVES - Blasting agents
(dynamite, water

gel, an/fo

etc..

56, EYE BOLT - A piece of threaded
rod with a loop on one end.

Can be used with an expanding shell to secure into a drill

hole for slushing,

57. FACE - The end of any opening driven into the rock.

58. FIN HOE - A hoe shaped scraping device
use to rake or :Iraq

muck.
FIRE EXTINGUISHER

- A device (usually dry chemical or CO

to extinguish fires.

60. FIRE HOSE - A hose (1-1/2" or 2-1/2") to extinguish fires.

VDA&
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61. FISH PLATE - Railroad splice bars for connecting two rails

together.
62. FLAT or TIMI; TRUCK - Equipment used to move materials

and timber.
63. FLOTATION - Method of separating minerals from the rock by

use of chemicals.

64. FROG - Switch plate used to assist rail equipment from one

set of rails to another.

65. FUSE - Blasting safety fuse that has a waterproof covering

over a black powder train with a burning rate of 40 seconds

per foot.

66. GOOSE NECK - A curve pipe on an air drill that the air

hose or water hose is attached to.

67. GRIZZLY - A series of rail, strap or angle irons placed in

parallel or cross hatched to prevent oversized rock from

passing through.

68. GUIDES - Special timber used to guide shaft conveyances in

the shaft.
69. HEAD FRAME (GALLOWS FRAME) - The structure on the surface

over a shaft supporting the sheave wheels.

70. HEADER or MANIFOLD - The valves and fittings on the main

air and water lines.

71. HEADING - A tunnel excavation that is being advanced.

72. HEADING - Blocks used between a timber cap and the ground.

73. HITCH - A notch or ledge carved out of rock into which

timber is set.

74. HOIST - The power unit (motor and drums) that controls the

shaft conveyances.
75. HOISTING ROPE or CABLE - A stranded wire cable used to

connect hoist to conveyances.

76. HOT WIRE (ELECTRICAL) - A chal:ged electrical wire.

77. IGNITOR CORD - A slow burning sparkler type hot wire that

is connected to the ends of fuses to ignite them.

78. INTAEE - The fresh air ventilation
input to the mine.

79. INVERTED DOOR - Door used above chute door to prevent

spillage.
80. JACK HAMMER - A hand held rock drill.

81. JACK LEG or FEED LEG - Air driven rock drill.

82. JIM CROW - Railroad rail bender.

83. JUMBO - A rock drill mounted carrier used for driving

horizontal openings in rock.

84. KICK BRACE - A piece of timber going from the sill to a

post.
85. KNEE BRACE - A piece of timber going between two posts.

86. LACING - Timber used to divide or block off areas or

ground in manways and shafts (usually lagging).

87. LANYARD - Safety rope with hooks on each end.

88. LEAD LINE - Blasting line run from the face to the

trunk line.

89. LEVELS - Worked or working areas of a mine off the

shaft or winze, also a tool used to level objects.

90. LEYNER - Air driven rock drill on a shell usually used

for drifting or longholing.
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91-

92.

93.

94.

96.
97.

98.

99.

100.
101.
102.
103.
104.

105.

106.

107.

411)

108.

109.

110.

111.
112.
113.
114.
115.

116.

117.

118.

119.
120.
121.

122.
123.
124.

L.H.D. .- (Load, haul and dump) A self contained vehicle
capable of loading itself, hauling and dumping.

LONGHOLE - A hole drilled into rock longer than the
normal length of drill steel.
MANWAY - Any opening for the express purr.ose of allowing
men to pass to and from any area.
MATS - Long steel plates bolted to the rock for support.

MEASURING POCKET - A fixed steel bin that holds one skip._
of muck to prevent overloading skips.
MESH -- Wire fencing used to hold areas of loose ground.
MESSINGER CABLE - A steel cable used to hang electrical
wires or vent line on.
MINI BLASTER - Mechanism used to detonate a small number
of blasting caps.
MOTOR - A battery, electric, or diesel powered locomotive
to pull or push trains.
MOTOR BARN - The charging station for battery locomotives.

Broken rock, ore or waste.
- Shovel.
A machine usee, to load muck into cars.
A nonelectric, primer a:e.t.a-type of explosive

Device used to oil and lubricate air motor and
parts.

MUCK -
MUCK STICK
MUCKER -

NON-ELL
detonator.
OILER -
air drill
ORE PASS
gravity.
PICK -
PICXAROON
timber.
PILLAR -
as a rock
PIN HOLE
2' long).
PORTAL -

An opening that is used to transport ore by

A two-pointed tool used for digging.
- A lightweight half-pick used for handling

A solid block of rock that is left for support
is mined around it.

A short drill hole used for eye bolts (approx.

The outside entrance to a tunnel.
POST - An upright timber.
POWDER - A term used for explosives (dynamite, prill etc.)

POWDER MAGAZINE - Storage area for explosives.
PRILL - An ammonium nitrate fuel oil blasting agent (i.e.,

ANFO).
PRILL CAN - A device used to hold and feed prill while
charging holes.
PRILL GUN - A device used to charge a drill hole with

prill.
PRIMER - A booster or stiQk of powder with a blasting cap

inserted.
PRIMER CORD - High speed detonating fuse in cord form.
PRIMER MAGAZINE - Storage area for detonators.
PULL BOTTLE - An electric spring switch activated by
pulling on a cord.
RAIL - Steel rails used for railroad tracking.
RAISE - An opening driven upward through rock.
REFUGE AREA - An area containing air, water, and stopping
material where mlners can barricade themselves in the event

of a catastrophe.
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125. RIB - The walls of a drift or crosscut, etc...

126. ROCY: BOLTS - Expanding shell bolts used for ground
supnort.

127. ROUND - A series of holes drilled for blasting.

128. SCAB - 'A piece of short timber nailed to other timber for
the support of braces.

129. SCALING BAR - A bar used to remove loose rock from the
back, rib or face.

130. SCOOPIES Load, haul, dump vehicles.
131. SCRUBBER A device used to clean the exhaust from diesel

engines.
132. SERVICE RAISE - An opening that is used for the passage

of men or materials from one level to another.
133. SHAFT - A vertical or incline access way to a mine.
134. SHOT - Any explosive charge that is being or has been

detonated.
135. SHUNTS - A method of neutralizing blasting circuits.
136. SKIP - A bucket used to haul muck up a shaft.
137. SLUSHER - A winch 1.Lke device sased for moving muck.
138. SLUSHER BLOCK - Sheave block used to pass the slusher

cable through.
139. SLUSHER BUCKZT - A scraper pulled by the slusher to move

muck.
140. SLUSHER PIN - An eye bolt anchor to fasten sheave block

to the ground.
141. SPIEES - Large nails or square spikes with large heads for

tracking.
142. SP:TTER CORD - Same as ignitor cord.
143. SPITTING - The act of lighting a fuse
144. STATION - The area or room on each level at the shaft.
145. STEEL - Rods used for drilling holes in rock.
146. STENCH GAS - A harmless, colorless gas used for emergency

evacuation warning system. Smells like rotten garlic.
147. STOP BLOCK - A block placed on the rail that will not allow

any equipment to roll.
148. STOPE - An area, varied in length and width where the ore

vein is mined upward.
149. STOPER - An air driven rock drill fro drilling holes

upward.
150. STULL - A single piece of timber used to prop up a slab

or loose ground.
151. SUMP - An area for water collection.
152. SWITCH - That part of a rairoad track that diverts a motor

or car from one set of tracks to another.
153. TIMBER SKIP or RAISE SKIP - Conveyance used to carry

timber and supplies up a raise timber slide.
154. TIMBER SLIDE - The area of a raise used to pass timber

and materials through.
155. TRACK JACK - A jack used to lift rail and ties or rerail

derailed track vehicles.
156. TRIP LIGHTS - A flashing light on the end of a train.

157. TUGGER - A small electric or air driven hoist.

rjr \lc\cs Ao\v; Orhik gr4cgaOrk rr_14ut.

ihssorc.Crokgc, rise.,k1trs-0
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158. TRUNK LINE - Main blasting line from shot box to work

area.
159. VENT FANS - Auxiliary fans directing the flow of the

ventilation.
160. VENT LINE - Large pipelines or fabric t.:Ibing to carry

ventilation air.
161. WATER LINE - A pipeline carrying water.

162. WEDGES - Pieces of tapered wood to tighten timber

blockings.
163. WHIP CHECK - A safety rope or device used on connections

for air hoses.
164. WHIZ BANG - A piece of pipe with smallholes drilled in it

to blow compressed air.
165. WINZE - Xn internal secondary shaft either vertical or

incline.

6
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Concrete Technology Seminar

Applicants
mailing the
Vocational

Try to have
accommodati

SPONSORED BY:

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
and

IDAHO CONCRETE &
AGGREGATE PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION

DATE: November 28, 1989

TIME: 9:30 a.m. 4:00 p.m.

LOCATION: Boise State University
Student Union
Big Four Room

COST: $10 per person
Preregistration form enclosed

A.M.

P.M.

TENTATIVE AGENDA

Finishing & Curing Quality
Concrete

Trouble Shooting
Hot and Cold Weather Concrete
Quality Control

Admixtures
Use of Fly Ash
Certification Program for

Testing
Architectural Concrete

are asked to preregister by completing the enclosed application and
application and a check for $10 made payable to Boise State University,
Extended Programs, 1910 University Drive, Boise, ID 83725.

your registration completed by November 21, 1989, so we can make adequate
ons for all participants.

For more information contact Don Owen, Statewide Construction Specialist, 334-3216
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PERHAPS YOU'VE FORGOTTEN...

That if you add only one gallon of water to a yard of properly designed
3000 psi concrete mix:

O You increase the slump mut one inch.O
You cut the compressive strength by as much as 200 psi.O
You waste the effect of 1/4 bag of cement.O
You increase the shrinkage potential about 10%.O
You increase the possibility of seepage throuah the concrete by up tc
50%.

O
You decrease the freeze/thaw resistance by 20%.0
You decrease the resistance to attack by de-icing salt.
You lower the quality of the concrete in many other ways.

Moral: If more workability is needed, ask the laboratory which designedthe mix to adjust it. It may not need more water.

PERHAPS YOU'VE FORGOTTEN...

That a drop of only 1% in the entrained air (say from 5% to 4%) will almost
certainly:

o Reduce the yield by over 1/4 cubic foot per yard, a loss of one cubic
yard in a hundred.

o Have the same effect on workaWity as leaving out about 50 pounds of
sand per yard.

o Reduce the slump by about I/2-inch.O
Increase the water demand by up to 4%, or about one gallon per yard for
the average 3000 psi mix.O
Increase the chances for segregation and bleeding.

o Decrease durability by about 10%.
o Decrease resistance to action of de-icing s'ilts:

Moral: Since many factors such as temperature, mixing time, aggregate size
and shape, sand gradation, and other things affect the amount of air entrainedby a given quantity of air entraining agent, it pays to check the air content
frequently and to keep it at the designed level.

Compliments of Concrete Council of St. Louis thru the Concrete Improvement
Board of Detroit.



CONCRETE CURING

I. Curing

A. Curing is the last, and most often overlooked step
in producing high quality concrete.

B. Lack of proper curing can negate even the most
diligent proportioning, batching, placing and
finishing.

C. The degree of curing will determine strength,
durability, watertightness, abrasion resistance,
volume stability, and resistance to freeze/thaw.

D. Proper curing will allow a concrete mix to achieve
its maximum potential strength.

E. Curing effects only the top 1/2" of the concrete.

II. What is curing.

A. All reactions which take place as portland cement
changes to hardened concrete take place between
the portland cement and water. This process is
called hydration.

1. Portland cement water = tobermorite gel

2. Surface area of tobermorite gel is
approximately 3,000,000 square centimeters
per gram.

3. This enormous surface area provides the
forces of surface attraction that cause the
particles of gel, sand, and gravel to adhere
to each other.

4. If mix waer does not remain in the mix long
enough to complete the process of hydration,
insufficient gel will be produced to properly
adhere the components of the mix together,
and, therefore, produce the needed st- Ingths.

.5. As hydration takes place, the solid matter in
the cement paste increases in volume, and
will slowly begin to occupy the space
originally occupied by the water. (Example:
1 cubic centimetel7 of cement, when fully
hydrated will occupy a volume of 2.2 cubic
centimeters.

6. When properly proportioned, a concrete slab
can, theoretically, become completely water
tight as all voids in the concrete become
filled with gel.
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7. Hydration is a slow process that is dependent upon
both curing time and the amount of excess water
included in the mix for workability.

8. With properly cured concrete, voids or capillaries
can be minimized, thus determining strength,
permeability and durability of any given concrete.

9. Concrete will change volume upon wetting and
drying. There are tiny pores between the
particles of gel. When water moves out of these
pores, the paste will contract. When water moves
into these pores, the paste will expand.

10. If concrete is alternately wetted and dried when
it is "young" and low in tensile strength, these
volume changes can cause cracking. Alternate
wetting and drying of concrete at an early age is
sometimes more detrimental than no curing at all.

11. If concrete should dry, rewetting will restart the
hydration process, however maximum strength cannot
be achieved.

III. Methods of curing.

A. Curing is defined by ACI as "the process of maintaining
a satisfactory moisture content . . . during hydration
of the cementitious materials so that the desired
properties of the concrete are developed."

1. This process can be accomplished in two separate
ways.

a. The application of water to maintain a moist
environment.

b. The use of sealing materials to prevent loss
of the mixing water.

B. Maintaining a moist eavironment.

1. Ponding

a. Advantages: Most efficient hydration

b. Disadvantages: Most difficult field
application.

Areas cannot be open
for traffic for
duration of curing
period.

2. Fogging or sprinkling

a. Advantages: Very efficient hydration.
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b. Disadvantages: Impractical for field use

Must be continuous

Areas cannot be used for
traffic for duration (pc
the curing period.

For use only where run-
off will not effect sub-
grade or other construc-
tion activities.

C. Sealing materials

1. Plastic film or waterproof paper

a. Advantages: * Lightweight

Reusable

b. Disadvantages: May tear

May be displaced by wind
or construction activi-
ties

May stain or discolor
colored or architectural
concrete

2. Membrane forming curing compounds.

a. ASTM C-309 - Water retention:

5.1 The liquid membrane forming curing
compound, when tested as specified herein,
shall re§trict the water loss to not more than
.55 km/m4 of surface in 72 hours.

117... Types of curing compounds

A. PW-3: Wax based white pigmented curing compound.

1. For use on sidewalks, highways, driveways, curb &
gutter

2. Advantages: Economical

Efficient hydration

White pigment reflects radiant
energy of sun, thus lowering
surface temperature of concrete

Approved by many State Highway
Departments

3. Disadvantages: Not for interior applications
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Not for use on surfaces that
will subsequently receive
paint, ttle, grout, floor
hardeners, or other toppings.

B. LR-151: Clear hydrocarbon resin curing compound

1. For use on sidewalks, floor slabs, walls, cast-in-
place concrete.

2. Advantages: Economical

Efficient hydration

k May be used on surfaces that
will subsequently receive
asphalt, rubber, or linoleum
tile, or oil-based paint.

3. Disadvantages: "Fugitive dye" types fc.:
exterior use only

Not for use on floors that
will subsequently receive
liquid floor hardeners, grouts
or cementitious toppings.

C. Promulsion 100 and Promulsion 200: Water emulsified
resin based curing compounds.

1. For use in same applications as LR-151 and PW-3
respectively.

2. Advantages: Same as hydrocarbon resins

More economical

No toxic fumes

Non-flammable

Environmentally safe

3. Disadvantages: * Same as hydrocabon resins

Can freeze - not recommended
for winter use in cold
climates

V. Curing and sealing compounds - for wear resistance on
sanitation

A. Triple Seal: Chlorinated rubber based curing and sealing
compound.

01. For use on warehouse floors, manufacturing plants,
garages, parking decks, food processing facilities.

2. Advantages: Highest water retention of any
membrane forming cure.
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Resistant to many common
chemicals.

Extremely high abrasion
resistance.

Compatible with most paints
and tile adhesives.

3. Disadvantages: Yellows slightly with age
and exposure to sunlight.

Not for use on surfaces that
will subsequently receive
liquid floor hardeners,
seamless floors, or tile
laid in a mortar grout.

B. Acryseal: Acrylic based cure and sealer.

1. For use on colored concrete, architectural
concrete, and exposed aggregate.

2. Advantages: * Efficient hydration.

* "Water-white" clear, glossy
finish.

* Good abrasion resistance.

Some chemical resistance.

Compatible with most paints
and tile adhesives.

3. Disadvantages: Not for use on surfaces that
will subsequently receive
liquid floor hardeners or
tile laid in a mortar grout.

C. Promulsion 60 and Promulsion 50AW: Linseed oil
emulsion cures and
sealers.

1. For use on sidewalks, roads, bridge decks, curbs
and gutters, and all exterior concrete exposed to
freeze/thaw conditions.

2. Advantages: Efficient hydration

One-step curing and anti-
spalling

Excellent freeze/thaw
durability

Excellent resistance to de-
icing chemicals

3.Disadvantages: ()at For exterior use only.



Not for use on surfes that
will subsequently receive
liquid floor 11.7%rdeners,
grouts, or cementitious
toppings.

4. Application of Promulsion 60 or Promulsion 50AW
retards the set of the surface concrete slightly,
thus reducing the stresses that can cause plastic
shrinkage cracking.

D. Sodium Silicate "cures" - inadequate water retention,
not recommended for use as a curing compound.

VI. Trouble-shooting

A. Plastic shrinkage cracking

1. Caused when rate of evaporation exceeds the rate
of bleed.

2. Factors effecting plastic shrinkage cracking.

a. High temperatures

b. Low humidity

c. High wind

3. Steps to help prevent plastic shrinkage cracking:

a. Erect wind barriers

b. Provide sun shades

c. Use fog nozzles to keep humidity high

d. Apply curing compound as soon as possible
after placement.

e. Consider the use of Promulsion 60 or
Promulsion 50AW.

B. Causes of inadequate bond of concrete sealers.

1. Insufficiently cleaned surface.

2. Incompatability of sealer with curing compound.

3. Applied before bleed water off surface.

REMEMBER - PROPER CURING OF CONCRETE REDUCES SHRINKAGE, PROTECTS,
SEALS, AND ENSURES A HARD, DURABLE SURFACE.
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What, Why & How?
Dusting Concrete

Surfaces

1.- WHAT is Dtisting2::'..".-:&?;.64.1L:

Chalking or powdering at the surface of a
concrete slab is called dusting. The character-
istics of such surfaces are:

a. They powder under any kind of traffic

b.They can be easily scratched with a
nail or even by sweeping.

2. WHY Do Conerete Froors Dust?

A concrete floor dusts under traffic because
the wearing surface is weak. This weakness
can be caused by:

a. Any finishing operation performed while
bleed water is on the Jurface. Working this
bleed water back into the top Y4 inch of the slab
produces a very high water-cement ratio and.
therefore, a low strength surface layer.

b. Placement over a nonabsorptive subgrade
or polyethylene. This reduces normal absorp-
tion by the subgrade. increases bleeding and,
as a result the risk of _irface dusting.

c. Insufficient or no curing. This omission
often results in a soft surface skin which will
easily dust under foot trEffic.
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Dusting concrete styrisca.

d. Floating and/or troweling of condensation
moisture from warm humid air on cold con-
crete. In cold weather the concrete sets slowly,
in particular cold concrete in basement floors.
If the hurnioity is elatively high water will
condense on :he treshly placed 5:oncrete
which. .f :roweled ir:o the surface. will cause
dusting.

e. Inadeduate vemilation in close quarters.
Carbon dioxide from open salamanders. gas-
oline engines or gererators. power ouggies or



mixer engines may cause a chemical eacnon
known as carbonation which greatly reduces
the strength and hardness of the concrete
surface.

f. inadequate protection of freshly placed
concrete from rain, snow or drying winos.

3: HOW To Prevent Dusting

a. In general, use concrete with a moderate
slump (not over 5 inches). However, concrete
with a higher slump (up to 6 or 7 inches) may be
used providing the mixture is designed to
produce the required strength without exces-
sive bleeding and/or segregation. The higher
slump levels can be used in hot weather when
setting time is reduced and less time is avail-
able for bleeding. In cold weather delayed
setting will increase bleeding and require use
of lower slump. Concrete having a low water-
cement ratio and modcrate slump helps pro-
duce a strong wear resistant surface.

-b. NEVER sprinkle or trowel dry cement into
the surface of plastic concrete to absorb bleed
water. Remove bleed water by dragging a
garden hose across the surface. Excessive
bleeding of concrete can be reduced by using
air entrained concrete, by modifying mix pro-

4111

pärtions and by reducing setting time.

'c. DO NOT perform any finishing operations
with water present on the surface. Bleed water
can be worked into surface fines from delayed
bullfloating. Initial screeding must be promptly
followed by bullfloating.

d. Avoid direct placement of concrete on
polyethylene or nonabsorptive subgrades.
Place 1 to 2 inches of damp sand over poly-
ethylene or nonabsorptive subgrade prior to
concrete placement. On absorptive subgrades
dampen the surface just prior to concrete
placement.

e. Provide proper curing by using liquid mem-
brane curing compouno or by covenng the
surface with wet burlap. Protect young con-
crete from the environment.

f. When placing concrete in cold weather use
warm concrete as well as an accelerator.

4: HOW To Repair Du-ifing:.

a. To minimize or eliminate dusting, apply a
chemical floor hardener such as zinc or mag-
nesium flurosilicate in compliance with manu-
facturer's directions on thoroughly dried con-
crete. If dusting persists, use hardeners with
cementitious properties of their own, such as
latex formulations, boiled linseed oil or paint.

b. In severe cases, a servivziable floor can be
obtained by wet-grinO:ng the top surface, fol-
lowed by property bonded placement of a
topping course. a this is not practical, instal-
lation of a floor covering, such as carpeting or
vinyl tile covering is the least expensive solu-
tion to severe dusting.

References:

1. -Job Conddions Affect CracKing and Strength of Con-
crete in Place." by Richard H. Campbell et al, ACI
Journal. January 1976.

2.-Recommended Practice for Concrete Floor and Slab
Construction: AC: 30269.

3. "Czuses of Floor Failures: by A.T. Hersey. AC! Journal.
June 1973.

4. -Slab Constrychon Practices Compared by Wear Test."
by 81810 Ferraess. AC! Journal. July 1973.

S.-Cement Mason s Manual tor Residentiat Construction:
Portland Cement Association.

6. -The Effect of Various Surtace Treatments. Using Zinc
and Magnesium Flurosiiicate Crystals on Abrasion Re-
sistance of Concrete Surfaces. Concrete Laboratory
Report No. C-1319, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.
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What, Why & How?
Scaling Concrete

Surfaces

1." WHAT ts.ScaTing??::,..74,4%......=.'
a , .

When concrete !pales from freezing and
thawing the finished surface flakes or peels off.
Generally it starts as localized small patches
which later may merge and extend to expose
large areas. Light scaling does not expose the
coarse aggregate. Moderate scaling exposes
the aggregate and may involve loss of up to 1/8
to 318 inch of the surface mortar. In severe scal-
ing more surface has been lost and the aggre
gate is clearly exposed and stands out.
(NoteOccasionally concrete peels or scales in the ab-
sence of freezing and thawing. This type of scaling is not
covered in this CIP. (ften this is due to the early use of a
steel trowel (see reference 6) or finishing while bleed water
is on the surface.)

,-
WHY Do Concrete Surfaces Scate__,ni9*-Lz

Concrete slabs exposed to freezing and
thawing in the presence of moisture and/or
deicing salts are susceptible to scaling. Most
scaling is caused by:

a. The use of non.air-entrained concrete or
too little entrained air. Adequate air entrain-
ment is necessary for protection against freez-
ing and thawing damage. However, even air en-
trained concrete will scale if other precaution/ '
are not observed.

Scaling concrete surface.

b. Applicatign of calcium or sodium chloride
deicing salts. If other salts such as ammonium
sulfate or ammonium nitrate are used they can
cause scaling as welt as inducmg severe chem.
:cal attack of the concrete surface.

c. Any finishing operadon performed while
bleed water is on the surface. If bleed water is
worked back into the top inch of the slab a
very high water-cement ratio and. therefore, a
low strength top surface layer is produced.

d. Insufficient or no curing. This omission
often results in a weak surface skin which will
scale if it is exposed to freezing and thawing in
the_ptesence_n f mo tsture_and_dicmo_satts



3. HOW to Prevent Scaling

a. To prevent scaling the use of air-entrained
concrete is a must. Severe exposures require
air contents of 6 to 7 percent in fre,5bly mixed
c-increte made with 34 inch or 1 inch aggregate.
In moderate exposures where deicing salts will
not be used 4 to 6 percent air will be sufficient.
Air-entrained concrete havilg a low water-ce-
ment ratio and moderate slump (up to 5 inches)
helps produce a strong wear rasistant surface.

b. DO NOT use deicing salts, such aS
calcium or sodium chloride, on new or recently
placed concrete. Use clean sand for traction.
Never use ammonium sulfate or ammonium ni-
trate as a deicer; these are chemically aggres-
sive and destroy concrete surfaces. Poor drain-
age which permits water or salt and water to
stand on the surface for extended periods of
time grea/ increases the severity of the ex-

.posure and causes scaling. (This is often no-
ticed in gutters and sidewalks where the snow
from plowing keeps the surface wet for long
periods of time.) Light applications of salts can
be more damaging than heavy applications;
even salts carried on cars may cause severe
scalingotaewly placed driveways.

c. Provide proper curing by using liquid
membrane curing compound or by covering
the surface at freshly placed slab with wet
burlap. Curing Insures proper combination of
cement with water known as hydration which
allows Ihe concrete to achieve its highest po-
tential strength.

d. DO NOT perform any finishing operations
with water present on the surface. Initial
screeding must be promptly followed by bull-
floating.

e. Protect concrete from the harsh winter en-
vironment. It it important to protect the young
concrete from becoming saturated with water

prior to freeze and thaw cycles of the winter
months. Seal the surface with a 50150 mixture of
boiled !inseed oil and mineral ;pints. The con-
crete should be reasonably dry prior to the ap-
plication of a sealer. Late summer is the ideal
time for surface treatment. The sealer can be
sprayed on or brushed on the surface of the
concrete. CAUTION: Linseed oil will darken the
cotor of the concrete and care should be taken
to apply it uniformly.

giCC:1*OWtoRej3ircled Surfcic'es.,1
. .

The repaired surface will only be as strong as
the base surface to which it is bonded. There-
fore, the surface to be repaired should be free
of dirt, oil or paint and most importantly it must
be sound. To accomplish this use a hammer
and chisel, sandblasting or jack hammer to re-
move all weak or unsound material. The clean,
rough, textured surface is then ready for a thin
bonded resurfacing such as:

a. Portland cement concrete resurfacing
b. Latex modified concrete resurfacing
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What, Why and How?
Crazing Concrete

Surfaces

1. WHAT is

Crazing is the development of a network of
fine random cracks or-fissures on the surface of
concrete or mortar caused by shrinkage of the
surface layer. These cracks are rarely more than
ys inch deep and are more noticeable on steel-
troweled surfaces.The irregularhexagonal areas
enclosed by the cracks an typically no more
than 11/2 inch across and may be as small as 1/2
or 34 inch in unusual instances. Generally,
craze cracks develop at an early age and are ap-
parent the day afterplacement or at least by the
end of the first week. Often they are not readily
visible until the surface has been wetted and it
is beginning to dry out.

Crazing cracks are sometimes referred to as
shallow map or pattern cracking. They do not
affect the structural integrity of concrete and
rarely do they affect durability or wear resist-
ance. However, crazed surfaces can be unsight-

\.._ ly. They are particularly conspicuous and un-
sightly on concrete which contains calcium
chloride.

NMI

4 .
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Crazing Concrete Surface (Dampened)

2. WHY Do Concrete Surfaces Craze?

Concrete surface crazmg usually occurs
because one or more of the rules of -good con-
crete practice- were not followed. The most fre-
quent violations are:

a. Poor or inadequate curing. Intermittent

617



wet curing and drying or even the delayed ap-
plication of curing will permit rapid drying of
the surface and provoke crazing.

b. Too wet a mix, excessive floating, the use
of a jitterbug or any other procedures which will
depress the coarse aggregate and produce an
excessive concentration of cement paste and
fines at the surface.

c. Finishing while there is bleed water on the
surface or the use of a steel trowel at a time
when the smooth surface of the trowel brings
up too much water and cement fines. Use of a
bullfloat or darby while bleed water is on the
surface will produce a high water-cement ratio
weak surface layer which will be susceptible to
crazing. dusting and other defects.

d. Sprinkling cement on the surface to dry up
the bleed water is a frequent cause of crazing
surfaces. This concentrates fines on the sur-
face.

e. Occasionally carbonation of the surface
causes crazing. Carbonation is a chemical reac-
tion between cement and carbon dioxide or car-
bon monoxide from unvented heaters. In such
instances the surface will be soft and will dust
as welt.

3.. :pow to Prevent Crazing

a. To prevent crazing start curing the con-
crete as soon as possible. The surface should
be kept wet by e!ther flooding the surface with
water or, covering the surface with damp burlap
and keeping it continuously moist for a mini-
mum of 3 days or, spraying the surface with a
liquid membrane curing compound. Curing re-
tains the moisture required for proper combine-

tion of cement with water. This chemical reac-
tion between cement and water is called hydra-
tion.

b. Use moderate slump (3 to 5 inches). air en-
trainee concrete. Higher slump (up to 6 or 7
inches) can be used providing the mixture is
designed to produce the required strength
without excessive bleeding and/or segregation.
Air entrainment helps to reduce the rate of
bleeding of fresh concrete and thereby reduces
the chance of crazing.

c. NEVER sprinkle or trowel dry cement or a
mixture of cement and fine sand into the sur-
face of the plastic concrete to absorb bleed
water. Remove bleed water by dragging a gar-
den hose across the surface. DO NOT perform
any finishing operation while bleed water is
present on the surface.

d. Dampen the subgrade prior to concrete
placement to prevent it absorbing too much
water from the concrete. If an impervious mem-
brane, such as polyethylene, is required on the
subgrade cover it with I tO 2 inches of damp
sand to reduce bleeding.
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What, Why& How?
Cracking Concrete

Surfaces

1. WHAT are Some Forms o.f.Crsacksr.-.::::-:

Concrete, like other construction materials,
contracts and expands with changes in mois-
t u re content and temperature and deflects
depending on load and support conditions. B
When provisions for these movements are not
made in design and construction, then cracks
can occur. Some forms of common cracks are:

Figure APlastic Shrinkage Cracking (See
CIP-5)

Figure B Cracks Due to Improper Jointing
(See CI P-6)

Figure C Cracks Due to Continuous Exter-
nal Restraint (ExampleCast in place. wall
restrained along bottom edge of footing)

Figure DBasement Floor Cracks (See C1P-
6)

Figure ED-Cracks from Freezing and Thaw-
ing

Figure F Craze Cracks (See CIP-3)
Figure G Settlement Cracks
Cracks rarely affect structural integrity. Most

random individual cracks look bad and although
they permit entrance of water they do not lead
to progressive deterioration. They are simply
unsightly. Closely spaced pattern, cracks or D.
cracks due to freezing and thawing are an ex-
ception and may lead to ultimate deterioration.

II
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2. WHY Do Concrete Surfades Crock?-.

The majority of concrete cracks usually oc-
cur due to improper design and construction
practices. such as:

a. Omission of isolation and control joints
and.impro per jointing practices.

b. Improper subgrade preparation.
c. The use of high slump concrete or addi-

tion of water on the job.
d. Improper finishing.
e. Inadequate or no curing. 'e

-
3., HOW to Prevent or Minimize Cracking

All concrete has a tendency to crack ana it is
not possible to consistently produce complete-
ly crack-free concrete. However, cracking can
be reduced and controlled if the following basic
safeguards are observed:

a. Subgrade and Formwork. All top soil-and
soft spots should be removed. Regardless of its
type, the soil beneath the slab should be com-
pacted soil or granular fill, well compacted by
rolling, vibrating or tamping. The slab _nd,
therefore, the subgrade should be sloped for
proper drainage. Smooth, level subgrades help
prevent cracking. All formwork must be con-
structed and braced so that it can withstand the
pressure of the concrete without. movement.
Polyethylene vapes carriers increase bleeding
and greatly increase cracking of high slump
concrete. Cover the vapor barrier with 1 to 2
inches of damp sand to reduce bleeding. Im-
mediately prior to concrete placement, dampen
the subgrade, formwork, and the reinforcement,

b. Concrete. In general, use concrete with a
moderate slump (not over 5 inches). Avoid re-
tempering. If higher slump, up to 7 inches, is to
be used, proportions will have to be changed
and special mixtures developed to avoid exces-
sive bleeding, segregation and low strength.
Specify air-entrained concrete for outdoor slabs
subjected to freezing weather. (See CIP-2)

c. Finishing. DO NOT perform finishing
operations with water present on .the surface.
Initial screeding must be promptly followed by
bullfloating. For better traction on exterior sur-
faces use a broom f!nish. If evaporation is ex-
cessive.reduce it by some meanslo avoid plas-
tic shrinkage cracking. Cover the concrete with

wet burlap or polyethylene sheets in between
finishing operations if conditions are severe.

d. Curing. Start curing as soon as possible.
Spray the surface with liquid membrane curing
compound or cover it with damp burlap and
keep it moist for at least 3 days. A second ap-
plication of curing compound the next day is a
good quality assurance step.

e. Joints. Provisions for coritraction or ex-
pansion movements due to temperature and/or
moisture change should be provided with con-
struction of control joints by sawing, forming or
tooling a groove about 1/4 the thickness of the
slab, no further apart than 30 times the thick-
ness. Often closer spacing of control joints will
be necessary to avoid Icing thin areas. The
length of an area should not exceed about 1.5
times the width. Isolation joints should be pro-
vided whenever restriction to freedom of either
vertical or horizontal movement is anticipated;
such as where floors meet walls, columns, or
footings. These are full-depth joints and are
constructed by inserting a barrier of some type
to prevent bond between the slab and the other
elements.

f. Cover Over Reinforcement. Cracks in rein-
forced concrete caused by expansion of rust on
reinforcing steel should be prevented by provid-
ing sufficient concrete cover (at least 2 inches)
to keep salt arid moisture from contacting the
steel.
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t Follow These Rules to Minimize Cracking
.

DesIgn the members to handle.. aiI
anticipated loads. ----, :.-

.172... Provide proper control and isolation jointi.z:-
1 3..In slab-on-grade work, prepare a stable sub-.lt -
E?:;.; grade. .. . .

1.4.. Place and finish according to established
rules. .

1)1
.

Lot,. Kotect and cure the concrete properly.
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What, Why & How?
Plastic Shrinkage

Cracking

".;I,nen,
1. WHAT is Plastic Shrinkage Ci-ackingr., .. .

Plastic shrinkage cracks are cracks that ap-
pe y on the surface of a freshly placed concrete
slab during finishing operation or soon after.
These cracks are usually parallel to each other
on the order of 1 to 3 feet apart, and 1 to 2
inches deep; and rarely do they intersect the
perimeter of the slab.

Plastic shrinkage cracks rarely impair the
strength of concrete floors and pavements,
nevertheless, they are unsightly. The develop-
ment of these cracks can be minimized if appro-
pdate measures are taken pdcr to and during
construction.

(Note Plastic shrinkage cracks should be distinguished
from other early or pro-hardening cracks caused by settle-
ment of the concrete on either side of a reinforcing bar due
to bleeding and resistance to settlement over the bar or
because of formwork movement. See Reference 64

2. WHY Do Plastic Shrinkage Cracki Occur?

The most common explanation for the occur-
rence of plastic shrinkage cracking is that the
rate of evaporation of surface moisture exceeds
the rate at which it is being replaced by bleed
water. This causes shrinkage of the surface

Plastic Shrinkage Cracks

while the underlying plastic concrete remains
the same volume. However, some field investi-
gations have shown that the bleeding charac-
teristics of concrete do not have a major influ-
ence on plastic shrinkage cracking. There is
evidence that all cement paste shrinks during
early hydration which produces very small mi-
cro cracks. When the rate of evaporation is high
and the concrete has enough strength (or stiff-
ness) to cause horizontal shrinkage the normal
microcracking tendency is accentuated and no-
ticeable plastic cracking may result. Following
are examples of weather conditions which in-
crease the rate of evaporation and, therefore,
the risk' of plastic shrinkage cracking.
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a. Decrease in relative humidity. Changes in
relative humidity have pronounced effects on
the rate of evaporation. If the relative humidity
changes from 90 percent to 50 percent the rate
of evaporation is increased by five times.

b. Increase in wind velocity. When wind
blows across the surface of concrete during
placement and finishing the evaporation of sur-
face moisture will increase. For example an in-
crease in wind speed from 0 to 10 mph will
quadruple rate of evaporation.

c. ,Temperature. If the temperature of both
th:?: concrete and the surrounding air rises, the
rate of evaporation will increase. For instance,
when the temperature of both concrete and air
increases from 50 to 70° F the rate of evapora-
tion of water frorr the surface can double.

d. Rapid evaporation and plastic cracking
may also occur when the temperature of the
concrete is significantly higher than the air
temperature (and the "dew point" temperature).
This can occur in cold weather with heated con-
crete even when the humidity is high and the
concrete is placed indoors where the wind
velocity is negligible.

f to Minimize Plastic Shrinkage Cracks'

Attempts to eliminate plastic shrinkage
cracking by increasing the bleeding character-
istics of the concrete either by increasing
slump or by using different cement or aggre-
gate or by addition of a retarder have:not been
found to be consistently effective. To reduce
plastic shrinkage cracking it is important to rec-
ognize ahead of time, before placement, when
weather conditions may occur that are condu-
cive to plastic shrinkage cracking. Precautions
can then be taken to minimize its occurrence.
They aret

a. Have ,proper manpower, equipment, and
supplies on hand so that the concrete can be

placed and finished promptly. If delays occur,
cover the concrete with wet burlap, polyethyl-
ene sheeting or building paper between finish-
ing operations. Some contractors find that
plastic shrinkage cracks can be prevented in
hot dry climates by spraying a chlorinated rub-
ber curing compound, or monomolecular film,
on the surface behind the screeding operation
and before floating or troweling.

b. Start curing the concrete as soon as pos-
sible. Spray the surface with liquid membrane
curing compound or cover the surface with wet
burlap and keep it continuously moist for a min-
imum of 3 days.

c. If concrete is to be placed on a dry sub-
grade or on previously placed concrete, the
subgrade or the concrete base should be thor-
oughly dampened. The formwork and reinforce-
ment should also be dampened.

d. The use of vapor barriers under a slab on
grade greatly increases the risk of plastic
shrinkage cracking. If a vapor barrier is required
cover it with a 2-inch layer of damp sand.

e. In the very hot and dry periods use fog
sprays. Erect temporary windbreaks to reduce
the wind velocity over the surface of the con-
crete and if possible also provide sun shades
to control the surface temperature of the slab.
If conditions are critical, schedule placement
to begin in the late afternoon or early evening.
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What, Why & How?
Joints in

Concrete Slabs

-` 4. ....v1r
1: WHAT Are Joints'?.. -

Although concrete expands and contracts
with changes in moisture and temperature the
general overall tendency is to shrink and, there-
fore, crack. Irregular cracks are unsightly and
difficult to maintain. Joints are simply pre-
planned cracks.

Some forms of joints are:
a. Control (contraction) joint These joints

are constructed to create planes of weakness
so that cracks will occur at the desired location.

b. Isolation (expansion) jointsThey sepa
rate or isolate slabs from other parts of the
structure such as walls, footings, or columns,
and driveways and patios from sidewalks,
garage slabs, stairs, lightpoles and other
obstructions. They permit movement of the
slab and help minimize cracking caused when
such movements are restrained.

c. Construction jointsThese are joints that
are placed at the end of a day's work. In slabs
they may be designed to permit movement
and/or to transfer load. Often in reinforced con-
crete a conscious effort is made to clean the
joint and bond the next days work.
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2. WHY Are Joints Constructed?

Concrete cracks cannot be prevented entire-
ly, but they can be controlled and minimized by
properly designed joints, because:

a. Concrete is weak in tension and, there-
fore, if its natural tendency to shrink is re-
strained, tensile stresses develop and cracks
are likely to occur.

b. At early ages, before the concrete dries
out, most cracking is caused by temperature
changes or by the slight contraction that takes
place as the concrete sets and hardens. Later
as the concrete dries it will shrink further and
either additional cracks may form or preexist-
ing cracks may become wider.

c. Joints provide relief for the tensile
stresses and are less objectionable than ran-
dom cracks.

a HOW to Construct Joinis*.

Joints must be carefully designed and prop-
erly constructed if uncontrolled cracking of
concrete flatwork is to be avoided. The follow-
ing recommended practices should be ob-
served:

a. The maximum joint spacing in feet should
not exceed 2.5 times the thickness in inches.
For example in an 8 in. slab the joints should be
no further apart than 20 feet.

b. All panels should be square or nearly so.
The length should not exceed 1.5 times the
width. L-shaped panels should be avoided.

C. The joint groove should have a depth of 1/4
the thickness àf 'he slab, but not less than one
inch. Tooled joirt.s must be run early in the fin-
ishing process and rerun later to assure groove
bond has not occurred.

d. Control joints can be tooled during finish-
ing or sawed with a carborundum blade at an
early age. Sawed joints may not be practical if
the concrete is made with hard aggregate such
as'quartz gravel or trap rock. Sawing is easier if
coarse aggregates contain materials such as
limestone or sandstone. If the joint edges ravel
during sawing it must be delayed, but if sawing
is delayed too long sawing can become diffi-
cult. With abrasive saw blades sawing is often
done at an age of one day or even earlier.

e. Premolded joint filler, building paper or
polyethylene should be used to isolate slabs

from building walls or footings. At least two
inches of sand over the top of a footing will
also prevent bond to the footing.

f. To isolate columns from slabs. form cirou-
lar or square openings which will not be filled
until after the floor has hardened. Slab control
joints should intersect at the openings for col-
umns. If square openings are used around
columns the square should be turned at 45
degrees to have the control joints intersect at
the diagonals of the square.

g. If the slab contains wire mesh cut out
alternate wires across control joints. Note that
wire mesh will not prevent cracking. Mesh
tends to keep the cracks and joints tightly
closed.

h. Construction joints key the two edges of
the slab together either to provide transfer of
loads or to help prevent curling or warping of
the two adjacent edges. Galvanized metal keys
are preferred for interior slabs, however, a
beveled 1 by 2 inch strip, nailed to bulkheads or
form boards, can be used in slabs that are at
least 5 inches thick to form a key which will
resist vertical loads and movements. Metal
dowels can also be used in slabs that will carry
heavy loads. Dowels must be carefully lined up
and parallel or they may induce restraint and
cause random cracking at the end of the dowel.

i. Joints in industrial floors subject to heavy
traffic require special attention to avoid spell-
ing of joint edges. Such joints should be filled
with a material capable of supporting joint
edges. Manufacturer's recommendations and
performance records should be checked before
use.
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:Follow These Rules for Proper Jointing
Plan exact location of all joints before con-

;..struction. e

f2F Provide isolation joints between slabs and
Wéolumns, walls and footings, and-at junc-
V.!tions of driveways with walks, curbs or othei

obstructions. -

f3 yrovide control joints and joint filling mate-
rf*. rials as outlined in specifications.
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What, Why & How?
Cracks in Concrete

Basement Walls

1. WHAT Types of Cracks May Occur?'

Cast-in-place concrete basements provide
durable, high quality extra living space. At
times when proper construction practices are
not used undesirable cracks occur, such as:

a. Temperature and drying shrinkage cracks.
With few exceptions, newly placed concrete
has the largest volume that it will ever have.
This shrinkage tendency is increased by drying
and/or a drop in temperature and can lead to

random cracking if steps are not taken to con-
trol the location of the cracks by providing con-
trol joints.

b. Settlement cracks. These occur from non-
uniform support of footings or occasionally
from expansive soils.

c. Other structural cracks. In basements
these cracks generally occur during backfilling,
particularly when heavy equipment gets too
close to the walls.

d. Cracks due to lack of joints or improper
jointing practices.
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2. WHY do Basement Cracks Occur?

In concrete basement walls some cracking is
normal. The "Home-Owners Warranty" (HOW
Program) requires repair only when cracks leak
or exceed the following:

Crack
wican

Vertical
Disotacement

Basement Walls
Basement Floors
Garage Slabs and Patios

Is
311b. Y4'

Most cracks normally occur because one or
more of the following rules of "good concrete
practice" were not followed:

a. Providing uniform soil support.
b. Using moderate slump concrete and

avoiding addition of water to the concrete mix-
ture on Vie job.

c. Oeserving proper concrete placement
practices.

d. Providing control joints every 20 to 30 feet.
e. Backfilling carefully and, if possible, wait-

ing until the first floor is in place in cold
weather. (Concrete gains strength at a slower
rate in cold weather.)

E3: HOW to Construct Quality BasernentsP4'

Since the performance of concrete base-
ments is affected by climate conditions,
unusual loads, nnterials quality and workman-
ship, care should always be exercised in their
design and construction. The following steps
should be failowed:

a. Site conditions and excavation. Soil inves-
tigation should be thorough enough to insure
design and construction of foundations suited
to the building site. The excavation should be
to the level of the bottom of the footing. The
soil or granular fill beneath the entire area Jf
the baserr-nt should be well compacted by roll-
ing, vibrating or tamping. Footings must bear
on undisturbed soil.

b. Formwork and reinforcement. NI form-
work must be constructed and braced so that it
can withstand the pressure of the concrete. Re-
inforcement is effective in controlling shrink-
age cracks and is especially beneficial where
uneven side pressures against the walls may be
expected. Observe state and local guidelines
for wall thickness and reinforcement if needed.

c. Joints. Shrinkage and temperature crack-
ing of basement walls can be controlled by
means of properly located and formed joints.

c-

As a rule of thumb, in 8 ft. high and 8 inch thick
walls. vertical control joints should be provideil
at a spacing of about 30 times the wall thick-
ness. These wall joints can be formed by nailing
a 3/4 inch thick strip of wood, beveled from 3/4 to
Vz inch in width, to the inside of both inter:pr
and exterior wall forms. After the removal, the
grooves should be caulked with a good quality
joint filler.

d. Concrete. In general, use concrete with a
moderate slump (up to 5 inches). Avoid retem-
pering. Concrete with a higher slump may be
used providing the mixture is specifically de-
signed to produce the required strength with-
out excessive bleeding and/or segregation. In
areas where weathering is severe and where.the
walls may be exposed to moisture and freezing
temperatures air entrained concrete should be
used.

e. Placement and curing. Place concrete in a
continuous operation to avoid cold joints. If
concrete tends to bleed and segregate slump
must be reduced and the concrete placed in the
form every 20 or 30 feet around the peerneter of
the wall. Higher slump concretes that do not
bleed or segregate will flow horizontally for
long distances and reduce the number of
required points of access to le form. Provide
adequate curing and protection to fresh
concrete. It should not be allowed to freeze in
cold weather. Preventive measures could be
taken by completely enclosing the structure
with polyethylene sheets and, if necessary,
providing heat.

f. Waterproofing and drainage. Spray or paint
the exterior of walls with damp proofing asphal-
tic compound. Provide foundation drainage by
installing drain tiles or plastic pipes around the
exterior of the footing, then covering with clean
granular fill to a height of at least 1 foot prior to
backfill. Water should be drained to lower eleva-
tions suitable to receive storm water run off.

g. Backfilling and final grading. Backfilling
should be done carefully to avoid damaging the
walls. Brace the walls or, if possible, have first
floor in place before backfill. To drain the sur-
face water away from the basement finish grade
should fall off 1/2 to 1 inch per foot for at least
feet to 10 feet away from the foundation.
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What, Why & How?
"Discrepancies in Yield!"

1).55.1!it' 1. WHAT is Concrete

Concrete yield is defined as the volume of
freshly mixed concrete from a known quantity
of ingredients. Ready mixed concrete is sold on
the basis of the volume of fresh, unhardened
concreteusually in cubic yards (yd3).

The basis for calculating the volume is de-
scribed in the American Society for Testing and
Materials, ASTM Specification C 94 for Ready
Mixed Concrete. The volume of freshly mixed
and unhardened concrete in a given batch is de-
termined by dividing the total weight of the
batch by the average weight per cubic foot of
the concrete determined in accordance with
ASTM C 138. Three unit weight tests must be
made, each from a different truck using a 'A ft.'
container.

ASTM C94 notes: "It should be understood
that the volume of hardened concrete may be,
or appears to be, less than expected due to
waste and spillage, overexcavatlon, spreading
forms, some loss of entrained air, or settlement
of wet mixtures, none of which is the responsi-
billty of the producer."
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2. WHY do Yield Problems Occur?

Most yield complain:s concern an imagined
or real deficiency of concrete volume. Apparent
under yield develops when insufficient con-
crete is ordered to fill the forms and to take care
of contingencies discussed below. An actual
under yield should be corrected using unit
weight measurements and yield calculations.
An over yield can, also, be an indication of a
problem if the excess concrete is caused by too
much air or aggregate, or if the forms have not
been properly filled.

Apparent concrete shortages are sometimes
caused by ne following:

a. Miscalculation of form volume or slab
thickness exceeding the assumed thickness by
a fraction of an inch. A Vs inch error in a 44nch
pleb would mean a shortage of 3 percent or 1
yd3 in a 32 yd3 order.

b. Deflection or distortion of the forms by
the pressure of the concrete.

c. Irregular subgrade, placement over granu-
lar fill, and settlement of subgrade prior to
placement can increase slab thickness.

d. Over the course of a large job, the small
amounts of concrete retumed each day or used
in mud sills or incidental footings can accumu-
late.

rr.3. HOW to Prevent Yield Discrepancie

To prevent or mini--.:ze concrete yield prob-
lems:

a. Check concrete yield by making ASTM C
138 concrete unit weight tests early in the job.
Repeat these tests if a problem arises. Be sure
that the scale is accurate, that the unit weight
bucket is properly calibrated and that a fiat
plate is used for strike off. Concrete yield vol-
ume in cubic feet is total batch weight in
pounds divided by unit weight in pounds per
cubic foot. The total batch weight is the sum of
the weights of all ingredients from the batch
ticket. As a rough check the mixer truck can be
weighed empty and full. The difference is the
total batch weight.

NRMCA

I

NanII

b. Measure formwork accurately. Near the
end of large pours, carefully measure the re-
maining volume so that the amount in the last
2 or 3 trucks can be adjusted to provide the re-
quired concrete. This can prevent waiting for an
extra % yd3 after the plant has closed or the
concrete trucks hay* been scheduled for other
jobs.

c. Estimate extra concrete needed for waste
and increased placement dimensions over
nominal dimensions. Include an allowance of 4
to 10 percent over plan dimensions for waste,
overexcavation and other causes. Repetitive
operations and slip form operations permit
more accurate estimates of the amount of con-
crete that will be needed. On the other hand,
sporadic operations involving a combination of
concrete uses such as slabs, footings, walls,
and as incidental fill around pipes, etc. will re-
quire a bigger allowance for contingencies.

d. Construct forms so that they can with.
stand the pressure of the concrete without de-
flection rn distortion.

e. For slabs on grade the subgrade should be
accuratp'y finished and compacted to the prop-
er elevation.
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F011ow These Rules to Avoid Under yield

easure volume needed accurately..
,Estimate waste and potential increased
Wiiickneasorder more than required by at
4 Ieist 4 to 10 percent. .

:3;.To check yield use the. ASTM C 138 unit
R.,..s.I.Weight test method on three samples from
athree different loadsyield is the total batch

weight divided by the average unit weight.
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What, Why & How?
Low Concrete

Cylinder Strength

7it.1*nstri°2"-Sfrevlstli?utes ow: rc g- .

Cylinders are molded from a sample of fresh
concrete. Procedures must be in acz:ordance
with ASTM standards.' The average strength of
the set of 2 or 3 cylinders, broken at 28 days,
constitutes one "test." Additional cylinders are
often made for 7 day tests or to be field cured
for form stripping.

Under ACI Standards,2 concrete is accepta-
ble if no one "test" is lower than specified by
more than 500 psi and the average of three con-
secutive "tests" equals at least the specified
strength. If an average of three "tests" in a row
dips below the specified strength, steps must
be taken to increcse the strength of the con-
crete. If a "test" falls more than 500 psi below
the specified strength there may be more seri-
ous problems. An investigation would be made
to ensure structural adequacy: and, again,
steps taken to increase the strengti 'evel.

0.-
2...WHY Am COMpret.stve.Tests9:1w=i

Two major reasons are: (a) improper handling
and testingfound to contribute in the majori-

ty of low strength investigations, and (b) re-
duced concrete quality due to an error in pro-
duction, or the addition of too much water to
the concrete on the job due to delays in place-
ment or requests for wet concrete. High air con-
tent, for example, can be a cause of low
strength.
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Collect all test reports and analyze results
before taking action. Look at the pattern of
strength results. Does the ):equeace actually
violate the specification? Do the :est reports
give any clue to the cause? Look at the slump,
air content, concrete and ambient tempera-
tures, number of days cylinders were left in the
field, and any reported cylinder defects.

If the deficiency justifies investigation, first
verify testing accuracy and then compare the
structural requirements with the measured
strength.3 If testing is deficient or if strength is
greater than that actually needed, there is Htt le
point in investigating the in-place strength.
However, if procedures conwm to the stand-
ards and the specified strength is required for
the member in question, further investigation of
the in-place concrete -may be required. (See
C1P-10 on "Strength of in-Riace Concrete.11

Have ASTM testing procedures been fol-
lowed? Minor discrepancies in curing cylinders
in mild weather will probably not affect
strength much, but if major violations are dis-
covered large reductions in strength can oc-
cur.4 Almost all deficiencies in handling and
testing cylinders will lower strength. A number
of violations may combine to cause significant
reductions, such as: extra days in the field; cur-
ing over 80F; frozen cylinders; irnpact during
transportation; delay in curing at the lab; im-
proper caps; and insufficient care in breaking
cylinders.

The laboratory should be held responsible for
deficiencies in its procedures. Use of qualified
lab-personnel is essential; untrained construc-
tion workers must not make and handle cylin-
ders. All labs sh!luld be NVLAP accredited and
CCRL inspected.

It is essential that testing personnel be
trained in the proper application of the ASTM
Standards for strength tests of field-made, lab-
oratory-cured cylinders:

a. Sarnple concrete falling frorn chute in two
Increments after some has been dis-
charged.

b. Transport sample to the location of cudng
for the first day.

c. Rernix :he sample to ensure homoge-
neity.

d. Use molds conforming to standards.
e. Rod concrete in three layers and tap sides

of the rnold to close rod holes.
f. Finish tops srnooth and level to allow thin

caps.
g. If necessary, move cylinders immediately

after molding; support the bottom.
h. Cure cylinders in the field at alto 80F.
i. Protect from loss of rnoisture.
j. Transport day-old cylinders to the lab-

oratory; handle gently,
k. Demold and promptly place in moist

curing at 73:.--3F.
I. Maintain water on cylinder surfaces at all

tirnes.
m. Caps on cylinders rnust be flat end less

than 3116 inch thick.
n. Use minimum 5000 psi capping rnaterial.
o. Wait at least 2 hours for sulfur caps to

harden.
Use calibrated testing machine.
Measure cylinder diameter and check cap
planeness.

r. Center cylinder and use proper loading
rate.

s. Observe break pattern (vertical cracks
through the cap indicate irnproper load
distribution).

Test reports must be promptly distributed to
the concrete producer, as well as the contractor
and engineer. This is essential to the timely
solution of problems.

p.
q.
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What, Why & How?
Strength of In-Place

Concrete

41:iiiH 'T..A is the Strongth of In-Place-Concrete?.
.,.

Drilled cores test lower than properly made
and tested standard molded 6 in. x 12 in.
cylinders.' This applies to all formed structural
concrete. Exceptions may occur for cores from
concrete cast against an absorptive subgrade
or cores from lean, low strength mass concrete.

Means of measuring or comparing the
strength of in-place concrete include: rebound
hammer, penetration probe, pullouts, cast-in-
place cylinders, tests of drilled cores, and load
tests of the structural element.

The standard ASTM test procedure evaluates
the strength potential of the concrete.2 Cylin-
ders are molded and cured at 60 to 80F for one
day and then moist cured in the laboratory until
broken in compression, normally at 7 and 28
days age. Job practices for hanoling, placing,
compaction, and curing of job concrete are
relied upon to provide an adequate percentage
of that potential strength in the structure. The
ACI Building Code recognizes that under cur-
rent design practices, concrete construction
can be considered structurally adequate if
cores average at least 85 percent of specified
strength with none below 75 percent.

Rebound Test
(ASTM C805)

Core Test
(ASTM C42)

2. WHY Measure In-PiaceStrengthr.44V.rr---:-
Tests of in-place concrete may be needed

w, -in standard cylinder strengths are low; how-
ever, do not investigate in-place without first
checking to be sure that: the concrete
strengths actually failed to meet the specifica-
tion provisions; low strengths are not attributa-
ble to,faulty testing practices; and the specified



strength is really needed. (See CIP9 on "Low
Concrete Cylinder Strength.") In many cases,
the concrete can be accepted for the intended
use without in-place strength testing.

Toere are many other situations which may
require the investigation of in-place strength,
including: shore and form removal, post-ten-
sioning, or early load application; investigation
of damage due to freezing, fire, or adverse cur-
ing exposure; evaluation of older structures;
and when a lower strength concrete is placed in
a member by mistake. When cores or other in-
place tests fail to assure 85 percent of the de-
sign strength, avditional curing of the structure
may provide the necessary strength. This is par-
ticularly possible with concretes containing
slow strength-gaining.cement, fly ash, or slag.

pros ,," r ...Mfr.",
3: HOW to Investigate In-Place Strength

If only one set of cylinders is low, often the
question can be settled by comparing rebound
hammer or probe results on concrete from
areas with good cylinder results. Where the
possibility of low strength- is such that large
portions need to be investigated a well or-
ganized study will be needed. Establish a grid
and obtain systematic readings including good
and questionable areas. Tabulate the. hammer
or probe readings. If areas appear to be low,
diill cores from both low and high areas. If the
cores confirm the hammer or probe results, the
need for extensive core tests is greatly
reduced.

Core Strength, ASTM Method C 42If core
drilling is necessary observe these precautions:
(a) test 3 cores, (b) use 32/2 in. minimum diarne-
ter and larger cores for over 1 in. aggregate, (c)
try to obtain a length at least 11h times the
Jiarneter, (d) trim to remove steel if the 11/: LJD
i:tio.can be.. maintained, (e) trim ends square
with an automatic feed diamond saw, (f) keep
cap thickness under Vs in., (g) use high strength
capping material, (h) check planeness of caps
and bearing blocks, (i) do not drill cores from
the top layers of columns, slabs, walls, or foot-
ings. They will be 10-to 20 percent weaker than
cores from the mid or lower portions, and (j) test
cores after drying for 7 days if the structure is
dry in service; otherwise soak cores 40 hours

(

prior to testing.
Probe Penetration Resistance, ASTM Method

C 803Probes driven into concrete can be
used to study variations in concrete quality: (a)
different size probes or a change in driving
force may be nees1).ar; for large differences in
strength or unit. weight, (b) accurate measure-
ment of the exposed length of the probe is re-
quired, (c) probes should be spaced at least 7
in. apart and not be close to the edge of the con-
crete, (d) probes not firmly embedded in the
concrete should be rejected and, (e) develop a
strength calibration curve for the materials and
conditions under investigation.

Rebound Hammer, ASTM Method C 805
Observe these precautions: (a) wet all surfaces
for several hours or overnight because drying
affects rebound number, (b) don't compare
readings on concrete cast against different
form materials or concrete of varying moisture
content or readings from different impact direc-
tions or on members of dif arent mass, or re-
sults using different hammers, (c) don't grind
unless the surface is soft, finished or textured,
(d) test structural slabs from the bottom, and (e)
don't test frozen concrete.

Advance PlanningWhen it is known in ad-
vance that in-place testing is required, such as
for shore and form removal, other methods can
be considered such as: cast-in-place, push-out
cylinders and pullout strength measuring tech-
niques covered by ASTM Methods C 873 and C
900.
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What, Why & How?
Curing in,Piace

Concrete

nng

Curing is the maintaining of a satisfactory
moisture content and temperature in concrete.
Curing begins after placement and finishing so
that the concrete may develop the desired
strength and hardness.

Without an adequate supply of moisture, the
portland cement in the concrete cannot react to
form a quality product. Drying may remove the
water needed tor this chemical reaction called
"hydration" and the concrete will be weak.
Temperature is an important factor in proper
curing, since the rate of hydration is tempera-
ture dependent. For exposed concrete, relative
humidity and wind conditions are also impor-
tant; they contribute to the rate of moisture loss
from the concrete.

MEZIEBEI
Several important reasons are:
a. Predictatle strength gain. Laboratory

tests show that concrete in a dry environment
can lose as much as 50 percent of its potential
strength compared to similar concrete that is
moist cured. Concrete placed under high tern-
perature conditions will gain early strength
quickly but later strengths may be reduced.

Application of liquid membrantWorming compound with
hand sprayer.

....... ...... ...-
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Slab-on-grade covered with waterproof paper for curing.
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Concrete placed in co, weather will take
longer to gain strength, delaying form removal
and subsequent construction.

b. Improved durability, especially of non-air-
entrained concrete slabs that may be subject to
freezing conditions during construction. Well
cured concrete has better surface hardness and
therefore is more watertight.

c. Better serviceability and appearance. A
concrete slab that has been allowed to dry out
too early will have a soft surface with poor
resistance to wear and abrasion. Proper curing
reduces crazing, dusting, and scaling.'

%%T.-%
.;_ 4 .1,20""1*

Moisture Requirements for Curingthe con-
crete surface must be kept continuously wet or
sealed to prevent evaporation for a period of at
least several days after finishing. See the table
for examples.

Systems to keep concrete wet include:

a_ Burlap or cotton mats and rugs used with
a soaker hose or sprinkler. Care must be taken
not to let the coverings dry out and adsorb
water from the concrete. The edges should be
lapped and the materials weighted down so that
they are not blown away.

b. Straw that is sprinkled with water regular-
iv. Straw can easily blow away, and if it drys,
zan catch fire. The layer of straw should be 6
inches thick, and should be covered with a tarp.

c. Sprinkling on a continuous basis is suit-
able provided the air temperature is well above
freezing. The concrete should not be allowed to
dry out between soakings, since alternate wet-
ting and drying may damage the concrete.

d. Ponding of water on a slab is an excellent
method of curing. The water should not be
more than 20* F cooler than the concrete and
the dike around the pond must be secure
against leaks.

e. Damp earth, sand, or sawdust will cure
flatwork, espncially floors. There should be no
organic or iron staining contaminants in the
materials used.

Sealing materials include:

a_ Liquid membrane-forming compounds
must conform to ASTM Specifications' at the
rate of application that is specified. Apply to
the concrete surface about one hour after
finishing. Do not apply to concrete that is still

5034j)1 SefelPAStreNtil.ir

gt.:74ernlistallITYP!

bleeding, or has a visible water sheen on the
surface. While a clear liquid may be used, a
white pigment will give reflective properties,
and allow for inspection of coverage. A single
coat may be adequate, but where possible a
second coat, applied at right angles to the first,
is desirable for even coverage. If the concrete
will be painted, or covered with vinyl or ceramic
tile, then a liquid compound that is non-reactive
with the paint or adhesives must be used, or a
compound that is easily brushed or washed off.
On floors, the surf ace should be protected from
the other trades with scuff-proof paper after the
application of the curing compound.'

b. Plastic sheetseither clear, white (reflec-
tive) or pigmented. Plastic should conform to
ASTM Standards,, be at least 4 mils thick, and
preferably reinforced with glass fibers. The
plastic should be laid in direct contact with the
concrete surface as soon as possible without
marring the surface. The edges of the sheets
should overlap and be fastened with waterproof
tape and then weighted down to prevent the
wind from getting under the plastic. Plastic will
make dark streaks wherever a wrinkle touches
the concrete so plastic should not be used on
concretes where appearance is important.

c. Waterproof paperused like plastic
sheeting, but does not mar the surface. Should
also confrom to ASTM Standards.,
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What, Why & How?
Hot Weather
Concreting

' -:.
-.z-z 1 WHAT'i Hot Weathert"-'"

Hot weather may be defined as any period of
high temperature in which special precautions
need to be taken to ensure proper handling,
placing, finishing and curing of concrete. Hot
weather problems are most frequently encoun-
tered in the summer, but the associated cli-
matic factors of high winds and dry air can
occur at any time, especially in arid or tropical
climates. Hot weather conditions can produce
a rapid rate of evaporation of moisture from the
surface of the concrete, and accelerated set-
ting time, among other problems.' Generally
high relative humidity tends to reduce the ef-
fects of high temperature.

2. WHY Consider Hot Weather?

It is important that hot weather be taken into
account when planning concrete projects
because of the potential effects on fresh and
recently placed concrete. High temperatures
alone cause increased water demand, which in
turn will raise the water-cement ratio and yield
lower potential strength. Higher temperatures

Temperature Rise of Masa Concrete
042 207.=.13. news 1.3

tend to accelerate slump loss and can cause
loss of entrained air. Temperature also has a
major effect on the setting time of concrete;
concrete placed under high temperatures will
set quicker and can therefore require more
rapid finishing. Concrete that is cured at high

635



temperatures.early will not be as strong at 28
days as the same concrete cured at more mod-
erate (70F) temperatures.

High temperatures, high wind velocity, and
low relative humidity can affect fresh concrete
in two important ways; the high rate of evapora-
tion may induce early plastic shrinkage or dry-
ing shrinkage cracking, and the evaporation
rate can remove surface water necessary for
hydration unless proper curing methods are
employed. Thermal cracking may result from
rapid drops in the temperature of the concrete,
such as when concrete slabs or walls are
placed on a hot day followed by a cool night.
High temperature also accelerates cement
hydration and contributes to the potential for
cracking in massive concrete structures.

3. HOW to Concrete in Hot Weather-..

The key to successful hot weather-concret-
ing is (1) recognition of the factors that affect
concrete and (2) planning to minimize their ef-
fects. Use proven, local recommendations for
adjusting concrete proportions, such as use of
water reducing, set retarding admixtures. Per-
naps a moderate heat of hydration cement
(ASTtk Type IImoderate heat)2 or pozzolanic
admixture (fly ash) can reduce thc effects of
high temperatures.

Advance timing and scheduling to avoid
delays in delivery, placing and finishing is a
must; trucks should be able to discharge imme-
diately and adequate personnel should be avail-
able to place and handle the concrete. When
possible, deliveries should be scheduled to
avoid the hottest part of the day.

In the case of extreme temperature clndi-
bons or with mass concrete, the concrete
temperature can be lowered by using chilled
water or ice as part of the mixing water.'

Other measures such as sprinkling and
shading the aggregate prior to mixing, can be
used to help lower the temperature of the con-
crete. If low humidity and high winds are pre-
dicted, then windbreaks, sunscreens or mist
fogging may be needed to avoid plastic shrink-
age cracking in slabs.

r-
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Follow These Rules for Hot Weather Concrete

a- Concrete mixture designs may include:
set retarders and water .reducers,' the
lowest practical cement factor. Modify; mixtures as appropriateretarders,
moderate heat of hydration cement,' poz-

! zolanic admixtures or other proveii local
F. solutions.'
r b. Adequate manpower to quickly place,

finish and cure the concrete.
o: Umit the addition of water at the job

siteadd water only on arrival at the job
H.. site to adjust the slump. Later additions

should be avoided; in no instance should
rj they exceed 2 or 21h gallons per cubic
;," yard. Never add water to concrete that le

more than 11/2 hours old.
i a: Slabs on grade should not be placed on
!W..: polyethylene sheetingif a vapor barrier

is required, then .a bed of damp sand'
should be placed over it.,
Finish as soon as the sheen has left the
surface; start curing as soon as finishing'
is completed. Continue curing for at least
3 days: cover to prevent evaporation or, zgy
use a liquid membrane curing compound,.

?L.F..t:or cure slabs with water. (See ap 11) The
addition of white pigment to membrane

1-c7,5-curing compounds will help by reflecting,
Eheat away from the concrete surface.
12-Ja Moisten the subgrade, forms and rein-

forcement prior to placement. However,
avoid standing water.

g: Protect field test cylinders by shading and
preventing evaporation. Field curing
boxes with ice or refrigeration may be
used to ensure required 60-80F for cylin-

k::: ders." (See CIP 9)
h. Do not use accelerators!

References
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What, Why & How?
Concrete Blisters

Blisters are hollow, low-profile bumps on the
concrete surface typically from the size of a
dime up to an inch, but occasionally even 2 or 3
inches in diameter. A dense troweled skin of
mortar about Ye in. thick covers an underlying
void which moves around under the surface
during troweling. -

The void forms under a dense surface skin by
one of two phenomenon. Some believe that in-
cidental air voids rise in sticky concretes and
are trapped under a dense surface skin pro-
duced by troweling. Others believe that bleed
water rises and collects to form a void under
this skin. That water is reabsorbed into the
underlying concrete leaving a layer of irregular
void space under the surface which is then con-
solidated by troweling to form a round blister
which noves during subsequent troweling. Fre-
quently, the blister is lined with a faint layer of
"washed" sand.

In poorly lighted areas, small blisters may be
difficult to see during finishing and may not be
detected until they break under traffic.

, ea.. .
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WHY Do Bli Stars Form?

Blisters form when the fresh concrete sur-
face is sealed by troweling while the underlying
concrete is plastic and bleeding or able to
release air. The small round blisters form fairly
late in the finishing process, after floating and
after the flrst

Moderately rapid evaporation of bleed water
makes the surface ready to be troweled while
the underlying concrete is still bleeding or still
plastic and releasing air. Evaporation from the
surface is increased by wind, low relative
humidity or a warm concrete surface. If evap-
oration is too rapid, the slab will be affected to
a depth of an inch or more and blisters will be
preventedbut plastic shrinkage cracks may
develop!

Entrained air is often involved since it
reduces the rate of bleeding and supplies the
fat necessary to produce the dense imperme-
able surface layer. A cool subgrade will delay
set in the bottom and make the top set first.

Blisters are more likely to form if:
(1) The subgrade is.cool and the concrete in

the bottom sets slowly.
(2) Entrained air is used or is higher than nor-

mal so. that the surface is ready to finish
earlier.

(3) A dry shake is used, particularly over air-
entrained concrete.- _

(4) The concrete is sticky from higher ce-
ment content or excessive fine sand.
Lean mixes bleed rapidly ior a shorter
period, have higher total bleeding and
tend to delay finishing.

(5) The slab.is thick.
(6) The slab is on polyethylene and the slump

is less than 3 or 4 inches.
(7) Eicessive use of a jitterbug or a vibrating

screed which works up a thick mortar
layer on top.

Naf#116miiii

The finisher should be wary of a concrete sur-
face that appears to be ready to trowel before it
would normally be expected to be. Emphasis in
finishing should be on placing, straightedging
and floating the concrete as rapidly as possible

Nealle010

and without working up an excessive layer of
fat. After these operations are completed, fur-ther.finishing should be delayed as long as pos-
sible and the surface covered with polyethylene
or otherwise protected from evaporation. In ini-
tial floating the float blades should be flat to
avoid densifing the surface too early. Use of an
accelerator or heated concrete often prevents
blisters in cool weather.

If blisters are forming, try to either flatten the
trowel blades or tear the surface with a wood
float and delay finishing as long as possible.
Any steps that can be taken to slow evaporation
should help.

References

1. "Guide for Concrete Floor and Slab Construction," ACI
302.1R-80, Sections 2.4.1, 8.4 and 11.7. Concrete Interna-
tional, June 1980, PP. 51-96 and ACI Manual of Concrete
Practice, Part 2, 1983. American Concrete Institute, P.O.
Box 19150 Redford Station, Detroit, MI 48219.

2. Carl 0. Peterson, "Concrete Surface BlisteringCauses
and Cures," Concrete Construction, September 1970, p.
317. Concrete Construction Publications, Inc., 426 S.
Westgate, Addison, IL 60101.

3. "Finishing," Concrete Construction, August 1976, p.369.
4. J. C. Yeager, "Finishing Problems and Surface Defects in

Flatwork," Concrete Construction, April 1979, pp. 247-
258.

5. Problems and Practices, ACI Journal, December 1955,
p. 492.

rFollow These Rules to Avoid Blisters
7,..Do nat seal surface before ai. or bleed water
-7from below have escaped. .

A.Avoid dry shakes on air-entrained concrete.
3:7 Use heated or accelerated concrete to promote
-.....

L even settlng throughout the depth of the slab.
4.: Do not place slabs directly on polyethylene

-.-
sheeting.
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What, Why & How?
Finishing Concrete

Flatwork
WIIIILVIIIIMOIR.IIMENEMIM1111111151111111111111=1111Milialli

Finishing is the operation of consolidating,
leveling, and creating a concrete surface of a
desired texture and hardness. The finish can be
strictly functional or decorative.

niare,Azile

Finishing makes concrete attractive and ser-
viceable. The final texture, hardness, and joint
pattern on slabs, floors, sidewalks, patios, and
driveways depends on the concrete's end use.
Warehouse or industrial floors usually need to be
level and smooth, while other interior floors that
are covered with carpet do not have to be as
exact. Exterior slabs must be sloped to carry
away water and must provide a texture which will
not be slippery when wet.

OS:
HOW to Finish Concrete'

The finishing operation should be carefully
planned. Skill, knowledge and experience are
required to deal with a variety of concrete miX-

Finishing Concrete Flatwork

tures and field conditions. Haring the proper
manpower and equipment available, and timing
the operations properly for ex:st:ag conditions,
is critical. A slope of 'Is in. per tclot is neceviary
to avoid low spots and to drain water away from
buildings.

Delays after the concrete arrives create prob-
lems in finishing and can reduce final quality.
Complete the excavation, compaction, form work
and placement of mesh and rebars ahead of time.

Guidelines for placing and consolidating con-
crete are:

63



a. A successful job depends on selecting the
correct concrete mix for the job. Consult
your Ready Mixed Concrete Producer.

b. If possible place concrete directly from the
truck chute or use wheelbarrows. buggies
or pumps to avoid excessively wet, high
slump concrete. Start at the far end and
work to the near end. On a slope use stiffer
concrete and work up the slope.

c. Spread the concrete using a short-handled,
square-ended shovel, a concrete rake, or a
come-along. Do not use a garden rake since
it will cause segregation.

d. Tamp the concrete with a spade or 2 by 4
along the edges of the forms to release air
voids and consolidate the concrete.

e. Use a lumber or metal straightedge (called a
screed) to strike off the concrete and level
it. Rest the screed on edge on the top of the
forms, tilt it forward and draw it across the
concrete with a sawing motion. Keep a little
concrete in front of the screed to fill in any
low spots.

Follow These Rules to Finish Concrete.:
f_ ao FLOAT the concrete as soon as a has been

, struck-off. A float isa wood or metal tool
used to further level the concrete surface
and to embed the large aggregate. On small
jobs a float iS hand-held; on larger jobs a
long-handled bull float may be used. One or
two passes should be enough to smooth

r..2:':.r and level ihe swface without sealing the
r-." concrete. Floating must end before visible.

Lr. bleed water rises to the surface.
1.11.-.WAIT for the concrete to stop "bleeding".

Bleeding occurs as the solids in the con-
crete settle. AU other finishing operations
MUST WAIT until the concrete has stopped
bleeding and the water sheen has left.tha,
surface. Any finishing operations done
while the concrete is still bleeding WILL:-:
RESULT in later problems such as duiting,
scaling, crazing and blisters. The waiting
period depends on: the amounts of water,
cement and chemical admixtures in the
concrete; and.the weather.'
EDGE the concrete all the way around.
Spade the concrete next to the form gently
with a small mason's trowel and then use
the edging tool to give the concrete rounded
edges.

d. JOINT the concrete by groovirig it. The
jointer should have a blade one-fourth the
depth of the slab (1 in. deep joints on a 4 in.
slab). Use a straight piece of lumber as a
guide. A shallow-tit groover should only be
used for decorative grooves. See CIF' 6 for

. 4
joint spacing.'

e. TROWEL the concrete according to its end
use. For sidewalks, patios and driveways,
troweling may not be required. Repeated

14: passes with a steel trowel will produce a
41.7. smooth floor that will be slippery when wet.

For a smooth floor make succ essive passes
- with a smaller steel trowel and increased

pressure. Excessive troweling may create
dark "trowel bums." Tilting the trowel will
cause an undesirable "chatter texture.

f. TEXTURE the concrete surface after float-
14. ing (for sidewalks, patios or driveways) or

after troweling (for interior network) with a
-lire. coarse or fine push-broom to give a non-,

slip surface. For information about archi-
c- tectural surface finishes such as exposed

aggregate, dry shake color, integral color,
and stamped or patterned concrete see Ref-

i : erence No. 2.
g. NEVER sprinkle water or cement on con-

crete while finishing it. This may cause
dusting or scaling.'

h. CURE the concrete as soon as all finishing
.1='-,- is completed and the water sheen has left

the surface. Some methods of curing are:F-r-,. liquid curing compounds; plastic to cover
the concrete; ponding; continuous sprin-

!A: kling; burlap, and straw or sand that is kept
ILZ-E. wet. Plastic or sand may discolor the con-
Lr surface.'
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What, Why & How?
Chemical Admixtures

for Concrete

L

,

:WHAT. are Admixtures7Nr4-Y:.1/4-74--r-q-
`*.

Admixtures are natural or rnamtfactured
chemicals which are added to thc. concrete
before or during mixing. The most often used
admixtures are air-entraining agents, water-
reducers, retarders and accelerators.

WHY llie-Adin1ktures?'":1

Admixtures are used to give special properties
to fresh or hardened concrete. Admixtures may
enhance the durability, workability or strength
characteristics of a given concrete mixture. Ad-
mixtures are used to overcome difficult con-
struction situations such as hot or cold weather
placements, pumping requirements, early
strength requirements or very low water-cement
ratio specifications.

HOW to Use Admixtures.-:: e .

your application. Admixtures should be evalu-
ated for compatibility with cement(s), construc-
tion practices, job specifications and economic
advantage before being used.

Chemical Admixtures for Concrete

Consult your Ready Mixed Concrete Supplier L to R: HRWR, Air-Entraining Agent. Retarder
about which admixture(s) may be appropriate for Relative quantities for one cu.yd.

6 4 1



FOLLOW THIS GUIDE to Use Admixtures'

a. AIR-ENTRAINING AGENTS' are liquid
chemicals added dudng mixing to produce
microscopic air bu,hbles in concrete. These
bubbles improve lhe concrete's durability
and increase its resistance to damage from
freezing and thawing and deicing salts. Air-
entraining admixtures improve workability
and may reduce bleeding and segregation.
For exterior flatwork (parking lots, drive-
ways, sidewalks, pool decks, patios) that is
subject to freezing and thawing weather
cycles, or in areas where deicer salts are
used, specify an air content oi 5 to 7%. Air-
entrainment is not necessary for interior
structural concrete since it is not subject
to freezing and thawing. In high cement
content concretes adding air will reduce
strength by about 5% for each 1% of air
added; but in low cement content con-
cretes adding air has less effect and.may in-
crease strength slightly.

b. WATER-REDUCERS are used for two differ-
ent purposes: (1) to lower the water content
and increase the strength; (2) to obtain
higher slump using the same water content.
Water-reducers will generally reduce the re-
quired water content for a given slump by
about 10%. This increases strength or
.tilows the cement content to be reduced
and maintain the same water-cement ratio.
Water-reclucers are used to increase slump
for pumping concrete and are used in hot
weather to offset the increased water de-
mand. Water-reducers may aggravate
slump loss problems. Water reducers tend
to retard concrete and sometimes have ac-
celerators bletded in to offset the retarda-
tion. Water-reducers are Type A Chemical
Admixtures in ASTM C 494.,

c. RETARDERS are chemicals which delay the
Initial set of concrete by an hour or more.
Retarders are often used in hot weather to
counter the rapid setting caused by high
temperatures.. For large jobs, or in hot
weather, specify concrete with retarder to
allow more time for placing and finishing.
Most retarders also act as water reducers.
Retarders are covered by ASTM C 4942
Types 8 and D.

if000tto''"'"""
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d. ACCELERATORS reduce the initial set time
of concrete. Liquid accelerators are added
to the concrete-at the plant. Accelerators
are recommended In cold weather to get
high-early strength. Accelerators do not act
as an antifreeze; rather, they speed up the
strength gain and make the concrete
stronger to resistbamage from freezing. Ac-
celerators are sometimes used to allow
finishing operations to begin early. Calcium
chloride is the most commonly used ac-
celerator, although non-chloride (non-
corrosive) accelerators are available.
Calcium chloride is specified at.not more
than 2% by the weight of the cement. Pre-
stressed concrete and concrete with em-
bedded aluminum or galvanized metal
should not contain any calcium chloride
because of the potential for corrosion. See
NRMCA Publication No. 173. Accelerators
are covered by ASTM C4941 Types C and E.

e. HIGH RANGE WATER-REDUCERS (HRWR)
are a special class of water-reducers. Often
called superplasticizers, HRWRs reduce
the water content of a given concrete from
12 to 25%, which increases strength.'
HRWRs can also greatly increase the slump
to produce "flowing" concrete. For exam-
ple, adding a normal dosage of HRWR to a
concrete with a slump of 3 to 4 Inches will
produce a concrete with a slump of about 8
inches. Within 30 to 60 minutes IN, con-
crete will return to its original alump.
HRWRs are covered by ASTM Specification
C 494.'Types F and G, and C 1017' Types 1
and 2.
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How to minimize cracking and
increase strength of
slabs on grade
Remove excess water from the
bottom

By Lao P. Nicholson
, Assistant General Manager

Somata RocX Company

T he use of proper joint control to minimize cracking in
slabs on grade has long been recognized and prac-

ticed, but only in the past two decades has the concritte
Industry dealt directly with a major cracking problem
that joint control will not solve: pla.stic cracking and in-
visible plastic shrinkage that creates weakened areas
which become shrinkage cracks later on. Plastic crack-
ing, also referred to as plastic shrinkage cracking, is
cracking that occurs in the surface of fresh concrete soon
after it is placed and while it is still plastic.

Early efforts to solve this problem centered on changes
In mix design, such as decreasing the slump, or external
tap surface treatments such as fog spray, wind breaks,
and surface films. All of these help, but they have not
provided a complete answft.. However, I have long felt
that the bottom of the concrete was the most Important
area in which to control cracking, and working from
that base, I concluded that:

If we can take the extra workability water from
. the mix out the bottom just as fast or a little faster

than it goes out the top we -.an densify the con-
crete while It is In the plastic state. This will al-
low very little tensile stress to build up during
the early curing.
Then If the concrete is cured properly and ade-
quate joints are provided, the cracking will take

Prepetation lot casting on* of the luilscale test slabs.
13 left wide and 54 left long. At the too is tne impervious
polyethylene base. Thd pervious sand base is in the
lotsgroono'.

Concrete mixes used in the test slabs described
here are reportedly reprzentative oi field practice
in southern California. They are not necessarily
the mixes which would be recommended by the
author or by other authorities on concrete slab
construction.

place only in the control joints. This, of course.
will not take care of structural cracking or the
every-now-and-then crack that seems to happen
for no goad reason, but it will eliminate the ma-
jority of our slab-on-grade cracking problems.

The Southern California Ready Mixed Concrete As-
sociation agreed to test this theory by casting identical
slabs on different bases including impervicas pol eth I-
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Salmi. Details of the test slab program, showing three
different baste condlti^ns as well as lour curing conditions on
each of the beses. lot each slab. Three dillerent concrete
mixes are described on the right.

Owl

es set
411:

' 4st

A ilew across the width of Slab 3 shows tracks stopping at
the edge of the sand-base area. Black spots ere oil irom
trucks which use the test slabs es a perking ere&

6 41

ene and pervious sand and sand-ce-
ment mixtures. The sand was wet
down a day earlier to compact it.
then lif.,fr-tly sprinkled just before
placing the concrtie. The sand-ce-
ment was not compacted and was
as pervious as the sand. If my
theory prt, ed correct, the impervi-
ous toale would induce plastic and
shrinkage cracking; the sand would
moderate it.

Each 13x54-foot test slab was
cast on three differes0 bases as
shown Irt Figure 1. Fin..thers were
allowed to add whatever water
they felt they needed, according to
current practice. A dry-shake top-

was used on pt:rt of each slab.
and curing included no treatment
in some areas, spray-on compound
and wax coatinp in other areas.

Cracks m.-zre rtcorded after one
year, and ..!1 1.ut two occurred in
the conCrittc cast directly on the
polyethylene. Cracks in this surface
stopped abruptly at the edge of the
sand base area. The two mucks
above the pervious base occurred
more than 18 feet from any other
cracks; such cracks might normally
be expected since no joints were
proJided.

The results were clear, graphic
and dramatic. Why w2S there serious
cracking on the impervious base and
none at all cn the sand? Flgure 2
shows the reasons. On the impervi-
ous base. all the extra bleed water
must come out the ,op. As the too
starts to dry, the concrete wants to
curl. Because it can't take any tensile

nth= at this point, the siab starts to
tear open on the top surface, creat-
ing immediately visible plastic
shrinkage cracks as well as weak-
ened areas where future cracking
will occur. On the sand base, how-

'ever, excess water leaves fkirly
evenly, top and bottom, enabling
the concrete to Emily without
creating uneven stress within the
slab. This prevents curling, virtual-
ly eliminates Immediate plastic
cracking and materially reduc=
the possibility of lay: shrinkage
cricking.

Core tect: made many months
after -Casting have indicated
another Important advantage of
the pervious base: greatee strength.
The table shows differencz in core
strength for various types of cure
on each of the three bases. All of
this concrete came from the same
truck load. Concrete cast diret.ly



WINO r7
N-- . CONCRETE

WATER EvAPORATIAG

FROm TOP SWAM

IMPERVIOUS SOIL OR

potacrwreNE

CONCRETE WANTS TO CURL., INTO THIS POSITION

OaPVIVIOUS SOIL OR .1
POVETWIERE

VISIELE PLASTIC CRACRS
ON CONCRETE SURFACE

I.

NON VISIBLE WEAKENED ARCA

MAT NVILI. PROOliCE ..s11171kAr..-E

CRACXS AT A LATER OATE

. CONCRETE - . c

OSPERVIOUS 'SOIL OR

POLTETNYCNE. .

Num 2. As water evaporates from the top ot slab cast on
Pnlyeinylen. has* Mt the cornreut wants to curl into
position shown (13). Since It cannot cud while it is :de
plastic It shins to leer Oen (C). Other areas-on the top may
be weakening but do not show visible cracksi

on polyethlyene and not cured had only 44 percent of
the strength of concrete cast on a sand bed and spray
cured. If the specified compressive strength were.2000

. psi, the uncured concrete cast on the poIyethigene
would have failed, while the concrete cast on the sand
-vas over strength.

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IN PSI OF CORES TA,CE4
FROM TEST SLAB 2 NINE MONTHS AFTER CASTING

1YPE OF BASE TYPE OF CURE

cator plus 11%) coats
none sorrod one cost wax wu

/EMI.
potysmytana

sand

und.cement

1175

22so

?zoo

2125

2574

aso.

1250

2925

WIMP

2125

275
2525

Te conclusion is inescapable; when concrete is cast
OA an Impervious bZe1 such as polyethylene, day, or
tightly compacted soil, it has less strength and Is much
more susceptible to crlking than when it is cast an a
pervious base such as sand. C-c

1Ns article Is condensed liwe a pew cas4aetw3 1403 Annual Cassrastien of

Ow Mariam Concrete Illegalises Us yaw. Ms tea tau ba rtedallir Ircen Ins
Amman Conaws Enemas la a twee, Maw ar Its raarttAty rosesans. Ce.s mow
nstWee. AsIalea dill WWII 04,1001400 in ammo Journal. Jemmy li1/11.PKIss 1%1'13-
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TABLE NO. 29-AFOUNDATIONS FOR STUD BEARING WALLS MINIMUM
REOUIREMEWSI 2

MINIOL11

NUMBER OF
FLOORS

SUPPORTED
BY ThE

FOUNDATION3

ThICKNESS OF
FOUNDATION WAll

Niches)
-

WIDTH OF
FOOTING
(Incses)

TH/CXNESS
OF FOOTING

(Inches)

OEPTH SELCW
UNDISTURBED

GROUND
SURFACE
(Inches)CONCRETE

UNIT
MASONRY

1

.7

6

8

6

8

12

15

6

7
12

18

3 10 10 18 8 /4

Mb= unusual conditions or frost conditions are found, footings and fotmdations shall be
as required in Section 2907 (a).

2The ground under the floor may be excavated to the elevation of the tap of the footing.
3Foundations may support a =fin addition to the stipulated number of floors. Foundations

supporting roofs only shall be as required for supperting one floor.

TABLE NO. 29-B--ALLOWABLE FOUNDATION AND LATERAL PRESSURE

LATERAL
SEARING

LSSAG.IFT/

LATERAL SLICINGI

ALLOYaBLE Ft OF DEPIN
FOUNDATION MOW

PRESSURE LBS. NATURAL =U. RESISTANCE
MASS OF MATERIAL= /SOL F= GRADE4 RODENTS LISSISG.nit

1.. Massive C-ystalline Bedrock 4000 1200 .70
2. Sedimentary and Foliated

Roc..t 2000 400 .35
3. Sandy Gravel and/or Gravel

(CV/ and GP) 2000 200 .35
4. Sand, Silty Sand, Clayey

Sand. Silty Gravel and
Cayey Gravel (SW, SP, SM,
SC, GM and GC) 1500 150 .25

5. Clay, Sandy Clay, Silty Cay
and Clayey Silt (a., MI.,
MH and C-i) 10007 100 130

ILatmal bearing and lat=a1 stiffing rmistance may be combined.
'For soil classifications OL, OH and Fr (i.e., orpnic clays and peat), a foundation

investigation shall be requited.
3A11 values of allowable foundation pressure are for footinp having 2 minimum width of 12

inches and a minim= depth of 12 inches into natural grade. Except ss in Footnote 7
below, ince= of 20 percent allowed for meh arklitional foot of width and/or depth to a
maximum value of thr= times the designated value.

'May be in=sed the amount of the designated value for each additional foot of depth to a
maximum of IS times the designated value. Isolated poles for uses such as flagpoles or
signs and poles used to support bnilcrusgs which are not advasely affected by a ifr-inch
motion at ground surf= due to short-t= latm-al loads may be designed using latcal
bearing "alUGS equal to two times the tabulated values.

5Coefficient to be multiplied by the dead load.
61-atm-al sliding resistance value to be multiplied by the contact area. In no case shall the

latm21 sliding resistance exc..-ed one half the dead load.
7No increase for width is allowed.

FOOTINGS AND FOUNDATIONS



NATURAL GRADE

FINISH GRADE1

15" (2)
24' (3)

.
Is .0%6

NOTE": IN ALL CASES
FOOTINGS SHALL
EXTEND BELOW THE

FROST LINE

=lf!Iffi

6*(1)

10° (3)
5* (2)

\ (2)
8" (3)

15' (2)
18" (3)

12(1)

FOUNDATIONS FOR STUD

BEARING 'WALLS

Sec. 2907 & Table No. 29-A

8-16
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greater
than 1'

ve.NO LIMIT

MINIMUM
REQUIRED DEPTH
BELOW GRADE

STEPPED FOOTINGS
Sec. 2907 (c)

6'45'
417

r'-LEVEL
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a

NOTZ: BUILDING OFFICIAL MAY APPROVE ALTERNATE
ELEVATIONS IF REQUIRED DRAINAGE IS PROVIDED

-

.- aartIll&-.
i t

a

.
GRADED SrrE

ANY EXTERIOR
FOUNDATION

h1111-__:. . .

1.

.. . .
1, - v

- ... . v .
,

A--
ir - v.
SLOPE
MINIM:1M

STREET CURB
AND GUri-E.R

-

FOUNDATION ELEVATION
Sec. 2907 (d) 5

B-18
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i.

.:

h.

7-t

. .
:'s....

'I..:

.7.,

:

. 40 '
.

e
G7

C

.00

Clear distance also
applies to adjacent
lap splices

WINED

a

.01.II

4

AD

6

42

Gm

(

0 0 0

.
0 * 0

DI

4:

C.

minimum

-

14----18 or bar diameter,
whichever is greater

REINFORCEMENT CLEARANCES
Sec. 2607(g) 0

13-1 9
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FOUNDATION PLATES OR SILLS

2x pressure-treated

sill plate

Masonry

foundation

alaiEst

1/2-inth diameter

/ anchor bait with washer

7-inch minimum

embedment

laIBIFIIEIr=:IE

MINIMUM OF
TWO BOLTS'

PER PIECE

ACZVSSP.SNINQ
x 24* MIN.

See. 2516(c)2

UNCEPP-00911161,

WITHIN 12 INCHES
OF END OF EACH

PIECE

FOUNDATION BOLTS
Section 2907 (f)

8-20
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CASTINPLACE

1 1/2' min.

4111

i;

*5 and smaller

V

3/4' min.
1#11 and smaller

4-----formed foundation wall

;

INI

011.0 OM , .....
h.

trenched
-

at

min.

3' min.
II-t

CONCRETE PROTECTION
FOR REINFORCEMENT

Sec.2607(e)
B-21
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HOT AND COLD WEATHER
CONCRETING

CODE PROVISIONS
SECTION 2605

(n Cold Weather Requirements. Adequate equipment sh-.111

provided for heating the concrete materials and protecting the

concrete during freezing or near-freezing weather. All concrete

materials and all reinforcement, forms, fillers and ground with

which the concrete is to come Ln contact shall be free from frost.

No frozen materials.or materials containing ice shall be used.

(z) Hot Weather Requirements. During hot weather. proper

attention shall be given to ingedients, production methods.

handling., placing, protection and curing to prevent excessive

,concrete temperatures or water evaporation which will impair

the required strength or serviceability of the member or

structure.



L,

f

2. Retarded hydration rate resulting in slower strength gain.

3. Freezing of the fresh concrete before ithas hardened.
. 4. Durability is reduced in the same way that saenzth is

POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF COLD
WEATHER

I. Permanent damage due to freezing.

*: reduced.

r

s

:"
1'

I.

5. Freezing of corners and edges of the ueen concrete that has
hardenjd but is still saturated with water and has practically
no strength.

6. Dehydrated areas caused by lack of protection of the surface
from space heaters. Cracking is liable to develop in such
areas.

7. Cracking and disruption that occur later in the life of the
structure as a result of the use of too much calcium chloride,
or the use of the chloride in situations where it should not be
used.

8. Cracking as the result of sudden temperature changes (ther-
mal shocl) imposed on the concrete before it has sufficient
strength.

B-23



POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF HOT
WEATHER

1. Increased water demand for required consistency.

2. Difficulty in control of entrained air

3. Rapid evaporation of mixing water.

4. Rapid slump loss.
5. Accelerated set.
6. Difficulties with normal handling, finishing and curing.

7. Greater dimensional change on cooling hardened concrete.

S. Increased plastic shrinkage.

9. Increased tendency to crack or craze.

10. Reduced durability from increased water demand and
cracking.

I I . Reduced strength.
12. Variatioas in the appearancz of the concrete surface.

13. Reduced bond of concrele to reinforcing steel.

14. Increased risk of steel corrosion from increased per-
ineabilitY and cracking.

15. Possible "cold joints."

16. Increased permeability.

8-24
656



Methods
of Placing Concrete

Awn.. iw

CORRECT

Utelp.1004/[13/
4/

Ce.A. 1.
WOO Mi 1.44 40.0.0.
el 0".",.. Ow.* be....1..41

u.wriwne

Above wiongement plevenle sepandlon
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INCORRECT
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Conctete should be (bopped vettkolly
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08111
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lsoppis should be avoided.

iewnwil Awe
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Methods'
of Placing Concrete

CORRECT

Seposat on le avoided by dischoogIng
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...nisi connote LOOM Mem.
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Figure 6-16. Presort wall units being lilted into place end stashed to

thr building frame.

7 The Five Fundamentals'
This resixinsibility is implemented by the five

fundamentals of concrete construction which arc: invest-

igation of the site, design of the structure. selection of

materials and mix, workmanship in handling materials

and concrete, and maintenance of thr structure through-

out its life. Now consider each of these fite fundamentals

to see how each of them can help to obtain good, durable

concrete.,

659

Inferior Workmanship. 11 we hav sdected at
materials wise4. we should be well on out way to hat-it:

our quality concrete. But before we reach our goal.
hate to put these materials together, mix them im
concret. transport the concrete to the forms, and the.
place. consolidate. finish and cure it. Much goo
concrete has been ruined at some point during th:
journey.

Modern equipment and methods have steadily im
proved our ability to obtain good concrete. All fr-scn:
concerned with concrete construction should be familia
with the equipment and-methods available and shoul
make sure that the best procedures are followed. One c
the must common faults is the use of too much
watrr. . . in other words, high slump. Wet. high-slum
mixes are vulnerable because of shrinkage cracking an(
permeability of thc- ensuing concrete, and because we
mixes are more apt to segregate than more moderate ones
Segregation leads to rock pockets and weak. permeabb
layers. (Figure 1-1) The wrong equipment or methcid:
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Figure 44. Shrinkage end Milking of weak ronerete in the top nl a hp

of sonnet" et eanstruettun joint resulting from en etrumuletion ol

wt. soupy tont-noir,

can cause evm good concrete to segregate. Krieak.

permeable layers will form where construction joints are
not properly cleaned up. Finishing too soon. using Mater

ot dry cement so assist finishing, or overfinishing all

result in dewrioratk. of the surface. Porous concrete or
henricomb come as a result of insufficient consolida-

.tiiosntru.enc-ficiencies in curing are a constant source of

:A



Temperature and Curing. The rate of reaction be-
tween the cement and water varies ovcr a wide range of
concrete temperatures. proceeding slowly at low temper-
atures somewhat above the freezing point of water, and
more rapidly at high temperatures somewhat below the
boiling point of water. Concrete temperatures below
50°F. are unfavorable for the development of early
strength, and below 40°F. the development of strength is

greatly retarded. At fivezing temperatures strength de-
velopment is practically absent. There is some evidence.
on the other hand. that curing at temperatures in excess
of 150°F. impairs the ultimate quality of the concrete.

A concrete temperature of 80°F. or above during and
immediately after placing will result in lower ultimate
strength compared with concrete mixed and placed at
40°F. to 80°F. Slow strength development and low early
strength result from low curing temperature, but strength
will be better if the concrete is cured at a more moderate
temperature. (Figures 340 and 3-11)

60
Z.rsa.

IS

co
7,400

0t./200

j1
.11

0

r/ .

ss.

1 3 7 28
AG E DAYi

Ftrure 341. Concrete mode and cured as low temperature does not
dewlap strength es well as concrete made et zrr.. estept that down
to a temperature of 55°F. the difference at 21 doss Is wry small, or
the cooler concrete may actually hare shghtly mow strength.

1 _tlftuIttexl-as_dr..y_cont tete,
has a fairly high tesisvcr to the flow of elect,ic ity. but

,,,rii<rxrrin ion is the us:- of conrete for railroad

system. Dry con: tete is a good insulator, Moist concrete
ties. as tfiCeset nit ptoperties can affect the signalling

vapor banter.
bawl. 146. Settiar, through a floor plated on sand Layer teith g

5 Cold Weather
1110

Cold weather can damage concrete in either of two
ways: first. by freezing of the fresh concrete before the
cement has achieved final set, and second, by repeated
(Ides of freezing and thawing over a period of months or
years.

Freezing of Fresh Concrete.. Only one freezing of
the concrete while still in the plastic state or during thc
initial hardening period may reduce durability, weather-
ing resistance, and strength by as much as one-half. The
length of the period during which the conaete is frozen
is not important, once the concrete has frozen, and the
amount the temperature drops below freezing appears to
have no effect. Once frozen: concrete will never attain its
full potential strength and durability, even after pro-
longed curing at reasonable temperatures. There is no
material or admixture that can be added to the fresh
concrete to lower its freezing temperature, or act as an
anti-freeze. How to mix and handle concrete during
freezing weather is discussed in Chapter 19.

Frost Action. Frost, ar cycles of freezing and thaw-
ing. damages hardened concrete by the freezing and
consequent expansion of water in pores andopenings in
the concrete. Thus it may be. seen that dry concrete is
little affected by such action. However. mc 1 concrete
that is exposed to cold temperatures is also exposed to
moisture or water and is therefore subject to attack.

Causes of poor frost resistance include poor design
construction joints: segregation of concrete while pl.
ing: leaky formwork and poor workmanship resulting in
honeycomb and sand streaks: faulty cleanup of a joint
surface before placing concrete against it: flat surfaces
that allow puddles of water to collect on the surface of
the concrete: insufficient or totally lacking drainage,
permitting water to accumulate against the concrete: and
cracks. The fineness and composition of the cement.
within the limits normally specified, appear to have little
or no effect.

To provide resistance against frost requires that good
design principks be followed, taking care that proper
and adequate drainage is provided. Horizontal construc-
tion joints should be avoided if possible. However, if
such a joint is necessary, it.should not be locat .d near the
water or ground line, but should be two or three feet
above the ground line or high water line, or the same
distance below the ground or low water line. Thorough
cleanup of the previously placed concrete is essential.
Concrete should contain a maximum of 7 percent air for
li-inch or -inch maximum aggregate. ranging down to 3

or 4 percent for cobble mixes. and should be made of first
class materiab. carefully mixed and handled. with a
water-cement ratio as low as possible. (See Chapter 12).

Structurally sound aggregate of low porosity should be
used. Good construction prActices should be followed
throughout, unda proper supervision and inspection.
Segregation. hand streaks and honeycomb must be

avoided by careful placement of the concrete as near a

possible in its final resting place. followed by thorough
consolidation by - means of internal vibrators. The
objective is to produce good concrete with smooth. dense
and impermeable surfaces.

$ 6 0



These relationships hold true for any kind of aggregate
and age of concrete. It was also found that concrete with

. the smaller MS.A has greater compressive strength than
large- MSA concrete at the same watercement ratio..erially at W. C ratios below 0.50. This information is

wn in Figure 3-8.
6000

060 470
W/C RATIO

.80

Figure 1-8. Small M Set concrete hes higher strength than large MS4
twnereto at the same treter.erment rano.

111
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U 200Q
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Figure 2-1:. /hind with a temlial tne hat mar he damaged br llamas nnn
ttl WIWI I sild hrslesish the bar.
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Figure 340. Carteret" mar and cured at high temperatures has high
early strength up toes age of fuur of frve days. but beyond that time the
strength is not as gnod as that for concrete made at 73°F. The strength
difference coumurs breond 28 days.

4000 8000 12 000
. COMP RESS IVE STRENGTH.

-
Figure 34. Tensile strength of contrete is about 12 percent of the
compressive for low strength concrete, going down to about 7 percent
for high strength concrete.

einforcing bars

Figure 3-3. The bottom of a beam is in tension when the beam it
loaded, so reinforcing bars are put in the bottom of the beam to gtve it

greater flexural strength.



LEARN TO EARN
WITH

HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION TRAINING

WHEN:

WHERE:

LENGTH:

COST:

CURRICULUM:

ELIGIBILITY:

HOW TO APPLY:

SPONSORED BY
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY

Starting March 12, 1990

Boise, Idaho.

Eight weeks--8 a.m. 5 p.m.

$2,000 per participant

Equipment nomenclature and safety
Operation and service maintenance of equipment

- Field application of equipment (doser, scraper,
grader, loader, roller and backhoe)

18 years of age, good physical condition, high
school graduate or GED, and like working out of
doors. Valid drivers license.

Call or Vocational Student Services
write: College of Technology

Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725
Phone: (208) 385-1144
Toll free within Idaho 1-800-632-6586

Eligible applicants may qualify for Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA) funding. Contact
Jane Giles, JTPA Coordinator, 385-3353. Toll free
within Idaho 1-800-632-6586, ext. 3353.

Boise State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution.
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HAME

DATEENTERED TRAINING:

STATUS: NON-COMPLETER Oiler

HEAVY EQUIPMEPr OPERATOG
TRAINING ACHIEVEMENT (Immo

SSN
DATE COMPLETED
(OR TERMINATED):

- 899.887-018

COHPLETER (A) Back floe Operator -

(0 Front End Loader -

(C) Motor Grade Operator -

(D) Crawler Tractor Operator
(E) Scraper Operator -

CENTER

ADDRESS

050.883-030 TELEPHONE NO.
921.883-042
860.883-022

- 860.883-010
850.883-038

ADVANCED COMPLETER (F) Heavy Equip. Operator - 959.883-010

DATE INSTRUCTOR'S STUDENT'S

DUTIES AND TASKS COMPLETED INITIALS INITIALS

........==3 =UL=Lr22==12UX====UrIUUL==Z=U==ULL=U=Z===C==ZU=M===L==S=L===......===

A. gasic Ile4yie Eguipment

I. Identify a Demonstrate Hand Molt, Adhere to
Safety Practices

2. Practice Preventive Maintenance

3. Identify Types of Equipment end their Functions

4. Identify Components of Fuel System

6. Identify Components of LubriCetion System

6. Identify Components and Principles of Air
Induction and Exhaust System

7. Explain Flow of Coolant Through Cooling System

S. AdvaPc/ARBYY-EGLIIPMent Ogsralox

I. Explain Safety and Emergency Procedures, Proper
Gauge Ranges

2. Set and Identify Grade Stakes

663

COMPLETER
LEVEL

A B
t
o E F

XXXXxX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXxXX
X X X X X X

X X X X X X

X XXXX X

s

X X X X X X
i--t-.--t---L--L.-....t.-.......J
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Page Two - Heavy Equipment Operator

DATE INSTRUCTOR'S STUDEHT'S

COMPLETER
LEVEL

1 --I -1-1' IABCOEF
--- - - ---

DUTIES

C. 0OTSCAOSEllt2E

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

a.

T.

8.

9.

D. grAder

AND TASKS COMPLETED IMITIALS INITIALS
=

Explain Safety Precautions and Emergency
Procedures

--- ---

Perform Preetart, Starting, and Shutdown Procedures

Explain Control Functons and Perform Basic
Operations

Perform Push Cat and Ripper Operation

Fill Applications Behind Scrapers and Back Dumps

Demonstrate Benching and Sloping with a Dozer

Demonstrate Cutting and Filling with a Dozer

Cut Ditches with a Dozer

Clear Land of Trees or Boulders and.Stockpile

Ogerator

I. Explain Safety Precautions and Emergency
Procedures x

2. Perform Preetart, Starting and Shutdowa
Procedures x

3. Explain Control Functions and Perform Basic
Operation x

4. Maintain a Haul Road x

5. Demonstrate Cutting Ditches with a Grader x

8. Demonstrate Cutting and Filling with a Grader x

7. Demonstrate Sloping with a Grader X
L-........I
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Page Thrse - Heavy Equipment Operator

DUTIES AND TASKS
DATE INSTRUCTOR'S STUDENT'S

COMPLETED INITIALS INITIALS

E. LodgrAmAtsr

1. Explain Safety Precautions and Emergency
Procedures

2. Perform Prestart, Starting, and Shutdown
Procedures

3. Explain Control Functions and Perform Basic
Operations

4. Load Out of a Bank or Stockpile

5. Load Haul Units Using a Loader

8. Build a Stockpile

F. DaghtmAaftcatm

I. Explain Safety Precautions and Emergency
Procedures

2. Perform Prestart, Starting, and Shutdown
Procedures

3. Explain Control Functions, and Perform Basic
Operations

4. Dig a Trench to Specifications and Backfill

5. Dig a Pit to Specifications and Backfill

8. Uncover Buried Lines or Pipes

66ri

COMPLETER
LEVEL

ABCDEF

X

X

X

X

X
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page Four - Heavy Equipment Operator

DUTIES AHD TASKS
=3 2

0. DgrognAosmalsc

I. Explain Safety Precautions and Emergency
Procedures

2. Perform Prestart, Starting, and Shutdown
Procedural

DATE IMSTAUCTOR'S
COMPLETED IHITIALS

STUDEMT'S
IHITIALS

3. Explain Control Functions and Perform Basic
Operations

4. Load to Capacity, Leaving a Smooth Level Cut

5. Transport Loaded Scraper Properly According to
Conditions

8. Spot Dump a Scraper

T. Spread Matorial with Scraper

6. Building and Load Out of Stockpiles

9. Cut end Fill to Specifications

10. Maneuver a Scrapor fn Clos. Quarters

COMPLETER
LEVEL

A 8 C DIE Ff



DIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE TRAINING ACHIEVEMENT RECORD AND DETERMINING TNE COMPLETER LEVEL

FOR STUDENTS IN THE HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR PROGRAM

A. When the student successfully performa each of the tasks listed in the left column of the TAR the instructor should:

(1) write the date that Vie student mastered the task in the column labeled "Date Completed",

(2) sign his/her (instructor's) initials In the column labeled "Instructor'a Initials",

(3) have tho student sign his/her initials in the colmmn labeled "Student's Initials', and

(4) circle all of the "X"s shown (In the columns labeled "Completer Level") which correspond to the taIdi completed.

U. When the student has completed the training offering or terminated from the program the instructor should:

(I) enter the date completed (or terminetcd) on the space provided at the top of the first page of the TAR,

(2) determine whether the student wan a non-completer, a completer or an advanced completer according to ths

directions in step C (below) and place en "X in the appropriate box undo. "status" on the top of the

first page of the TAR, and
(3) complete the certification on the last page of the TAR.

C. To determine the "Status" of a student in the Heavy Equipment Operator program (i.e. non-completer [NC),

completer (C) or advanced completer (AC)) the inatrnctor should use the following guidelines:

(I) Go to the column labeled "Completer Level" (on the right side of the TAR); if all the "X"s in the first

column labeled 'A" have been circled and verified by the instructor's initials, the student is a completer

at D.O.T. Level A, Back Noe Operator. Check the blank before D.O.T. Level A, Back Hoe Operator

in the upper left hand corner of the TAR.
(2) Go to column "8" and repeat the process described in step I. Continue the process through the remainino columns,

checking the blank before every D.O.T. level completed.

(3) An Advahced Completer, D.O.T. Level F, Heavy Equipment Operator, Is a student who has completed and three (3)

completer levels A through E. (For examplel, a Heavy Equipment Operator is a student who has crImplettbd all

tasks in Completer levels A-Sack Hoe Operator, 0-Front End Loader, and 0-Crawler Tractor Operatt,r.)

(4) If the student did not complete all of the tasks required in any of the lettered columns, check tho blank before

the "Non-Completer" D.O.T. Level, Oiler.
(5) Record the highest D.O.T. and completer level achieved on the Job Corps Student Profile (Form ETA 6-40). All

student prnfiles must be coded with "NC' if they are non-completers, "C" if they are completere, and "AC" if

they are advanced completers. Because time needs to be allowed to modify the Job Corps Student Profile to

accommodate the new completer codes, centers must temporarily,put the appropriate codo ("NC", "C", "AC') in item

053, 0-12, Other, on side four of ETA 6-40. The center will place an "X" in one of the bokcs in Section 0 (National

Training Contract) from 01/Hone to 11/UAW. mulpt mark to 12/IA11n . Specify the completer designation by writing

the code (NC, C or AC) on the line after the code 12 box, as shown in the example below.
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HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
CERTIFICATION

Student's Name Date Student Completed Training

The utudent has completed hours of work experience at as a
(Name of Business) (Job Title)

The student named above has terminated from this training program and ha :_moleted each of the signed (initialed)

tasks as approved by the National Office of Job Corps.

Instructor Signature

Student Signature

CvNMENTS This student is recommended to begin employment as (a/an)
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COURSE OBJECTIVE

This program is developed as a positive cooperative joint venture between
vocational education and the Operating Engineers Training program. The objective
is to train females and minorities to be safe and yet productive construction
workers while operating heavy construction equipment. The program allows
individuals without prior training and skills to be given a chance to enter the
construction industry, thus assisting contractors in meeting their federal EEO

compliance goals. The objectives of this subproposal are:

Boise State University will conduct the screening and selection of all

applicants. The objectives of this subproposal are:

- Joint venture between vocational education and a union training program

- The majority of available openings will be available for female and
minorities as identified as a goal in the CD grant.

- Assist contractors in meeting their federal EEO Compliance goals
- Provide the industry with safe and productive new entry operators.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE

As in all construction training programs the basic thread interwoven in all
aspects of training is safety. Because of the potential for serious injuries
when working with and around heavy equipment, safety becomes a major objective.
Much of safety is an attitude developed from pervious experiences. Therefore,

the development of a safety conscious operation is of the highest priority.
Attitudes are hard to evaluate except by conduct and performance in the operation

of equipment. Therefore all skill development is conducted under the Isafety

first' principle.

Skill development objectives include proper operation of equipment and basic
service and field maintenance. Skill development and confidence in equipment
operation including dozers, scrapers, graders, backhoes, loaders, rollers and
forklifts will be the nucleus of the curriculum. The objectives of skill
development centers around those specific pieces of equipment.

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
Safety

- Wearing of personal protective equipment
- Practice of first aid and CPR techniques
- Demonstrate hand signals for boom equipment operation
- Operate equipment in a safe and controlled manner
- Describe safety rules and regulations

Forklift

- Identify the components of a forklift
- Conduct a safety inspection of equipment
- Practice correct starting and stopping procedures
- Raise and lower mash
- Operate and practice equipment without load
- Operate and practice pick up and unloading pallets of material
- Conduct basic servicing and maintenance of equipment
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Dozers and Scrapers

- Identify major components of a dozer and scraper
- Inspection of equipment before operation
- Conduct starting and stopping procedures
- Operation of bowl, apron and tailgate
- Loading, hauling and spreading
- Push loading, drifting, ripping and pioneering
- Conduct service and maintenance check

Graders

- Identify major components of a grader
Inspect equipment before starting

- Practice starting and stopping procedures
- Practice basic machine maneuvering
- Demonstrate blade positions
- Operation of equipment in all blade positions
- Conduct service and maintenance check

Loaders

- Identify major components of a loader
- Inspect equipment before starting
- Practice starting and stopping procedures
- Practice basic machine maneuvering
- Demonstrate truck loading
- Demonstrate stock piling techniques
- Conduct a service and maintenance check

Backhoes

- Identify major components of a backhoe
- Inspect equipment before operation
- Practice starting and stopping procedures
- Practice putting out and taking in outriggers
- Practice backhoe and loader operation
- Practice basic machine maneuvering
- Practice digging
- Demonstrate operation of all hydraulic units
- Conduct service and maintenance procedures

Rollers

- Identify major components of a roller
- Inspect equipment before starting
- Practice starting and stoppiill procedures
- Practice basic machine maneuwing

Denonstrate proper roller patterns
- Conduct service and maintenrInce procedures

6



Servicing and Maintenance

Pre-inspection of equipment
Oil and filter change
Lubrication of equipment
Replacement of hydraulic hoses
Water level check
Adjustments of hydraulic levers
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12 hard hats
12 pairs safety glasses
1 set of sockets (complete)
1 set of end wrenches (completa)
1 arc welding machine
1 oil pit
3 oil drums
25 oil an4 air filters
12 ear protection sets

- slide projector
- 16mm film projector
- TV and VCR
- Tape recorder
- AV screen

LqUIPNENT AND TOOLS

Cl assroom Equi pment

Audiovisuals

Films - 16mm Caterpillar Company
- "800 Miles of Winter'
- "Loading Logic'
- "Color of Danger'
- "Operators Guide--Tract Type Tractors'
- "Operators Guide--Rubber-tired Tractors'
- "Operators Guide--Moter Graders"
- "Operators Guide--Loaders'
- "Operators Guide for Hydraulic Excavators'
- "Making the Most with Scrapers'
- "Ripping'
- "Winning Moves in Maintenance"
- "Challenge of Safety'

Printed Material

Books

- Moving The Earth - North Castle Books
- Equipment Maintenance and Repair - North Castle Books

Manuals - Caterpillar Company
- Operating Manuals - Caterpillar
- Dozers
- Scrapers
- Graders
- Backhoes
- Rough Terrain Forklift - Cement Association
- First Aid and CPR - American Red Cross
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